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PREFACE

The Specialists' Meeting on "Unsteady Airloads in Separated and Transonic Flow",
organized by the Structures and Materials Panel, was held in Lisbon on Tuesday, 19 April
and Wednesday, 20 April 1977., It was attended by some hundred Specialists, who took
part in the general discussion.

The meeting was divided in two session,., Session 1, entitled "Airframe Response to
Separated Flow", was chaired by Prof B.Laschka, and by W.J.Mykytow; Session 11, on
"Transonic Unsteady Aerodynamics for Aeroelastic Phenomena", was chaired by
Prof H.F6rsching and Dr J.J.Olsen.

The first session reviewed the prediction and description of the separated flow environ-
ment and the essential effects of airframe response on individual aircraft components. This
is a special concern for militar) aircraft where flight operation at extreme manoeuvre
conditions associated with flow separation frequently occurs. The scope of the session
included analytical approaches, wind tunnel tests, as well as flight test techniques and data
evaluation. Session I opened with an evaluation, by C.L.Bore, of papers on loads presented
at the FDP Symposium on "Prediction of Aerodynamic Loading", Fall 1976.

The second session dealt with flutter, aeroelastic instabilities, and other static and
dynamic aeroelastic problems, for which margins of safety are least in the transonic speed
range which is consequently the most critical speed regime. The 8 papers that were delivered
covered analytical techniques as well as windtunnel experiments and gave some hope that
engineer-type predictions should soon be available.

The general discussion that followed the Specialists' Meeting made it clear that both
sessions had covered an urgent need of aerospace industry, and helped the Sub-Committee
on "Aeroelasticity and Unsteady Aerodynamics" to decide on a cooperative programme.

G.COUPRY
Chairman, Sub-Committee on
Aeroelasticity and Unsteady Aerodynamics
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UNSTEADY AIRLOADS IN SEPARATED AND TRANSONIC FLOW
by

C.L. BORE
Head of Research, Hawker Siddeley Aviation Ltd., Kingston, Surrey, U.K.

SUMMARY

This paper reviews critically the papers dealing with unsteady loads arising from separated flow that were presented at the
AGARD Fluid Dynamics Panel's symposium on Frediction of Aerodynamic Loading (ref. 1). The principal topics discussed include
dynamic phenomena arising from aircraft manoeuvres, transient dynamic stall loads and methods for predicting buffet.

INTRODUCTION

For this review, I have chosen to group the topics by the phenomena concerned, rather than the papers reviewed. Thus we will
consider dynamic stall, buffet, fin loads in complex manoeuvres, and separation bubbles. This allows observations from various
papers and discussions to be brought together around each topic for comparison. For each problem the designer needs an array of
methods, suitable for the various phases of design, from concept, through wind tunnel modelling to flight testing.

We will see that the problems of unsteady airloading are now being tackled from various directions and substantial progress is
being made, but of course there is still a lot of work to do before they can all be wrapped up.

DYNAMIC STALL
The problems of dynamic stall present themselves in various guises. A wing or helicopter blade pitching rapidly or entering a

different flow field rapidly may experience dynamic excursions of lift coefficient far from the curve that is measured by the usual
slow traversing of incidence beyond initial stall. Typically, in a fast increase of incidence, the lift may substantially overshoot the
quasi-steady stall curve and then drop back rapidly (see fig. 1, taken from ref. 2 - after Ham). The mechanisms that govern such
effects are of interest in connection with wing drop and yaw (sometimes leading to spin entry), wing rocking, buffeting and
helicopter blade stall flutter: quite a catalogue of problems. Two papers addressed this type of behaviour,, from rather different
angles.

Ericsson and Reding (2) have observed that on an aerofoil pitching beyond the steady stalling angle, a leading-edge vortex first
grows, then detaches from the leading edge and convects downstream (fig. 2). As the vortex convects chordwise (at about 55% of
free-stream velocity) it affects the lift and moment on the aerofoil. As it passes 70% chord the normal force on the aerofoil reaches
its peak, while just before the trailing edge the pitching moment reaches its peak (fig. 3) Extrapolating from fig 3. to the vicinity of
&5 ý 1.7 (buffeting) it seems that a shed vortex would take roughly a quarter of the total cycle time to traverse the aerofoil chord, so
the frequency of vibration from this mechanism would be roughly

F o0 4 Q - .---.-.-.-.- '-0)
This is consistent with the frequencies usually found in buffetting. Of course, not all buffeting is associated with leading-edge
separations, but a rather similar vortex-convection mechanism could be envisaged for rear separations, presumably giving higher
frequencies. Incidentally, the case quoted by Benepe (4) of buffeting bending moments peaking at 25 hertz (the torsional frequency)
raises the question of such a mechanism, and so do the buzz-like phenomena with very little damping in torsion (11, 12).

In order to estimate the magnitude of the vortex-induced effects, Ericsson and Reding extend the leading-edge suction analogy
of Polhamus (3) to apply to aerofoils. Thus they argue that both on an aerofoil and on a delta wing the displacement of the vortex
with respect to the leading edge is an analogous function of time (fig. 4). Then using Polhamus' equation for the vortex-induced lift
on a delta and transforming this into conditions normal to the leading edge, they infer a magnitude for the drop in lift that attends
detachment of the vortex from the aerofoil (fig. 5). Using Glauert type terms, they go on to devise compressibility corrections.

Unfortunately, the mathematics of their extension from Polhamus' vortex-lift result to aerofoils seems to have been muddled,
although most of the errors cancelled out in the end. For the record, the writer would replace Ericsson and Reding's analysis on
page 24-3 of ref. 2 by the following:-

"From Polhamus' leading-edge suction analogy the coefficient of vortex-induced normal force on the leading edge of a delta
with apex half-angle 9 is given by C1NV =- i 5in2f t COrJ ..... (0s

The angle of attack in the plane perpendicular to the leading edge is tan( ) - -

The corresponding dynamic pressure q j. as a froction of free-stream dynamic pressure .is

J- - sin2d + coc e stn26 . )
Combining equations (i), (ih) and (iii) gives the following average loading

Nc_- = Tr Stn 2  a (iv)C;"- s1 1 +sinto. "a~ j " )

Here the square root term behaves like C(OS (94and since the angle 9 relates to the deltas from which the inferences were made
(i.e. deltas where V is around 0.5 radian) it is evident that this term is near unity for most practical incidences. It follows that

C sin .L-.. . ....... (V)
Incidentally, it was this term that was plotted in fig. 7 of ref. 2 (which is fig. 5 of the present paper) not the function IT sin%( Cod
as labelled.
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It can be concluded that these concepts of transient vortex growth at the leading edge, followed by detachment of the vortex
and its subsequent convection over the aerof oil, illuminate mechanisms that are vital in stall flutter and may also be relevant in other
problems such as rapid pull-ups, wing rocking and buffet. We will see later that there may also be relevance to the forces induced on
the tail.

However dynamic loads effects do not stem only from transient aerodynamic flow fields. Thus Benepe (4) stated that in flight
test measurements on two aircraft there was a progressive increase in the wing bending moment at given angle of attack with
increasing pitch rate, even below the apparent sta;l. Much of this increase was accounted for by structural inertia effects, using a
5-degree-of-freedom aircraft dynamic response simulator, in conjunction with quasi-steady aerodynamics. Agreement between flight
test and computations was good in some cases but only fair in other respects, and Benepe considers that improved accuracy could be
achieved if the dynamic flow phenomena were better understood.

A quite different approach of some dynamic effects near the stall was described by Levinsky (5). This work used a non-linear
lifting-line procedure with unsteady wake effects to investigate certain forms of instability when parts of the wing are stalling; notably
wing drop, wing rock, and yawing moment at zero yaw. At present, it is limited to wings with low sweep and high aspect ratio

The approach assumed that each element of wing behaves like a two-dimensional aerofoil (even to its stalling lift curve) at the
local incidence induced by the time-dependent array of bound vorticity and trailing vorticity. The trailing vorticity was assumed to
convect downstream at free-stream velocity (not at 55% of free-stream velocity, as in ref. 2).

The results of these convecting vortex-lattice computations show up a sudden rolling moment asymmetry at zero yaw at
incidences above 120 for one test case (fig. 6), and show lift hysteresis for aerofoils having large enough negative lift-curve slope after
local stalling.

It appears that there is scope for extending the time-dependent-wake notions of this method to compute the loads induced on
the tail as well as the wing. For wider applicability it would be desirable to refine the computational methods so that sweep, low
aspect ratio, and compressibility, will be embraced.

It would be worthwhile to investigate what is the practical speed of convection for trailing vorticity in the wake. Probably it
would be above the 55% of free-stream velocity used by Ericsson and Reding (2) above the aerofoil, but below free-stream velocity.
Combining this approach with that of (2) may further iluminate the problems of wing rocking which (as I said in ref. 6) are not
adequately predicted by quasi-steady aerodynamics from the known aircraft motion.

BUFFET PREDICTION

As remarked by Benepe in the RTD of ref. 1, the first reason for understanding the mechanisms that cause buffet is to enable
the designer to devise a configuration that experiences little or no buffetting, if possible. Usually it will take a substantial time to
progress to a stage where wind-tunnel measurements can be made on the chosen configuration. So we need different prediction
methods for different stages of design.

Redeker and Proksch (7) presented their computational methods for buffet onset at the early configuration-choosi g stage of
design. They conclude from calibrations that buffet onset becomes significant on two-dimensional aerofoils corresponus to when
boundary layer separation has spread from the trailing edge forwards to 90% chord. For extension to three-dimensional wings they
postulate that buffet onset has been reached when the moment of the separated-flow area about the wing root reaches a certain value,
and that this corresponds with given rms wing-root bending stress:

CaL =f I CS ? 7R)d -. /C1 (2)

These assumptions imply that the pressure fluctuations in the separated area are practically constant and synchronised for the
extent of separation concerned, and that a given value of this coefficient (equation 2) correbponds with onset or light buffet
(CB. tO.08 to 0-10). These assumptions were backed by data such as shown in figs. 7 and 8. The authors recognised that the
root bending strain stops being linear against C]-g somewhere near CBL = 0.10 (fig. 7), so the method as it stands will not deal
with buffet penetration.

Once the assumptions are accepted, the method uses whatever calculation procedures are considered best at the time for
estimating the extent of boundary layer separation on the wing. For the wing pressure distribution the so-called "RAE Standard
Method" has been used, together with Murman-Krupp local lift slopes, but transonic methods will be used. For the boundary-layer-
separation predictions, the three-dimensional Cumpsty-Head method, with compressioility corrections, has been used. This was
found necessary even on yawed infinite-aspect-ratio wings.

This method seems useful for light-buffet prediction, for wings with high enough aspect ratio to result in a simple boundary-layer-
separation pattern The reviewer would argue with the choice of non-dimensional criteria foi judging the magnitude of a dimensional
response if a similar method were being proposed to predict buffet penetration, but the authors explicitly refrained from making
claims for that more difficult problem, and my reservations do not make much practical difference to the buffet onset boundaries at
usual altitudes.

As J G. Jones (8) has pointed out, for an experimental assessment of buffet we may either measure the fluctuating pressures and
their degree of synchronisation and thus integrate to find the overall fluctuating forces, or we may infer the integrated forces from the
response they cause to an elastic model with the right sort of mode shapes. (in parentheses, the reviewer adds, it could happen that
the fluctuating forces are not much modified by the structurai deformations, so that we may perhaps adopt the most direct method
and measure the fluctuating shear force on the buffeted wing) Now the pressure measurement approach requires complex
instrumentation and correlation techniques, and special aeroelastic models are expensive and not usually suitable for high Reynolds'
number testing, so it is attractive to evaluate the measurements that can be obtained on conventional wind-tunnel models, as
recounted by Butler and Spavins (9),
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Jones' scheme (8) is based on the idea that at any well-defined mode, the elastic model can be regarded as a linear damped

system in forced vibration. Then the response in the simple mode is defined by the differential equation:

Mmcg+ MX . .M 27 .- -) (3)
2

where i is the generalized mass for the mode, MW; represents the structural stiffness, and £)o is the undamped natural frequency
(there is a typographical omission in ref. 9).. The total damping ratio is the sum of the structural damping and aerodynamic damping.
Assuming that the frequency of excitation scales with flow speed U and inversely with mean chord C", and neglecting Reynolds'
number variations so that the mean square exciting force scales with (SY I Jones

Gx _ CL( s)2 (4)

Power spectral analysis leads to an expression for the dimensionless aerodynamic excitation parameter E as follows:

E 0 m ( ) - - -_- -_ (5)
where nlo= i-v is the non-dimensional modal frequency, This excitation is then applied to the aircraft, using appropriate
aircraft damping, mass and stiffness.

The value of Butler and Spavins' paper resides in their comments on the practical methods of evaluating the various terms in
Jones' equation 5. The scheme of (9) is summarized below:

(i) Determine wing area S and mean chord C for the model and the aircraft

(ii) Determine modal frequency W)o , generalized mass m, structural damping 4S and mode shape from resonance tests on
model and aircraft.

(m) Measure rms acceleration or bending moment W" at a point on the model winq, the total damping 4 ,flow velocity

V, and dynamic pressure q at any given Mach number and incidence in wind-tunnel tests.

00 Relate the bending moment to 'Z in generalized co-ordinates for the mode shape.

[v) Derive E from equation 5.

(vN) Derive the aerodynamic damping fact3r K from

K= m- -... .. .... ... (6)
q,s

(vi Predict total damping in flight by adding the calculated flight aerodynamic damping (equation 6) to the measured
aircraft structural damping.

(viii) Predict rms acceleration or bending moment at a point on the aircraft wing from equation 5 rearranged to give
using the mode shape.

The total damping ratio was best obtained by using Cole's iandom decrement function (10). The evaluation model used was
made of alumium alloy to increase the sensitivity of the aerodynamic damping determination relative to what could be obtained from
a steel model. Accelerometers were used to deduce the mode displacements both on the model and the aircraft.

Fig. 9 shows comparisons of predicted and flight-measured i ms acceleration and damping, which show very encouraging
agreement. It was noted that determination of the damping ratio from model tests was somewhat uncertain even with a specially
made low-structural-damping model of aluminium alloy, so it may be difficult to determine with denser or more-damped models.
Benepe in discussion claimed satisfactory results for a rather similar method. One generalization being explored was the possibility of
eliminating mode shape from the process, so that a generahzed force distribution may be derived.

It can be concluded that this approach has been demonstrated to have considerable promise when low-damping models of low
density are used, and it should be worthwhile to develop the techniques further, particularly in eliminating mode shape from the
process. However, it is worth considering briefly some cautionary remarks.

First consider the instances of "buzz" type oscillations remarked on by Benepe (4), Jones (11), and Moss (12), in which torsional
oscillations of the wing are associated with strongly correlated pressure disturbances affecting chordwise sections, and the bending
response may appear at the torsional frequency. These seem to be a type of limit cycle, where the amplitude of response may remain
substantially constant in successive cycles, so that "damping" cannot be determined by any form of logarithmic decrement process
based on the concurrent response. Perhaps it will b e worthwhile classifying these phenomena within the class of unsteady boundary-
layer-separation and closely related to buffet and control-surface buzz.

Secondly there are cautionary remarks to be made on the use of strain gauges to infer the level of unsteady force on a wing. It
has been found on full-scale aircraft tests that quite large errors can appear in the bending moment inferred from wing-root strain
gauges if the torsion component of the loading is large and the gauges are merely aligned with the constant-fraction-of-chord line
(ref 13, 14). What happens is that the nomin;., bending moment signal contains substantial response to torsion, and quite elaborate
calibrations are necessary to evaluate the appropriate regression equations from which the bending moments may be deduced. Now
most of the wing root bending moment measurements made in the past on wind-tunnel models, and some of those made in flight, are
likely to suffer such errors. These errors were avoided by the use of accelerometers in the paper of Butler and Spavins, and by the use
of special load-measurement links in certain other cases, such as the work reported by Kloos (15), but care should be taken to check
on this technique in other papers. Perhaps some work on measurement of unsteady shear force on model wings should be done using
special load-measurement links. This would also facilitate the distinction between bending moment and torsion fluctuation - bearing
in mind the usefulness of rolling-moment measurements in predicting wing-drop and wing-rock phenomena (6).
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SEPARATION BUBBLES

There are many circumstances where a boundary-layer separation could be predicted with ease, and even without calculation. It
is of greater engineering significance tc predict under what conditions the flow will re-attach. In other words, whether the flow will
re-attach to form a bubble, or remain separated. Under a separation bubble, there are high-frequency pressure fluctuations, but in
general the engineering problems are an order of magnitude greater when the flow fails to re-attach. Two papers at the symposium
addressed the problem of separation bubbles.

Lang and Francis (16) reported results of their studies on a separation bubble caused by a smaller s 'oiler oscillating in height,
mapping variations in oscillating pressure, bubble size and so on. They found that the size of the bubble lags the movement of the
spoiler, but not symmetrically. This was due to the finite time taken for entrainment of free-stream flow into the bubble or out of
it - the flow out not being at the same rate as the flow in.

Laruelle and Levart (17) reported investigations of the separation bubble that forms on the outer surface of a sharp-lipped air
intake operating with reduced mass flow at subsonic speed. They investigated the pressures under the practically two-dimensional
bubble and the re-attachment conditions, and concluded that for this particular intake situation they had arrived at semi-empirical
laws that enabled them to calculate the development of the separation bubble.

Taken together, these papers should provide useful material for those investigating the pressure distributions and sizes of other
bubbles.

OTHER UNSTEADY LOADS

Kloos (15) showed good agreement between "predicted" loads and flight measurements for a number of transient manoeuvres,
such as missile loads during a M = 0.95 rolling pull-out. This was based on wind-tunnel load measurements, using an equivalent-
angle-of-incidence notion to read across to manoeuvring flight. Incidentally,, the effect of a small gap between the missile and its
pylon was shown to be substantial. Fin loads in flight were similarly well predicted - the flight load measurements being made with
special load-measurement links. However, it should be noted that these "predictions" used flight-measured aircraft attitudes and
rates, so there is an element of hindsight here. Against this, the reviewer remarked in (6) that fin loads were not well predicted even
with hindsight concerning the aircraft motion when the motion was due to wing rock - hinting that this may be due to unsteady wake
flowing past the tail. Note too, that Kloos refers to the use of rudder angle in some wind-tunnel experiments: not a universal
practice.

Kloos quoted the large incremental loads that can be experienced by an aircraft entering the vortex wake of a previous aircraft -
about equal to the normal force of the previous aircraft.

Finally, there was an account of a very expensive investigation into the magnitude of air-intake surge loadings, in ref. 6. In this
work a crucial factor was the transient build-up of pressure both in the ducts of surging air intakes and in the boundary-layer-bleed
cavities.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

It is hoped that some idea has been conveyed of the papers on fluctuating loads presented at the AGARD Symposium (1),
together with some speculations on where these may usefully lead.
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SEPARATED-FLOW UNSTEADY PRESSURES AND FORCES ON ELASTICALLY RESPONDING STRUCTURES

C. F. Coe and D. W. Riddle
Ames Research Center, NASA, Moffett Field, California 94035, USA

and

C. Hwang
Northrop Corp• Aircraft Division, Hawthorne, California 90230, USA

SLMMARY

This paper presents broadband rms, spectral denbity, and spatial correlation information that charac-
terizes the fluctuating pressures and forces that cause aircraft buffet, The main theme of the paper in
describing buffet excitation is to show the effects of elasticity, In order to do so, data are presented
that were obtained (1) in regions of separated flow on wings of wind-tunnel models of varying stiffness
and (2) on the wing of a full-scale aircraft, Reynolds number effects on the pressure fluctuatitns are
also discussed.

NOMENCLATURE

aT acceleration at wing tip p pressure, N/m2 (lb/ft2

AR aspect ratio PSD power spectral density

b semispan length, m(ft) q dynamic pressure, N/m2 (lb/ft 2)

BM bending moment, N-m (lb-ft) R Reynolds number

c chord length, m (ft) rms root mean square

c mean aerodynamic chord, m (ft) RMS root mean square

Cn section normal force coefficient S area, m2 (ft 2 )

CN total normal force coefficient t thickness, m (ft)

C pressure coefficient TR taper ratio

f frequency, Hz V velocity, m/s (ft/s)

G poweý pectral density of pressure, WS wing station
(N/m ) /Hz

x chordwise position from LE, m (ft)
GM power spectral density of bending

moment, (N-m) /Hz a angle of attack (referred to centerline),
deg

G N pwer spectral density of normal force,
N /Hz CL angle of attack (referred to chordline at

wing pivot), deg
h pressure altitude, km

F dihedral angle, deg
i incidence angle (referred to model

centerline), deg y coherence function

i moment arm, m (ft) n ratio of span station to semispan

LE leading edge A sweep angle, deg

M Mach number

INTRODUCTJnN

It is well known that the pressure fluctuations associated with separated turbulent boundary layers
cause buffeting of aircraft and component structures, The occurrence and extent of separated flow on a body
is dependent upon the geometry and velocity of the body in a fluid and on the fluid density and temperature.
Separation takes place whenever the boundary layer is subjected to intense positive pressure gradients.
Such gradients occur because of abrupt changes in the geometry relative to the flow, for example, leading
and trailing edges of wings and discontinuities of surfaces, and because of compressibi l ity, The fluid
mechanics of separated flow as it relates to the buffet problem is clearly described in Refs, 1-6.

The most significant buffet problem today is associated with transonic maneuvering of high-speed combat
aircraft. In the transonic case the occurrence of the shock on the upper surface of a wing and the corre-
sponding severe positive pressure gradient can cause flow separation at cruise and/or at maneuverinq angles
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of attack that are considerably below subsonic stall angles. Ac a result, at transonic speeds aircraft can
encounter mild to intense buffeting that can limit maneuverability and induce both pilot and structural
fatigue,

The effects of buffeting and other transonic phenomena on maneuvering combat aircraft were the subject
of a study by an AGARD Working Group (sponsored by the Fliiht Mechanics Panel) which was reported in Ref., 7.
This study, also summarized by Lamar (the Working Group (,"airman) in Ref., 8, documented the comprehensive
review of the state of the art of buffet test techniques and prediction methods that was carried out by the
Working Group. Other noteworthy recent contributions to experimental techniques for predicting buffet
loads have been made by John (Ref, 9), Hanson (Ref. 10), and Butler and Spavins (Ref 11)., Three different
currently used approaches to testing buffet models in wind tunnels are described. One approach uses a
dynamically scaled aeroelastic model to provide a direct measurement of full-scale buffet characteristics
(Ref. 10). A second approach involves the measurements of the fluctuating pressures on a nominally rigid
model; the measurements are then used to calculate the response of the elastic aircraft (Refs. 12 and 13),
The third approach, suggested by Jones of the RAE (Ref, 11), uses measurements of the buffet response of a
nominally rigid model of a wing to calculate the aerodynamic excitation and damping; the measurements are
then used to calculate the response of the corresponding full-scale wing.

Each of the experimental approaches for obtaining buffet intensity information has its unique
technical and cost advantages or disadvantages. From a cost point of view, the dynamically scaled models
are the most expensive; and simple, solid metal models with only straingage and accelerometer instrumenta-
tion are clearly the least expensive, It is generally expected that dynamically scaled models yield the
most accurate prediction of full-scale buffeting., On the other hand, the fluctuating-pressure measurement
technique for predicting buffeting has the decided advantage of also revealing local flow-field information
that is a necessary adjunct to buffet research. It is for this reason that the buffet research at Ames
Research Center has employed the fluctuating-pressure method., A critical question remains to be resolvea,
however, concerning how well measurements of fluctuating pressures on models represent what really occurs
on full-scale vehicles. The main problem is the effect of the different elastic characteristics of the
model and flight vehicle., Effects of Reynolds number are also a problem important to all subscale testing.,

The purpose of this paper is to describe separated-flow unsteady pressures and forces on elastically
responding structures. The main theme here in describing buffet excitation is to make an assessment of the
effects of elasticity and Reynolds number, In order to make that assessment, fluctuating pressure data are
presented that were measured on several wind tunnel models and aircraft including the F-IliA, F-111-TACT
and F-5A.

SCOPE OF BUFFET RESEARCH AT AMES RESEARCH CENTER

A systematic buffet study as charted in Fig. 1 is being conducted at Ames Research Center to measure
and analyze the aerodynamic excitations that cause aircraft buffet and/or the response of local structure.
The data presented in this paper illustrate resulls from each of the three-dimensional configurations
listed, The planned program is not yet complete .nd the questions posed cannot be entirely resolved at
this time; however a significant amount of progress has been made,

The experimental phases of the research encompass the measurements of fluctuating pressures,
fluctuating-pressure summations to yield integrated dynamic forces, and structural responses on two- and
three-dimensional wind-tunnel models and on aircraft having various geometries appropriate for study., The
effects of aerostructural interactions, a main theme of this paper, are being investigated by examination
of pressure spectra relative to response modes and by direct comparison of fluctuating-pressure data from
two TACT (joint USAF-NASA Transonic Aircraft Technology Research Program) models of different stiffness
and from corresponding TACT and F-5A models and aircraft. The end objective of the research is to investi-
gate and evaluate buffet response prediction techniques that are based on the measured aerodynamic excita-
tion., he TACT program, which involves tests of an F-lll configuration with a supercritical wing, and its
application to buffet research are described in detail in Refs, 7 and 8. Another joint effort by the
USAF, NASA, and the RAE involving the TACT program will provide an evaluation of the Jones method (Ref. 11)
of buffet prediction, Wing rock, also listed in Fig., I, is a related subject of investigation that is part
of the Ames buffet research program. The wing-rock research is intended to determine if the onset of wing-rock instability can be predicted from wind-tunnel model tests and also to determine to what extent the
severe motions of wing rock effect buffet excitation pressures,

Some of the research on configurations shown in Fig., 1 has been completed and reported., The two-
dimensional investigation was undertaken jointly by NASA and McDonnell Douglas Research Laboratories to
study surface-pressure and wake-flow fluctuations in a supercritical airfoil flow-field, These results,
which disclosed the presence of an aerodynamic frequency not yet identified in data from the three-
dimensional models, have been reported by Roos and Riddle (Ref. 14), Riddle also has reported a significant
amount of the pressure-fluctuation data from tests of a 1/6-scale semispan model of the F-lIlA (Ref, 15).
A contract effort with General Dynamics Corporation provided F-1l1A flight buffet-response data from a
previous loads flight-test program, as reported by Benepe, et al. (Refs. 16 and 17). These data were used
to verify the results of the buffet response prediction technique developed under the same contract and
reported by Cunningham, et al. (Ref. 13), Fluctuating-pressure spectral density and spatial correlation
data from the F-ll1A 1/6-scale semispan wind-tunnel tests were used as the aerodynamic excitation for
calculating the F-1l1A responses, A paper, presented by Cunningham at this meeting, describes his predic-
tion technique and assessment of the fluctuating-pressure method for predicting aircraft buffet. Another
contract effort (still in progress) with Northrop Corporation provided fluctuating-pressure and response
data measured in flight on the thin, low-aspect-ratio wing of the F-5A. The fluctuating pressures and

calculations of response and comparisons with the measured buffeting of the F-5A have been reported by
Hwang and Pi (Refs. 12 and 18). The F-5A investigation is continuing with analysis of the fluctuating
pressures measured on a 1/7-scale model in progress, The F-5A model tests also include the investigation
of wing rock.
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F-1liA Model and Instrumentation

The 1/6-scale model of the F-1l1A is shown installed in the Ames 11- by 11-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel
in Fig. 2. The F-1liA variable-sweep wing configuration was chosen as a means of studying buffet charac-
teristics over a wide range of wi:ng sweep angles using a single instrumented model, This allowed acquisi-
tion of buffet data characterized by shock induced separation, leading edge separation, and leading edge
vortices, Because the primary study dealt with the surface pressure fluctuations and resultant responses
of the wing, the 1/6-scale, semispan configuration was chosen to allow the largest wing consistent with
blockage considerations for the Ames 11- by 11-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel, The benefits of the large solid
steel semispan model were volume for the instrumentation, high strength and rigidity for high anqle-of-
attack and high dynamic-pressure testing, and nearly full-scale Reynolds number capability for more accurate
representation of separated flow phenomena. Natural boundary-layer transition occurred at approximately 3%
chord; therefore no grit trip was used. A solid floor plate was used to seal the slots in the tunnel floor
in the vicinity of the model.

The individual components of the F-1l1A model are labeled and the geometric parameters are listed on
the sketch in Fig. 3. No attempt was made to duplicate the F-1l1A fuselage and inlets as their contribu-
tion to the fluctuating wing flow-field was considered to be negligible. However, the contours of the wing
glove of the F-1l1A were duplicated to allow the inclusion of the glove-induced leading-edge vortex effects
on the fluctuating pressure characteristics. At a wing sweep angle of 72°, tests were conducted with theremovable horizontal tail both on and off the model% it was concluded that the tail had no significant
effect on the wing nonsteady aerodynamics. All data presented in this paper represent the tail-on configu-
ration, with the tail incidence fixed at 0' relative to the model reference centerline,

Figure 4 shows the locations of the mean static pressure orifices, the fluctuating pressure transducers,
and the mean and 11uctuating bending and torsional moment strain gages, The wing was instrumented with 97
miniature transducers capable of measuring pressure fluctuations with a flat response over a bandpass
frequency range of 10 to 5000 Hz. All pressure instrumentation was oriented in rows parallel to the wind-
tunnel flow at a wing sweep angle of 26°.

The primary modes and frequencies of the steel, variable-sweep wing panel were determined, prior to
the aerodynamic test, with the model installed in the wind-tunnel test section, Mode shapes and locations
of node lines were also determined, The frequencies associated with the first four primary wing modes are
listed in Table 1, The tests were conducted in the Ames 11- by 1l-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel at Mach
numbers of 0.6 through 1.3 at a Reynolds number of 12xlO6 , based on mean aerodynamic chord, for wing sweep
angles of 160, 26'. 38°, 500, and 72%, as measured at the wing leading edge, Additional details of the
model, instrumentation, and data reduction are given in Ref, 15,

F-1lIA Fluctuating Wing Pressures

Root-Mean-Square Pressure Fluctuations, Chordwise distributions of mean static and fluctuating
pressures on the wing upper surface at n a 0.602 are presented for A = 26' and M = 0.85 in Fig, 5 to
illustrate the relationship of the mean and fluctuating pressures prior to, and during, various levels of
buffet. At a = 0', well below the onset of buffet, the static pressure distribution shows that the normal
shock wave was at approximately 65% chord; pressure recovery was complete at the trailing edge, indicating
attached flow. The corresponding RMS pressure distribution shows a slight peak at the location of the
shock wave, indicative of a small random shock oscillation.

At a = 3.1%, approximately at the buffet onset boundary as determined by the wing response measure-
ments, the static pressure distribution shows that the pressure recovery at the trailing edge was weakened
with shock-induced separation imminent. The RMS pressure amplitudes under the shock wave and near the
trailing edge increased, indicating an increasing shock strength and an apparent increasing amplitude of
shock-wave oscillation. At a = 6.1°, the pressure distribution shows that the flow was separated from the
shock wave to the trailing edge. The fluctuating pressures were still mild, except in the region of the
shock wave, at this angle of attack. At a - 9.1%, the RMS levels aft of the shock indicate large pressure
fluctuations in the shock-induced separation that covered a substantial portion of the section. Based on
the wing response measurements, the wing was experiencing heavy buffet. At a = 12.2', the flow at n = 0.602
was entirely separated aft of the 7% chord, as determined from the fluorescent-oil flow data. The RMS
levels were high across the entire section, except for the small region near the leading edge.

The mean static and fluctuating pressure data presented in Fig. 5 have shown distinct relationships
for different elements of the flow over the wing. Attached, accelerating flows ahead of the shock wave
are indicated by decreasing mean static pressures and low RMS levels. Attached flows aft of the shock wave
are indicated by positive mean static pressure recovery at the trailing edge and low RMS levels. The shock-
wave location is indicated by a steep, positive slope of the mean static pressures and a sharp RMS peak due
to the shock oscillation. Separated flows are indicated by negative mean static pressure recovery at thetrailing edge and high RMS levels.

Power Spectra and Coherence of Fluctuating Pressures. Quantitative evaluation of the buffet excitation
aerodynamics depends upon the amplitudes and spatial and temporal relationships of the pressure at each
point cn an aircraft surface.. In this section, the power spectra and streamwise cross spectra in terms of
coherence are presented for A = 26', M = 0.85, and n = 0.602. The spectra are presented for the full range
of angles of attack to illustrate the changes that take place as the flow separates.

Figure 6 presents the power spectra and coherence of pressures measured at a = 0'. Except for the peak
due to wind-tunnel-induced noise at 2700 Hz (Ref. 19), the shape and the amplitude of the power spectrum of
the fluctuating pressure measured at 5% chord is indicative of attached turbulent flow. The existence of a
turbulent boundary layer was substantiated by sublimation tests which showed that natural transition from a
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laminar to a-turbulent boundary layer occurred at approximately 3% chord. For this angle of attack, below

the buffet onset where the structural modes of the wing have not yet been significantly excited, a broad

energy peak occurred in the power spectrum of the pressure beneath the wing shock wave (65% chord), This

peak, centered at approximately 48 Hz, is not associated with any known frequencies related to model-

structure or tunnel-background noise. This same peak is evident to a lesser degree in the power spectra at

95% chord and at 22.5% lower surface chord, This suggests that an oscillation of the circulation around

the airfoil is occurring as suggested by Jones (Ref., 20) and Mabey (Ref, 4), Another interesting possi-

bility is that instead of the peak at 48 Hz being significant, the valley at lower frequencies may be a

negative peak associated with the first bending mode. A hypothesis by Jones (Ref. 207 regarding negative

peaks will be further discussed as more data are presented. The coherence between 5% and 10% chord was

high for the 10-5000 Hz range of these data. Comparing 65% chord (the shock position) with 70% chord, one

notes the high coherence of the pressures in the region of 48 Hz, This same characteristic is repeated in

the coherence between the pressures measured at 90% and 95% chord, This tends to support the hypothesis
that there was an oscillation of circulation.

Figure 7 presents the power spectra and coherence of fluctuating pressures measured at a = 4.0°• This

angle of attack represents data approximately 1° beyond the buffet onset boundary, The power spectra at

the shock wave and rearward of the shock wave show increased energy in the region of the winq first

torsional mode (189 Hz). The peak in the pressure spectra occurred at 165 Hz, The peak at 48 Hz, which

occurred at a = 00, is no longer predominant, The coherence data in the region of the shock wave and near

the trailing edge indicate that a strong correlation existed in the region of the wing first torsional

mode. Thus, it is suggested that the circulation oscillation which was being driven by the shock-wave/
boundary-layer interaction now has coupled with the torsional mode.

Figure 8 presents the power spectra and coherence of fluctuating pressures measured at a = 9.1°, At

this condition, the shock-induced separation affected a large portion of the wing, and the buffet response

of the wing was large, The power spectra at 5% chord of the upper surface and 22.5% chord of the lower

surface no', show small peaks at the wing first bending mode, although larger peaks occurred at the wing

first torsional mode. The torsional-mode peak was very significant in the region of the shock and in the

separated flow. At 95% chord, the level of the peak was an order of magnitude higher than the level at

lower frequencies. The coherence data show high correlation at the torsional-mode frequency in the region

of the shock wave and near the trailing edge, This same correlation is evident in the coherence data at

the leading edge of the wing, thus tending to substantiate the hypothesis that there is a circulation
oscillation coupled with the torsional mode.

Figure 9 presents the power spectra and coherence of pressures measured at a = 12.20. For this

condition, the flow at n = 0.602 was separated aft of 7% chord with high RMS pressure levels across the

section as shown in Fig. 5, The increases in the levels of the power spectra at a = 12.2' as compared to

S= 9.10, especially at 5% chord, are evident, At 95% chord, the power spectrum shows that there was a

broad energy peak centered at 300 Hz, The coherence between 90% and 95% chord was high in this same

frequency band. Since spectral peaks did not occur or were relatively small at modal frequencies, there

must be less tendency for the flow to couple with the motion when it is more completely separated.

F-1l1A Pressure Summations and Responses

Electronic summations of the 97 fluctuating pressure transducer outputs provided fluctuating-section

normal force coefficients at each of the five wing sections to show spanwise variations in the buffet

excitation and the total fluctuating normal force coefficient and qing-root bending moment for the entire

wing panel. Although for this case the summation technique has been applied to the determination of

fluctuating normal forces and bending moments, the same approach can be applied to the determination of

generalized forces that represent the primary vibration modes of interest.

Root-mean-square Characteristics., Figure 10 presents the RMS of the section and total wing normal-

force coefficient fluctuations for A = 260 and M = 0.85. At - = 0.273 and 0.438 the flow was characterized

by relatively weak fore and aft inboard shock waves and by a wing-glove-induced vortex that crossed the

wing root. This vortex appeared to stabilize the inboard flow, thus accounting for the low RMS levels and

mild increase with angle of attack. At n = 0.602 the outboard shock wave resulted in substantial shock-

induced separation from u = 61 through 10'° At 12', the flow was separated over most of the section at
n = 0.602 but the RMS level was lower due to the lower coherence of the pressures, as previously discussed.,

At n = 0.768 and 0.932, the flow was characterized by strong shock-induced separation through a = 12°, The

total wing normal force coefficient is similar in RMS level and growth oate to the inboard section

coefficients and does not reflect the characteristics at the outboard sec.ions. Part of this effect is due

to the area weighting of the fluctuating pressure inputs to obtain the total normal force on the high-
taper-ratio wing, where the inboard section pressures apply to larger areas, The effective area for the
pressures at n = 0.273 is 28.7% of the total wing area and only 11.1% at n = 0.932, The low RMS level of

the total wing normal force coefficient is also due to a degrading of the spanwise correlation of the

section pressures as the separated area increased with angle of attack, The last statement will be more

evident when the spectral and spatial data are discussed in the next section.

Power Spectrum and Coherence Characteristics. Figure 11 presents the rSD and coherence characteristics

of the fluctuating section normal force coefficients at • 26', M = 0.85, and a - 6', 90, and 12'. These
data correspond to the RMS of the section normal-force coefficient fluctuations presented in Fig. 10 for

angles of attack that exceed the buffet boundary. The spectra show the effects of increasing separated

flow on the wing with increasing ., and the effects of motion on buffet forces.

At i. = 6.1', the shock-induced separation increased at the two outboard sections, n = 0.768 and 0.932,
and therefore the corresponding spectra are significantly higher than for other sections, The coherence

shows that the dominant correlation between sections occurred at the torsional mode frequency for the

outboard wing sections only. At x = 9.2', the shock-induced separation was substantial at n = 0.602,

0.768, and 0.932. Prominent narrowband peaks occur in the spectra and coherence at the frequency of the

first torsional mode, indicating that the coupling observed in the local pressure spectra (Fig, 8) also
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influenced the section and overall nonsteady forces, The torsional mode coupling had the largest influence
on the energy content of tOe spectra at n = 0.602, At u 12.30, the more extensive separation caused an
increase in the spectra at lower frequencies, and there was almost no coupling with structural modest The
coherence between sections was low, and therefore, even though the spectral levels were considerably higher
than at a = 9.20, the total fluctuating normal force was only slightly higher, It is significant that
coupling occurred only at a = 9.20. More discussion of this point will follow as the results from other
configurations are presented,

As previously mentioned, the fluctuating-pressures (voltage time histories) were also summed to yield
the nonsteady moments about the wing root. Figure 12 presents a direct comparison of the response spectra
of the fluctuating wing-root bending and fluctuating torsional moments and the excitation spectra of the
fluctuating bending moment derived from the fluctuating pressure summations. The data are for A = 26°,
M = 0.85, and a = 90 and 120. The primary measured responses (wind-on) were the first bending mode at
26 Hz ani the first torsion mode at 208 Hz,. There were smaller responses at 100 Hz, corresponding to the
second bending mode, and at 165 Hz and 380 Hz, both unidentified modes, The 165-Hz resronse of the bending
moment gage is noteworthy because it corresponds exactly with the frequency peak in the bending moment

r• excitation from the pressure summation at a = 9.20, The coupling was therefore due to this unidentified
bending mode or the first torsion mode, Comparison of response frequencies in Fig. 12 with wind-off values
in Table 1 show that the bending-mode frequencies were unchanged, but the first torsion mode (189 Hz vs
208 Hz) differed considerably. This result indicates that aerodynamics more strongly influenced the
torsional response of the wing at high subsonic speeds than it did the bending response, The fact that the
narrowband peak in the excitation spectra at a = 9.2° (Fig. 12) does not agree precisely with the torsional
response frequency is consistent with Jones (Ref, 20) who hypothesizes that if aerodynamic stiffness and/or
inertia are considered in addition to aerodynamic damping, the total fluctuating aerodynamic force could
contain a negative spectral peak at the response resonant frequencies and an adjacent positive spectral
peak slightly off the resonant frequencies due to the contributicn of the out-of-phase aerodynamic forces.
Jones argues that if aerodynamic damping is positive then the total fluctuating aerodynamic force on a
structurally responding wing should contain negative spectral peaks at the frequencies of resonance because
of cancellation of the aerodynamic excitation at these frequencies by the corresponding in-phase, motion-
dependent aerodynamic forces, Such a negative peak appeared at the first bending-mode frequency in the
pressure spectra (Figs. 6-9).

Figure 12, and also Figs. 9 and 11, show that when separation was widespread on the wing at a = 120
there was insignificant coupling of the aerodynamic forces that cause buffeting and the motion, It is
important, therefore, to keep in mind that the F-1l1A data show the tendency for the separated-flow
nonsteady pressures to be influenced by motion only at certain conditions, Additional data from the TACT
and F-5A tests also show tendencies rf motion effects on the measured nonsteady pressures only for isolated
conditions of M and a.

TACT

The objectives and scope of the joint USAF-NASA TACT program are described in Refs. 7, 8, and 21. The
primary buffet research objective of the TACT program is to validate the suitability of measurements of
unsteady pressures and forces on wind-tunnel models for prediction of full-scale aircraft buffeting, The
investigation includes testing of two 1/6-scale semispan models of different stiffness and corresponding
flight tests of the TACT aircraft which is a modified F-1l1A with a supercritical wing. Because the TACT
buffet research is still in progress, none of the flight bilffet information is in reduced form, However,
a small amount of the TACT scale-model data have been anal,.ed and can be presented to illustrate some
separated flow unsteady pressures and forces and effects of elasticity and Reynolds number on these
pressures and forces.

TACT M1odels and Instrumentation
The 1/6-scale semispan models were constructed of solid steel and aluminum, The installation in the

Ames 11- by 11-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel was similar to the installation of the F-1l1A model (Figs. 2 and
3). The half-fuselage model used for the TACT model wings was scaled from the aircrart, in contrast with
the semicircular shape of the fuselage used for the earlier F-1l1A model. Pertinent geometric information
about the TACT models are listed in Fig. 3 along with the corresponding information for the F-1l1A model.

The locations of the fluctuating-pressure instrumentation on the models and aircraft are shown in
Fig.. 13. The steel and aluminum semispan-wing models were left-wing panels. Each model had 50 pressure
transducers installed by the technique described for the third-phase tests of the F-IliA model (Ref, 15),
The aircraft has 25 pressure transducers installed in the right-wing panel. All the fluctuating-pressure
instrumentation was oriented in rows parallel to the free-stream flow at a wing-sweep angle of 260. Both
the models and the aircraft have wing-tip accelerometers and wing-root bending and torsion strain gages.

The test technique used for the TACT steel and aluminum models, the data acquisition system, and data
reduction were the same as described in Ref. 15 for the F-1l1A model. The TACT model tests were conducted
over a Mach number range from 0.7 through 0.95 at Reynolds numbers from 7xlO6 to 14x0O6 , based on mean
aerodynamic chord, for sweep angles of 260, 350, and 580. Vibration-mi,%. frequencies and node lines were
determined at each of the sweep angles with the models installed in the wind-tunnel. The frequencies
associated with the primary modes for A = 260 are listed in Table 2,

TACT Fluctuating Pressures

Root-Mean-Square Pressure Fluctuations. Measurements of the RMS values of the pressure fluctuations
on the 1/6-scale TACT steel and aluminum models at A = 260 are illustrated in Fig. 14 for M = 0.80 and in
Fig. 15 for M = 0.90. The results are shown for a mild buffet condition at op. 90 which is just above the
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buffet boundary, and for moderate to severe buffeting at • - 12.' The length of each vertical line on the
wings and horizontal tail represent the RMS values of the pressure fluctuations at the locations of the
measurements. At up= 9', the pressure fluctuations that occurred on the wings in the region between the
shock wave and trailing edge were relatively small for both M = 0.80 and 0.90; this was because the shock
strength was weak and did not induce separation. At up = 120 the flow was extensively separated downstream
of the shock waves and relatively high pressure fluctuations resulted. It may be noted that the most
upstream transducers near the boundary of the disturbed flow on the wings did riot always measure the high
pressure fluctuations that are characteristic of shock waves, The absence of the shock-wave detection
by high corresponding pressure-fluctuation measurements is due to the fact that the shock wave was
between transducers for the specific angles of attack shown,

Of special interest in Figs. 14 and 15 is the comparison of the RMS values of the pressure fluctuations
on the steel and aluminum wings for the same conditions of Mach number, angle of attack, and Reynolds
number, Generally the RMS values and the distributions of the pressure fluctuations are similar. It can
be noted, however, that the upstream boundary of the disturbed-flow regions was slightly closer to the
2eading edge of the steel wing than on the aluminum wing for both ap = 90 and 12°• This variation is con-
sidered to be due to static-elastic differences in the wings and the consequently greater washout of the
aluminum wing than the steel wing under aerodynamic loading. Such pffects cannot be ignored with respect
to buffet-excitation prediction, although the effects may be small when compared to overall boundaries
expected of random data,

Power Spectra and Coherence of Fluctuating Pressures. Figures 16-18 show representative PSDs of the
pressure fluctuetions on the TACT models from the limited analysis of data that have been completed to
date. These spectra further illustrate the characteristics of the pressure fluctuations in separated flow
and contribute to the assessment of motion effects, The corresponding PSDs from the steel and aluminum
wings are from selected pressure measurements along the chord at n= 0 744 for the same test conditions
shown in Figs, 14 and 15, Figures 16-18 show that the spectra from the steel and aluminum wings were in
good agreement except where motion effects have influenced the data.

At M = 0.90 and aD = 90 (Fig. 16), which represent conditions slightly above the buffet boundary,
motion effects were mihor with only a slight tendency noticeable for the data to peak at a frequency
corresponding to the second bending-mode frequency. The low levels of the spectra at x/c = 0.20 are
associated with the attached-flow region ahead of the shock wave, The spectra at x/c = 0.45 for the steel
wing and at x/c = 0.54 for the aluminum wing are typical for the shock wave region, The fact that the shock
waves were at different chord locations is attributed to a static elastic effect previously shown in
connection with the RMS data. The spectra at x/c = 0.63 and x/c = 0.90 are from a rojion of disturbed
flow downstream of the shock wave that was not separated,

Figure 17 shows PSDs of the pressure fluctuations on the TACT models when the flow was extensively
separated at M = 0.80 and up = 120, The spectra for the steel and aluminum wings are considered to be in
very good agreement, and there is no indication by peaks in spectra that the pressure fluctuations were
influenced by the motions of the elastically responding wings, In contrast, Fig, 18, containing PSDs for
M = 0.90 and up = 120, which was also a condition of widespread separation, shows that the p-essure
fluctuations on the steel wing were affected by motion but not those on the aluminum wing. In this case
the apparent coupling was with the second bending node as opposed to the torsional mode coupling of the
F-lllA, In Fig. 18, the spectra at x/c = 0.20 are from pressures in the region of the shock wave and the
spectra at x/c = 0.32 are strongly influenced by the shock-wave oscillations as indicated by the concen-
tration of energy at low frequencies, The spectra at x/c = 0.63 and 0.90 (Figs. 17 and 18) are typical of
separated flow,

The reasons for the coupling of the pressures with the second bending mode of the steel wing but not
with that of the aluminum wing are not readily apparent. The second bending mode frequencies were similar
(steel, 96 Hz vs aluminum, 99 Hz, Table 2), and the still air vibration '2sts showed that the second-
bending-mode node lines were similar for both wings, Additional analysis will determine the relative
response amplitudes of the wings and also whether coupling occurred with the aluminum wing for any of the
test conditions.

Some measurements of the coherence of the pressure fluctuations on the 1/6-scale TACT models at
n 0.744 are shown in Fig. 19 for the same test conditions as the previously discussed spectra at up = 120
for M = 0.80 and 0.90. Generally, the trends of the coherence of the pressure fluctuations were similar
for the steel and aluminum wings with the exception of the results at M = 0.90, which show a strong
coherence of pressures on the steel wing at the second bending-mode frequency, Typical differences in
coherence between pressures strongly influenced by a shock wave and pressures in regions of separated flow
can be seen. As might be expected, because of the low-frequenry content of shock-wave spectra, the
coherence of pressures influenced by shock-wave oscillations is concentrated at low frequencies (Fig. 19,
M = 0.90, 0.32c/0.46c). The coherence of pressure fluctuations in separated flow regions extends to
frequencies approximately 10 times higher than for shock waves. The coherence for the transducer spacings
shown is significant, however, more data is needed to establish the spatial decay of coherent pressure
fluctuations in separated flow on airfoils. Extensive data analysis, similar to the analysis of Ref, 22,
is in progreso and will show if the spectral and spatial characteristics of pressure fluctuations in
separated flow can be generalized for airfoils and other geometries,

TACT Pressure Sumnations

Electronic summations of the 50 fluctuating pressure transducer outputs provided fluctuating section
n~rmal force coefficients at the four instrumented wing sections of the TACT models and the total
fluctuating normal force coefficients for the wing panels,

Reynolds Number Effects on Normal Force Fluctuations, The variations of section normal and total
normal force fluctuations with angle of attack forfthiTACT 1/6-scale steel model at M = 0.80 are shown in
Fig. 20 to illustrate effects of Reynolds number, The data are for three test Reynolds numbers of 7.0xlO6 ,
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l0.5xlO6 , and 14.0xl06 , Reynolds-number effects can only be inferred from these data because, for a given
Mach number, dynamic pressure, q, also varies proportionately with Reynolds number changes in the Ames
11- by 11-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel. Static loads, and hence static elastic effects, and "q" depenoent
dynamic effects are combined in the data, The results for the three test Reynolds numbers show that normal
force fluctuations were in relatively good agreement up to Qp = 120 with the exception of one point at
ap = 10. At angles of attack greater than 120 tne normal fcrce fluctuations varied significantly with
Reynolds number, The most pronounced effects occurred at the inboard wing sections, The fact that the
Reynolds number variations hac very little effect on the data at the most outboard station, n = 0.910,
indicates that static elastic and first-bending and torsion mode dynamic elastic effects were negligible,
The discontinuity of points at ap = 100 and above cp = 120 are not likely to be due to dynamic elastic
effects because inboard wing motions must be small, and also because the normal-force fluctuation coeffi-
cients decreased with increasing dynamic pressure. The smaller discontinuities can be caused by the
positions of the shock waves relative to the transducer locations on the wing, The larger disagreements in
data must be due to Reynolds number effects on leading-edge vortices and separation boundaries. The TACT
flight tests will enhance the Jnvestigation of Reynolds number effects by providing data at Reynolds num-
bers up to approximately 35x100 , based on c.

Comparison of Normal Force Fluctuations on Steel and Aluminum Wings, The variations of section and
total normal force fluctuations on the TACT 1/6-scale steel and aluminum models with angle of attack are
shown in Fig. 21 for M = 0.80 and 0.90 and for R = l0.5xl0 6, Generally, but with some exceptions, the
measurements of Cnrms and CNrms from the steel and aluminum models are in good agreement, particularly at
M = 0.80. It was surprising, for example, that the Cflrms measurements at n = 0 578, ap = 10, were the

same from both models since the points depart from a smooth variation with angle of attack. The major
differences in the normal force fluctuations occurred at M = 0.90 at outboard wing sections n = 0.744 and
n = 0.910.. The higher Cnrms measurement on the steel wing at n = 0.744, ap = 12', is shown by correspond-

ing PSDs in Fig. 18 to be caused by dynamic elastic effects resulting from some coupling between the
pressure fluctuations and the second bending mode of the wing, It is suspected, but confirmation is needed
by additional data analysis, that the differences in section normal force fluctuations at q = 0.910 are
also due to dynamic elastic effects..

F-5A

Steady-state and fluctuating pressures were measured on a 1/7-scale model of Northrop F-5A aircraft
during two separate tests in the Ames Research Center 11- by 11-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel (Fig. 22), For
the first tests, the model was mounted in the conventional way on the sting support system. Store con-
figurations, flap and control surface settings, Mach numbers, sideslip angles, and angles of attack were
varied. The model was constructed of steel. For the second tests a special sting was designed incorpor-
ating a torsional spring and damper that allowed the model to oscillate in roll at a natural frequency
simulating the Dutch roll motion that occurs during wing rock, The maximum roll angle was 21' single
amplitude. The analysis of results from the wing-rock tests, in progress by Northrop Corporation, are not
yet sufficiently complete to be included here; honvever, when they are complete they will show the unsteady
pressures associated with wing rock and also whether such a model support with a nominally rigid model can
be used for prediction of wing-rock onset,

Previously to the model tests, a buffet flight test program was conducted using a fully instrumented
F-5A aircraft. The test results of the flight test were described in Refs, 12 and 18. The scale model
tests were conducted using test conditions similar to the flight test conditions so that the dynamic pres-
sure data acquired during the flight test and the scale-model tests may be compared and evaluated, taking
into consideration appropriate scaling relationships. Selected comparative results are presented in this
paper to illustrate the separated-flow unsteady pressures on the F-5A but mainly to show the static and
dynamic elastic effects on buffet excitation,

Basic Dimensions of the F-5A

The F-5A is a single-seat fighter capable of carrying stores at wing fuselage pylon stations, The
flight test was conducted with two wing-tip stores (AIM-9B Missiles) with guide rails; otherwise the wing
was clean. The scale model tests were conducted with and without the wing-tip missiles, A combination of
deflected leading edge and trailing edge flaps as well as the case of completely retracted flaps were used
in the test program., A three-view drawing of the F-5A is shown in Fig. 23 with pertinent geometry
information. Additional dimensional details are given in Ref. 12,

F-5A Instrumentation

Locations of the static and dynamic instrumentation on the F-5A aircraft and 1/7-scale model are shown
in Fig, 24e The F-5A aircraft and model were each equipped with 28 static' pressure orifices and 28 adjacent
dynamic pressure transducers, In addition, semi-conductor strain gages were installed on both wing root
sections to measure the bending and torsion moments of the wing under dynamic loads, There were three
accelerometers in the model, one at each wing tip inside the missiles and one at the location of the center
of gravity of the aircraft.

In the first model test phase, a six-component balance was installed inside the model fuselage in
front of the sting mounting system, The balance was eliminated in the second test phase to make room for
the flexible roll and damping device, For this latter phase, dynamic data such as the roll angle, the
model pitch and yaw oscillation angles, and the damping coefficient of the damper were recorded, Transition
strips were installed on the wing and tail surfaces of the scale model at approximately 10% chordwise
positions.
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Fluctuating Pressures on F-5A

Root-Mean-Square Pressure Fluctuations. Typical chordwise distributions of static and fluctuating
pressures on the right wing upper surface of the 1/7-scale F-5A model are shown in Fig. 25 for M = 0.925
and R = 2.49 x I06, The sideslip angle was 00; the horizontal tail surface and aileron settings were 00;
and the leading edge and trailing edge flap angles were 5° and 12°, respectively, (Note that the termina-
tion points of the pressure distributions were arbitrarily drawn to the leading and trailing edges of tne
wing.) Figure 25 shows the progression and expansion of regions of separated flow with increasing angle of
attack. At an angle of attack of 60, slightly above the buffet boundary, and at M = 0.925 the shock
induced separation dnd pressure fluctuations were near the trailing edge and uniformly distributed over the
span, At a = 10°, with moderate to severe buffet conditions, the flow separation and high fluctuating
pressures most extensively covered the outboard half of the wing. The inboard attached flow at a = 10O
is attributable to the vortex created by the high sweepback of the inboard leading edge, At a = 14° the
flow was separated over the whole wing panel, The leading edge vortex no longer delayed separation on the
inboard wing sections as evidenced by the measurements of high pressure fluctuations in this region,

The static and fluctuating pressure distributions measured on the F-5A aircraft are not shown (see
Refs. 12 and 18); however, the development and expansion of the flow separation regions on the aircraft
were similar to the model characteristics noted in Fig, 25, except for slightly higher angles of attack.
In general, for a given angle of attack, and at a given spanwise location, the shock tended to stay closer
to the trailing edge on the scale model as against the flight test results. The scale model had to be at
an angle of attack about 20 higher to develop an identical separated flow pattern on the top wing surfaces.
The cause of this problem could not be isolated, but the two most likely contributing factors are. (1) the
leading edge flap setting on the model was at 50 vs, 40 on the aircraft; (2) the aeroelastic effect of the
full-scale aircraft caused an increase in the local angle of attack ,n the outer span of the wing. It is
known that the wing tips of F-5A aircraft twist (washin) approximatel' 1.50 to 2° for the load conditions
shown in Fig. 25 (M = 0.925, h = 10.668 km, q = 14.36 kN/m ). The transient effect of the transonic
maneuver, rate of change of angle of attack, was considered as a candidate cause, but the results of
Ericsson and Reding (Ref, 23) show that the maneuver tends to forestall separation for a given angle of
attack.

F-5A Model and Aircraft Power Spectral Densities. Comparisons of power spectra of the pressure
fluctuations in separated flow on the F-5A 1/7-scale model and on the aircraft are shown in Fig. 26-28 for
transducers 2, 5, and 11, respectively. The data are for a Mach number of 0.75 with model and aircraft
leading-edge and trailing-edge flaps at 0°, The Reynolds number for the model test conditions was 4.71xlO6
based on c and the dynamicopregsure was 30.23 kN/m2 (631.3 lb/ft 2 ), The Reynolds number for the aircraft
flight conditions was 18.90xlO at a test altitude of 7,772 km (25,000 ft), The flight test and model data
are plotted with reference to the separate scales identified in the figures. The displacement of the
scales accounts for the accepted model-flight scaling relationships:

/fmod.V'cl\V modA /G_ md cmod. 2/ o\V fit.)
\/\ modt/ ) VfIt' ! cflt. /mod../

The flow at each of the three pressure transducers was separated from the leading edge of the wing at

M = 0.75. At a = 8*, the flow was separated on the outboard half of the span. At a > 120, the flow was
separated over the complete upper wing surface.

Comparison of the spectra for the 1/7-scale model and the aircraft (Figs. 26-28) generally shows that
reasonable agreement exists between the wind tunnel and flight tests, particularly if allowance is made for
the marginal statistical accuracy of the flight data, It can be noted that the flight data samples were
nonstationary because of the variation of angle of attack. The spectra of the fluctuating pressures on
the model tended to always be higher than the corresponding measurements on the aircraft,

A similar comparison was made between power spectra of pressure fluctuation on the model and aircraft
at M = 0.925 (now shown), The correlation of results was about the same as for the data shown in Figse
26-28 with the exception that spectra acquired at a location of a strong shock wave on the aircraft were
inconsistent with wind-tunnel data, sometimes by as much as 2 decadese This lack of agreement can be
attributed to the sensitivity of the shock wave location to flight condition variations in the maneuver,
Because the pressure transducer is at a fixed location and the mean position of the shock wave cannot be
followed, the result is a nonstationary pressure-time-history measurement,

In order to consider the effects of the elastically responding structures, the model wing-tip
acceleration was analyzed for M = 0.75 and a = 80 yielding the PSD shown in Fig, 29. The principal vibra-
tion modes of the model and sting support system have been identified in Fig, 29 and also by drrowheads on
the pressure spectra at a = 80 in Figs. 26-28, Examination of the pressure spectra shows some prominent
peaks in the spectra, mostly at a = 80, at frequencies corresponding to the sting and balance bending mode
and the wing second symmetrical bending mode. Other modes, including the high-acceleration first bending
mode, did not influence the pressure fluctuations. It is significant that coupling occurred at the wing
second bending mode on both the F-5A and TACT models. It is not cl-ar why in these cases second bending
modes dominated over a torsion mode; however, the response of the F-5A pressures to the sting and balance
bending is no doubt caused by angle-of-attack oscillations. The pressure spectra from the flight tests

show no peaks that correspond to any of the vibration mode frequencies identified for the aircraft in
Table 3,

DISCUSSION OF AEROELASTIC EFFECTS

The foregoing results from tests of models and aircraft of different geometries and elastic properties
have illustrated the characteristics of pressure fluctuations that cause buffeting of the complete aircraft



or of local structure. In addition to using pressure-fluctuation measurements from nominally rigid wind
tunnel models to investigate the buffet phenomena, such measurements can be used for prediction of buffet
response (Refs. 12 and 13), providing they adequately represent the corresponding pressures on the full-
scale aircraft. The state of the art for predicting random response characteristics of a structure by any
sub-scale test method does not allow precise predictions, Thus the precision required of the pressure
fluctuation measurements is not the same as that expected of steady-state aerodynamic measurements.
Reynolds number effects, wind tunnel wall and flow quality effects, etc., are important to all sub-scale
tests in wind tunnels; however, the main issue of the validity of model pressure fluctuation measurements
for buffet prediction is the questionable effect of aeroelasticity.

Static Elastic Effects

In any aerodynamic test of a model, the shape of the model must be the same as that of the full-scale
shape or the flow-field will be different. With respect to buffet excitation, static elasticity was shown
(Figs, 14 and 15) to slightly alter the chordwise positions of the shock waves on the steel and aluminum

F TACT nudels. The amplitudes of the pressure fluctuations in the separated regions were not seriously
affected, however; as shown by the good agreement between corresponding power spectra from the TACT models

(Figs, 16-18) where dynamic elastic effects were not evident Static elastic effects also appeared to
influence the separation zones on the F-5A (see preceding discussion of root--mean-square pressure
fluctuations on the F-5A)Y Maneuver loads on the aircraft that result in a'eroelastic washin of up to 2°
at the wing tips was considered a contributing cause of small angle-of-attack differences between model and
aircraft for development of equal separation zones. Within the separation zones, as with the TACT models,
the wind-tunnel and flight PSDs were comparable (Figs, 26-28),

Dynamic Elastic Effects

The pressure fluctuation measurements on the F-IliA, TACT, and %5A models indicate that buffet

excitation can be affected by the dynamic elastic characteristics of a model at certain conditions of M,
a and q. Pressure fluctuations on the F-IliA model coupled with the first torsion mode at M = 0.85 from
a > 4' to a < 12° (Figs, 7-9, 11, and 12), as identified by the narrowband peaks in the PSDs at the
torsion-mode frequency. On the steel TACT model the pressures coupled with the second bending mode at
M = 0.9, -- = 9' (Fig. 18) but not with a torsion mode, No coupling was observed in the data from the
aluminum TACT model; however, only a small amount of data have been analyzed to date. The F-BA model
data showed the influence of the sting support and balance bending motion and also the influence of the
wing second bending mode (Figs, 26 and 27). No definite dynamic elastic effects were observed in the
F-5A flight data,

It is significant that the dynamic elastic effects on the pressure fluctuations measured on nominally
rigid scale model wings appeared to occur only at a very limited number of combinations of M, a and q,
However, more of the F-1l1A data needs to be examined and the TACT wind tunnel and flight data analysis
needs to be completed before the extent of the effect on buffet excitation measurements can be fully
assessed. There are very few flight measurements of buffet excitation pressures available. Possibilities
of single-degrme-of-freedom aerostructural interactFons involving the buffet phenomena have been suspected
but not confirmed, A limited amount of data on the F-4 by Mullans and Lemley (Ref, 24) and the F-SA

(Figs. 26-28) show reasonable agreement between fluctuating pressure spectra on the corresponding models
and aircraft,

As previously mentioned, the dynamic elastic effects of the F-IlIA, TACT and F-5A model wings on the
pressure fluctuations in separated flow appeared as narrowband peaks in the pressure PSDs at tne frequencies
of the interacting mode, The response of the wings did not appear to affect the power spectra at other
frequencies as shown by comparison of PSDs from the TACT steel and aluminum modeis (Fig. 18) and from the
F-5A model and aircraft (Figs, 26-28). If this is true and verified by the TACT data, it is probable that
reasonably correct PSDs can be estimated even for those frequencies where model dynamics affect the data,
by fairing a curve through the base of the peaks that are identified as being response dependent.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A large amount of experimental data have been presented that illustrate the character.stics of fluctuat-
ing pressures and forces that cause buffeting of aircraft and/or local structure. The data which were
obtained on several wind tunnel models and aircraft including the F-1lIA, TACT and F-5A allow an assessment
to be made of the effects of elastically responding structures on the buffet excitation,

The results show that the fluctuating pressures in separated flow may interact with single-degree-of-
freedom response modes of wings at certain conditions of Mach number, angle of attack, and dynamic pressure.
Such interactions occurred with the first torsion mode on the F-1l1A model and with the second bending
modes on a TACT and the F-5A models. The three models were solid steel. Limited data analyzed from a
solid aluminum TACT model for the same conditions did not show evidence of the interaction, Similar
aero-structural interdctions can be anticipated for full-scale aircraft; however, no evidence of coupling
between pressures and response modes was observed in the F-5A data.

Static elastic and Reynolds number differences between wind tunnel models and actual aircraft affect
the boundaries of the flow separation on wings and hence the total buffet, excitation. These effects do
not appear to be large relative to the expected accuracy of total buffet excitation predictions; however,
they should not be overlooked,
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Table 1.- Wind-off Frequencies of Primary Vibration
Modes of 1/6-scale F-lIlA Model at AF 26"

I Vibration Mode Frequet,cy, Hz

1st Wing Bending 27

2nd Wing Bending 98

1st Wing Torsion 189

2nd Wing Torsion 284

Table 2.- Wind-off Frequencies of Primary Vibration
Modes of 1/6-scale TACT Models at A = 26°

VibrtionModeFrequency, Hz

Steel Aluminium

Ist Wing Bending 20.0 25.3

2nd Wing Bending Coupled 89.4 *
with Tail Bending

2nd Wing Bending 95.9 98.9

2nd Wing Bending Coupled 116.0 *
with Tail Torsion

1st Wing Torsion 140.0 156.0

3rd Wing Bending 234.0 240.0

2nd Wing Torsion 256.0 *

*Not identified

Table 3.- Computed and Ground Vibration Test Frequencies of Identified Vibration
Modes on the F-5A Aircraft

Ground

Modes Computed Vibration Description of MotionF(Hz) Test
Frequency (Hz)

4.049 4.45 1st Wing Bending, Fuselage Bending
(wingtip and fuselage nose are out of
phase)

2 6.522 6.60 1st Wing Torsion
3 8.378 10.2 Ist Fuselage Bending, Wing Bending

(wingtip and fuselage nose are in
phase)

4 16.983 17.20 1st Horizontal Stabilizer Bending
5 18.850 18.40 2nd Wing Bending, Fuselage Bending

(wingtip and fuselage nose are out of
phase)

6 21.989 2nd Fuselage Bending, Wing Bending,
(wingtip and fuselage nose are in
phase)

7 31.037 3rd Fu;elage (Forward Fuselage) Bending

8 36.620 2nd Wing Torsion, Forward Fuselage
Bending
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PREDICTION OF TRANSONIC AIRCRAFT BUFFET RESPONSE

Atlee M. Cunningham, Jr., Project Structures Engineer
David B. Benepe, Sr., Design Specialist, Aerodynamics

General Dynamics' Fort Worth Division, Fort Worth, Texas 76101 b.S.A.

SUMMARY

A method for predicting aircraft buffet response is briefly reviewed in this paper.
Rigid wind tunnel model fluctuating pressure data are used to form buffet forcing func-
tions to which airplane responses are calculated with a mathematical dynamic model of
the airplane. Buffet pressure data on the wing are used to estimate fluctuating loads
on the horizontal tail. By including the extremes of phasing and contributions of
symmetric and antisymmetric airplane responses, predicted upper and lower bounds are
established.

The method is applied to a variable sweep fighter aircraft and predicted results
are compared with flight test data. The types of buffeting flow considered for various
wing sweep angles include separated and vortex flows as well as oscillating shocks.
The current method is compared with three other methods in the correlation with flight
test data. The inherent scatter of flight data is discussed as well as probable sources
of the scatter. A mechanism is described by which wing torsional motion and shock
oscillation couple to produce relatively severe buffeting conditions at a forward wing
sweep. The importance of considering buffet fatigue damage on secondary structure is
discussed.

SYMBOLS

br reference length

aerodynamic loading due to the rth mode

FB aerodynamic loading due to the buffeting pressure field

hr(x,y) deflection of the rth mode at point x, y

om(x,y) mass concentrated at point x, y

M free stream Mach number

Mrs generalized mass in the modal coordinates for the
airplane dynamic model

No characteristic frequency (frequency centroid of
the power spectral density distribution)

q free stream dynamic pressure

"4r generalized coordinate

Qrs generalized force in the rth mode due to aerodynamics
in the sth mode

QrB generalized force in the rth mode due to the buffeting
pressure field

a wing angle of attack

.'p(x,y,w) buffeting pressure amplitude at point x, y and frequency ,,

Oij(-) phase angle between points i and j for the buffeting
pressure field at frequency •,

wing sweep angle

ui(t•) power spectra of the ouffeting pressure field at
point i and frequency

circular frequency
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i. INTRODUCTION

The design of a highly maneuverable fighter aircraft that operates well beyond the
buffet onset boundary must take into account the high angle of attack buffet character-
istics of that aircraft in order to maximize its effectiveness as a weapons system.

These characteristics impose limits in addition to those defined by strength and stability
requirements. The limiting factors are varied, as discussed by JohnI, and may include
vibration levels and frequencies at critical airframe locations where such items as a
tracking radar antenna or a gyro might be located. Less quantifiable limits are those
established by environmental requirements at the pilot's seat or by structural fatigue
of certain structural members. Although buffet does not normally cause fatigue problems
with primary structures, secondary structures, especially leading and trailing edge

sections of wings, fins, or tails and control surfaces, are highly susceptible to buffet-

ing loads. As a result, the designer is faced with "grey area" design constraints caused
by buffet that are analogous to ride quality requirements with respect to atmospheric

turbulence. More importantly, however, the designer does not have adequate zjols avail-
able for predicting buffet characteristics without resorting to some sort of wind tunnel

experiment. Thus, buffet considerations are difficult to include in prelimitary aircraft
design. Their impact is not usually felt until the airplane is in the detailed design
stage or later, hence the improvement of buffet characteristics is often accomplished
with "add-on" fixes such as leading edge slats or vortex generators.

JohnI has presented a survey of the various methods available in Europe for pre-
dicting transonic buffet characteristics beyond buffet onset. A more recent European

development is the method proposed by Jones and applied by Butler and Spavins 3 . This
method makes use of force model test results (which are usually available at an early

stage in the design process) to predict the buffet characteristics of a full scale air-

plane. All of these methods require wind tunnel model testing of some kind.

Methods which have been developed in the USA are similar to those in Europe in that
wind tunnel model testing is required. The testing of a dynamically scaled model was
performed by Hanson 4 in order to obtain buffet data which he extrapolated to full scale.

The methodology developed by Mullans and Lemley 5 makes use of fluctuating pressure data
to form a buffet forcing function to which airplane response is calculated. This method

is similar to that outlined by Johnl except that it accounts for aerodynamic forces due
to airplane response only through a viscous damping coefficient unique to each natural
mode. John's approach correctly considers aerodynamic forces due to displacement,
velocity, and acceleration of the lifting surfaces.

The mechod presented in this paper6,7 is similar to that of Mullans and Lemley,
but is more closely related to that of John. Fluctuating pressure data obtained from a

rigid scaled wind-tunnel model 8 is used to predict full scale buffet response. The pre-
diction method requires unsteady aerodynamic forces due to airplane response, and natural
airplane modes af vibration. A gust response computer program is used to calculate buffet
response due to the forcing function which has been obtained from the fluctuating pressure
data. A unique feature of the prediction method is the definition of upper and lower
bounds on full scale - buffet response. Symmetric and antisymmetric responses are com-
bined to form these bounds for both power spectral densities and RMS values of response

as a function of angle of attack and Mach-altitude-sweep conditions. The effects of
static aeroelasticity and horizontal tail loads are included and discussed.

An extensive comparison of the predicted bounds with flight test results is given
in this paper to verify the method's capability. Correlation with flight test is compared
with similar results from References 3, 4 and 5. The statistical nature of buffet is
examined in order to account for the scatter of flight test data encountered in this and
other investigations. A mechanism is described in which wing torsion-motion couples with
normal shock oscillation on the wing to produce a relatively severe buffeting condition at
a forward wing sweep. Finally, the importance of buffet on the fatigue life of secondary
structure is discussed.

2. * THE BUFFET PREDICTION METHOD

The prediction method presented in this paper is an outgrowth of a wind-tunnel study
conducted at the NASA Ames Research Center to determine the nature of fluctuating pressures
during buffeting flow at subsonic and transonic speeds 8 . The wind tunnel model used was a
rigid 1/6 scale semi-span nodel of a variable sweep fighter bomber. The wing could be

swept from 160 to 72.50 and was he,.iily instrumented with high response pressure trans-
ducers. Since it was desired to correlate the model data with flight test results, a
supporting study was initiated at the Fort Worth Division of General Dynamics under
Contract to the NASA ARC to collect and analyze flight tust data and to develop and eval-
uate a means for performing the correlations. Some results of the flight test data
analysis were presented by the writers in References 9 and 10. These results were
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invaluable in the development of the prediction method and are referred to throughout
this paper.

2.1 Basic Assumptions

The fundamental assumption in the develcdment of the method was that the buffeting
forces are not coupled with airplane motion. Although it was known that torsional motion
could couple with shock oscillations to produce very strong buffet, the above assumption

was made as a matter of expediency in order to evaluate the importance of this or any

other coupling mechanism that might exist under high-angle of attack buffeting conditions.
These aspects will be discussed further in a later section of the paper.

Reynold's number effects were assumed negligible by necessity. Until cryogenic wind
tunnels or some other form of high Reynold's number facilities are operational and prac-
tical, these effects cannot be considered in the prediction of full scale buffet response
based on wind tunnel data of any form taken from small scale models. Ignoring these
effects should add to the conservatism of the prediction method at high angles of attack.

This speculation is based on some Reynold's number effecLs shown by Johnl and Butler and

Spavins 3 as will be discussed later in the paper.

As a result of the above assumptions, the prediction of buffet response reduced to
a problem which was identical to the prediction of gust response of a flexible airplane.

Hence, the method was developed around an existing dynamic response procedure and its
required input. The procedure solves the equations of motion for a total airplane subject
to an arbitrary harmonic forcing functionII. Rigid body as well as elastic modes are used
in the model, hence the airplane must be aerodynamically balanced. The equations of motion
are expressed in terms of the generalized coordinates, qr, in the following matrix form

jArs! f~rI =- 4QrfI (1)

where

Arr =J - ) (1+iCr) - i2lrl(o)Mrr + Qrr' r=s

Ars - Mrs + Qrs, r#s

ar - undamped natural frequency of the rth normal mode

Cr structural damping coefficient of the rth mode
(assumed as Cr - 0.03)

-r ratio of viscous damping to critical damping

Mrs - generalized mass

Qrs = generalized aerodynamic force

Qrf = generalized forcing function

The Mrs ane i terms are defined as

Mrs - 1p..b.2f( hr(xy)hs(x'y)om(xy)dxdy (2)

where

p atmospheric density

br - reference length

A - configuration area

ht(x,y) deflection of the tth mode at point x,y

rm(x,y) = mass distribution per unit area at point x,y

and

Qrs = - hr(x,y) .ps(x,y,,,)dxdy (3)
4p3_,2 Ahr
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where

= exciting frequency

Aps(x,y,&) pressure distribution amplitude induced at point x,y
by the sth mode oscillating at frequency,o.

For Qrs terms, the pressure distributions are calculated with either the subsonic
doublet lattice 1 2 or supersonic Mach box 1 3 method depending on Macb number. The Qrf
terms are computed with Equation 3, but the pressure distributions are obtained from
the buffet pressure data as will be discussed in the next section. The natural modes
of the airplane are calculated with a stiffness matrix method which uses a finite element
model of the entire airplane1 4 . Figure 1 shows the flow of data from input to final
output.

2.2 The Buffet Forcing Function

The buffet forcing function is the unique ingredient in the prediction method which
distinguishes it from conventional dynamic response methodology. Referring to Figure 1,
the process of converting wind tunnel power spectral densities (PSD's) into a generalized
forcing function is a three step process. First, the wind tunnel data is transformed
into a complex pressure distribution over the wing for each frequency at which a PSD
estimate is made. These pressures are used in conjunction with the doublet lattice un-
steady aerodynamic matrices to calculate estimated pressures induced on the horizontal
tail by downwash produced by the wing buffet pressures. Finally, the wing and tail
pressures are used in the doublet lattice program to calculate the generalized forcing
function terms, QrB and the FB terms for shear, bending moment and torsion on the wing
and tail.

The following paragraphs will describe, (1) the means by which static aeroelastic
effects are accounted for, (2) the conversion of wind tunnel data, (3) the calculation

of horizontal tail buffet pressures, and (4) the calculation of the QrB and FB terms.

2.3 Calculation of Static Aeroelastic Effects

The wind tunnel buffet pressure data is obtained from a rigid model and hence does
not represent the real world flexible airplane in flight. In order to approximately
account for static aeroelastic effects, the rigid angle of attack values, "rig, used in
the wind tunnel tests are modified with the appropriate ratio of flexible to rigid lift
coefficients taken from the theoretical aeroelastic analysis of the airplane being studied.
Thus, the buffet response calculated for a given arig is used to predict airplane response
at a value aflex determined according to the Mach-altitude-sweep condition. Since the
flexible to rigid wing lift coefficient ratio is always less than unity for this airplane,
aflex is always greater than arig. This technique provides an approximate account for
static density effects only and not Reynold's number effects.

The inclusion of static aeroelastic effects adds a degree of realism although it is
not exact as is done in the present method. It is assumed that static aeroelastic twist
has no effect on the buffet pressures and that they are a function of total normal force
on the wing. It is known for the subject airplane that static twist tends to soften the
buffeting pressures, in particular those due to strong shock oscillation. Thus, predic-
tions should still be conservative as will be shown by the results when compared to
flight test data.

2.4 Conversion of dind Tunnel Data

The wind tunnel data which are used to generate the buffet forcing functions are
received on magnetic tape as collections of PSD's, cross-PSD's, phase angles, coherency
functions and convection velocities. The data are available for multiple sets of three
pressure transducers which are -eferred to as x, y and z. A complete coverage of the
transducers on the wing is available for each Mach and angle of attack condition. A more
complete description ol this data and the wind tunnel program is given in Reference 8.

The PSD's, 6m("i), and phase angles, Omn(,,i), are taken from the tapes and combined
to obtain complex pressure distributions as illustrated in the following example. Con-
sider the two-dimensional distribution in Figure 2 where six transducers are located along
the chord. Because the data processing used at NASA ARC on the wind tunnel data requires
that the data be composed of three items, three sets are used to describe the dm(,,i) and
omn(,,i) for the example. The first set translates to

(Ox ,-y ,6z )l = (Ol ,62 ,63 )

(Oxy,Oxz,Oyz)l = (012,013,023)
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The second set to

(Ox ,4y ,9z )2 = (03 ,04 ,05 )
(0xy,0xziyz)2 = (034,035,045)

and so on where each term is a function of frequency. The 07 may be a repeat of 06 or
-ome other quantity which is not needed.

The main problem of translating the above data into a complex pressure function is
determining the reference point from which the phase angle is measured. Currently, a
point is chosen as the "leading edge" point and its phase angle is set at- zero. Points
which are forward of that location are set to zero in both phase and amplitude. In this
manner the effect of partial separation can be simulated. The reference point is deter-
mined by scanning the PSD's and the coherency functions. The coherency functions are
usually low for points forward of the shock or separation point. Aft of this point,
good correlation is indicated particularly for adjacent transducers.

For the example, let the reference be the second transducer. Thus, the amplitudes
become

01 0 81 =0

02 =2 02 =0

03 =4'3 03 = 023

04 44 04 023 + 034

05 - 05 05 0 23 + 034 + 045

06 - -ý6 06 fi06 23 + 034 + 045 + 056
7 ...... IGNORED 07

and the complex pressure distribution is

APl(•(i) - 0

q V (Aw) i

AP2(ui) 2 I0(0i)I

= j3&'i) 13 (i) exp 103 (wi)I
q

The (AL)i value is the finite bandwidth used in the NASA ARC spectral analysis. In this
scheme, only phase angles between adjacent transducers are used since their coherency is
higher, thus, a higher confidence can be placed in the cross correlations. The (Aw)i
quantity is retained in the pressure distributions since it varies with wi in the NASA ARC
spectral analysis procedure.

In the treatment of an entire wing as opposed to a two-dimensional case, several
chords must be treated and the spanwise phase angle must be accounted for. In each chord
a reference point is selected and a set of transducers is assigned. The phase angle con-
struction proceeds for each chord in the manner described above. The spanwise data are
used to determine the proper absolute phase angles for each chord. These data are the

fluctuating spanwise loadings and are received in the same form of 6m and omn as before.

Hence, they are processed in the same manner as the chordwise data with the inboard span
station designated as the reference point.

The spanwise data are physically calculated as integrals of the chordwise data at
each span station. Thus, phase angles of the integral of the processed chordwise pres-
sures must be equal to those of the processed spanwise loadings at each span station.
The complex chordwise pressures are processed directly as
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[Apmn((di) 1_Apmn(-) Cim flpM

which yields the complex pressure value at the nth chordwise point on the mth span station
with the desired absolute phase angle. The terms on the right hand side are

= complex pressure with phase angle referenced to zero

q at the leading edge

CQm complex span loading at the mth station

fApm complex conjugate of the chordwise integral of

APmn(wi)

q V/W~

These data are written on a magnetic tape and are valid for a single Mach-a condition
since Reynold's number effects cannot be considered and have been minimized as much as
possible, as previously discussed.

2.5 Calculation of the Horizontal Tail Buffet Pressures

Horizontal tail buffet pressures were not measured in the wind tunnel test program8;
however, in the prediction of airplane buffet response, these data were needed for the

forcing function. Thus, a method was developed with which the tail pressures could be
estimated with linear theory aerodynamic matrices. It was assumed that the wake in the
vicinity of the horizontal tail due to buffeting pressures on the wing could be predicted
with doublet lattice unsteady aerodynamic influence coefficients from a known wing load
distribution. Such an assumption is not unreasonable for distances of several panel
chords downstream.

In matrix form, the aerodynamic problem is

- Wwl

htw Art IIPt: Wt

where the aerodynamic influence coefficient submatrices are

Aww - wing on wing

Awt = tail on wing

Atw - wing on tail

Att - tail on tail

and

I pw I I~WI - pressure and downwash on the wing

I t'tI k'k I - pressure and downwash on the tail

Since the wing is buffeting, pw is known from the wind-tunnel data as pwB. The horizontal
tail is usually at a negative angle of attack during a high-a maneuver; hence, it is
assumed to be in a buffet free condition. Also, the tail upper surface is effectively
the only portion feeling the buffeting wake from the wing upper surface; thus,

1/2 1 Atwi 1 pw. + ItAtti] I PtB1 = I Wtb I -0

which yields

Ipt. I - ½Att I 1jAtwi P4BI (4)

With this form, all that is necessary to obtain PtB from pwB is to calculate the
doublet lattice unsteady aerodynamic matrices at the same frequencies for which wind
tunnel data PSD estimates are made. In actual practice, the matrices are not calculated
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directly at all frequencies but are interpolated from a smaller set since about forty
frequencies are used. Otherwise, the cost would be prohibitive.

2.6 Calculation of the Buffet QrB and FB Terms

Once the horizontal tail pressures are obtained as discussed above, the doublet
lattice program is used to combine the buffet pressures with normal modes to obtain the
generalized forcing function terms, QrB. The program is also used to determine the FB
terms for shear, bending moment, and torsion on the wing and horizontal tail due to
buffet pressures,

The first step in using the doublet lattice program is to interpolate the buffet
pressure values at the transducer locations to the load points on the doublet lattice
panels. This is done to obtain the actual values of PwB used in Equation 4 above. The
values of PtB are already at the panel points on the tail and do not require interpola-
tion. The surface spline technique of Harder and Desmarais 1 5 is used which simulates
the deflected shape of an infinite plate pinned at the points which are being interpo-
lated from. After interpolation, PtB is calculated and then used in conjunction with PwB
in the doublet lattice program to obtain the QrB and TB terms with the same procedure used
to calculate the Qrs and Tr terms discussed earlier (Equation 3).

2.7 Buffet Response Prediction

With the input data completed for the dynamic response program, the final step in
Figure I is to calculate the buffet response in terms of accelerations, loads, and
moments. Predictions are made for both pure symnmetric and antisymmetric airplane motions.
Since flight test results9,lO indicate that the airplane response is usually asymmetric,
even in a "pure" symmetric maneuver, both the symmetric and antisymmetric responses are
combined to produce an upper and lower bounds on buffet characteristics. These bounds
are given as a function of angle of attack at a particular Mach-altitude-sweep-gross
weight configuration. Since airplane buffet is subject to many variables other than
those already accounted for (such as pilot characteristics and atmospheric conditions)
the concept of a predicted bounds seems to be a very attractive means for treating the
high intensity buffet problem.

The upper and lower bounds spectra, 4u and 41L, are based on the following
assumptions:

1. The maximum response possible is obtained when both symmetric
response spectra, Os, and ant.symmetric spectra, OA, are in
phase and 100% active at all frequencies:

Ou [ 1 + OAk ]2  
(5)

2. The minimum response possible is obtained whoen (1) 6s and OA
are 100% active and 1800 out of phase, (2) 6 s is active only,
or (3) OA is active only:

L - Min. I s (6)

The ,u and 4L can also be used to obtain upper and lower bounds on the RMS values of
response. Examples of both will be presented in the application of the method:

Equations 5 and 6 represent two extremes between which all flight test results
should fall. Since 100% excitation is not possible, it would be expected that excursions

outside of the bounds would be more frequent for the lower than the upper. Hence, the
norm of the flight test data for all cases should be weighted toward the lower bounds.

3. APPLICATION OF THE PREDICTION METHOD

Throughcut the development of the prediction method, extensive comparisons with
flight test data have been made in order to determine the importance of various phenom-
enon. This section presents a summary of the more important effects as well as an
assessment of the capability of the method for a wide variety of Mach-altitude-wing sweep
gross weight configurations. For sake of brevity, most of the results will be given in
integrated form rather than PSD's. The wing loads are taken at an inboard span station
called "wing station I" in References 9 and 10, and thus are not exactly the root wing
loads.
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3.1 Effects of Static Aeroelasticity

Shown in Figure 3 are the predicted upper and lower bounds RMS values for the wing
bending moment and the corresponding characteristic frequencies, No. Also shown are the
flight test results at the same configuration (given in the Figure). The No is the fre-
quency centroid of the PSD curve; hence, its use in conjunction with the RMS provides a
much better means for comparing integrated quantities. It is also interesting to note
the variation of No with a in the results to be presented.

Figure 3 illustrates the improvement of agreement with flight test results if the
predicted a values are shifted according to the flexible to rigid lift coefficient ratio.
The plots on the left are shown with the predictions plotted at the rigid values of a
from the wind tunnel data. The right hand plots use the flexibilized value of a. In
both cases the flight test data are plotted at their actual a values. All of the pre-
dictions to be given in the following paragraphs will be shown as functions of the flexi-
ble a values.

3.2 Asymmetric Responses

The examination of flight buffet data has clearly shown that in general the airplane
responds in an asymmetric manner under high intensity buffet 9 ,1 0 . The presence of major
response in both symmetric and antisymmetric modes led to the formulation of the upper
and lower bounds concept as the only reasonable means by which airplane buffet response
could be predicted. Thus, such uncontrollable items as pilot characteristics, atmospheric
ti;rbulence, airplane mass and geometric asymmetries, and control system inputs could be
ccvered to a large extent.

An example of an upper and lower bounds PSD plot as defined by Equations 5 and 6
is shown in Figure 4 for the wing tip accelerometer. Comparison is made with both the
right and left wing tip results from flight test. It will be noted that even though
there is a wide separation between the bounds, there are several points at which the
flight test data confirms the difference. At about 12, 21, aid 27 Hz, the right and left
wing tips indicate such a super-positioning of symmetric anu antisymmetric responses.
The exceedance of the upper bounds from about 15 to 21 Hz do not occur at the higher
angles of attack.

Another example of the upper and lower bounds is shown in Figure 5 to illustrate
variation with a. This prediction is for the wing bending moment (same condition as
in Figure 4) and a comparison is made with one wing only. These plots are the PSD's
for the RMS-No results given in Figure 3. Comparison of Figures 3 and 5 shows how the
change in spectral shape toward the first wing bending modes (sym.=4.8 Hz, anti.=7.4 Hz)
with increasing buffet intensity is reflected by a steady decrease in No. It is also
interesting to note that the first symmetric bending mode frequency has increased from
4.8 Hz to about 5.5 Hz as a result of aerodynamic stiffening, The flight test data are
well bounded by the predictions.

3.3 Effect of Horizontal Tail Loads

During the prediction method development the effect of adding horizontal tail
unsteady aerodynamics and buffet loads were studied. Shortcorings of the initial pre-
diction method which used wing aerodynamics only, led to this investigation. However,
measured buffet pressure data were not available for the horizontal tail since the model
was not instrumented as such. Thus, the semi-empirical scheme which used the doublet
lattice aerodynamic matrices as described in the previous section was developed.

The results shown in Figure 6 illustrate the effect of varying horizontal tail loads
on the wing shear. The wing alone results are obtained with wing buffet pressures and
wing unsteady aerodynamics. For this simulation, the lower bounds seems to be more
representative of the flight data and the No plot does not agree at all. The PSD's for
this case verified the disagreement. The second solution with total airplane unsteady
aerodynamics and full horizontal tail buffet loads showed a significant Lmprovement,
particularly for the No comparison as was reflected by the PSD's. It was apparent,
however, from examination of the horizontal tail pivot loads, from both flight test and
prediction that the tail buffet pressures were too high. Further thought on the matter
led to the conclusion that the estimated tail buffet pressures should be divided by two.
This conclusion was based on the fact that at high angle of attack, the buffet wake which
leaves primarily from the wing upper surface has very little effect on the tail lower
surface. This effect is further emphasized by the tail being at negative incidence rela-
tive to the wing. The final solution with 1/2 horizontal tail buffet loads as shown in
Figure 6 verifies the reasoning in that thu RMS loads are well bounded and the No results
show excellent agreement. (This solution has another variation included where the wing
first torsion frequencies of the airplane and wind tunnel model were matched which reduced
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the frequency limit of the prediction from 38 to 31 Hz. The frequency matching contribu-
tion to the improved agreement was insignificant compared to that due to using 1/2 tail
buffet loads.)

Figure 7 shows the effect of the same variation of horizontal tail buffet loads on
the wing tip accelerometer predictions. For this response item, the final method does
not appear to be any more accurate than the wing alone method. Since the wing tip
accelerometer is sensitive to all wing modes and the wing root shear is more affected by

the lower wing bending modes this is not surprising. Total airplane motion which is
affected by the horizontal tail has a greater influence in the lower wing mode responses,
hence it would be expected to significantly affect the wing root loads. Likewise, it
would not have as great of an influence on the higher wing modes which are equally impor-

tatut for wing tip motion.

Figure 8 shows the results for the C.G. vertical accelerometer. Although the wing
alone results show excellent agreement for a = 6.90 and 11.70, they do not have the
decrease in response at a = 14.10 as indicated by the flight test data. Also, since it
is felt that it is impossible for the airplane to respond at 100% as the wing alone
results show, the final method is more realistic.

From this study it was concluded that the horizontal tail was important in the
prediction of airplane buffet characteristics under conditions well beyond buffet onset.
It also appeared that the concept for estimating the tail buffet loads was correct;
however, even with the 1/2 factor, the predicted tail loads were high as compared with
flight test data. It was felt that if the displacement of the wing wake relative to the
horizontal tail was accounted for, a large reduction in the tail loads, i.e., a factor
of 2 to 4 would result.

4. CAPABILITY ASSESSMENT OF THE METHOD

As a test of the final version of the prediction method, results were calculated
for a wide variety of flight conditions and compared with flight test data. The com-
parisons made in Reference 6 include 218 PSD's as well as RMS-No plots. Also included
are the calculated normal modes for both symmetric and antisymmetric motions for all
wing sweep-gross weight conditions. Only a portion of the RMS-No results are presented
in this paper in Figures 9-13. All predictions shown were obtained with total airplane
aerodynamics and 1/2 estimated tail loads as discussed above. The only exception is the
last case in Figure 13, M=I.2, which was restricted to a wing alone simulation due to
limitations on the supersonic unsteady aerodynamics.

Figures 9 and 10 show the effects of different types of buffeting flow at subsonic
speeds and \ = 260. In Figure 9, the flow at M=0.7 is primarily of the leading edge
separation type for which the response exhibits the peaky characteristic as discussed
by Benepe 7 . In Figure 10, the flow at M=0.8 is dominated by shocks on the wing which
produces a far more severe buffeting condition. Comparison of Figures 9 and 10 shows
that the latter responses are more than double those of former as indicated by both
predictions and flight test data. Exceedance of the upper bounds by wing torsion should
be noted as the only occurrence in the results presented in this paper.

Figures 10, 11 and 12 show the effects of increasing sweep from 260 to 500 to 72.50
at about M=0.8 to 0.85. Although gross weight and altitude are also changing, the major
influence is due to sweep. In these cases, the decrease in buffet intensity with sweep
as shown by flight test data, is well predicted with the method.

Figure 13 shows the results for \ = 500 and M=1.2 which were obtained with a wing
alone simulation. Comparison with Figure 10 for M=0.85 illustrates primarily the changes
which take place due to the Mach number changing from subsonic to supersonic. Again,
the decrease in buffet intensity with increased Mach number is well predicted by the
method. The supersonic results would be improved, however, if a total airplane simula-
tion were used.

Figure 14 shows a frequency plot of the RMS flight test data for the wing tip
accelerometer and the wing shear. The data are plotted according to how many points
fell between various 10% fractional bands of the upper bounus. For example, 14 points
fell between 20% and 30% of the upper bounds for the wing tip accelerometer. Although
the sample is small, the results shown in this figure establish the fact that a reasonable
relationship does exist between the predictions and flight test. The data points used
include all of those shown in Figures 9-13.
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5. DISCUSSION

Several items appear in the results just presented that deserve special attention.
The over prediction of flight test data by such a large margin as represented by the
upper bound in Figure 14 would lead one to conclude that the method is unrealistically
conservative. Also, the data are so scattered that it appears impossible to say how well
the prediction method works or how could the method be used as a practical tool in the
design process. in contradiction, the unconservative prediction of wing torsion in
Figure 9, and particularly in Figure 10, would lead to the conclusion that the method
is unrealistic, period. Finally, the high frequencies associated with buffet loadings
indicate that relatively large fluctuating loads on secondary structure might lead to
fatigue problems. Each of these items will be discussed in the following paragraphs.

5.1 Correlation of the Predicted Symmetric Response and Other Methods

First, it should be noted that the predictions for accelerometer responses agree
better with flight test results than in the corresponding comparison for the loads.
The flight test data used in the comparisons were obtained from a flight loads program
in which buffet loadings were a small fraction of the mean loads, i.e., on the order of
2% - 5%. The accelerometer results were obtained from instrumentation which was better
suited for the range of measurements obtained. Thus, one would expect less scatter and
greater accuracy for the measured accelerations as opposed to loads. As a result, the
following discussion will be concerned with accelerometer data only.

The summary of the comparison of predicted upper bounds and flight test results for
the wing tip accelerometers in Figure 14 do not necessarily indicate that a gross con-
servatism exists in the current prediction method. The upper bound as defined in this
paper is derived from the assumption that the maximum possible response obtainable is
when symmetric and antisymmetric motions are 100% excited and are in phase at all fre-
quencies. Obviously, this could occur on only one side of the airplane. It is highly
improbable that both types of motion could be 100% excited at all frequencies; hence,
about 50% excitation of both or 100% of one would be more realistic. It is not meant to
infer that the total response should be biased, but instead that the upper bound is about
twice what should be expected for integrated RMS response results. For some peaks in the
response power spectra, the upper bound is reached as has been shown, but for many other
peaks it is not. Thus, the integrated RMS response obtained from the upper bound is
inherently too large.

In the case of interest, symmetric motion would be more representative of the total
response since the maneuvers were primarily symmetric. A log-log correlation plot is
shown in Figure 15 for the wing tip accelerometer results for the current method. Also
shown are similar results from Butler and Spavins for a second aircraft 3 and Mullans and
Lemley for still a third5 . The current method results are from symmetric predictions
only. Butler and Spavins' method makes use of measured aerodynamic damping and response
both as a function of angle of attack from a rigid wind tunnel model to predict flight
buffet response on the first symmetric wing bending mode. Thus, both predictions and
flight test results from Reference 3 are for a single mode only. Mullans and Lemley's
method uses all symmetric and antisymmetric modes up to a limiting frequency equally
weighted and a constant value of aerodynamic damping individually determined analytically
as viscous damping for each mode. The forcing function data for the latter method are
determined from fluutuating pressure data on the wing of a rigid wind tunnel model.

A similar plot is shown in Figure 16 for the vertical acceleration at the C.G.
Since there is no theoretical contribution to this response item from antisymmetric
motions, no argument is necessary for using the symmetric predictions alone. These are
the data that are shown in Figures 9-13. Also shown in Figure 16 is the comparison of
predictions and flight results as given by Hanson 4 . This method is applied to the same
type of aircraft that is used with the curreut method. Hanson utilized a dynamically
scaled elastic model to obtain buffet response data which was scaled up to full scale
with a technique similar to Butler and Spavins. The primary difference is that Hanson
used a damping ratio for the dominant mode to scale the wide band RMS wind tunnel data
as opposed to a single mode. He assumed that the ratio of wind tunnel model to full
scale airplane damping remained constant and hence did not have to measure damping as a
function of angle of attack. For his method, the dominant mode changed according to the
response item of interest.

Not much is revealed in examination of the correlations in Figures 15 and 16 except
for some general trends. The current method is more conservative for higher responses
on th& average for the wing tip accelerometer and about constant for the C.G. acceler-
ometer. Also, the data are, more scattered at the lower response levels for both items
as might be expected. The, results of Butler and Spavins are more scattered and less
conserva.ive on the average in comparison to the current method. Mullans and Lemley's
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predictions are extremely conservative. Hanson's results are slightly less conservative
than the current method but are more scattered.

The results in Figures 15 and 16 are shown as f.equency distribution plots in
Figures 17 and 18, respectively. The table below summarizes the mean and standard
deviation of each distribution.

Table I STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE CORRELATION FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS

Number of Standard
Method Samples Mvan Deviation Item

Current 38 .868 .355 Wing Tip Acceleration (Sym)
Butler & Spavins 3  17 1.138 .489 iing Tip Acceleration

(1st Sym Wing Bending)

Current 19 .701 .243 C.G. Vertical Acceleration
Hanson 4  21 .861 .388 C.G. Vertical Acceleration

Because of the small sample of data, Mullans and Lemley's predictions are not included,
however, the larger conservatism of their results is mainly attributed by the current
writers to the equal use of both symmetric and antisymmetric modes in their predictions.
The previous discussion in reference to the upper bound in the current method is appli-
cable in this case. It is also felt that use of a simple viscous damping in each mode,
ignoring aerodynamic stiffening, and not accounting for static aeroelastic effects
further added to the over prediction.

Results in Figures 17 and 18 and the above table show that the current method yields
less scatter and is more conservative than the methods of References 3 and 4. In the
comparison with Butler and Spavins in Figure 17, the higher scatter of their results is
due partly to the concern with the response of a single mode. Because the buffet forcing
function is not a smooth function of frequency and is affected by a wide variety of un-
controllable variables, the use of multiple modes will almost always have a smoothing
effect on the wide band RMS data. This effect is analogous to the smoothing obtained
through longer time samples of random data. The difference in conservatism is felt to
be partly due to the use of linear theory aerodynamic damping forces for the current
method and measured wind tunnel damping for the Butler and Spavins method. Damping
results for wind tunnel data shown for the latter 3 indicate that aerodynamic damping
during buffet for the fundamental wing bending mode of their airplane increased by about
30% over tl.a attached flow value. Ignoring this effect in the current method would cer-
tainly lead to some conservatism on the order of 10% to 15% if the increase is typical.
Comparison if the wind tunnel and flight damping in Reference 3 also indicated that the
former was slightly high which would cause their results to be unconservative. Another
source of differences between the two methods are Reynold's number effects. Butler and
Spavins presented results that indicated that they should not have any appreciable
Reynold's number effects in scaling wind tunnel response data to full scale in the
response range of interest. Because the current method was applied over a large range
of angles of attack and to conditions which involved strong shock boundary layer inter-
action, Reynold's number effects are quite likely responsible for some conservatism.
The effect of pitch rate during maneuvers is also believed to be a source of difference
which will be discussed later.

The comparison between the current method and that of Hanson4 in Figure 18 shows
the greatest difference to be in the scatter of data. Since Hanson is effectively using
wind tunnel aerodynamic damping forces, it is very likely that this is the primary cause
of the greater scatter in the correlation. Hanson's predictions as shown in Reference 4
contain as much, if not more, scatter than the flight test data with which he is comparing.
Hence, it is not surprising that the prediction-flight test correlation likewise shows
greater scatter than does the current method for the same airplane under similar condi-
tions. Since both methods use models of about the same scale, simnilar Reynold's number
effects should exist in both methods. In addition to pitch rate effects, this is probably
one of the main reasons for both methods being conservative. It would be expected, how-
ever, that Hanson's method would yield less conservative results due to the use of wind
tunnel generated aerodynamic damping forces as opposed to the attached flow theoretical
forces used in the current method. The results shown in Table I support this reasoning.

In summary, the current method predicts very realistic RMS values from symmetric
motions. Comparison with purely wind tunnel based methods shows it to be conservative
by a reasonable amount which is felt to be mainly due to the use of theoretical aero-
dynamic damping forces as opposed to the slightly greater forces that exist under
separated flow conditions. Reynold's number effects are probably more important at
higher angles of attack as indicated by an increase in conservatism of the current method
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at higher response levels as shown in Figure 15. This is the result that would be expected
based on the Reynold's number effects shown by John1 and Butler and Spavins 3 where the
buffet forces are shown to decrease with increasing Reynold's number for high intensity
buffet. The current method shows less scatter in the flight test correlation as compared
to the other methods. In one case this was attributed to the use of many modes as opposed
to one and in the other case the use of theoretical aerodynamic damping as oppsoed to
experimental damping for the wind tunnel model.

5.2 The Inherent Scatter of Flight Buffet Data

A well known aspect of flight buffet data analysis is the scatter associated with
measured response from supposedly similar conditions. Many factors contribute to this
phenomenon ranging from atmospheric conditions to pilot characteristics. One factor of
particular interest is the effect of pitch rate on buffeting forces. Since the wind
tunnel generated data, either fluctupting pressure or model response data, are taken over
relatively long periods of time, pitch rate effects should be nil for such data. Full
scale maneuvers, however, are performed over short periods which are of the order of 2 to
10 seconds. Benepe discussed the effects of pitch rate on wing root bending moment for a
fighter aircraft in Reference 16. His results showed that for an increasing pitch rate,
the maximum obtainable lift coefficient for a given high angle of attack increased by
about 40%. Since the lift vs. a curve for the slow pitch rate diverged significantly
from that for the higher rate, it would be expected that the separation was likewise de-
layed for the higher rate. These results are qualitatively in agreement with those given
by Ericsson and Reding 1 7 for dynamic stall analysis. In Reference 17, a non-dimensional

pitch rate, ', is defined as

a C
U,

where & is pitch rate in degrees per second, j is the airplane MAC in meters and U, is
the free stream velocity in meters per second. According to results presented, signifi-
cant delays occur in the a value for separation for values of 7i as low as 0.01-0.03.
All of the maneuvers considered in the current study are within this range, hence, pitch
rate effects certainly appear to contribute to lower values of buffet response encountered

in flight.

An interesting observation is that the flight test data used by Butler and Spavins 3

were obtained from very slow maneuvers in which Mach number and a were held nearly con-
stant for periods ranging from 10 to 50 seconds. Scatter was still introduced, however,
since the airplane had to lose altitude in order to achieve this goal. Refering to
Table I and Figures 15-18, the mean of their results were unconservative unlike the other
three methods. The methods of References 3 and 4 essentially used the same aerodynamic
damping forces but predictions were compared with quasi-steady maneuvers in the first case
and more rapid maneuvers (as discussed above) in the second. As a result, it appears that
the conservatism in the prediction methods is not so much due to technique as it is due to
the dynamic effects of the maneuvers on flight measured buffet response.

The very low values of flight test response for a = 12.50 and 15.60 in Figure 9 are
most likely a result of a very high pitch rate that took place during the final part of
the maneuver. The non-dimensional pitch rate was a = 0.04-0.05 which should have been
sufficient to cause significant changes in the separated flow according to Ericsson and

Reding 1 7 . In constrast, the flight test data obtained for the lower values of a in that
maneuver were taken during times at which &-0.01 or less. Thus, a specific point is
illustrated during a single maneuver in which pitch rate could be responsible for signi-
ficant scatter in the flight-prediction correlation.

Another phenomenon which introduces scatter in the correlations is the decrease of
Mach number and free stream dynamic pressure, q, during a maneuver. The variation of
these quantities in the maneuvers considered in the current study is on the order of 5%
to 10%. Although this effect can be considered when analyzing a maneuver that has already
been performed, it is not a practical consideration for design and prediction purposes.

Thus, this type of scatter should be expected and its impact would be more concentrated
in the high response portion of a ma-euver.

The main point of the above discussions is that flight buffet data is inherently
scat'ered for a wide variety of reasons, many more than those considered. Although the
distributions in Figures 17 and 18 are made for two different airplanes, two types of
accelerometers, three distinct prediction methods, and different types of maneuvers and
flight conditions, they all bear a striking resemblance. Hence, the prediction of full
scale buffet response must be made on a statistical basis, not so much because of scatter
in the prediction techniques, but because of the scatter due to the uncontrollable vari-
ables that affect the flight data. The idea of using upper and lower bounds or mean valueL j
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curves with some kind of statistical distributions between the bounds or about the mean
is a very practical approach for defining the predicted buffet characteristics for any
given airplane. The statistical distributions could be obtained from a wide variety of
data since they are more a function of the uncontrollable variables rather than a given
aircraft configuration. The distributions would probably be affected by airplane type
more than anything else. An extreme example would be fighter vs. transport aircraft.
This approach would be applicable to any type of prediction method as demonstrated in
Figures 17 and 18.

5.3 The Coupling of Wing Torsion and Shock Oscillation

The exceedance by wing torsion response of the predicted upper bound in both
Figures 9 and 10 is attributed to a coupling between wing torsional motion and shock
oscillation. This mechanism was not accounted for in the current prediction method due
to the state of the art in the theoretical unsteady aerodynamics at the time of its
development, 1971-1974. Its existence was known, but in order to evaluate the overall
capability of the method the shock-torsion coupling had to be ignored so that the method
could be developed. Thus, it was no surprise when the results in Figures 9 and 10 were
obtained.

The basic mechanism occurs primarily at low wing sweeps and has been described pre-
viously by the writer 1 8 and Riddle8 with regard to wind tunnel model data and by Benepe 9 , 1 6

for flight test data. John1 also shows similar results under similar circumstances.
Moss 1 9 has observed the phenomenon on flexible wind tunnel models where shock induced
separation appears. In all cases, the observations show either significant or dominant
peaks in response spectra at the first wing torsion mode frequency. The response items
range from fluctuating pressure data to loads and accelerometer data.

The major ingredient in the shock-torsion coupling is attributed to the unstable
nature of the primary wing shock on the upper surface of the wing when it is located
near the local crest of the airfoil. The upper shock movement associated with increasing
a is toward the trailing edge at low a until separation is induced at which point it
begins to move forward with increasing a. The shock moves forward in an "orderly" fashion
as a increases until it gets close to the local crest on the upper surface. As it
approaches this point, it moves faster with a given increment in a. Since it is not
stable on the crest, there is a point at which a small Aa will cause it to jump from just
aft of the crest to just forward. In unpublished data used in the development of the
current method, this distance of abrupt shock movement appears to be on the order of 10%
of the chord. Thus, a large forward movement of the shock with a very small increase in
a results in a loss in lift due to a larger high pressure area behind the shock without
any appreciable increase in lift due to incidence. The loss manifests itself as a momen-
tary decrease in lift curve slope or even a reversal which is a well known anomalous
aerodynamic characteristic in transonic flow. This phenomenon occurs long before CLmax
and is not related directly to stall.

Because the shock can move forward significantly with small a increases, it can
likewise move aft with small a decreases. In other words, it can oscillate across the
crest for very small torsional movements. Hence, the basic mechanism is established for

large shock excursions with small torsional motions when the wing is at a values near the
transonic lift curve slope anomoly. The net effect is to produce a forcing function which,
if the local crest is near or forward of the elastic axis, is 1800 out of phase with the
torsion mode. Phase lag will be introduced due to unsteady effects on the shock motion

and hence the forcing function. The lag is in part due to the finite time required for
the flow to change and the shock to move as shown in the experimental work of Tidjeman 2 0

for an oscillating flap on a two-dimensional wing. Another contribution to the lag is
caused by the pitch rate effects on the shock induced separation. Pitch rate will tend
to stabilize separation for increasing a, and hence retard forward motion of the shock
from its quasi-steady motion. The resulting lag creates a pitching moment due to shock
oscillation that is in opposition to that produced by the aerodynamic damping force for
the torsion motion. Thus, for the shock crossing the crest at or forward of the elastic
axis of the wing, the aerodynamic damping due to torsional motion should decrease to near
zero and torsional response increase accordingly. Due to the limited maximum force avail-
able through the shock movement, the response tends to reach a limit cycle and hence is
referred to as buffet rather than flutter.

The effects of static aeroelastic deformation are not well understood since the twist
that is introduced muL t be superimposed on that built into the wing. An indication of the
effects can be obtained for the airplane considered in this paper by comparing aeroelastic
force model results tor different altitudes. The effect of a higher q at M=0.8, h=5,000
feet vs. that at M=0.8, h=20,000 feet shows a smoothing of the transonic lift curve anoma-
lies. It also appe .rs that the angle of attack at which the anomalies begin is increased.
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The radius of curvature of the local crest is probably ver, 4nfluential on the
amplitude of the shock motion and hence the amplitude of the buffeting forces. Greater
shock motion should occur f7r a flatter crest.

It has been determined tt :ugh extensive analysis of oil flow results and pressure
data that the higher responses at a=ll 0 for M=0.7 in Figure 9 are caused by the above
mechanism although it is not as well developed as the case shown in Figure 10. In
Figure 10, the maximum flighit response for wing torsion would probably occur near a=100

for M=0.8. Note also, that the predicted response in Figure 10 reflects the increase
over that in Figure 9 in a-r.ement with the flight test data. The wing tip accelerometer
and wing torsion response increased by about a factor of 2 to 3 for both prediction and
flight. For these conditicns, q increased by a factor of 1.7, which, if no Mach number
effects were present, would produce a change in response of about 1.3. Thus, it is
apparent that the correct trends due to Mach number are embodied in the wind tunnel data
used to form the buffet forcing function for the current prediction method. Since the
wind tunnel model had a solid steel wing, the response was much lower than for the air-
plane which would diminish the importance of the shock-torsion coupling in the model data.
In orde. to properly account for this effect, the unsteady aerodynamic method used to
calculate response induced loads would have to include t&e presence of imbedded shocks in
the flow field.

5.4 Buffet Fatigue Damage to Secondary Structure

Because of the high frequencies associated with buffet loads as indicated by the No
results in Figures 9-13, one would expect buffet fatigue damage to be a rjroblem in highly
maneuverable aircraft. The level of tU-se loads 4s quite low, as compa'-ed with design
wing root bending moment for example, thus the dam.age is usually negligible or for all
practical purposes, zero. This is the classical concept which is certainly correct when
applied to primary structure that is designed to carry high loadings. Secondary structure,
however, is not designed to carry much load and is usually located in areas of high buffet
loading. Examples are leading and trailing edge sections of wings, horizontal tails or
fins, and control surfaces, as well as various types of fairings.

The writers have previously discussed the relative magnitude of buffet induced wing
bending moment as a fraction of the maximum amplitude attained during various maneuvers
in flight 1 6 . The ratio is shown as a function of wing span which varies from about 5%
near the root to about 20% near the tip. Although these results do not apply specifically
to secondary structure, they are indicative of the desired relationship since the wing tip
is usually lightly loaded in a manner -imilar to the trailing edge section of the wing
where there are no control surfaces.

Speed brakes and spoilers are well known victims of buffet fatigue. Both the sur-
faces and their supports are subject to the problem. Furthermore, the wakes that they
create can cause problems on other parts of the airplane. For example, in sor.i unpublished
data available to the writers, an electronics pod located just aft of a speed brake was
found to experience high frequency fluctuating yawing moments when the brake was extended
for which the RMS amplitudes were about 25% of the static design value.

To appreciate the effect of a fluctuating 20% incremental load on fatigue life,
"a design case will be examined. The example is a piece of secondary structure for which
"a critical stress point exists in 2024-T851 aluminum (68 KSI ultimate strength) with a
geometric stress concentration factor, KT- 4 .0. For a yield strength of 57.5 KSI and a
15% dynamic factor, the maximum static design stress is 50 KSI. Assuming that a buffet
loading of 20% of the static mean exists (40% peak-to-peak) at the maximum load condition,
the fatigue life for this material would correspond to 6000 cycles for a cyclic stress of
10 KSI about a mean of 50 KSI. For a stronger design buch that the maximum stress is
25 KSI static, the cyclic stress of 20% or 5 KSI would produce a life of 100,000 cycles.
An infinite life could be obtained by a stronger design in which the static maximum stress
was 15 KSI and the cyclic stress was 3 KSI.

With regard to [requency, the No of the buffet loadings near the wing tip in
Reference 16 is typically 35 to 40 Hz. Thus, a single load cycle in the maneuver loads
spectrum could produce 70 to 200 cycles of buffet loads for a maneuver time of 2 to 5
seconds. An example has been worked out for a single segment of a typical total airplane
maneuver spectrum in which a particular high-g maneuver is made at the rate of 33 times
per 4000 hours of service life. Assuming an average time of 3 seconds per maneuvcr at the
high-g condition and an No for the buffet loadings of 35 Hz, a total of 3465 cycles of
fluctuating stress at 20% of the mean value would be accumulated. If the critical stress
point was assumed to be the first example given in the previous paragraph and the mean
stress for this particular high-g maneuver was 50 KS1, the buffet fatigue dan'age for 4000
hours would be about 58% of the total life of 6000 cycles. Assuming that the maneuver
load cycle is produced as a 15 KSI cyclic load about a 35 KSI mean, the fatigue life is
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4500 cycles for the critical stress point. The total fatigue damage for the 33 cycles
of maneuver loads is only about 0.7%. According to the well known Miner's rule, the
total fatigue damage for these 33 cycles would be 58.7% of which almost 99% of this
damage is due to buffet.

Since the above segment of the total airplane maneuver spectrum is only a very small
fraction of the airplane service life, it is obvious that such a condition would result
in a fatigue failure. The fix would be to redesign for infinite life due to buffet damage
which would reduce the mean maximum maneuver stress to about 15 KSI as discussed previously.

In many cases, however, stiffness requirements of the design result in much stronger
structures than would be obtained with strength requirements. Thus, it would seem reason-
able to make simple surveys of the critical stress points in the secondary structure to
determine whether or not a 20% cyclic stress applied to the mean stress would produce an
infinite life. The relationship will vary according to the stress concentration factor
and the material used, however, the most sensitive areas would probably be bonded joints.

6. CONCLUSIONS

A method has been presented in this paper for predicting the high intensity buffet
response characteristics of airplanes in flight. The method contains the major ingredient&
responsible for airplane buffet. Results were presented in the form of an upper and lower
bounds which were verified by extensive comparison with flight test data. The changing

spectral characteristics of flight test data were shown to be predictable with the method,
Static aeroelastic effects were shown to have a significant impact on the predictions.

The horizontal tail was found to have a significant influence on wing and fuselage re-
sponses, hence, the total airplane should be considered. The technique for estimating
the tail buffet loads from wing data appears to be correct in concept, however, an
-ccounting for the wing wake displacement is felt to be necessary in order to accurately
predict these loads.

The correlation of symmetric predicted response from the current method with flight
test data has shown results similar to other prediction methods. An analysis of the
comparison with other methods resulted in several important conclusions. Reynold's number
effects should cause predictions based on wind tunnel data Zrom a small scale model, to be
conservative by some as yet indeterminable degree. Aerodynamic damping forces in separated

flow as compared with those in attached flow, should reduce predicted response by about
10% to 15%. The use of more modes in the prediction should produce a smoother correlation
with flight test data as well as a more realistic picture of total airplane response.

The use of experimentally determined aerodynamic damping should result in greater scatter
in the correlation with flight test data.

Flight buffet data was shown to be inherently scattered, due primarily to the effects
of maneuver transients which consist of varying q, Mach number and pitch rate. It was
shown that, in several instances, where the pitch rate was high, the flight buffet data
was lower relative to predictions. Thus, a statistical approach was recommended for taking

into account tne scatter of flight buffet data. Since the scatter is due to many uncon-
trollable varisbles, a frequency distribution of occurrences could be established between
the upper and lower bounds in order to better define the buffet characteristics for any
given airplane. Since these distributions wouLd be more a function of airplane type and
usage rather than geometry, they -uld probably be determined in an almost universal
manner.

A mechanism has been described by which wing torsional motion and normal shock
oscillation catn couple to produce a relatively sever,_ buffeting condition at forward
wing sweeps. The mechanism is attributed to the instability of the upper surface wing

shock as it reaches the local cresL of the airfoil at fairly high angles of attack.

The instability was shown to be the soarce of the transonic lift curve anomaly for the
airplane considered in this paper.

A hypothetical example of buffet fatigue damage to secondary struc.ure has been
examined to illustrate the impact on structural design. It was bnown that ii a structure,
which was subject to buffet forces on the order of 207 of the mean load, was designed too

close to the static mean load', early failure could occur due to buffet fatigue. A simple

method for checking the structure was recommended to determine if potential problems exist.
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THE DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF WINGS IN TORSION AT HIGH SUBSONIC SPEEDS
by

G. F. Moss and D. Pierce

Aerodynamics Department
Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough, Hampshire, UK

SUMMARY

This paper discusses some aspects of the structural iesponse of aircraft wings to aerodynamic excita-
tion at conditions appropriate to manoeuvres at high subsonic speeds. Reference is made to some recent RAE

wind-tunnel experiments using models specially designed to deform under test in a realistic way as well as
'rigid' models of conventional construction. The primary torsion mode of vibration of the wings tended to

be strongly excited under some aerodynamic-flow conditions on the flexible models used, and in some cases
the amplitude was large and similar tc single-degree-of-freedom flutter in character. Data from some flight

tests is quoted to demonstrate that this type of response may well occur in practice.

NOTATION

AR aspect ratio R. Reynolds number based on
a incidence, deg AL change in normal force

x distance from leading edge AM change in pitching moment

c local wing chord

E geometric wing chord CL lift coefficient

y spanwise distance from centre line CN1  local normal-force coefficient
b semi-span of wing CmR local pitching-moment coefficient
n y/b CpZ pressure coefficient

t wing thickness (maximum) C* critical pressure coefficient (local M I)
z vertical deflection f frequency, Hz
Storsional twist angle, deg W 2Trf
S model scale • apparent damping ratio, % critical
V velocity NZ normal acceleration
M Mach number T torsion moment
A leading-edge sweep, deg w

H0  stagnation pressure M bending moment
RN unit Reynolds number w

I. INTRODUCTION

As the buffet boundary is penetrated the structural response of the airframe usually most evident to
the pilot is that in the first bending mode of the wing where the frequency is comparatively low, but
higher-order responses can occur which may raise problems for the airframe and any associated stores or
equipment. Operation~l limitations as regards aircraft manoeuvre performance can thus arise on this account
much in the same way as they can as regards the tolerance of the pilot to low-frequency structural
vibration.

The conventional wind-tunnel model of solid-metal construction can usually only be used to predict
the dynamic response of an aircraft structure to unsteady aerodynamic excitation (i.e. buffet) in the
primary wing-bending mode because this is often the only mode which is reasonably well represented dynamic-
ally. The levels of amplitude of the response even so are generally much smaller with such a model construc-
tion than those for the aircraft at corresponding conditions in flight. However this can be allowed for by
empirical factors, and over the last 20 years or so techniques of prediction using strain gaugesl-

3 
and

dynamic pressure transducers
4
.

5 
on these virtually 'rigid' models have been successfully developed and have

been evaluated by many workers in the field
6

,
7

. Recent critical reviews have stimulated more sophisticated
approaches and the consequent development of new more powerful experimental techniques

8
-
1 0

. In parallel
with this use of 'rigid' models, techniques using aeroelastic models with properly-scaled elastic and
inertial characteristics (as normally used for classic flutter clearance) have also been used occasionally
for the prediction of buffet responsell,

1 2
. Many more structural modes than the primary bending mode can

thas be represented and the ampliLudes of response are likely to be much more realistic. However, to make
such models strong enough to take the high static loads at elevated incidences in high-speed wind tunnels
at normal test stagnation pressures is very difficult. Testing at low stagnation pressure to reduce the
chances of what can be a very expensive catastrophy is likely to lead to intractable aerodynamic scale-
effect problems which can invalidate the predictions obtained for quite different reasonsl

3
,

14
.

A higher-order structural vibration of particular importance is that in the primary torsion mode of
the wing. At supercritical-flow conditions, which are generally present as the buffet boundary is pene-
trated at high subsonic speeds, the disposition of shock waves and areas of separated flow over the surface
can be such as to excite this particular mode strongly. This kind of structural response has been noted in
one or two particular instances in the recent pastl

5
,

16
. However, as this paper hopes to show, the intens-

ity of this torsional vibration is much more dependent on the amplitude ot the response of the structure
and thus may not always be apparent on wind-tunnel models of conventional, solid-metal construction, even
when the frequency and mode shape are fairly well represented. Under some circumstances single-degree-of-
freedom flutter of comparatively bigh amplitude can develop out of this torsional response

1 7
. This usually

takes the form of a limit-cycle 8 and is quite distinct from the catastrophic classical-flutter phenomenon.
Because of this it is better to call this class of single-mode, sustained response 'torsional buzz' if only
to avoid the unfortunate emotive associations of the word 'flutter'. Indeed, there are sorsý indications
that the occurrence of this 'buzz' during buffet penetration at high speeds can even be advantageous in some
respects as regards the overall manoeuvre performance of an aircraft.
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This paper discusses the way torsional buzz can occur on a wing at high subsonic speed and refers to
some wind-tunnel tests with 'rigid' and flexible models recently carried out at RAE Farnborough.

2. AERODYNAMIC EXCITATION AT HIGH SPEEDS

To set the scene, Fig I shows diagrammatically some normal modes for a swept wiog. The primary
bending mode of the wing panel, considered here to be encastrd at the body side, usually has a fairly low
frequency (f Hz) and that of the corresponding primary torsional mode may be several times this (say, 5f).
Thc- there are a whole series of overtones in bending and torsion, and various other complex modes with
less regular patterns of nodal lines across the wing. The relative motion of the surface at any point is
shown by the + and - signs on the diagrams, and it is obvious that there can be complicated patterns across
the span as regards the variation of the local incidence to the free stream with time. Which of these
modes is actually strongly excited in any particular buffeting condition is a matter of the pattern and
frequency of the aerodynamic excitation, and of course of the relative levels of total structural and
aerodynamic damping. In flight the aerodynamic damping is more important 2 and it is thus probably the
first requirement in any corresponding model experiment that the structural damping should be kept as low
as possible.

Fig 2 shows a small selection taken from aerofoil test data of the many types of static-pressure
distribution which can occur at buffeting conditions on a wing at high subsonic speeds. In each case a
change of one degree of incidence is shown after buffet onset, that is after separation of the surface
boundary layers has started. The part of the wing chord subject to unsteady loading at the higher incidence
in each case is shown with a zig-zag line along the x-axis. This is the main source of aerodynamic excita-
tion in the 'rigid' wing case, but if the local incidence is varying significantly as the wing vibrates
elastically in response to the unsteady loading, we will get extra cyclic excitation due to the vibration
itself. The oscillation in loading associated with this could be smaller than, but similar to, that bet-
ween the quasi-.teady distributiin shown in these diagrams. At the lowest Mach number of 0.65, the change
in load due to a shock-induced 'bubble' separation is shown (Wing A) which will result in an increase in
the local lift force (+6L) and a nose-up couple (+AM) about the flexural axis (assumed here to be about 40%
chord). However, as the case for Wing C shows, if a flow separation builds from the trailing edge, there
can be a dramatic drop in the suction level on the upper surface near the leading edge giving quite the
reverse effect, a resultant loss in lift (-AL) and a nose down couple (-AM). At higher speeds the worsening
of the flow separation aft of a strong shock wave due to a small increase in incidence can have either the
same effect on the local lift and couple (-AL, -AM: Wing D at M = 0.70), or completely the opposite effect
(Wing B at M = 0.79). In this latter case the shock gets much stronger with a small increase in incidence
and moves forward resulting in a rapid transfer of the lift force forward on the chord. However, the shock
may be reluctant to move forward at all (Wing A at M = 0.80) as for some 'supercritical' wing designs.
Wing B at M = 0.70 shows the special case of an aft flow separation on a 'shockless' type of supercritical
wing flow, the load changes due to an increase of incidence being small and in the direction +AL and

The sign of the change in pitching moment, AM , with increase of incidence on an aerofoil section
is thought to be an important characteristic as regards the possible development of pitching o-cillations.
Thus if the slope of the local pitching moment/incidence curve becomes negative outboard on a three-
dimensional wing with respect to a moment reference point at or near the nodal line of a torsion mode, then
single-degree-of-freedom stalling flutter becomes a possibility 18 . It will, of course, be necessary for
this sectional aerodynamic characteristic to apply over a large part of the outer span of the wing and for
the appropriate type of hysteresis loop to be present during the cycle of the oscillation. Fig 3 shows the
appropriate pitching-moment curves for *wo local stations at 0.6 and 0.9 semi-span for a particular swept
wing design, the dynamic characteristics of which are discussed in detail later in this paper. The marked
negative slope in the curves at both stations at incidences between 60 and 90 should be noted. Some typi-
cal forms of hysteresis loop are also shown diagrammatically. This marked negative slope is mainly due to
the shock moving forward between the moment reference point (at 35% chord) and the leading edge in this
incidence range. At higher Mach numbers this characteristic does not occur because the corresponding
rapid forward movement of the shock is aft of the reference point. The sketches in the lower half of Fig 2
demonstrate this effect.

As may be inferred from the changes in pressure distribution shown in Fig .1, of particular importance
is the aerodynamic excitation locally near a strong shock wave where there is a large change of pressure
on the surface. Data from some past RAE measurements on a rigid wing section are shown in Fig 4 for the
case where the shock has caused a bubble separation. The rms pressure on the surface near the leading edge
of the bubble, i.e. near the foot of the shock, was found to be highest in the lower range of frequency
parameters, up to (fc/V) - 0.2 . This is the range which will generally include those frequencies typical
for the primary bending and torsion modes of an aircraft wing. At higher frequencies, however, the excita-
tion was greatest at the rear of the 'bubble' separation, that is, where reattachment of the flow to the
surface was taking place. However, there was no indication in the data of sharp tuning in the frequency
spectrum of the excitation; the model was thought to be effectively rigid over this frequency range with no
modes of structural response which could interact with tie aerodynamic flow.

The whole flow situation over a three-dimensional wing at high subsonic speeds and high incidences
near the buffet-penetration boundary is, of course, usually very complex and it is misleading to rely too
much on interpretations from two-dimensioial data,, To make this point, an oil flow visualization study is
shown in Fig 5 taken from some recent RAE tests. Areas of calm, organized tlow occur alongside strongly
perturbed, unsteady flows. Both strong shocks and weak, oblique shocks are present, and it will be seen
that leading-edge, trailing-edge, vortex and shock-induced types of flow separation all otcur together.
We need to remind ourselves, however, that such complex patterns of partly-separated flow over a surface
as indicated by such visualization techniques are actually far from steady with respect to time, time
measured in terms of tens or hundreds of structural vibrations, that is. Thus the aerodynami( excitation
characteristics giving rise to structural response are probably continuously changing at a rate which can
have little to do with the response itself. It can be assumed that there is generally a continuous, random
'drifting' process in the whole flow pattern with respect to time which contributes to a corresponding
continuous drift in the amplitude of the structural response, and thus presumably in the degree of
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interaction between excitation and response in any mode. To give circumstantial evidence for this, Fig 6
shows the rms structural response in the primary bending mode for three wings at limiting buffeting condi-
tions. The 'instantaneous' rms response has been calculated in each case using only a very few cycles at
a time and is plotted against an extended timescale for samples as long as 45 s in duration.. The zero line
has been included and it is clear that variations of 50% or more in the amplitude of the response occur at
comparatively low frequencies (of the order of 10 to 100 times smaller than the frequency of the response
itself). The record shown at the top is for a large, steel half-model in a wind tunnel, with a very low
level of stream turbulence, the second one is for a smaller, aeroelastic complete model, (this is in fact
Model 577/Flex 2 of Fig 8) and the third one for a small military aircraft in flight.

In the first two cases, of course, the model attitude was held constant with respect to the free-
stream direction, Conditions were not so easily maintained constant in the flight experiment, however, and
the aircraft was free to respond as a whole leading inevitably to some small variations in incidence during
the recording. Taken as a whole the similarity of these three records may be taken to indicate that there
is a natural tendency for comparatively slow, random changes in aerodynamic excitation to occur at separated-
flow conditions.

3 MEASUREMENTS WITH FLEXIBLE MODELS

3.1 Models

During some recent tests made at RAE to investigate the static-deformation effects of full-scale
aircraft wings] 9 , tests were carried out with a range of modei wings designed with bending and torsional
characteristics, scaled such that the three-dimensional static deformation in the wind tunnel would be
approximately the same as that for a typical wing structure in flight at pre-determined speeds and alti-
tudes. Fig 7 shows a sample of the comparisons made as regards the static lift-incidence curves between a
normal 'rigid' all-metal model wing and one of these 'aeroelastic' wings. It may be noted in passing that
representation of the full-scale deformation characteristics in this manner generally resulted in an
increase in usable-lift, and that the vertical deflection of the tip of the flexible wing was of the order
of 10 times that of the 'rigid' aluminium-alloy wing (and about 30 times that of one made in steel). As
was expected, all these 'pseudo' aeroelastic wings had greater amplitudes of buffeting at high incidence
than usual, but purely by accident it was noticed that at some conditions there was a considerable struc-
tural response in the primary torsion mode of the wing panel superimposed on the n rmal response in bending,
This response in torsion was at a frequency too high for observation by eye and was not even immediately
apparent from high-speed cine films. A special investigation into this phenomenon was therefore instituted.

Fig 8 gives some details of the three wings, all of the same aerodynamic design, for which dynamic
data are quoted in this paper. The 577/Al wing was made of solid aluminium-alloy, the 577/Flex 2 had a
composite structure of steel sheets and epoxy resin, and the 2070 wing had a skin of carboi-fibre epoxy
composite and was foam filled. Relative to the nominally 'rigid' all-metal wing (577/Al), the 577/Flex 2
wing was about 1/10 as stiff in bending and about 1/8 as stiff in torsion (based on tip deflections under
a nominal, representative load distribution). The 2070 wing was 50% larger in size than either of the
other two, but allowing for scale this was about 1/2 as stiff in bending and about 1/6 as stitf in torsion
as the all-metal wing. The nodal line of the primary torsion mode was reasonably straight for all three
models and the wind-off frequencies were 760 Hz (577/Al), 275 Hz (577/Flex 2) and 287 Hz (2070)., The
primary bending-mode frequencies were 77 Hz, 39 Hz and 75 Hz respectively. The nodal lines and frequencies
of several higher bending modes are indicated in the diagram together with the positions of the strain
gauges, accelerometers and upper-surface pressure transducers used in the experiments.

The aircraft associated with these models was in fact never built and flown, although the structural
design had reached an advanced stage at the time of cancellation. The following table summarizes some of
the relevant structural features of the above three models, normalized with respect to the nominal full-
scale wing:-

LE, sweep . 27.20 Model Model Model Aircraft
M = 0.8 : tunnel T = 450 577/Al 577/Flex 2 2070 (assumed in

Aircraft at sea Yevel solid metal steel/resin carbon fibre/resin model design)

Scale, S 1/15 I/15 I010 1.0
RN per ft 3 10b Ob 2 . 106 5.9 106

RN on mean chord 1.2b - lOb 1.26 l 10b 1.26 ý 106 24.6 1)06
Wing density, lb/ft 3  173.1 143.4 66.02 20
Air density, C air' lb/ft 3  0.0413 0.0411 0.0275 o.o766

Density ratio, wing/air 4191 3472 2383 261
Ist L-nding frequency, lIz 77 39 75 (71)
Ist torsion frequency, liz 760 275 287 (30)

Relative frequency , S
1st bending: 0.68 0.35 1.0 1.0
Ist torsion: 1.b9 0.61 0.4b 1.0

Relative mass/10 8.6 7.2 3.3 1.0
*Relative stiffness/S 3

bending: 10.2 1.0 5.33 1.0

torsion: 8.2' 1.0 1.32 1.0

*Relative stittlness/S 3C
ii r

bending: 18.9 1.85 14.8 1.0
torsion: 15.2 1.85 3.65 1.0

* Based on the deflection root-to-tip due to a representative loading, summed acrosb the span.:
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The important point to note in this table is the fact that the scaled frequencies of the primary bending
and torsion modes were about correct for the 2070 model wing, but that the stiffnesses were too high
(5.33 x too high for bending and 1.32 x too high for torsion), On the other hand the stiffnesses were
correct for the 577/Flex 2 wings but the frequencies in bending and torsion were too low relative to full-
scale (factors of 0.35 and 0.61 respectively). In no sense were these true laeroelastic' models in the
context of conventional flutter testing. In the design, no attempt had been made to get the inertial
characteristics right: the static strength together with the stiffness (for 577/Flex 2) or the mode-
frequency (for 2070) were the primary considerations.

3.2 Buffeting response

The two 577 wings were tested at two angles of sweep (LE, 27.20 and 420), and at the 42 setting for
the most part a traditional type of buffet response was found at all speeds. Fig 9 gives the aerodynamic
excitation at the two points PI and P2 (see Fig 8) as measured with upper-surface pressure transducers
for a Mach number of 0.85 and a tunnel stagnation pressure adjusted to give static distortion character-
istics representative of full-scale flight at sea level. Flow separation on the model occurred first at
the trailing edge near P2 (at a = 4.30) with the main shock lying across the wing just aft of P1 .
The linear spectral loading plots show a low level of excitation at each station. By a = 6.40 however,
the shock has separated the whole of the flow behind it and has swung round to the leading edge at the tip,
positioning itself right over PI . There is a dramatic increase in local excitation shown here, particu-
larly at the lower frequencies (with some slight suggestion of peaks in some high-order bending modes) but
no significant increase at P2 , although the trailing-edge static-pressure has risen a little as the extra
diagram at the top shows. By a = 7.50 the flow separation has spread to the leading edge at the tip and
the shock has moved forward and inwards leaving the point P1  well inside the separated-flow region. The
excitation here drops back to a low level again, but in the separated region near the trailing edge the
signal at P2 now shows a strong increase in excitation, particularly at very low frequencies, associated
with a recovery of mean static pressure at this position. At a higher incidence still, with the flow over
the whole outer wing thoroughly separated, the excitation at both PI and P2 becomes very even across
the frequency range.

This may be regarded as a fairly normal pattern of excitation behaviour in a classic case of buffet
response. The corresponding spectra of local acceleration of the wing (normal to the chordal plane)
indicate a vigorous response in several of the modes of vibration, including primary torsion. These are
not shown here, but at no point is there any apparent significant interactior with the excitation.

3.3 Development of torsional buzz

In contrast to this normal development of baffeting, Fig 10 shows for the same 577/Flex 2 wings set
at a lower sweep how a strong, single-mode response in torsion can develop as buffet is penetrated, a state
of torsional buzz being achieved at some incidences. At this combination of a leading edge wing sweep of
27.20 and a Mach number of 0.75, the shock moves forward more uniformly across the span as flow separations
develop and in fact tends to remain fully swept, lying along the spanwise generators of the wing except at
very high incidences. By an incidence of 6.50 the shock has moved forward to a position roughly half way
between the nodal line of the primary torsion mode of the wing (shown in Fig 8) and the leading edge, and
the flow aft is completely separated to the trailing edge over the whole of the outer half of the wing. A
marked response in this particular mode (at about 250 Hz) develops out of the more general mild buffeting
response at preceding incidences, as may be seen by the signal from the accelerometer Al . The pressure
at the foot of the shock at PI becomes generally very unsteady and also shows a corresponding peak. The
shock is thus moving in sympathy with this torsional response of the wing and there is the possibility of a
state of incipient buzz. It will be noted that the unsteady pressure at P, also contains a peak at
165 Hz, the frequency of a high-order bending mode which has a nodal line outboard near the tip (see Fig 8),
but that the structural response as given by Al does not show any significant peak associated with this.
As incidence is further increased this secondary peak in the spectrum of the pressure disappears and the
possibility of torsional buzz at a frequency near 250 Hz becomes stronger because of the marked peaks in
the unsteady pressure spectrum from both the transducer at P, near the foot of the shock and the trans-
ducer at P2 near the trailing edge. This is shown in the separate spectral plots at the top of the
diagram for a = 7.60 . At higher incidences still, above 8.70, the shock moving forward with increase of
incidence reaches positions so near to the leading edge that movement in sympathy with torsional vibration
of the wing becomes inhibited and the buzz response can no longer be sustained. The peaks in the spectra
of unsteady pressure virtually disappear and the response of the structure reverts to what is more properly
described as a state of buffeting, although intermittent bursts of buzz are still evident.

tig Ila gives some samples of -he raw signal from the accelerometer at Al for this same case. When
flow separations first appear at a - 4.40 the response is initialiy mainly in the first few bending modes,
but as incidence is increased this then decreases as the primary torsioial mode is excited. A moderate
level of buffeting in this higher-trequency mode occurs by a - 6.00 and by a - 7.60 the buzz or sus-
tained limit cycle of comparatively large amplitude has developed. As the corresponding filtered signals
in Fig lib show, a buffet response in the primary bending mode is superimposed which persists at the highest
int idence when the mean torsional responso has become smaller in amplitude and intermittent in character.
It should be noted that the torsional buzz response at a = 7.60 is by no means steady in amplitude, but
tron the remarks made above with the respect to the data of Fig 6 we should not expect this. Generally it
was found that any increase in amplitude of the primary torsional mode was accomp~nied by a reduction in
the buflet response in the primary bending mode, or at least by an arrest in its growth with incidence.
"Ihis moderation of a low frequency response (in bending) by a strong response at a higher frequency (in
torsion) will be of benelit full-scale where the former type of response is usually of more concern as
regards the abilitv of the pilot to carry out his tasks and can thus be a criterion for limiting the
manoeuvre performance of an aircraft. However the structural implications of too strong a response at a
high frequency may well be overriding.

It is interesting at this point to (ompare the frequency spectra of the structural response of the
three model wings shown in Fig 8 at an incidence chosen such that this response is near the maximum
achieved over the incidence range in all three cases at this Mach number. Fig 12 shows this comparison
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for a • 7.50 , but it must be noted that because of the different static distortion of the three wings,
the aerodynamic lift and flow conditions will be somewhat different. For the 577/Flex 2 wing the diagram
already shown in Fig 10 at buzz conditions is reproduced, obtained using the signal from the A, accelero-
meter. The 2070 wing never at any time in the whole test range showed such clear indications of a sus-
tained limit cycle, and here at a = 7.50 the response as indicated by the signal from the A3 accelero-
meter is best described as 'single-mode buffeting'. The response is highly tuned, but the mean rms wing-
twist amplitude about the nodal line, although still large by normal buffeting standards, was only about
10% of that of the mean rms of the limit cycle of the 577/Flex 2 wing at this incidence. Even at higher
incidences the maximum amplitude achieved was only a little over double this. Lastly the corresponding
frequency spectrum of the response of the 577/Al wing is shown; with several modes evidently being excited
and more background 'noise' present we can identify this as the more traditional type of buffet response.
Even here, however, on a much stiffer wing with a much higher frequency primary-torsion mode involved, the
structure responds significantly in this same manner. In this instance the signal from strain gauges
(SI) at the wing root was used since no accelerometers were fitted, so interpretation of the analysed
signal is not so easy as in the other two cases. Cross checks made comparing the signals from the strain
gauges on the other two wings (S2 and S3 , see Fig 8), with the corresponding accelerometer signals
demonstrated that the same characteristics were being indicated by both types of transducer.ý

For convenience the values of the stiffness and frequency of these three models in the primary torsion
mode, relative to a nominal full-scale aircraft structure, have also been included in Fig 12, taken from the
table given previously in section 3.1. Also for interest the values of the frequency parameter wE/V are
quoted, based on wing mean chord; a value of 0.5 for this function is sometimes regarded as a threshold,
below which 'stall flutter' may occur 18 . As was mentioned in section 3.1, 577/Flex 2 wing had a torsional
stiffness representative of the equivalent aircraft but too low a frequency in the primary torsion mode;
the 2070 wing on the other hand had a representative frequency but too high a stifness. It is a moot point
which of these characteristics is the more important to get right in a model experiment in order to make the
best prediction of full-scale behaviour. It is clear however that response data such as shown here from
using either the 577/Flex 2 or 2070 model dcigns would raise doubts as regards the excitation of the
primary torsion mode on a full-scale aircraft. The values of wZ/V , although consistent with the relative
magnitude of the response from the three models cannot be used in any more direct way. The value of this
parameter at corresponding conditions full-scale is about 1.4 for the nominal aircraft at sea level, i.e.
about the same as for the 2070 model wing.

One of the conditions for the development of this torsional buzz response, referred to earlier in
section 2, is the negative slope of the curve of local sectional pitching moment outboard on a wing with
respect to incidence. The appropriate curves for 0.6 and 0.9 semi-span, obtained from static pressure
measurements at M = 0.75 with another model of this same wi design, were shown in Fig 3 and it will be
noted that for a local moment reference point at 35% chord, i.e. near the primary torsion mode node line
of the 577/Flex 2 model, there is a marked negative slope between incidences of 60 and 90, i.e. just in
the range of incidence in which buzz was found to occur. It must be supposed that the hysteresis within
the local pitching moment with respect to small oscillations in local incidence must have been such that
a significant degree of negative aerodynamic damping was developed in this range.

Summing up at this point the aerodynamic factors which probably contributed to the development of
wing torsional buzz in this case, we can note the limited range of sweepback angle, Mach number and inci-
dence at which a strong shock wave on the upper surface lies approximately parallel to, and a reasonable
distance from, the nodal line of the structural mode of vibration in question. The shock must be neither
too near the nodal line of the motion nor too near the wing leading edge. Such a position of the shock
needs to be fairly uniform across the span of the outer wing, as indeed a wing designer might well strive
for in order to maximize aerodynamic performance. Secondly, the movement of this shock with incidence
under the influence of the separated flow behind it needs to be such that the slope of the characteristic
of local pitching moment about the nodal line with respect to incidence is negative. These factors can
probably be generalized in principle with respect to any structural mode of vibration, and are the kind of
features which can be fairly readily identified from conventional static-test force and pressure data.
However, the extent to which aerodynamic damping becomes negative and varies with the amplitude of the
motion is a critical factor which is difficult to predict without special test techniques.

Whether this buzz response in torsion at the peak of its development can be properly identified as
single-degree-of-freedom flutter is, of course, open to interpretation. The evidence (not all of which
is shown here) is mainly circumstantial, but the authors are of the opinion that, taken overall, this is
strong enough to make this identification beyond any reasonable doubt.

3.4 Calculation of damping

Fig 13 gives some calculated values of the total apparent damping in the primary bending and torsion
modes for the three wings at M = 0.75, the leading-edge sweep being 27.20. The values quoted are expressed
as a percentage of the critical damping and have been obtained from the signals from the transducers A1,
A3 and S1 as appropriate by using an autocorrelation method 2 0 developed at the RAE for use with a
Hewlett-Packard digital Fourier analyser. The signals were pre-filtered at frequencies indicated from the
previous spectral analysis and considerable trouble was taken to avoid errors. At each incidence the
average of about 40 sequential calculations is plotted in the figure using long Lecorded samples of about
60 s in duration. From what has been said earlier as regards the inherent, comparatively slow drifting in
the separated aerodynamic flows at deep buffeting conditions, this need to take means over long periods of
time to obtain consistent results will be appreciated. A continuous check was made for distortion in the
logarithmic-decrement characteristics as the analysis proceeded. Since some of the damping ratios were
very small, added accuracy was obtained where necessary by adding a known positive value of damping mathe-

matically during the calculation Kat the appropriate frequency of the mode in question) and then subtract-
ing this again from the final answer. As will be seen the results appear to be consistent and plausible
taken overall.

The damping, wind-off, was obtained in each case by making a separate experiment and checks were
made over a wide range of stagnation pressures at low Mach number, attached-flow conditions to demonstrate,
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circumstantially at least, that the level of structural damping obtained wind-off was likely to be sensibly
constant over tne range of aerodynamic loads applied during the main tests. Other subsidiary investigations
demonstrated that the still-air damping, wind-off, was negligible and that the temperature effects on struc-
tural damping were small enough to be allowed for by means of simple corrections, Because of an unfortunate
oversight no value of the wind-off damping for the 2070 wing in bending can be quoted with confidence.

The results show;., for the 577/Al wing of conventional model construction in Fig 13 are as expected,
although the tendency for the apparent total damping ratio to fall in both the bending and torsion modes as
incidence is increased is not without interest. However, of greater interest is the way the apparent damp-
ing ra:io in the primary torsion mode falls dramatically as incidence is increased from 20 onwards for both
the wings of flexible construction. In the case of the 577/Flex 2 wing, the mean damping becomes zero over
the range of incidence at which buzz was observed to occur (70 to 810 at M - 0.75), but that for the 2070
wing always remained positive. Associated with this fall in total damping in the torsion mode there is a
rise in that in the primary bending mode. It will be noted that the aerodynamic contribution to the total
app rent damping ratio in the torsion mode becomes negative at the higher incidences, The three cases
discussed in Fig 12 at an incidence of near 7.50 are marked with a small arrow in Fig 13.

3.5 Response amplitude

The comparatively high amplitude of the limit cycle developed in a torsional buzz condition is of
particular interest, since at full-scale this is a measure of the oscillatory stresses induced in the
structure and thus of the effects on fatigue life. The amplitude of the twist about the nodal line at the
position of the accelerometer A, (i.e. at about 70% semi-span) for model 577/Flex 2 is plotted in Fig 14
at M = 0.75, together with the apparent aerodynamic damping derived from Fig 13. Although scaling to
appropriate conditions in flight cannot be done with confidence, the peak value of ±0.560 observed on the
model at a = 7.6' is thought likely to be at least of the same order as that on the aircraft. A smaller
ratio of structural damping to aerodynamic damping is likely in flight and this , self could mean that the
amplitudes developed full-scale will be somewhat larger than indicated by a mode experiment such as this.
The amplitudes at the extreme wing tip on the model are likely to be about 30% higher than those at 70%
semi-span, based on the ratio of the static twist deformations. As Fig 14 shows, the corresponding ampli-
tudes for the 2070 model wing were smaller but very similar in character. In both cases tle build-up of
amplitude in torsion starts abruptly just at that point in the incidence range at which the aerodynamic
apparent damping starts to become negative.

It is interesting to note that the rapid growth of amplitude in the primary torsion mode up to buzz
coincided with a marked dip in the amplitude of the primary bending mode. Subsequently as the torsional
amplitude declined at higher incidences the amplitude in bending increased once again. The full line in
Fig 15 shows this amplitude at 70% semi-spdn for the 577/Flex 2 wing expressed as the vertical oscillatory
displacement at the Aj accelerometer position divided by the npan chord of the wing. Under 'normal'
buffeting development this warked reduction in the amplitude of the primary bending mode did not occur.
Associated with this reduction, the apparent aetodynamic damping in the bending mode rises sharply, and
reference to Fig 13 shows that even in the case of the 2070 model wing with its milder growth of amplitude
in torsion, the damping of the bending mode apparently first dips and then rises significantly in a similar
fashion to that for the 577/Flex 2 wing as the amplitude in torsion first grows and then declines again
through the incidence range. Generally at all conditions it was found that this opposing effect in ampli-
tude in the two modes appeared to be consistent with the variations in the apparent damping ratios obtained
independently in the analysis. Thus we may draw the conclusion that the occurrence of buzz in a high-
frequency mode, even though this is only incipient or intermittent, can be beneficial full scale. The buzz
itself will be of little concern to the pilot but the more disturbing buffet amplitudes at low frequency
may be moderated significantly.

One of the main characteristics of single-degree-of-freedom flutter or buzz is that it takes the form
of a limit-cycle1 8 . The 'limit' of the cycle may vary considerably in amplitude with time because of the
random nature of the aerodynamic separated flows present and the interaction with the buffet response in
other modes, but the oscillation is usually of nearly constant frequency and is sustained virtually without
interruption. However, another characteristic of buzz is that there is usually a lower threshold in ampli-
tude below which the sustained oscillation dies away, only to be restarted when this threshold is exceeded
again 18 . Thus with highly unsteady flows present, it is possible to have a state of intermittent buzz, the
limit-cycle being triggered by an occasional large-amplitude excursion in the preceding buffet-response and
then being cancelled again by a momentary 'low' in the buzz amplitude,, An example of this state is shown in
the lowest trace in Fig lib at a = 9.20 ; the mean total apparent damping ratio ':as positive (Fig 13) but
in fact was probably switching between zero and a value of about +1%.ý Thus, ncc only can the amplitude of
the full buzz condition vary considerably with time, but near the onset .boundary of buzz very large varia-
tions in amplitude can occur• Well clear of the buzz condition, of course, the amplitude of the mode con-
cerned is small, even though the response may be highly-tuned and is best described as 'single-mode buffet-
ing' (Fig 11).

3.6 Differentiation between buffeting and buzz

The analysis of transducer signals in aerodynamic experiments to obtain damping ratios in a reliable
and consistent manner is time-consuming and always fraught with many difficulties. Also, long samples are
required which are sometimes not available. As the data of Fig 13 shows, to monitor experiments and to
make sensible comparisons between cases is not easy using the derived values of apparent damping ratio,
particularly when a buzz response grows out of a state of single-mode buffeting, A special technique was
used therefore to differentiate between buffeting and buzz in the analysis of the data from the wind-tunnel
experiments described here,

If the signal concerned appears to have a sustained oscillation of virtually constant freqjency, even
though the amplitude is varying with time the state of buzz is readily identified. On the other hand it
the signal takes the form of a series of short-lived batches of oscillations interspersed with null points
at zero amplitude, there is little problem in identifying this as a case of buffeting., A simple electronic
device was therefore employed to count the number of times in an interval of time that the amplitude of the
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signal dropped to zero. As the number of nulls progressively dropped to zero and tne batches of cycles
thus became progressively longer, it could be clearly seen that a state of buzz had emerged fron a state
of buffeting. It was found by experience that the most consistent way of counting the number of such null
points was to use as a criterion the fact that a fairly large change of phase-angle usually occsrred bet-
ween the batches of cycles. After some trial-and-error the number of phase changes greater than w/5
counted per 1000 cycles of the oscillation, was adopted. All that was required to pre-condition the signal
was a narrow-band filter to isolate the component of the mode in question before using the counting device.

The numbers of these phase-changes as defined above are plotted in Fig 16 for the primary torsion
mode of the three wings used in the dynamic experiments, and the characteristics may be compared with the
apparent damping ratios in this mode shown in Fig 13. A log scale is used to increase sensitivity at the
lower values of the number of phase changes recoroad. Although strictly speaking a zero count is needed
to indicate a full buzz condition, a level of 0.1 counts per 1000 cycles was generally found to be associ-
ated with a mean apparent damping ratio of zero (as far as this could reasonably be established), and, for
the 577/Flex 2 model a count of I per '000 cycles was a clear indication of incipient buzz. The insensiti-
vity of the 'rigid' wings of the 577/Al model to this criterion and the reluctance of the phase-change
count for the 2070 model wings to drop below 5 at any point in the incidence range, should be noted. The
appropriate counts for the primary-bending and primary-torsion modes of the 577/Flex 2 are shown compared,
also in Fig 16.

For convenience a 'Buzz tNw-er' has been contrived by taking the inverse of the phase-change count
referred to above. Thus as buffeting develops into buzz this number rises in value. Fig 17 shows contours
of this buzz number for the 577/Flex 2 wings against Hach number and angle of incidence. The line for the
onset of buffeting in the primary torsion mode was obtained by a separate close scrutiny of the individual

spectral-density plots and in general the buzz number was found to be in the range 0.03 - 0.05 at and below
this boundary. A clear state of buzz was obtained within the contour of a buzz number of 10, and outside
this, within the contour of 1.0, an incipient state of buzz was generally apparent. It will be noted that

there appear to be both upper and lower bounds in both Mach number and incidence to the onset of buzz.
Some partial explanation of this may be found in the way the quasi-steady aerodynamic flows ovvelop locally
with respect to these two parameters but no detailed discussion of this is possible here. As has been
noted in section 2 with respect to Fig 3, there is a restricted range of Mach number and incidence withi:.
which the upper-surface shock moves forward rapidly with increase of incidence between the noual line of
the torsion mode and the wing leading edge, At tlis wing sweep (27.20, leading edge) tfis movement was
fairly uniform over the outer wing (see Fig 10).

4 EVTDENCE FROM FLIGHT EXPERIENCE

The onset of vibration in modes of comparatively high frequency, such as the primary torsion mode,
is not likely to be noticed by the pilot of an aircraft, particularly when a general level of buffeting at
low frequency is present. Even when recordings of signals from accelerometers on the wing are made and
analysed to bring out the various frequency components 6f a vibration, seldom are the samples very long at
any one aerodynamic flow condition, it is thus hardly surprising that the development of high frequency
buzz is not well documented in the literature.

For an example of the excitation of these higher-frequency structural modes in flight, attention may
be drawn in the first instance to some of the data presented by Benepe of General Dynamics at a recent
AGARD symposium23 . The example was given of a variable-sweep aircraft with the wings in a low-sweep
position executing a slow, 4g wind-up turn at about 0.8 Mach number (Fig 18). The buffet response of the
wing generally increased during this manoeuvre as expected, but over a certain band of incidences in the
range there was a marked tendency for the first torsion mode to be strongly excited more than any others.
This is shown by the way the measurement of wing torsional moment varied with incidence - in particular
the width of the band of recordings made between, say, 19 and 24 s - and the peakinesb in the PSD distribu-
tions shown for the time interval 18.5 to 20.5 s at 25 Hz, this being the frequency of the first wing-
torsion mode. Benepe makes the point that all the signs here point to the occurrence of wing-torsional
buzz. The corresponding data obtained from a 1/6 scale wind tunnel model (Fig 151 shows that at the same
aerodynamic conditions even with a very stiff structure which has comparatively small amplitudes of struc-
tural response, the power spectra of the surfac.e pressure fluctuations exhibit a tendency to peak at the
frequency of the primary torsion mode of the mcdel wing. These fluctuations were well correlated chord-
wise at this frequency, and the pressure-distribution diagram shows that a fairly strong shock wave lies
across the span of the wing at this condition, presumably fairly parallel to the flexural axis in torsion.
The conditions for buzz are thus very similar to those found in the RAE exp.liments discussed above and
this comparatively 'rigid' model data shows just how prone to this type of response one would expect the
corresponding more flexible aircraft wing to be.

As a second example, a limited amount of data can be quoted here from tests with another aircraft,
not too different in configuration from the RAE model wing discussed in earlier sections. Some sample
records are shown in Fig 20. The records shown in (a) give, at the top, an excerpt from the raw record
from a port-side wing-tip, leading-edge accelerometer for a 4g wind-up tun, This appears to he a fairly
normal case of buffet response, and subsequent filtering to bring out the first torsion-mode and the first
bending-mode separately shows very much wh.t one might expect, short-lived batches of oscillations inter-
spersed with a return to zero and a phase change in each case. The frequencies of these two modes were
approximately 28 HIr and 7 Hz respectively during this flight. The record shown in (b) have been included
here to demonstrate by reference to another but similar flight with the same aircraft how the two wings
can behave rather differently. At time T1 , just after the start of the manoeuvre, the port wing shows a
tendency to develop a response in the first-bending mode whereas at the same time the starboard wing
responds primarily in the first torsion mode. Soon aft( this at time T2 , however, both wings respond
rather more generally in buffet in a whole range of modes and frequencies. The records shown in (c) for a
different flight condition show some hint of what we have been discussing in this paper. The Mach number
and the g pulled are both higher than in (a) and (b) and filtering the raw accelerometer signal to show
the response in the first torsion-mode demonstrates that in this case longer-than-normal periods of sus-
tained vibration occur. The PS`) plot on the right-hand side of the diagram (on a linear scale) 0hows that
the energy is mainly concentrated in this mode. Such low-level vibrations of the wing structure at suchI,
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high frequencies raise no problems in this particular case for either pilot or airframe: indeed, as we
have seen from the test rrsults f~oi the RAE wing 577/Flex 2, the response to excitation in such higher
modes can be associated with a mar)od ieduction of that in lower-frequency modes, such as those in primary
bending, which can limit the effectiveness of the pilot if allowed to become too large in amplitude.

5 RESPONSE IN OTHER MODES

As a demonstration that higher-order modes in bending can have the same effect as those in torsion,
reference may be made to some transonic tunnel tests made many years ago with a solid steel complete model
of a transport-aircraft layout 2 2 . Some data is quoted here in Fig 21. The model responded to aerodynamic
excitation in a whole range of bending modes, for example at 46, 79, 124, 205 and 500 Hz, as the spectral
analysis of the wing-root bending-moment signal showed. All these modes were excited by the development
of shock waves and associated areas of flow separation on the wing upper-surface at high speeds. At
M = 0.93, however, there was a sudden increase in the rms bending-moment signal as incidence was increased,
(at point b), which on further investigatiol. proved to be almost entirely due to oscillations in the first
antisymmetric bending mode at, or very near, 79 Hz. Also, this sudden large increase vibration in this
mode was associated with an inhibiting effect on the previous steady increase in amplitude in the other
bending modes, particularly the lower-frequency primary-bending mode. The parallel to the behaviour of the
577/Flex 2 wing discussed above is thus quite marked and it is tempting to suggest tha, this was also a
case of single-degree-of-freedom flutter, or 'buzz' in which there was direct interaction between the motion
and the aecodynamic excitation. It would be interesting to know whether the tape record of this oscillation
showed any of the characteristics of a sustained limit-cycle, perhaps triggered by the amplitude in buffet
exceeding a threshold level. It is certainly remarkable to have had such an Lccurrence with a solid-steel
model for which the response amplitudes would have been so very small. The diagrams quoted in Fig 21 show
that 'buzz' in bending (if that is what we may call it) only occurs at M = 0.93 and only over a narrow range
of incidence, presumably when the wing separations are particularly sensitive to the model response ampli-
tude in this particular mode at 79 Hz. The broader peaks at other conditions, eg at M = 0.90, CL = 0.68
vere always associated primarily with response in the primary bending mode (46 Hz) and rigid-body modes of
even lower frequency (eg 19 Hz), which is what we might normally expect for a classic buffet-response. It
may also be seen in Fig 21 that when 'wing-bodies' were added to the wing, the characteristics of the aero-
dynamic flows were so changed that all tendency to 'buzz' disappeared completely.

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper has discussed the marked response in torsional vibration which can sometimes occur on wings
at high subsonic speeds. The types of aerodynamic flow which can develop as the stall develops may provide
the necessary excitation for such vibrations, which may ot be immediately apparent unless a special investi-
gation is made. In some cases a sustained high-amplitude oscillation or 'buzz' may develop. Ironically,
attempts by wing designers to maximize aerodynaý.i'. performance by maintaining shock sweep and good sectional
characteristics over the outer part of the wing at high incidence may make just such a structural response
more likely in flight. High-speed wind-tunnel mriels of conventional ronstruction are unlikely to show this
phenomenon or be useful in making predictions if the onset boundaries and amplitudes involved. However,
although a complete inertial and elastic striuctural representation is not usually possible as a routine,
comparatively simple and robust 'pseudo' aeoelastic models can be used, provided a sensible and balanced
mismatch of the structural dynamic characteristics can be made. The occurrence of such high-frequency
vibrations in flight has been noted in recent years in one or two instances where suitable instrumentation
has happened to be in use, but probably many more occurrences have gone by unnoticed. Although unlikely
to be a problem for the pilot, if the amplitudes become large such high frequency vibration could become a
matter of concer- as regards the aircraft structure and equipment carried. However, as regards the buffet-
boundary more generally, the effects could be beneficial since the incidence of such high frequency struc-
tural responses tends to be accompanied by a ,eduction, or at least an arrest in the development, of the
vibration at low frequency which can affect the efficiency of the pilot directly. What is needed is a well
planned flight-tunnel comparison to explore tic phenoraenon properly and to decelop methods of prediction
and alleviation based on a better understanding of the aerodynamic and structural characteristics involved.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The high m*.teuverability requirements for military aircraft raise the question of
how much pilot perforaiance is affected bj structural vibrations and the degradation of
handling qualities caused by separated wing flow in the low and high speed range and to
what extent these vibrations may be used as an indication of stall.

The improvement of buffeting prediction methods is therefore an essential step in the de-
velopment of configurations which will minimize the problems.
The prediction of stx ictural vibration levels at the pilot seat may be performed by diffe-
rent methods.

In the project phase a qualitative prediction method due to Mabey (Ref. 31 may be used to
determine the flight conditiops for light, moderate and heavy buffeting for the full-scale
aircraft by measurement of the orcillatorv wing root bending mcment of a wind-tunnel mo-
del, without any knowledge of tne elastic properties of the full-scale wing. This zý'ethod
is applied to one example of this study.

Another method to predict structural vibrations is based on the dynamic response measure-
ments on dynamically similar models without detailed knowledge of asrodynamic effects, as
applied by Hanson (Ref. 6).

Finally a method of the prediction of pilot seat vibration is possible by wind-tunnel mea-
surement of the exciting fcrces, for example by the determination of fluctuating pressures
on rigid models.
In this article two examples of the evaluation of vibration levels on the pilot seat are
presented.
The first deals with the results of low speed measurements on a strake wing model with and
without flap and slats, including the effpct of leading edge blowing, in the incidence
region 0, a - 900,Mabey's method is used there.
The second example demonstrates the results obtained by the method based on measurements
of fluctuating pressures on rigid models for two configurations with 25 and 45 degree wing
sweep in the high subsonic region (0.7 i M 5 0.85).

2. VIBRATIONS AT VERY HIGH INCIDENCES IN THE LOW SUBSONIC
REGION CAUSED BY A STRAiAE WING

The strake is characterized by a strong steady leading edge vortex which remaines

stable up to very high incidences and always creates additional lift, in contra-t to the
normal swept wing. The strake wing will therefore show a quite different separation
behaviour at high incidences compared to a normal swept winq.
Until now it was not known to what extent t0e vibrations due to separated flow on a wing
with itrake would lead to problems with respect to pilot fatigue or pilot accelerations
at ve,-y high incidences in the low subsonic regior Buffet investigations have therefore
boer. pertozmed by MBb on a strake wing in the ONE. windtunnel S1 at Modane, and the pre-
liminary results of this study are presented here.
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2.1 Test description

Specifically, the aim of the tests was to investigate the effect of blowing, as well
as the addition of flaps and slats, on the dynamic response of the strake wing for angles
of attack ranging from 00 to 90*.
The model, which had originally been used for static tests, was additionally instrumented
with strain gauges at both wing roots, and with two accelerometers at one wing tlp. All
tests were made in absence of the empennage. Wind tunnel speed was held effectively con-
stant at about 40 m/s.

2.2 Test Results

The analog data of 20 seconds of each test record were digitized using low pass fil--
tering to 600 cps to calculate spectral densities up to 300 cps. Some significant results
of the evaluation are presented here. In Figures 2a, 2b the time history of the wing root
bending signal of the clean wing with strake and the wing with strake, flap and slat with
blowing arý shown for several incidences from 0 to 90 degrees. These pictures illustrate
the increasing development of an almost harmonical wing bending oscillation up to about
40 degrees which corresponds to the maximum static normal force, and a strong decrease of
this signal with a frequency of 18 cps up to 90 degrees.

In contrast to the clean strake wing, the wing with flap and slat shows considerably hig-
her amplitudes at maximum lift conditions. The spectra of the wing torsion and the acce-
lerometer signals (Fig. 3a-3c) reveal the same tendency for the wing root bending signal
at 18 cps. Additional smaller but well defined peaks appear at 7,5 cps, the sting fre-
quency ana at 31, 63, 120 and 200 cps at higher wing mode frequencies (Fig. 3a-3c), which
are caused by random excitation.

Summarising the results, Fig. 3a-3c show that the wing in all test conditions responded
mainly in the first wing bending mode up to -rtex breakdown, that for the clean strake
wing the increase of the bending amplitude is v.,ry slow up to 40 degrees.The torsion sig-
nal has the same frequency content as the bending signal (Fig. 3).The wing root bending,
moment is about five times higher at c= 400 that at a = 00. A sharp drop of the wing root
bending moment is detected above a = 400, after which it decreases more gradually to a
value at 900 corresponding to that of zero incidence.The reason for the very flat slope
of the unsteady wing root bending versus angle of at - for the clean strake wing is the
effect of the strong strake vortex reduces the ene, . the randomly fluctuating wake.

2.3 Prediction of pilot vibrations by Mabey's method

In general it is possible to predict with the known values of the wing root bending
moment and the windtunnel unsteadiness the intensity of buffeting at the pilot seat using
the buffet coefficients for high, moderate and heavy buffeting given by Mabey criteria
The extrapolation of the wing root bending moments however is a function of the tunnel
unsteadiness and consequently the buffet criteria coefficients for other aindtunnels are
not known. In addition the effect of the elastic behaviour of the aircraft for which the
extrapolation is wanted is neglected in Mabey's method, therefore an accurate estimate of
the influence for example of the fuselage stiffness and structural damping is not possible.
The investigation of the wing root bend:ng moments was therefore only used for trend
studies.

3. PILOT SEAT VIBRATIONS OF A VARIABLE WING 3WEEP
AIRCRAFT IN THE HIGH SUBSONIC REGION

The results of a buffet prediction investigation based on the concept of the evalua-
tion of aircraft buffeting response based on windtunnel measurements of fluct,,atiig pres-
sure will be presented. The intention of the investigation was the developrent of a method
for the evaluation mainly of pilot seat vibrat~ons.

Especially the influence of wing sweep and Machnumber together with the influence of other
changes of the configuration, for example the wing with external stores and the empty and
fueled wing was studied with this method to get indications of the sens.tivrty of the buf-
fet intensity.
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3.1 The rlgid-model pressure method

The central problem in predicting the buffet response of a full-scale aircraft is
the difficulty in estimating the excitation due to the separdted flow over the wing. In
Mabey's method the excitation is estimated by implicitly assuming that the wing responds
to buffet pressures in somewhat the same way as to windtunnel turbulence.

Another way of tackling the problem, here referred to as the rigid-model prest"re method
is to measure the unsteady component of the buffet pressures at a number of points on the
wing to get an estimate of the excitation. The measured pressures are then applied to the
theoretical transfer function of the full-scale aircraft, with regard to scaling laws, to
calculate the response of the full-scale aircraft at various points.

3.2 Mathematical Methods

According to well established practice the small displacement response of an elastic

aircraft to a harmonic excitation may be represented by

q (M) = H (w) P (w)

where q ('4 = Fouriertransform of the generalized displacement vector of the aircraft

p (', = Fouriertransform of the generalized excitation

H (') = mcdal transfer matrix.

Local aircraft displacements z are given by the relation

z (w) = 0 q (w)

where 0 is tht matrix of the mode shapes to which the aircraft motion is restricted.

Since buffet pressures do not in general, have a Fouriertransform owing to their random
nature the equations are recast in the form of power spectral densities (PSD's)

lim Pi (W) p.( )
i T-ý T

and

lim q1(w) q (-w)
Qij T-.o T

where pi and qi are the Fourier Transforms over a finite time interval T.

It may be shown that the displacement power spectral densityZ is then (Fig. 7).

Z (G) = Ot Ht W) p (W) p (W) H -) 0

3.3 Assumptions and approximations

The use of buffet pressures measured in the windtunnel to calculate the response of
a full-scale aircraft implies the assumption, among others, that the full scale flow pat-
tern is roughly similar to the model one.
Because the buiffet excitation produced by boundary layer noise, random and periodic vor-
tex shedding and shock oscillation on the wing iin qeneral a function of Reynolds number
and vibration amplitude the assumption of flow similarity is not necessarly true. The
wind-tunnel and flight Reynolds number differences will give rise to an uncertainty.
Another source of error 's the fact that the deflections of the full scale wing will be
disproportionally larger than those of the stiff model winig and therefore might not only
change the buffet pressure pattern, but also introduce motiondepenaent structural and
aerodynamic damping forces not present on the model.

While these errors are difficult to assess, the first one may be estimated by notlnL; that
the severity of buffet is a function of the position of the maximum lift coefficient. The
uncertainty of predicting the angle of attack at which maximum lift occurs is also exsl-
sting in the determination of the anqle of attack for buffeting,

The effects of larqe elastic wing deflections on the buffet pressure pattern are more
difficult to estimate, since the pattern is also a function or the static aeflection. This
effect could be compensatee for to some extent by assigninq those buffet pressures to the
static angle of attack 'thac corresponds to the i1,i rdel anqle, of attack of the same
magnitude.
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Finally, the aerodynamic damping due to the large deflections of the full-scale wing
could be represented as a first approximation by aerodynamic forces derived from linear
flow equations. This representation is to some extent justified by the fact that most
buffet occurs while the flow is still attached to the wing and lift slope is still posi-
tive. A correction of the theoretical linear aerodynamic damping by the use of the lift
curve slope is proposed.

3.4 Model and Test Description and Resonance Test

The model as shown in Fig. 8 consisted of a half fuselage part without tail and a
sweepable wing.
Pressure pickups were loacted at three spanwise sections, at 0.87, 0.67 and 0.47 s in the
25 sweep position on the wing upper side, six at each section. In addition there were six
accelerometers installed, to investigate the dynamic response of the model. The test pro-
gram included the measurement of two sweep positions, 25' and 450, the Mach numbers
M = 0.75 and 0.8 for 250 and M = 0.7, 0.75, 0.8 and 0.825 for 45*. The incidence could be
varied stepwise ( Aa= 0.50) in the region 4 <a< 130. The windtunnel tests were performed
in ARA Bedford 8' x 9' transonic windtunnel at I atm.

The ground resonance test in the model balance showed mainly vibration modes at 17 and
20 cps of the balance, then the first wing bending at 24 Hz, a second bending at 100 cps
and the first torsion mode at 200 Hz,

3.5 Windtunnel Test Results

The summary of the analysed rms pressures and accelerations for the 25 and 45 sweep
angle as illustrated in fig. 9, 13, 14 for the different measured Mach numbers, gives
important insights into the fluctuating local forces induced by the vortex shedding of
mixed attached and separated flow, the dynamic rsoonse, and their development with inci-
dence.

25 degree wing sweep results

The 250 wing sweep results at M = 0.75 indicate an attached-flow behaviour up to about
5.5degree incidence. Then a pronounced strong unsteadiness is produced at the wing
leading edge at about 20 % of chord in the spanwise section 0.87 s and 0.67 s which sud-
denly leads to a strong increase in the acceleration signals, thus indicating a shock
wave induced boundary layer separation, a separation bubble in this region. The shock
wave location was also determined by fiow visualisation pictures. This is the buffet onset
condition. With increasing angle of attack and a forward moving shock the fluctuating
pressures behind the shock up to the trailing edge grow up to 12 degrees incidence. It is
interesting to note, that the amplitudes of the accelerations, which indicate the wing
bending oscillation (A2, A4, A6) follow the trend of the fluctuating pressures. The strong
increase of the accelerometer signals A3, A5 which will give information about torsion,
may be caused by stronger unsteadiness at the leading edge region. This may be concluded
from the trend of the results, although there was no information at the leading edge in
the chordwise direction from 0 - 25 % chord.

The results of th' 25 degree wing sweep at M = 0.8 show the same trends. Buffet onset
takes place at a smaller incidence of about 4 5.
The fluctuating rms pressure coeffient Cp = p/q attains values from 0.01 - 0.2 for both
Mach numbers.

The spectra of several pressure signals as shown in Fig. 10-12 have broad-band random
characteristics, irdicating the absence of periodic frequencies.

45 degreees wing sweep results

Compared with the 25 degree wing sweep results, the results of rms pressures, accelerations
and significant spectra indicate some remarkable features as demon.trated in the figures
13-16 as functions of Mach numbers and incidence.

Contrary to earlier assumptions, the strength of the excitation force has almost the same
order of magnitude in the incidence region 60-,k- 120 at M = 0.7, as shown in figure 9 and
13 for both wing sweep dngies (25 and 450) on the rms values of the fluctuating pressilre
at the outer part of the wing area. The magnitude of the wing bcniing response is also of
the same order in both cases (fig, 13, 14). This may be caused 1y a higher loss of aerodv-
namic damping in the bending mode, which might be expected, considering the flow separation
development as derived frcom flow visualisation as shown in fig. 17.
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Interpreting the remarkable behaviour of the wing torsion response of the wing as shown
on the accelerations in fig. 13, 14 and the exciting force for the A = 450, M = 0.8 case
at a = 110, it is believed, that in this case, where suddenly a maximum of lift is reached,
the aerodynamic damping of the torsion mode is almost zero.

Comparing the results derived for the acceleration of A6, A4, A2 indicating the amplitude
of the bending fox different Mach numbers and inciderce witl the wing root bending moment
signal (fig. 14), comparable trends can be seen. However the strong increase in the tor-
sion mode response, as illustrated also in the spect-um of the acceleration A5 in fig. 16
at A = 45, M = 0.8, is not reflected by the wing root bending signal, that Mabey's method
of the extrapolation of wing root bending signals would not be appropriate for the predic-
tion of this high frequency phenomenon,

Stall flutter aspects

Several investigations on swept wings of different geometry at high incidences in high
subsonic flow give some indication of an aeroelastic instability of the torsion mode. For
example the recent works done by Sruggs and Theisen [8], L.L. Erickson [51 , D.W. Riddle
and D.P. Benepe, A.M. Cunningham, Jr. and W.D. Dunmeyer [7] show torsion mode instability
problems, The instability is know as stall flutter or autobuffet.

Scruggs and Theisen state that the instability is thought to be caused by resonance of
the torsion mode with the Strouhal shedding frequency.

N.C. Lambourne 4 remarks in his article of "Flutter in one degree of freedom" in the
Chapt. 7.1 Eddy Shedding: "Experiments have shown that self-excited oscillations first
occur when the frequency of eddy shedding equals the natural frequency of oscillation of
the body."

In connection with the behaviour of Strouhal shedding it is perhaps useful to draw atten-
tion to the earlier result-. derived for circular cylinders., In the flow region characte-
rised by P-ynolds number Re = VD/v from 300 < Re < 2 105 the eddy shedding is almost
periodic, the Strouhal number based on the cylinder diameter is almost constant, i.e.
S = f D/V 0.2. Above Re- 2 . 105 the boundary layer on the cylinder becomes turbulent,
the wake area becomes narrower, the drag decreases due to increasing mean pressure,
the eddy shedding is random in this critical region (2 • 105 Re 5 - 106). There is no
definite Strouhal number, with Sm~n = 0.08., Beyond Re 5 - 106 a quasi periodic eddy
shedding with an almost constant m rag coefficient has been observed. The Strouhal numbers
in this supercritical region are about S = f D/V c 0.3.

This behaviour of eddy sheddaqg on cylinders is principally the same for other obstacles
like airfoils at high incidences. The energy content of the eddies and the wake geometry
are, however, different [1 , 2].

Considering now our windtunnel results derived for the 45' wing sweep case at M = 0.8,
we derive an equivalent Reynolds number, based on a medium wake width

Re =VC P V C sir-a= -- • 2.•106

where C = chord length at 0.75 semispan.

The Strouhal shedding frequency for the stalled aerfoil in the supercritical Reynolds num-
ber region

VC f n C sina
R e = - - - = 3 • 1 0 S - -

should have a value of S = 0.26. This v&lue corresponds to that of a cylinder at super-
critical conditions S = 0.3.

For the case of the 450 swept wing at M = 0.8 in the critical Reynolds number region at
an incidence of 11* where the flow is assumed to be totally separated we observe a peak
region in the pressure spectra (fig., 15) which is broadband at about 200 - 250 H!z, which
corresponds to a Strouhal frequency of about S = 0.06 in the critical region Re t 2.10 6 .A
quite realistic interpretation of the process is achieved, if we assume that the unsteady
pressure at ' wing leading edge caused by shock induced boundary layers separation (for
example at point K12) is mainly induced by .,dd% shedding and that the aerodynamic damping
at these conditions is becoming zero.
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4. COMPARISON OF CALCULATED WITH MEASURED
ACCELERATIONS OF THE WING MODEL

In attempting to measure the buffet excitation on the wing model one of the problems
is to estimate how well the pressure field over the wing is defined by the pressures mea-
sured at the three chordwise sections of the wing model (wing geometry Fig. 1).
As a check on this potential source of error, and on the method of computation, the acce-
lerations of the location of the six accelerometer were calculated for one sweep angle
and three angles of attack by the method outlined in Section 3, and compared with the
measured values.

Inspection of the PSD's of the measured acceleration (see Fig. 19 ) showed that the wing
moved predominantly in three modes indicated b three spectral peaks at about 24, 100 ana
200 cps, corresponding to the 1st and 2nd bending mode, and the 1st torsion mode. The
shapes of these modes, shown in Fig. , had been previously measured in ground resonance
tests, and were used to set up the mode shape matrix . The corresponding
generlized masses were calculated from the known mass distribution of the wing model.

4.1 Calculation of the generalized force

Calculation of the generalized excitation force was determined by the arrangement of
the pressure taps as shown in Fig. 1, The 18 pressure taps were arranged in three groups
of six on chordwise sections at 45 %, 65 % and 85 % half-span, and at 25 %, 35 %, 50 %,
75 %, 80 %, and 95 % chord. For the purpose of integrating the pressure over the wing sur-
face to get the generalized force, a straight-line variation of pressure was assumed bet-
ween two adjacent spanwise sections. In the absence of any other information the pressure
was assumed to be constant from 85 % of half-span to the wing-tip, and also from 45 % of
half-span to the fuselage edge.

These considerations amount to assigning a weighting factor to each measured pressure.
These factors were absorbed into the mode shapes, resulting in a 18 x 3 matrix for three
modes.

1.2 Calculation of the power-spectial density
matrix of the measured pressures

An alternative definition of the PSD matrix of a number of variables p (t), i = 1 .... n
was used Slim

Pi = N N E pl'W pj(-Wl

where
= T -iW td

pi (6))= p(t) e dt

--T

and N = number of time records.

The pressures were available in the form of 5 digitized records for each pressure, each
record representing a time interval T = 4 sec , and containing 2048 values.

The maximum frequency that could be extracted from the time record was thus

fmax -- 2048 = 256 cps

and the frequency resolution

f = --- = 0.25 cps

The maximum frequency of interest, 198 cps, of the 1st torsion, was thus well inside the
permissible range.,

The PSD matrix P. of the eighteen measured pressures was calculated, the number of time
records N being ý Since this is a rather small ensemble, there was a possibility that
the cross spectral densities had not yet attained their limit value, which should be close
to zero, since the pressures looked essentially random.
The PSD's of the accelerations were therefore calculated with the full PSD matrix of the
measured pressures, as well as with a PSD matrix containing only the diagonal terms, The
PSD's of calculated acceler-ions are shown in Fig.19,20.
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4.3 Discussion of results

The measured power spectral density (PSD) of point A5 on the wing tip of the wind tunnel
half-wing model is shown plotted against frequency in Fig. 19. The spectrum is seen to be
dominated by two large peaks corresponsing to the 1. bending and the 1. torsion mode at
21 Hz and 200 Hz respectively, and a smaller peak due to the 2. bending mode at 95 Hz.

The PSD of the calculated acceleration of the same point for the same test conditions is
shown in Fig. 20, with the data points of the measured acceleration superimposed on it.
The acceleration was calculated by the method outlined previously, i. e. the measured
buffet pressures were used as the excitation, and the aerodynamic forces predicted by
linear theory were added to it. The structural damping coefficiepts were taken from
ground vibration tests, being 3 % for all modes. Mode shapes were also taken from ground
vibration tests of the model, whereas the generalized masses were calculated from the
weight distribution and the measured mode shapes.

Inspection of Fig. 20 shows that the calculation reproduces the peaks for the two bending
modes quite well, the ratio of calculated to measured peak values being 1.6 and 0.78
respectively. The peak value of the calculated torsion acceleration, however, is about
20 times smaller than the measured value, indicating that there is practically no damping
in torsion due to the aerodynamic forces due to wing motion.

To check this point, the calculation was repeated, with the difference that no linear air
forces at all were applied to the torsional mode, and only of the linear airforces to the
2. bending .node. The airforces for the 1. bending mode were left unchanged at 100 %. The
result of this calculation is shown in Fig. 21, and it can be seen that the calculated
values for the torsion peak match the measured values very well, confirming the assumption
that the torsional damping in buffet in this case is en tirely due to structural damping.
The ratio R of the calculated to measured peak value is now 0.76 for torsion, and 1.1
for the 2. Bending peak, indicating that the assumed reduction by 50 % of the linear air
forces for this mode was somewhat too large. The ratio R for the 1. bending mode was un-
changed. P

While the ratio of calculated to measured peak values is a reasonable criterion for the
accuracy of the calculation, it should be pointed out here that it is the RMS value of the
acceleration that is really relevant to design considerations. Now if g is the damping
coefficient, the peak values of the PSD vary as 1/g 2 , and the mean square value of the
acceleretion, i. e. the integral over the peak varies as 1/g, so that the ratio of calcula-
ted to neasured RMS values, R , should be approximately equal to the fourth root of the
peak value ratio. This was chemed by integration of the three resonance peaks, and the
ratios Rrms of calculated to measured RMS values for each peak turned out to be 1.15, 0.89
and 0.47 for full linear air forces, and 1.14, 1.17 and 0.95 for selectively reduced linear
air forces.

Thus if full linear air forces are applied to the bending modes, and none to the torsion
mode, the maximum discrepancy in RMS value would be 17 %, which is quite acceptable for
design calculations.

Similar calculations were made for another point, A6, at the wi ng tip, the results of which
are shown in Fig. 22. The ratios Rrms for this point turned out be 1.14, 1.13, and 0.49
for air forces reduced in the same manner as for poirt A5.

4.4 Conclusions

The comparison of buffet accelerations measured on a wind tunnel mode wing with accelera-
tions calculated by using air forces predicted by linear theory has shown several things:

(1) The acceleration due to the bending of the wing can be predicted to within 20 %
accuracy by applying the aerodynamic loads furnisned by linear theory.

(2) Aerodynamic damping is practically absent for the torsion mode of vibration, the
damping in torsion being due mainly to structural damping.

In the light of thebe results it would therefore appear that the torsional motion of the
wing is more severely affected by wing buffet than bending. This would, for example, be
important in predicting accelerations for wing-mounted stores. It would also indicate that
torsional stresses or accelerations are a more sensitive indicator for incipient slall or
buffeting. Further calculations should therefore be made to show whether the fcregoing
conclusions are also valid for other angles of attack and Mach numbers.
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5. RESULTS OF THE RIGID PRESSURE MODEL PREDICTION
METHOD FOR FULL SCALE AIRCRAFT

In figure 18 the results of the evaluation of vibration levels based on the rigid
pressure model technique at the pilot seat are presented for the low sweep configuration
A= 250 and for A = 450 at M = 0.75 and sea level. The vibration levels (root mean values)
are shown at the fuselage axis near the pilot's position and at the elastic axis of the
wing in the incidence region 7 - 13*. Both the conditions for the clean wing and the wing
with an inboard pylon store are considered.

5.1 Assumptions of the calculation

The general description of the aircraft's forced oscillation would necessitate the
introduction of all eigenmodes of the total aircraft in the relevant frequency region.
The numerical treatment of the analysis of coupled modes however may only be performed
with a limited number of degrees of freedom, due to computer capacity, The choise of
proper modes was found through comparision of the order of magnitude of the generalized
excitation power spectra derived for 4 and 9 modes. From the comparison of the two results
it was concluded, that the introduction of the first wing bending, first and second fuse-
lage bending and the first wing torsion was satisfactory to describe the clean wing con-
figuration both for the wing sweep 250 and 450, For the external store configuration
however introduction of six eigenmodes was necessary (ref. 12).

The structural damping of all modes was assumed to be constant.

The aerodynamic damping of the selected modes was calculated by the use of unsteady linear
theory in the whole incidience range where total vortex breakdown did not occur. Several
assumptions in connection with the spanwise distribution of the fluctuating force distri-
bution especially towards the wing tip had been considered, since no information was avai-
lable at outboard stations. No final conclusion of the distribution at the tip can be
drawn, but it should not be constant there because flow visualisation indicated attached
flow.

5.2 Modal excitation spectra

Nondi-nsional generalized excitation spectra of the full-scale aircraft's first
wing bending mode are presented in fig. 17 for the wing sweep angle 25 and 45 degree. The
dimensioned spectrum is related to the nondimensional form by

S () = (1/2 p Vs 3 ) 2 S (k); k = s/V

The frequency content of the spectra and the development with incidience reflects the be-
haviour of pressure spectra as discussed before.

5.3 Vibrations levels at the pilot seat and at the wing tip

Based on the buffet criteria from ref. 9, 10 which relate vertical g levels in the
frequency region 4 - 10 Hz at the pilot seat directly to light, moderate and heavy
buffeting, the evaluation of the calculated results fig. 18 indicate moderate to heavy
buffet for the 25 degree wing sweep configuration at M = 0.75 in the incidence region
7 4 a 4 11.50 at sea level.

The 45 degree wing sweep configuration shows considerably lower g levels in the pilotes
seat region (fig. 18). Light to moderate buffeting is predicted from the calculation in
the region 70< a < 130 at M = 0.75 and sea level.

The comparison of a clean wing and a wing with store configuration shows remarkably higher
g level at the levels at the seat, due to the con.-ribution of more modes in the 4 to 10 Hz
frequency region in relation to the clean configuration, where mainly the first fuselage
bending ieads to the pilot acceleration. A strong dependence of the accelerations on the
aerodynamic damping is shown by comparison with results gained by introduction of zero aero-
dynamic damping.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Pilot accelerations at high incidences will reach a maximum value at c Lmax, the con-
dition before an almost totally separated wing flow, both in incompressible and compressi-
ble flow,

In incompressible flow a wing with strake shows important reductions of wing root bending
signals compared to a wing with strake high liftconfiguration and the effect of a separa-
tion delay. Beyond total flow separation the pilot accelerations in the structural frequen-
cy domain are negligble at low speeds.

In the transonic flow for the investigated swept wing configuration both at 25 and 45 de-
gree wing sweep, moderate to heavy buffeting situations at M = 0.75 are predicted by the
rigid-model pressure method. The method was validated by comparison with tunnel results,
The rigid pressure model technique moreover allows the prediction of near stall flutter con-
ditions and combined pilot accelerations as well an approximation of the effects of pilot
fatigue due to wing with store configurations.
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MEASUREMENTS OF BUFFETING ON TWO 650 DELTA WINGS OF DIFFERENT MATERIALS
by

D. G. Mabey and G. F. Butler
Royal Aircraft Establishment, Bedford, England

SUMMARY

Measurements of buffeting were made on two 650 delta wings, one made of steel and the other of magnesium.
The objective of the investigation was the derivation of a non-dimensional buffet excitation parameter from

measured values of the rms buffeting response and total damping ratio. The materials were selected so that the
resonant frequencies of the wings were almost the same, while giving a significant variation of response and
damping ratio under identical free stream conditions. The wings were tested at Mach numbers of 0.35, 0.7 and
1.4 and the Reynolds number was varied over a wide range.

The results showed that the buffet excitation parameter for the first bending mode was virtually

identical for both wings and was independent of Reynolds number, except at very low Reynolds numbers. A signi-
ficant level of aerodynamic damping was measured on the magnesium wing, and the experimental values agreed
well with estimates made using slender wing theory.

SYMBOLS

A aspect ratio
CN normal force coefficient - N/qS
CL lift coefficient - L/qS
co root chord (533mm)

C aerodynamic mean chord (355mm)
E Young's modulus (N/m

2 )

f frequency (Hz) 22
F(n) the spectrum function, such that F(n)An) is the contribution to p /q in a frequency

band An
G(n) the spectrum function of generalised force, such that G(n)An is the contribution to G

2
/q

2
S

2 
in

a frequency band An
g/2 structural damping ratio (% critical)
L lift force (N)
M Mach number
mr generalised mass in rth mode of vibration
n frequency parameter fc/U
N normal force (N)
N(n) spectrum function of normal force coefficient fluctuations such that N(n)An is the contribution

to N
2

/q
2 in frequency band An

p pressure fluctuation in a band Af at frequency f
P peak-to-peak wing-tip deflection (nm)
q jpU

2 kinetic pressure (N/m
2 )

R Reynolds number/unit length

r, dr mean resistance and resistance change
S wing area (6.62 x 10-2m

2
)

ST wing semispan ratio
t wing thickness (mm)
U free stream velocity (mis)
v, dv mean voltage and voltage change

Ya attachment line of vortex (Fig.18)
static deflection

oy rms wing-tip acceleration
y(n) mode shape of vibration of rth mode
1 angle of incidence (degrees)

01 angle of incidence for zero normal force (degrees)
6 y/(STx)
y aerodynamic damping ratio (Z critical)
Eg static strain
E dynamic strain (rms)

c total damping ratio (% critical)
n spanwise displacement (y/ST)
A leading-edge sweep angle (degrees)

P free stream density (kg/m
3 )

Om model density (kg/m
3 )

o gauge factor (about 120 for these semiconductor gauges)

ox power spectrum of aerodynamic excitation in given mode (per Hertz)

W circular frequency (rad/s)

Subscripts

St steel
Mg magnesium

I. INTRODUCTION

There is still considerable interest in the prediction of buffeting in flight from measurements of

unsteady wing-root strain on steel or light alloy wind-tunnel models of conventional construction. This
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technique, as originally suggested by Huston! and elaborated by Davis and Wornom2 , is attractive because
of its apparent simplicity and its ability to produce predictions at much higher Reynolds numbers than can
generally be achieved with structurally scaled aeroelastic models 3 . However, the method has come under
close scrutiny because significant variations in total (structural and aerodynamic) damping ratio in the
first wing bending mode with angle of incidence have been observed in some flight 4 and wind-tunnel 5 experi-
ments on swept wings. These variations are difficult to explain or predict but similar variations in total
damping ratio have also been observed recently on an aeroelastic model of a low aspect ratio wing with a
small angle of leading-edge sweep-back 6 .

The variations in total damping must be separated into variations in aerodynamic and structural
damping if they are to be correctly incorporated into the buffeting scaling relationslipsl, 2 . In general
the separation of these damping components is still a matter of corsiderable difficulty. The aerodynamic
damping should depend on the free stream density and velocity whereas the structural damping can vary with
lift on the model (as in Ref.2) or with the level of vibration (as in Ref.7). Analysis of the damping
measurements with varying air density may also be prejudiced by associated variations in the wing flow
caused by changes in Reynolds number.

Recently, Jones 4 pointed out that the non-dimensional aerodynamic excitation parameter appropriate
to a flexible mode of vibration could be derived from measurements of buffeting response and total damping
ratio. In the present investigation, the main objective was the derivation of the non-dimensional buffet
excitation parameter in the first wing bending mode from measurements made on wings of different materials,
to give variations in response and damping, but under nominally identical free stream conditions. To test
the scaling relationships implicit in the use of this non-dimensional buffet excitation parameter the flow
required to excite the wing buffeting had to be relatively unaffected by a wide variation in Reynolds
number and preferably unaltered in general character by a Mach number variation from subsonic to supersonic
speeds. These conditions were satisfied by the choice of a slender wing with a well-ordered vortex flow8 ,
and accordingly a half-model of a delta wing, with a sharp leading-edge swept back 650, was used (Fig.l),
On this simple configuration a variation in the relative proportions of aerod/namic and structural damping
at constant Reynolds number was obtained by testing two nominally identical wings, one of mild steel and the
other of magnesium alloy. These materials were selected because they had the same ratio of Young's modulus
E , to density pm . Hence their natural frequencies were virtually identical and their mode shapes similar.
Both wings could be tested over a wide range of free stream air density, p , at constant Mach number, giving
the same values of the ratio p/pm for different combinations of p and pm .

The idea of using geometrically similar models of steel and magnesium was suggested by a previous
buffeting investigation7 . However the results of that investigation were inconclusive, possibly because the
aerodynamic characteristics of the wing planform and section selected were sensitive to changes in Mach
number ind Reynolds number. (In that early investigation the kinetic pressure q was varied by changing
the Mach number at constant tunnel total pressure, and no tests were included at constant Mach number over
a range of Reynolds number.)

The results of the present investigation on the 650 delta wing configuration show that on the steel
wing small variations in total damping ratio with free stream density can be detected. On the magnesium
wing significantly larger variations in total damping ratio with free stream density are observed. When
the total damping ratios are combined with the responses (given by the wing-root strain) a measure of the
buffet excitation (or forcing ftnction) is derived, and this is almost the same for both wings and
independent of Reynolds number. The measurements extend well into the vortex breakdown region, and thus
represent a useful extension of our knowledge of slender wing buffeting. (Earlier measurements of slender
wing buffeting were limited by a load restriction on the aeroelastic model 9 .)

The wider implication of these tests is that it should be possible to predict the buffet forcing
function from tests of ordinary wind-tunnel models, as long as the total damping ratio is derived
accurately. However if predictions for buffeting in flight are required, the total damping ratio measured
during the model tests must be separated into the aerodynamic and structural components. This condition
is somewhat restrictive, and implies that a wide free stream density variation (say 2/1) should be included
for several Mach numbers of the model test programme.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

2.1 Models

Fig. 1 shows some details of the 650 delta wing models. Both wings have a root chord, c0 , of 533mm
and nearly identical thicknesses, t , except at the leading-edge. This has a 300 chamfer being applied
normal to the leading-edge. Both wings have blunt trailing-edges. There is a clearance of about 2mm
between the tunnel sidewall and the centre line of the model to allow the model attitude to vary. No
boundary layer fence is provided because the boundary layer thickness varies with Reynolds number and Mach
number only from about 8 to 10mm during the tests, compared to the model span of 248mm. Any interference
caused by flow through the gap, or the sidewall boundary layer, is conmmon to both models.

The wing root tongue of each model is covered with a thin layer of araldite, and then permanently
bolted into a rectangular steel block. This solid method of mounting in the root block is adopted to
achieve a low level ot structural damping, insensitive to static or dynamic distortion of the model. Each
root block has 20 jig-bored bolt holes to ensure ,ositive attachment to the half model balance. Fig.I
includes the nodal lines of the principal modes of vibration for the wings mounted in their root blocks.
(These nodal lines, and the corresponding resonant frequencies, were found during a ground resonance test

made in a laboratory in Structures Department at RAE Farnborough.) The modal frequencies of the steel
wing are about 7% higher than the corresponding modal frequencies of the magnesium wing, because the
magnesium wing is 7% thinner, (The difference in thickness occurred because of the difficulties of
machining magnesium.) However this small difference in frequency is not considered to be significant
because of the flat excitation spectrum associated with the vortex flow8 . In faLt the frequencies exiited
during the tunnel tests are somewhat different, possibly because of the finite stiffness and mass of the
half model balance. (When the wings are mounted or the half model balance it allows small deflections,
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i.e. the wings are not 'built in at one end' in the usual sense.) The 'wind on' frequencies are constant
over a wide range of kinetic pressure q and angle of incidence a , and are therefore unlikely to be
influenced by the aerodynamic stiffness of the wings.

2.2 Instrumentation and analysis

The mean normal force on the wings was measured using the half model balance of the RAE 3ft x 3ft
tunnel. The wing angle of incidence was set by the half model turntable incorporated with the balance and
no corrections were applied for the small angular deflections of the balance or for tunnel constraint
effects, which are small.

The small strains associated with the static and dynamic deflections of the wings were detected by
two strain gauge bridges, one at the root and one close to the tip, as shown in Fig.l. The wing-root
strain gauge bridge was to measure the vibration in the first wing bending mode, which was of primary
interest in the experiment. The tip strain gauge bridge was to measure the response in the fourth mode,
which was considered of some interest in the context of previous buffeting tests on aeroelastic models of
slender wings 9 .

Tht strain gauge bridges utilised four active semiconductor strain gauges, which were selected
beca;,se of their high gauge factor a ! 120 (compared to a 2 2 for wire gauges). Considering first
static deflections and strains, for every strain gauge the resistance change dr was related to the
unloaded resistance r by the fundamental strain gauge relation

dr/r - csa , (1)

where cs - static strain.

Each bridge of four gauges was powered by a direct current voltage v so that the output dv across the
bridge was given by

dv/v - dr/r , (2)

so that

c - dv/vo . (3)

Values of a - 120 (for the steel wing) and a - 110 (for the magnesium wing) were derived from a static
calibration of the wing-root strain bridge. Some of this difference may be due to misalignment of the
strain gauges, rather than a true variation in gauge factor, although temperature effects cannot be excluded.
It was assumed that the static and dynamic gauge factors were identical. The tip strain gauge bridge was
not calibrated because of the difficulty of applying a sufficient 'point load' between the gauge station and
the wing tip.

For the static calibration the dc voltages from the bridges were displayed on digital voltmeters.
During the dynamic tests the fluctuating voltages were passed through a pair of BrUel and Kjaer 2107 spectrum
analysers which were used as tuneable filters, and then displayed on two DISA type 55D 35 rms meters. The
bandwidth selected on the analyser (6.5%) was quite wide relative to the narrow bandwidth of the responses
being measured.

The fluctuating voltages from both bridges were recorded on magnetic tape for a number of angles of
incidence at typical test conditions. The tape recorder used was a Rapco 4-track FM machine. Recordings of
about 30 seconds duration were taken to try to ensure that a sufficiently large number of cycles of buffeting
at the first mode (110Hz) were available to give reliable estimates of the damping. The total damping
ratios were determined using the random decrement (Randomdec) technique' 0 . a development of the normal method
whereby the damping is calculated from the decay of the autocorrelation function''.

2.3 Test conditions

The closed 3ft x 3ft working section of the RAE 3ft x 3ft tunnel was selected for these tests because
of its low level of flow unsteadiness1 2 . With this closed working section and the subsonic liner the maximum
Mach number was limited to M - 0.7 to avoid choking, but supersonic speeds from M - 1.3 to 2.0 could be
achieved by replacing the top subsonic liner by a contoured supersonic liner. The test Mach numbers selected,
M - 0.35, 0.70 and 1.40, allowed comparison with previous measurements on steel and aeroelastic models of
slender wings 9 and a significant variation of kinetic pressure q , as well as of free stream density P
The test conditions are given in Table 1.

No roughness was applied to fix transition because it was considered that contamination by the side-
wall boundary layer would eliminate most of the areas of laminar flow observed during tests of a complete
model of a 650 delta wing1 3 at low Reynolds numbers.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Normal force measurements and flow visualisation

Fig.2 shows the variation of normal force coefficient CN , with angle of incidence for both wings
at Mach numbers of M - 0.35, 0.70 and 1.40 over the complete range of Reynolds numbers.

At low angles of incidence the lift coefficient given by slender wing theory

CL jAa

where A is the wing aspect ratio and a the angle of incidence, is in good agreement with these normal
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force measurements over the whole speed range. At subsonic speeds the normal force coefficient at a given
angle of incidence is identical for both wings, and independent of variations in Reynolds number. The
agreement between the measurements is particularly impressive at high angles of incidence (a > 200) when
the wings move close to the vortex breakdown region, and where some differences caused by scale effects or
static aeroelastic distortion might have been anticipated. Hence results from these two subsonic Mach
numbers provide an excellent test for the scaling relations appropriate to wing buffeting.

At M = 1.4 the situation is more complex because at angles of incidence greater than 150 differences
occur between the normal forces measured at the two Reynolds numbers.ý The differences could be attributed
to aeroelastic distortion and/or scale effects. Thus Fig.2 shows that the steel wing stalls suddenly above
c - 200 at the lower Reynolds number, although after the stall, at a = 250 , the normal force coefficient
reaches the same level at both Reynolds numbers. In contrast, the magnesium wing encountered such a
violent low frequency vibration at a = 180 (possibly caused by a shock oscillation enhanced by aero-
elastic distortion effects) that the mean normal force coefficient could not be measured by the balance,
Hence the measurements at M - 1.4 are of limited vwlue as a test of the buffeting scaling relationships,
although they help to establish the relative levels of structural and aerodynamic damping.

Differences between the half-model results and some earlier complete model results13 are of interest,
because the low Reynolds number measurements of the fluctuating normal force given in Ref.13 for this plan-
form are relevwnt to the present experiment. However, the differences observed do not vitiate the main
objective of this experiment, the investigation of the buffeting scaling laws in a flow insensitive to
variations in Reynolds number. The results shown in Fig.2 for M - 0.35 and 0.70 show clearly that condi-
tions insensitive to Reynolds number were attained, and that slender wing theory should be applicable at
low angles of incidence.

Fig.3 shows a sketch of the flow separations based on oil flow photographs. We recognise the primary
vortex, with its characteristic 'herring-bone' pattern having a point of inflection in the surface stream-
lines, and the secondary vortices.

3.2 Dynamic strain measurements

Figs.4 and 5 show the variation of the rms unsteady wing-root strain e , in the first wing bending
mode (11mHz), as a function of the angle of incidence a for both steel and magnesium wings.

For the steel wing Fig.4 shows that at the lowest Vach number, M - 0.35, the rms strain, v , is small
and almost constant over the incidence range from a - -50 to +50 but then increases somewhat to a
plateau between a = 100 and 150. At an angle of incidence of about a - 180 the strain starts to
increase steadily, and at about a = 220 when vortex breakdown occurs, the strain increases rapidly. This
strain variation closely resembles the buffeting response previously observed in tests on a slender wing
at low speeds (e.g. Fig. 10 of Ref.9 which shows results up to a - 250 at M = 0.23).

The wing-root strain measurements increase monotonically with Reynolds number (or free stream density
ratio P/Pm) and examination shows that

- (P/Pr) . (4)

This result is consistent with the total damping in the fundamental mode remaining almost constant, so we
may infer that structural damping predominates as in previous tests of small steel models 1 4. For the
intermediate Mach number, M - 0.70, Fig.4 also shows that the rms wing-root strain has a minimum at a = 00.
The measurements thus indicate the light buffeting induced by the vortex on the lower surface of the wing
at negative angles of incidence (-50 < a , 00) and by the vortex on the upper surface of the wing at posi-
tive angles of incidence (0 < a < 50). The wing-root strain increases steadily from a = 5° to a - 200
without reaching a 'plateau value' as at M - 0.35. This variation resembles the buffeting observed
previously on a slender wing at higher subsonic speeds (e.g. Fig.13 of Ref.9 which shows results up to
a - 140 at Mach number of 0.50). However between a = 200 and a - 230 there is a much more rapid
increase associated with vortex breakdown. Even at this Mach number, the wing-root strain is still almost
directly proportiunal to the density ratio (W/pm). At the highest 4ach number, M = 1.4, the rms strain,
S, is small and almost constant from a - -50 to a = 150 , but increases rapidly at vortex breakdown,
at about a - 200 (Fig.4e. The variation of the strain with angle of incidence after vortex breakdown is
quite different at the two Reynolds numbers and reflects the radically different stalling behaviour shown
by the normal force measurements in Fig.2. It is therefore unsuitable as a test of the buffeting scaling
relationships.

For the magnesium wing the strain measurements are in many respects similar to those on the steel
wing. However, at subsonic speeds two significant differences may be distinguished (Fig.5)f

(1) The rms wing-root strains are genetally about two to three times higher on the magnesium wing than
they are on the steel wing at the same Reynolds number.

(2) Although the rms strains still increabe monotonically %.ith Reynolds number, or free stream density

ratio, the measurements cannot be represented by an approximation of the form

C - (/p m)

as for the steel wing. This suggests that the damping of the magnesium wing varies significantly
with free stream density, a hypothesis which is confirmed by the damping measurements which follow
in section 3.3.

At M = 1.4 and angles of incidence fr.-a -50 to +150 the wing-root strain on the magnesium wing
(Fig.5) is generally about two to three times higher than on the steel wing (Fig.4). The measurements on
the magnesium wing do not extend beyond a - 150 because the wing started to oscillate violently at
a - 180
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3.3 Damping measurements

Fig.6 shows the variation of total damping ratio (% critical) with angle of incidence, Mach number
and Reynolds number for the steel wing. The variations in damping at constant speed are all comparatively
small (less than 0.2% critical). The response relation observed above (equation (4)) is thus broadly

consistent with the damping measurements 2 . In marked contrast, Fig.7 shows that for the magnesium wing
there are comparatively large variations in total damping ratio with free stream density (about 2.5%
critical) which are much larger than the wind-off structural damping ratio (0.45% critical). Hence
equation (4) is not applicable to the magnesium wing. At a given density the variation in damping with
angle of incidence is small, just as in previous tests on a slender wing model (Fig.21, Ref.9).

Figs.6 and 7 suggest that the variations in total damping ratio with angle of incidence are small
over the full range of the tests. Thus even at vortex breakdown, between a - 230 and 250, when there is
a large increase in response (Figs.4 and 5) there is no large change in total damping ratio, either at
M = 0.35 or 0.70. This implies that the aerodynamic damping at this extreme condition is independent of
the amplitude of response. It also indicates that the large local changes in the slope of the overall
normal force at vortex breakdown (shown in Fig.2), are not sufficient to influence the aerodynamic damping.
This result is rather surprising because the loss of normal force on vortex breakdown will be severe
towards the wing-tip, and might thus be expected to have a strong influence on the aerodynamic damping.
However, if we restrict our attention to the most reliable set of measurements on the magnesium wing,
linked by the dotted curves in Fig.7, a rather different picture emerges. We find that the total damping
increases a little as the angle of incidence increases from 00 to about 200, and then decreases. This
variation exhibits the general trend anticipated from the normal force measurements.

Estimation of the relative proportions of aerodynamic and structural damping remains a controversial

question and is not strictly germane to the main objective of this paper which is to derive the aerodynamic
forcing function. However, the aerodynamic dampings derived under the assumption of constant structural
damping are summarised in Fig.8. For the steel wing the aerodynamic damping ratio is generally quite
small (less than 0.5% critical) due to the high model density (Fig.8a). For the magnesium wing the aero-
dynamic damping ratio is higher (up to 3%) because of the lower model density (Fig.8b). These measurements
are in good agreement with estimates made using slender wing theoryt 5 , and an approximate mode shape 1 6 .

3.4 Extraction of buffet excitation parameter

In a previous paper Jones 4 pointed out that the non-dimensional aerodynamic excitation appropriate
to a mode of vibration could be derived from measurements of buffeting response and total damping ratio.
If the power spectrum of the aerodynrmic excitation per Hertz is expressed as

Ox - G(n)(qS) 2/U , (5)

where n is fZ/U and G(n) is the non-dimensional spectral density, it follows from a single-degree-
of-freedom analysis1h for the mode considered that the buffet excitation parameter, 4lnG(n) , is given by

4nG(n) - - •[!! Zj() . (6)

Here m - generalised mass of wing bending mode,
n - the non-dimensional modal frequency,Iý rms tip acceleration in mode,
q kinetic pressure
S - wing area

and c - total damping ratio (% critical).

The function 'nG(n) is a measure of the buffet excitation, analogous to the function -nF(n) associated
with fluctuating pressure measurements8. For the present tests the total damping ratio measurements in
the first wing bending mode for each condition were derived above (section 3.3) and the generalised mass
ml was estimated from an assumed mode shape.

The derivation of a relationship between the wing-tip acceleration and the measured rms strains was
more difficult. The static calibration gave the same relation between static strain, cs , and static
deflections, ys , for both models (Fig.9a) and also the gauge factors appropriate to each model. To
supplement these results a dynamic calibration of the magnesium wing was made with a small exciter. The
linear relationship found between the peak-to-peak tip deflection, P , and rms strain, c , (Fig.9b)

P (mm) - 5.2 x 104c (7)

was relatively insensitive to the precise mode shape being excited (only 39Hz with a vibrat~on pick-up at
the tip compared with 80Hz with the pick-up at the root). Hence the difference between the wind-off
frequency (reduced to 80Hz by the additional mass and stiffness of the exciter) and the wind-on frequency

01OHz) should also have had a relatively minor effect in the constant in equation (7). Equation (7) was
assumed to be valid for the steel wing as well as the magnesium wing, because their planforms were identi-
cal and the wing thicknesses, although not the same, were constant. (With the exciter used, the deflec-

'ons would have been much smaller for the steel wing, and difficult to measure.)

The peak-to-peak wing-tip deflection and the rms wing-tip acceleration, a. , are related by the
expression appropriate for simple harmonic motion

2Pl

.. - (2nf) 2 . (8)

Hence with equations (6), (7) and (8) and the rms strain and damping measurements given in Figs.6 to 9,
the buffet excitation, 4'ni/T) , may be calculated.
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Fig. 10 shows the buffet excitation parameter as a function of angle of incidence for both models
over the full range of Mach number and unit Reynolds number. The general shape of the curves is similar
to that of the rms strain curves described previously because the dampings do not vary significantly with
angle of incidence. However the %nGTn) curves for the steel and magnesium wings nearly coincide at the
higher Reynolds numbers. Looking in more detail, we find that at M = 0.35, and at the higher Reynolds
numbers, the results from the steel and magnesium wings are in reasonably good agreement. Slight differ-
ences occur at M - 0.70 between a = 100 and 200. We may not attribute these differences to the effects
of either static aeroelastic distortion or amplitude-dependent aerodynamic damping because the JnG-n)
curves for the magnesium wing (which have the largest distortions) are independent of Reynolds number and
because the curves for both wings coincide again after vortex breakdown. [The inc(n) curve et M = 0.35
at low Reynolds number (Rc0 = 1.1 x 106) on the magnesium wing is appreciably different from the measure-
ments at high Reynolds number. The low level of buffeting after vortex formation is much reduced and
vortex breakdown is delayed from about a = 200 to a = 250].

At supersonic speeds (M = 1.4) the level of buffeting at angles of incidence up to a = 150 is much
lower consistent with the reduced strength and size of the leading-edge vortices, just as in previous
testsý. However, vortex breakdown appears more sharply at supersonic speeds than at subsonic speeds,although the peak level 47-7TY is of the same magnitude as at subsonic speeds. For the steel wing there

are apparently strong 'scale effects' on 4WG and the mean force after vortex breakdown (see Figs.1O

and 2), but these could be caused by some interaction between the wake of the 'burst' vortex and the tunnel
normal shock wave. Such an interaction would not, of course occur in flight, and could not be considered a
genuine scale effect.

The buffet excitation parameter in the fourth mode can also be obtained from equation (6) if the
appropriate damping ratios, generalised masses, and tip deflections are substituted. For the steel wing
the response in this mode was too small (Fig.!!) to allow the total damping ratios to be derived from the
magnetic tape records. However, for the magnesium wing the response was about three times higher (Fig. 12),
and the total damping ratio in this mode was estimated to be about 0.9% critical, independent of free
stream density at M - 0.35. A very similar damping, independent of air density, was found at M = 0.70.
We infer that the damping in this mode was predominantly structural, just as in the third syimmetric mode
of vibration on the slender wing aeroelastic model (Ref.9, Fig.21c).

It was difficult to make a good estimate for the generalis-d mass of this mode because of th: com-
plexity of the nodal lines (Fig.!). However, if we ignore the nodal line close to the apex in Fig.!,
mode 4 then correqocnds roughly with mode 3 on the 600 delta wings considered in Ref.16. It was found
from the tabulate. deflections 6 that

m 3 n ml

Hence for the present 650 delta wings it was assumed that

m 4 n m  . (9)

For this mode it was also difficult to provide an accurate relationship between the small rms strains,
S, measured and the corresponding small tip deflections, P , (peak-to-peak). However the exciter was
able to bring up this mode and the dynamic calibration for the magnesium wing (Fig.13) gave the relationship

P (mm) - 1.25 x 10 4c (10)

Hence with equations (6), (8), (9) and (10) the buffet excitation parameter in the fourth mode could be
estimated for the magnesium wing. Fig.14 shows that at H - 0.35, 47nG-M in the fourth mode is almost
identical with that in the first mode (Fi_.10) despite the large differences in frequency parameter and
mode shape. At M - 0.70, however, 4nG(n) in the fourth mode is appreciably smaller than in the first
mode at angles of incidence from 50 up to vortex breakdown although after vortex breakdown at a - 250
the levels are nearly identical.

3.5 Prediction of buffet excitation parameter

In this section we make an order of magnitude estimate of the aerodynamic excitation on this planJorm
based on published fluctuating normal force data 13 . In the absence of adequate correlation measurements,
we assume that the pressure fluctuations at every point on the wing are perfectly correlated in space and
are in phase. Then the non-dimensional fluctuating pressure parameter, 4fYh , and the corresponding
normal force parameter, jnN(n) , will be identical. Now for a triangular flat plate of semi-span ST
vibrating in the rth bending mode the generalised force of excitation may be written (following Ref.!!,
p.292, equation (13.32)) as

Lr (t) - f W(nt)yr(n)Sdn , (11)

0

where W(n,t) - unsteady force/unit span

STdn - spanwise width of element
and yr(n) = local displacement in the rth mode.

For a triangular wing and under the assumption of perfectly correlated fluctuating pressures, we may
replace W(r,t) by the appropriate rms level

W = nF(n) - n)coq , (12)

where co - root chord.

For the first mode we will assume the same mode shape as used to calculate the generalised mass and
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the aerodynamic damping, i.e.

y(10) = n2
We find that the rms level Ll of the generalised force L1 (t) is

STC0
L1 TO

so that the buffet excitation parameter in the first mode is

GnE(n) I -FF n (13)
qSTc 0  6

Fig. 15 shows the buffet excitation, lnG(n) , in the first mode extracted from the present results at
M = 0.35 at a frequency parameter n = fE/U = 0.34 ; a comparison is made between these measurements and
the prediction according to equation (13) based on the fluctuating normal force measurements 13 at M = 0.09
at a lower frequency parameter of n = 0.05 (and low Reynolds numbers (Rc0 = 0.6 x 106)). The overall
agreement between the measurements and the estimates is good (considering the differences in Reynolds
number, Mach number, frequency parameter and model geometry), with the slope of the buffet excitation
parameter v incidence curve being reasonably well predicted after vortex breakdown.

As observed previously, the measurements at the lowest Reynolds number (Rc0 = 1.1 x 106) differ
considerably from the measurements at the highest Reynolds number (RcO iý 1.9 x 106) in that there is no
plateau level of buffeting associated with the establishment of the vortex9 and that vortex breakdown is
deferred to a higher angle of incidence. These two effects bring the measurement at low Reynolds number
much closer to the prediction, which is based on fluctuating normal forces measured at even lower Reynolds
numbers (Rc0 - 0.6 x Iu6 ).

The good agreement between the measured and predicted forces shown in Fig. 15 should be viewed with
some caution because of the restrictive assumption made about the degree of correlation of the pressure
fluctuations. Before vortex breakdown the pressure fluctuations are restricted primarily to an area under
the vortices, and the degree of correlation is relatively small, so that our initial assumption is unlikely
to be accurate. However, after vortex breakdown the pressure fluctuations are correlated over relatively
large areas of the wing, although there are still significant chordwise and spanwise variations in level
(Fig.25, Ref.8). Hence we may expect that our estimate of the excitation force in the first mode, based
on the integrated normal force measurement (not upon the measurement of the pressure fluctuations at a
single point), should then be reasonably accurate.

It is interesting to note that within the idealised assumption that the pressure fluctuations at
different points on the wing are perfectly correlated in space and in phase, the generalised force in the
fourth mode can be predicted from equation (II) and the assumed mode shape (i.e. mode 3 of the 600 delta
wing) as

STc0

L4 - JnF(n)q TO

so that the generalised force coefficient in this mode is

2L4 C (14)
qS C 0 14.5

However the previous measurements only give the fluctuating normal force coefficient at a frequency
parameter n = 0.05 , whereas equation (14) requires the fluctuating normal force coefficient at n - 1.72.
Hence we cannot make any fair comparison between measured (Fig. 14) and predicted generalised force
coefficients for the fourth mode.

4. DISCUSSION

The choice of simple delta wing models for an investigation of the buffeting scaling relationships
is justified by the relative simplicity of the results obtained. Thus the buffet excitation parameter in
the first mode has been shown to be nearly identical for the steel and magnesium wings (Fig. 10), and to he
independent of the effects of static aeroelastic distortion or changes of Reynolds number (except at very

low Reynolds number).

The present measurements also confirm the important fact, previously inferred from measurements on
other models 9 , that at vortex breakdown the aerodynamic excitation and the buffeting response become much
higher than at low angles of incidence. Hence vortex breakdown, although occurring outside the normal
flight envelope of a slender wing transport aircraft, would be accompanied by heavy buffeting (see further
discussion of this point in Ref.I8). The present measurements, and previous measurements on an aeroelastic
model of a typical slender wing aircraft (Ref.9, Appendix A) could be used to estimate the magnitude of the

wing-tip deflections caused by vortex breakdown at zero sideslip.

It is pcssible that vortex breakdown may impose important limitations on other slender winf aircraft.

Thus current design studies of a hypersonic research aircraft having a thin 650 swept delta wing 9 assume
that this will operate at angles of incidence up to a - 300 (i.e. well above vortex breakdown) for a
significant portion of the transonic and subsonic re-entry trajectory, where the kinetic pressures are
high. A preliminary assessment of the buffeting problems of this design might be possible with the present
measurements of the buffet excitation parameter.
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An essential step in the derivation of the buffet excitation parameter is the measurement of the
total damping ratio ; of the mode being considered. For the present tests the total damping ratio, as a
percentage of critical damping, was derived by the 'random decrement' p-ocess and reasonably consistent
values were obtained with the large number of cycles of buffeting available (approximately 3000 and 18000
cycles respectively for the first and fourth modes). However, with a smaller number of cycles the accuracy
of the damping measurements would be much reduced, and this could set a limit to the accuracy with which
the buffet excitation parameter may be determined in possible future buffeting tests in intermittent
transonic facilities. (In Ref.8 it was suggested that 1500 cycles of buffeting would be adequate.)

Extraction of the aerodynamic damping ratio y , from the total namping ratio, ; has proved diffi-

cult, even for the magnesium wing for which the aerodynamic damping parameter; p/PmU/a* , where U = free
stream velocity, a* = critical velocity of sound, at-,ined reasonably high values and for which the wind-
off structural damping ratio was small (g/2 = 0.45% critical). The essential problem is to establish how
the structural damping varies during tho experiment. Although the structural damping apparently remained
constant for the present tests it may not remain constant for tests on sting supported swept wing models
of conventional construction or for models incorporating numerous joints and leading-edge and trailing-edge
flaps. Hence in future buffeting tests, great care will be required in assessing the relative magnitudes
of the structural and aerodynamic components of the total damping. This information is desirable if the
measured buffet excitation parameter is to be used to predict the levels of buffeting in flight 4 .

For the present tests of slender delta wings it was possible to make accurate theoretical estimates
of the aerodynamic damping ratio in the attached flow condition, it is recommended that the attached flow
aerodynamic damping be estimated for other models used in buffeting tests. The order of magnitude of the
attached flow aerodynamic damping could be estimated for comparison with the total damping measurements,
even if the lift-curve slopes are only roughly approximated and the mode shapes are based on those measured
for a wide range of planforms by Hanson1 6 . The aerodynamic damping ratio for the full scale aircraft might
also be estimated by the same method, rather than measured inacc'urately on the model (by differing two
small, ill-conditioned numbers, C and g/2) and applying large scaling factors. However the values of
aerodynamic damping ratio derived from rigid model tests may indicate the effects of flow separations which
develop as the angle of incidence increases. These effects cannot yet be estimated theoretically with
confidence, although Lambourne has suggested2 0 using measured spanwise load distributions (for uniform
incidence) combined with approximate mode shapes.

Fig.2 shows that the differing amounts of static aeroelastic distortion on the steel and magnesium
wings did not significantly influence the mean force measurements, at least at M = 0.35 and 0.70. Similarly
there is no evidence from Fig. 10 that the static aeroelastic distortion influenced the measurements of the
buffet excitation parameter. However, for swept wings, static bending and torsion sufficient to influence
the mean forces may occur if high static pressures (3 to 5 atmospheres) are used with steel models or if
modest static pressures (I atmosphere) are used with flexible models representing the structure of an
aircraft 2 1 . Hence we must expect that the measurements of the buffet excitation parameter in general will
also be influenced by static aeroelastic distortion. It will in general be difficult to determine which
changes are caused by aeroelastic distortion and which changes are caused by changes in Reynolds number -
unless geometrically similar models of differing stiffness can be tested, or new test techniques are
adopted. The proposed high Reynolds number cryogenic wind tunnel is attractive for buffeting tests (see
discussion on Fig.13, Ref.22) because, by varying the static temperature, it is possible to operate at
constant Mach number with either

(a) varying Reynolds number and constant kinetic pressure (and hence constant aeroelastic distortion) or,

(b) constant Reynolds number and varying kinetic pressure (and hence varying aeroelastic distortion).

There is evidence from recent flight tests23 , 2 4 that significant buffeting occurs in the first
torsional mode on swept wing aircraft. The method for measuring the buffet excitation parameter described
here for wing bending is equally applicable for the torsional mode. Hence it is advisable to provide a
strain gauge bridge to measure wing torsion on the wind-tunnel model, in addition to the bridge provided
to measure wing bending.

Despite the difficulties and uncertainties enumerated in this discussion, the measurement of buffet-
ing response on wind-tunnel models of conventional construction provides a relatively simple method to
obtain the buffet excitation parameter at reasonably high Reynolds numbers. This method has recently been
used to predict the buffet excitation parameter in flight on a typical swept-wing fighter aircraft 2 5 . An
extended version of the present paper is also available 2 6 .

5. CONCLUSIONS

Analysis of measurements of buffeting on two 650 delta wings, one made of magnesium and one made of
steel, has estabiished two main conclusions.

(1) The non-dimensional buffet excitation parameter, 4nG(n) , in the first bending mode is almost the
same for both wings and increases rapidly at vorLex breakdown (Fig. 10).

(2) The magnesium wing has a higher damping ratio than the steel wing because of the higher ratio of
free stream density to wing density for the same Reynold number. The aerodynamic dampiing ratios
deduced from buffeting measurements on these wings are in good agreement with estimates made using
slender wing theory (Fig.8).

Using the techniques described in this paper it should be possible to extract the buffet excitation
parameter in the bending and torsional modes on other wind-tunnel models of conventional construction. It

will, however, be difficult to establish the contributions of the aerodynamic and structural damping to

the total damping measured on the model. If these contributions can be established they can be combined
with the buffet excitation parameter to predict the flexible response of the full-scale aircraft.
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Table I

TEST CONDITIONS

Mach Total pressure Reynolds Kinetic Free stream Density ratio of wings Velocity Frequency
number number pressure density Magnesium Steel ratio parameter

M (kN/m ) (inHg) Rc 0 (xO-6) q(kN/m ) p(kg/m 3) p/Pm(XlO 3) P/Pm(x10 3 ) U/a* fZ/U(llOHz)

0.35 24.1 7.1 1.0 1.8 0.28 0.15 0.04
43.4 12.8 1.9 3.2 0.50 0.28 0.06
96.6 28.5 4.3 7.3 1.10 0.61 0.14 0.379 0.34

193.0 57.0 8.5 14.5 2.21 1.22 0.28

0.70 24.1 7.1 1.7 6.0 0.23 0.13 0.03
48.3 14.2 3.4 12.0 0.46 0.25 0.06 0.732 0.17
96.6 28.5 6.8 24.0 0.93 0.12

1.40 28.1 8.3 2.3 12.0 0.15 0.085 0.02 1.300 0.10
56.2 16.6 4.6 24.0 0.30 0.04

c = 533mm ; Z= 355mm.
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DYNAMIC LOADING OF AIRFRAME COMPONENTS

by:

C.G. LODGE and M. RAMSEY
Chief Dynamics Engineer Dynamics Engineer

British Aircraft Corporation Limited,
Military Aircraft Division,
Warton Aerodrome,
Preston,
Lancashire,
England.
PRA lAX

SUMMARY

An important aspect of the design of modern combat aircraft is the structural fatigue
life. In particular it is becoming increasingly important to have accurate knowledge
of the unsteady loads due to separated flow conditions in manoeuvring flight.

This paper describes the prediction of dynamic loading on a modern variable sweep wing
combat aircraft, making use of wind tunnel model tests and results from flight testing
of previous aircraft. In addition, the predictions are compared with available
prototype flight measurements.

A. INTRODUCTION

Fatigue has been a major design consideration on military combat aircraft for many
years, but in the past the critical aerodynamic loading has been associated
primarily with steady flow conditions, for example, during repeated manoeuvres, and
to a lesser extent with unsteady but attached flow conditions, for example, during
flight through turbulence. Unsteady aerodynamic loadings associated with separated
flows have been negligible in the context of structural fatigue margins available
in contemporary strength designs.

More recently, increased manoeuvring capability, higher wing loading and higher
speeds have combined with more refined structural designs which have lower inherent
fatigue margins to highlight a new fatigue problem (Figure 1). The critical
aerodynamic loading for fatigue design of some secondary structures such as slats,
and some features of primary structures (for example, attachments) can be associated
with separated flow conditions. This paper describes some BAC(MAD) experience in
quantifying aerodynamic loadings, where separated flows are inevitable, for aircraft
design purposes.

B. TYPICAL APPLICATION

First, a systematic review is made of the aircraft layout in order to identify those
sources, which, despite attempts to clean up the installatior, will inevitably
produce significant separated flow due to some overriding design consideration.
Second, the region of influence and magnitude of unsteady loadings associated with
these sources are estimated.

Third, fatigue margins are calculated for those components influenced by the
separated flow which previous experience suggests will be fatigue prone. Fourth,
design modifications are introduced and/or prototype flight data requested for
production design purposes on potentially critical items.

Some potential problem areas are summarised in Figure 2, for a modern combat
aircraft. Observe that the associated flight conditions are predominantly
subsonic; the airbrake is exceptional in this respect.

Since the prime concern is for the fatigue life of components there is no immediate
safety problem, the accuracy of predictions required is not high and reliance upon
available data is considered acceptable.

Three main data sources have been used to derive unsteady loading data. These are:-

i) Flight measurements from earlier BAC(MAD) aircraft.

ii) Wind tunnel measurements from models of the new design.

iii) Published literature.

Existing wind tunnel models, particularly of the component loads type, have proved
to be adequate for main surfaces, but problems of representation at model scale have
cast doubt on their value for secondary surfaces and flight data has been used in
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these cases. Throughout, the accuracy of predicted magnitudes of unsteady loads is
not thought to be better than a factor of about 2, bearing in mind the dependence
upon structural damping.

C. EFFECTS OF WING BUFFET

C.1 On Slats and Spoilers

A substantial amount of flight data is available from an earlier BAC(MAD)
aircraft on the response of slat and spoiler attachments due to unsteady
aerodynamic loading during wing buffet. The dominant feature of these
responses is the progressive increase in the intensity and extent of wing
flow separation as incidence increases at all subsonic Mach numbers.

The available data are in the form of time-histories and power spectra of
strain-gauge responses (Figure 3). By suitable scaling, these can be
translated to a new aircraft, and in our application this adjustment is
relatively straightforward. Since the wing flow breakdown characteristics for
the earlier aircraft and the new prototype were similar, including buffet onset
incidence, it is possible to scale the aerodynamic excitations, at the same
wing incidence, by the ratio of slat or spoiler area for the two aircraft. The
dominant fatigue loading occurs virtually in single degrees of freedom,
featuring substantial distortion of the slat attachments and of the spoiler
operating mechanism, (Figure 4). Since the natural frequencies and shapes of
the associated vibration modes were known from ground resonance tests to be
broadly similar, a further scaling on response loads to account for slat and
for spoiler inertia ratios between the two aircraft surfaces completes the
transformation. Resultant load predictions are presented in Figures 5 and 6.

Figure 5 shows contours of constant percentage unsteady load in the slat
attachments for the cases of slat retracted and manoeuvre slat setting. The
substantial reduction in unsteady loading when the slat is extended is a
manifestation of slat effectiveness.

Figure 6(a) gives contours of constant percentage unsteady load in the spoiler
attachments for the fully open spoiler. The variation of unsteady load with
spoiler angle is linear for incidences up to that at which the maximum load
occurs for each Mach number (e.g. 110 at M = 0.9) as the region of separationproduced by the spoiler increases in size and intensity.

Above this incidence the unsteady load is independent of spoiler angle
(Figure 6(b))as the separation produced by The wing spreads over the entire

wing and encompasses the spoiler.

C.2 On Wing

Although no wing fatigue problems have been experienced, the discovery of an
unexpectedly high unsteady response condition on an earlier BAC(MAD) aircraft
during high incidence load measurements led to a specific review. This loading
condition featured substantial response in the wing torsion mode under moderate
buffet conditions in addition to the expected wing bending mode response, and
Fig. 7 shows some typical strain-gauge responses. No fatigue problem was
associated with this phenomenon, but its mechanism is not well understood. It
might be associated with a single degree of freedom flutter condition, althoughwc
based on Reference 1, the frequency parameter -w is hic'h enough to preclude
this and there was no tendency for divergent instabilM in the flight data.
The mechanism seems to be associated with a transition between alternative but
equally possible steady flow states (Fig. 8) so that any "instability" would be
expected to have a limited amplitude.

Flight data from tests on the new prototype confirm the extence of similar
torsion mode responses at moderate incidences (Fig. 9)., The accelerometer
responses show that the lower wing sweep angles are most critical in this
respect, and that torsion and bending mode responses increase with incidence in
about the same proportions for the lower sweep angles (Figure 10). Specific
instrumentation has been introduced on prototypes to provide data for fatigue
assessments, and to monitor modal stability. There is no indication of Pny
instability to date, but careful control of Mach number, equivalent airspeed
and incidence effects is being maintained as the flight envelope is expanded.

C.3 On Taileron

A more compact layout ard variable wing sweep prompted an assessment of wing-
buffet-induced taileron reb£onse for the new design. Since no appropriate
flight measurements were available from earlier aircraft at the extremes of
wing sweep required, recourse had to be made to wind tunnel models of the new
design.

It is standard practice to use unsteady wing root bending moments from nominally
rigid component load wind tunnel models to provide information on buffet onset
and on wing attachments loads during buffet. The relatively successful

L
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application of this data to full scale has stemmed from the fact that wing
fundamental mode shapes, and excitation, have been broadly similar on nominally
rigid models and aircraft. The successful application of similar techniques to
buffet load predictions for taileron attachments is probably much less likely,
since even fundamental modes of vibration for a taileron, being relatively high
in frequency, usually include substantial contributions from fuselage and wing
and fin distortions, and these are not all likely to be reproduced on nominally
rigid models. In addition, pre-buffet excitation sources may be different on
model and aircraft (e.g. importance of engine noise on aircraft). Nevertheless
it is tempting to assess the available model data, if only to indicate how
unsteady loads might vary with manoeuvring flight condition and configuration,
as a basis for prototype flight test planning.

A typical variation of model taileron attachment load coefficient with incidence
is shown in Figure 11, and this includes only the root-mean-square contribution
from the fundamental taileron mode (identified from model resonance tests). The
taileron response variation with incidence is characterised by a fairly constant,
but non-zero level up to buffet onset. At the lower subsonic Mach numbers and
lower wing sweep angles, this buffet onset is dictated by the wing, and the
taileron is responding to wing excitation. At the higher subsonic Mach numbers
and higher wing sweep angles, although the buffet onset is dictated by the wing,
the taileron buffeting response is due to a combination of taileron and (very
mild) wing buffet. These features are entirely consistent with the taileron
design concept of operation at relatively low, essentially buffet free lift
coefficient.

Associated taileron attachment unsteady loads variations with manoeuvring flight
condition and configuration are presented in Figure 12. observe the
insensitivity to wing sweep below about M = 0.6 - 0.7 and the increasing
importance of taileron buffet as wing sweep angle increases, particularly above
M = 0.7 - 0.8.

Figure 13 shows the effect on taileron loads of selecting the manoeuvring wingslat setting. The dramatic reduction quantifies and mirrors the improvement
in wing buffet characteristics (cf Figure 12(b)).

Available flight measurements from the new prototype are compared in
Figures 12(a) and (c). As yet there is not enough data available under
buffeting conditions to judge the accuracy of predictions.

In order to predict actual unsteady load magnitudes from this model data, it
would be necessary to infer wing and taileron excitation distributions from
measurements of wing and taileron response, and scale these via knowledge of
the model and aircraft transfer function properties. This approach is
practicable if the buffet excitation can be represented by a combination of a
few pressure distribution shapes. This offers a more economic, but probably
less accurate alternative to either direct measurement of pressure distributions
or dynamically-scaled wind tunnel models.

Estimates which have been made can have significant fatigue implications, and
appropriate instrumentation is being monitored on the new prototype.

D. EFFECTS OF STORE BUFFET

D.1 On Store Attachments

Flight data is available from an earlier BAC(MAD) aircraft on unsteady
attachment responses due to store buffet for underfuselage and underwing
installations. The important feature of these responses is the relatively
small Mach number range (typically 0.'7 < M < 0.95, Fig. 14) within which
significant unsteady loading occurs in nominally straight and level flight.
This loading is associated with shock-induced flow separation. Associated
loads can be alleviated by the introduction of vortex generators mounted
around the store afterbody just upstream of the separated region, but will be
amplified by backlash ii. pylon/store attachments.

By suitable scaling, these loading data could be translated to a new aircraft,
given similar fuselage/wing-pylon-store geometries. The attachment fatigue
loading is dominated by the fundamental bending modes of the flexible store
and in this respect fuel tanks are especially critical. Since the natural
frequencies and shapes of these modes can be determined from resonance tests
the transformation to account for structural dynamics would be straightforward.

D.2 On Taileron

Underwing store configurations introduce a potentital taileron fatigue problem
associated with store wake excitation. Some typical effects are shown in
Figure 15, from flight tests on an earlier aircraft. From this, the dominant
store increment occurs at frequencies which are appropriate to local surface
modal deformations, at least for the airspeeds where magnitudes of incremental
loads are significant.

Component load wind tunnel model tests, on the new design, confirm this and
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Figure 16 shows the virtually identical contributions from the taileron
fundamental mode to the root-mean-square attachment load, as incidence
increases, for a variety of store installations on inboard and/or outboard
pylons.

E. EFFECTS OF EXCRESCENCES AND CAVITIES

Excrescences and cavities associated with avionic equipment, for example, can provide

a significant source of unsteady loading for internal structure and downstream
panels, even when careful consideration is devoted to achieving an aerodynamically
clean installation. Two important flow characteristics which can exist in isolation
or in combination are a random component associated with any separated flow regions
and a periodic component associated with vortex shedding or cavity resonance.

The frequency content of the former is, apparently, sensibly independent of how the
separation occurs (from Reference 2) and a ubiquitous spectrum can be defined which
can reasonably be applied in most cases for design purposes (Fig. 17). It remains
to judge the appropriate scale of the separation region and to estimate appropriate
amplitudes of unsteady pressure for each application. Some typical examples are
illustrated in Figure 17. These essentially random excitation sources are dominant
for shallow excrescences and cavities, and for most applications the associated
energy content is concentrated in the local panel frequency range.

Possible exceptions to this general rule are airbrakes and deep bomb bays, where
periodic flow effects can dominate and where the important frequencies can be in
the range of lifting surface fundamental modes,

E.1 Airbrake

Contours of constant total R.M.S. press ire coefficient in the wake of a 500
airbrake in a subsonic free stream are summarised in Figure 18 (Ref. 3). From
this, the airbrake cavity is especially vulnerable. Also shown are the
predicted variations with airspeed of the frequency and unsteady pressure
levels associated with the vortex shedding contribution for the new design.
These results indicate that problems are extremely unlikely so far as the
lifting surfaces are concerned, but that the airbrake itself will be influenced.

F. COMMENT

This paper has described the prediction of some dynamic loadings associated with
inevitable separated flows on a modern combat aircraft. It is considered that the
accuracy of these predictions is not high but that it is probably adequate for all
components, with the possible exception of the tailerons. Design modifications which
have been introduced to adsorb the dynamic loadings described, even with substantial
factors, are relatively trivial, except for the taileron. In this case modifications
would be relatively extensive but the available predictions are least accurate. No
modifications will therefore be introduced unless flight measurements show that they
are necessary.

A genuine need is clearly emerging for much more accurate methods of predicting
taileron fatigue loadings due to separated flows on compact military combat aircraft,
and there is obvious appeal in combining flutter and buffet testing on a single wind
tunnel model - given suitable tunnel facilities - to achieve this. A more economic
procedure might be to study pressure distributions under buffeting conditions as a
means of better utilising data from nominally rigid component load wind tunnel
models.

In addition, the torsional response of wings at incidence needs to be better
understood. Once more a combined flutter and buffet modelling approach seems more
appropriate, although a study of pressure distributions during buffet could offer
more insight.
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FIG 5b
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FIG. 6a
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FIG. 6b
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FIG 9
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FIG 10
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FIG 12a
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FIG 12b
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FIG. 12c
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FIG. 13
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FIG 15
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FIG 16
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AIRFRAiME RESPONSE TO SEPARATED FLOW ON THE SHORT HAUL AIRCRAF'f VFW 614
by

Helmut Zimmermann, GUnter Krenz
Vereinigte Flugtechnische Werke - Fokker GmbH, D-2800 Bremen

Germany

SUMMARY

The growth of installed engine thrust for combat aircraft, and the rise in by-pass
ratic for transport aircraft aggravate the problem of integrating power plant and airframe.
The result of this is a growing influence of the engine exhaust flow on the aircraft flight
characteristics and structure. Conventional computation and measurement methods are in many
ca.es insufficient to determine jet boundaries and to predict jet-induced structural loads.
Using the VFW 614 aircraft as an example the influence of an intermittent 3et flow on sub-
structures outside known jet boundaries is illustrated in this paper. Effects comparable
to those due to the eisgine jet are caused also by the wake of movable wing parts such as
spoilers and ai)*brakes. The VFW 614 is used again as an example to illustrate the occur-
rence of horizontal tail buffet due to flow disturbances for outside the spoiler wake re-
gion, and to describe the steps taken to eliminate this type of buffet. The last part of
the paper lists several examples of flow separation with ensuing buffeting which typically
occur in the course of flight trials, and measures to combat these disturbances are dis-
cussed.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

B.O. Buffet Onset nz Acceleration in z-axis
D Nozzle diameter nzwing Acceleration on wing

H Altitude P Static pressure
aMHor.Tail Asymmetrical horizontal P0  Static pressure in still air

tail !1'ment Pt Total pressure
N Engine r.p.m.Pe Total pressure at jet exit

M Mach number t Time

RMS Root mean square of in- v Propagation speed
stationary flow function vc Flight speed

Renls ubrV Flight speedRa Reynolds number

SL Sea level V(IAS) Indicated airspeed

U F]ow velocity in x-axis Vt Disturbance velocity

SMean value of U V Jet exit velocity

W/T Wind tunnel x Cartesian coordinates
y

CL Lift coefficient d Angla of attack

C Pressure coefficient 6 x Distance of anemometer

C; Critical pressure coefficient
Cpt Total pressure coefficient T Intermittency factor

n Frequency 17 Spanwise wing section

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The paper 4iscusses some structural aspects due to flow separation and engine influ-
ence of the shorthail aircraft VFW 614 [ij.The aircraft - shown in Fig. I - is a 44 pas-
senger jet airliner with engines mounted on the upper winq side, Some structural aspects
are directly connected with this engine position. During flight trials a number of buffet-
ing phenomena were detected on the V74 614 which were caused by turbuljnt flows produced
somewhere on the aircraft for certain configurations and operating conditions. Among these
is the excitation of the horizontal tail by

- Engine exhaust jet on the ground

- Wake of the wing spoilers

- Wing flow separation during stall

The excitation of the horizontal tail are caused by turbulent flow distortions of spoiler
wake and engine exit flow respectively. Except fur wing wake which always affects the hor-
,zontal tail depending on its vertical position for certain angles of attack, the horizon-
tal tail is usually designed to stay clear of the enqine exhaust let and the spoiler wake.
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FIG I DURING TAKE OFF

The boundaries of turbulent flow distortions are however, not fixed. Intermittent flows
alternating between laminar and turbulent flows arise in the jet boundary region, the jet-
or wake-boundaries are not stationary, but fluctuate in a random fashion according to a
Gaussian distribution. In this paper we attempt to describe these phenomena with the aid
of modern statistical methods. Cut-outs in the leading edge of the flaps are used as an
example to illustrate that structurally necessary features can lead to flow separations
causing unacceptable aircraft flight behaviour. Furthermore the pattern of wing buffet may
be changed considerably by reshapement ot the wing nose, as shown by tests on the VFW 614.

2.0 FLOW DISTORTION at the BOUNDARIES of JETS and WAKES

2.1 Theoretical Basis and Experiments

Free turbulence occurs in the absence of fixed boundaries, although originating at a
fixed boundary, such as an obstacle placed in a free stream. For the flow around an air-
craft two main sources of turbulent flow distortion exist:

- movable parts such as airbrakes, spoilers, lift-dumpers

- engine jet

The various theories that have been put forward to describe free turbulence which have
gradually come to be considered classical, are purely phenomenological in character.
Measurements confirmed the assumption of similarity, or rather, of self-preservation, of
these flows, i.e. that the turoulence maintains its structure during its downstream devel-
opment. Because of this similarity it is sufficiert to consider a single cross-section of
the flow with the aid of nondimensional velocities and lateral distances, as follows [21 [3]
In the core of the wake and on the jet exit, respectively, the flow is fully turbulent, but
becomes increasing intermittent toward the jet boundaries.

I"

- _JrhV I-IJL_... ""

FIG 2 SIGNALS OF TURBULENCE IN INTERMITTENI FLOW

FIG 3 INIFRMITTENCY FACTOR AND

VELOCITY PROFIL
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Fig. 2 shows in the upper part the velocity fluctuation as a function of time for a
point in the boundary region of a free jet, as measured by a hot-wire anemometer. It shows
the boundary region flow is intermittent, i.e. alternating between laminar and turbulent.
For better illustrating the turbulent signals are converted in the lower part of this fig-
ure into impulses of constant unit height, thus the laminar flow can be described by a
horizontal line whereas the turbulence is marked by rectangular fields of unit height.
The distribution of the velocity fluctuations shown is typical for the flow pattern in
the boundary region. Although it was measured in a free jet, it may be also used to de-
scribe the turbulence in a wake by phenomenological methods. From the rectangular curve
of the lower part of the figure you can determine the so-called intermittency factor that
is the ratio of the summation of turbulent flow occurrence to total time.

Fig. 3 shows the intermittency factor and the velocity profile plotted against radial
distance in the free jet. The jet boundary R(X) has been determined here by the usual defi-
nition. While the mean velocity decreases sharply from the jet axis toward the jet boundary,
the intermittency factor is non-zero beyond the boundary, indicating that the intermittent
turbulence contributes hardly anything to the mean velocity. Thus the magnitude of the mean
velocity is not necessarily a good indicator of the aerodynamic loads to which an elastic
structure, such as an empennage, is subjected when immersed in a free-turbulence flow,
especially as the velocity fluctuations of the turbuient events in the boundary region are
of the same order of magnitude as those in the core of the jet.
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FIG 4 SIGNALS VAT THE JET BOUNDARY

FIG S POSITION OF HOT WIRE INSTRUMENTS

AND SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENTS

Fig. 4 shows the velocity fluctuation for three distances Y/D at the edge of a model
jet. The flow disturbances have a duration of 2 to 8 msec. The disturbance velocities v',
occuring in turbulence packets, attain magnitudes of about onehalf of the jet exit speed.
The number of high-i.tensity events decreases with increasing distance from the jet axis.
By interpreting the disturbances occurring at the edge of the jet as events in the sta-
tistical meaning of the word, we are merely describing test result in a phenomenological
sense. These disturbances can be however interpreted, with some justification from other
tests, as turbulence packets swept downstream, having a size of up to one tenth of the
normal jet radius.

Fig. 5 shows the arrangement of two hot-wire anemometers in the jet and t-oe distur-
bance signals measured by them simultaneously. Although the signal measured by the down-
stream anemometer is flatter than that of the upstream one, the two signals may be
recognized as being similar. Obviously the disturbance registered here has travelled in
time At from probd 1 to probe 2. The propagation speed vc of the disturbance may be cal-
culated from At and the probe spacing. The disturbance speed V' of the turbulent event
can be read directly from the amplitude of the signal. Fig. 6 shows the probability den-
sity distribution of the measured propagation speed of the events, represented as a first
approximation by a Maxwell distribution with a slightly shifted maximum. The diagramm was
produced by analysing about 40 to 50 single photos, shows that propagation speed scatters
around an average value which in this case is about 20 % of jet exit speed. The propaga-
tion speeds of the meas.red disturbance signals were also determined by means of the time
shift of the peak of the cross correlation function.

A further time-saving method to find the propagation speed is the "stored beam" method.
Wherein 100 signals of each probe were displayed simultaneously on a storage oscilloscope.
The superposed signals outlined an envelope, and the time shift of the two envelopes to-
gether with the probe spacing yielded a mean propagation speed. The results of the methods
compare well. Fig. 7 shows the mean propagation zoeed vc, the mean jet velocity U, and the
RMS value of the disturbance velocity in the edge region of the jet, 8 jet diameters behind
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the jet exit. The mean propagation speed is 4 to 5 times larger than the RMS velocity, and
2.5 to 4 times larger than the mean jet velocity. This means that there are individual dis-
turbances in the edge region of a jet that move at speeds far above the values measured by
ordinary methods (e.g. pitot-tube).

The arguments of the foregoing section therefore indicate that significant disturb-
ances of the air flow exist outside the jet as defined by pitot static surveys, and that
therefore any obstacle such as an horizontal tail placed outside the stationary jet could
very well experience unstationary forces.

2.2 Jet Influence on the Horizontal Tail

In general engine jets may interfere with the empennage owing to their location. In
particular, the effect of the engine jets on the VFW 614 empennage will be considered here,
by applying the preceding arguments concerning jet spread. The conclusions drawn from tests
on a model jet may not be applied directly to the spreading of the engine jet of the VFW
614 for the following reasons:

- R.R. power plant M 45 H-O1 is a turbo-fan engine, with an interior high-speed hot
jet embedded in a low-speed cold jet.

- Crosswind leads to intake distortions causing a deformation of the jet profile at
the exit and further downstream.

- The neighborhood of the fuselage affects the spreading of the engine jet, and
hence its symmetry.

During the development of the aircraft many tests were done to clarify the interference
between the engine jets and the horizontal tailplane. Fig. 8 shows results from W/T-tests
where the static pressure fluctuations were measured at the horizontal tail lower side at
changing crosswinds. It can be taken from this figure that pressure fluctuations increase
with increasing crosswind. P is an average peak to peak value taken when 5 or more peaks
arise during one second. Fig. 9 shows the relative locations of wing, engine, empennage and
the extention of the stationary jet as measured on the aircraft. The pressure distribution
was measured in the engine jet exhaust in front of the horizontal tail by means of a pitot
rake, vertical measuring plane being in the spanwise engine position. Jet boundary distance
from horizontal tail is about 3/4 engine exit diameter. On the first reviewal of these
measurements, it is improbable to expect aerodynamic loads due to jet influence on the
horizontal tail. However, buffeting occurred at the horizontal tail and the fuselage with
engines running at full power and the aircraft stationary on the ground. The buffeting dis-
appeared at a lowered idle position or when the aircraft started to taxi.

Therefore vibration measurements were made by means of accelerometers on the wing,
horizontal tail, and fuselage (flight deck, center of gravity), and by pressure pick-ups
in the cold circuit of the engine, and the under side of the horizontal tail in the neigh-
borhood of the jet. The nozzle exit speed increases with engine r.p.m. as illustrated in
Fig. 10 for the M 45 H-O1 engine. Fig. 11 shows typical signals of a pressure transducer
at the horizontal tail, asymmetrical horizontal tail moment and outer wing acceleration
at about 89 % engine r.p.m. with the aircraft grounded.
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The investigations were performed for different engine intake and exit conditions and
geometries, as well as at different directions of the jet axis towards the tall and the
fuselage. The main results show:

- tail vibrations at high engine speeds were caused by the jets and decreased with
decreasing engine r.p.m.

- vibrations increased when the engine was tilted to bring the jets closer to the
horizontal tail or the fuselage, on the other hand decreased when the jets were
moved away from the tai ind the fuselage

- neither did the improvea ,take shapes - used to prevent intake flow ceparation in
heavy crosswinds - nor t a use of different exhaust nozzles alter the vibrations

On the other hand vibrations increased with increasing crosswinds. A crosswind is likely
to change the flow spreading in a free jet, and it may by expected to shift the axis orthe shape of che jet and thus raise the intensity of the disturbances.

The results of all investigations may be summarized as follows: The vibrations of the
horizontal tail is influenced by jet deflections as well as by magnitude and direction of
the surrounding flow. These results are in agreement with the phenomenological description
of the flow in the edge region of a free jet developed in the previous section. Buffeting
dissappeared at a lowered idle position or when the aircraft started to taxi. The vib-
rations occurring at 100 % engine speed led to minor dynamic loads which affected neither
the fatigue life of the substructures concerned, nor their structural dimensions. Passen-
ger comfort, however, was impaired at high engine speeds. This adverse effect was elimi-
nated by lowering the engine idling speed.

__ILI
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2.3 Horizontal Tail Loads Caused by Spoiler Wakes

The VFW 614 is equipped with two flight spoilers on each wing. Fig. 12 shows the geo-
metrical lateral arrangement of the spoilers on the wing respect to the horizontal tail.
It is obvious that the wake of the outer flight spoiler II is outboard of the horizontal
tail, while the wake of the inner flight spoiler I passes beneath the horizontal tail.
This was confirmed by pressure measurements in front cof and underneath the horizontal tail
in a vertical measuring plane of the flight spoiler ! inboard edge. Fig. 13 shows the
flight spoilers are at a large vertical distance awiay from the tail; here the tail section
is marked by cross-hatching, which lies in the plane of the inboard edge of flight spoiler
I. The pressure losses of the spoiler wake in the plane of this section were measured for
several incidences with a pitot rake in the wind tunnel. On the basis of these measurements
one would not expect the wake to cause any disturbances at the horizontal tail, because the
distance between tail and wake edge at an incidence of a= 0, for example, amounts to more
than a meter, being about equal to the appropriate horizontal tail section.

FIG 12 FLIGHT SPOILER POSITION WITH
REFERENCE TO I-OIZONTAL TAIL

FIG 1 FLIGHT SPOILER WAKE AT HORIZONTAL TAIL

In fact, however, noticeable disturbances occurred at the horizontal tail, as Fig. 14

shows. The pilot affirmed that the vibrations in the passenger compartment were not accept-
able. The display of Fig. 14 shows the growth of the asymmetrical horizontal tail moment,
when both flight spoilers I and II have been extended. The following diagramm, Fig. 15,
shows the asymmetrical horizontal-tail moment vs. flight soeed for various spoiler actua-
tions and deflections. The influence of the spoiler angle is interesting. A 100 decrease,
from 500 to 400 reduces the tail moment due to both spoiler by half. Furthermore, the
effect of the outboard spoiler is less than the inner one, and by superposing both indi-
vidual effects one obtains approximately the resultant effect of both spoilers. This
resultant effect is surprisingly large, compared to the wake boundary of total-pressure
deficit shown in Fig. 13. The vertical distribution of the pressure loss below the tail
shows that the intermittent flow in the spoiler wake has a larger vertical extent than
measured by stationary methods. On the basis of these results the inner flight spoilers
are no longer extended in flight and used only as ground spoilers; the outer spoilers cause
no aircraft vibration.
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-- 2•--FIG 15 HORIZONTAL TAIL LOAD AT SPOILER OPERATION

FIG 14 HORIZONTAL TAIL MOMENT DUE TO

EXTENTION OF FLIGHT SPOILER [ANOT
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3.0 AIRCRAFT BUFFET due to FLOW SEPARATION

3.1 Static and Dynamic Antisymmetric Loads on the Horizontal Tail

When applying civilian airworthiness regulations, difficulties often arise in deci-
ding the strength of the horizontal tail connection to cope with asymmetric loads.Accor-
ding to FAR Part 25, maximum antisymmetric loads are calculated by multiplying the maximum
horizontal tail load on one side with 1, and on the other with 0,8. The resulting moment
is supposed to take care of the moments caused by the following conditions:

- Rolling moments due to vertical-tail in sideslip

- Rolling moments due to horizontal tail dihedral during sideslip

- Asymmetric downwash due to wings, flaps and ailerons

- Unsteady rolling-moments due to the wing wake during the stall

The rolling moment calculated by airworthiness regulations amounted to 1480 mkp. Final
flight tests show a maximum rolling moment of 5325 mkp, which was more or less due to
aircraft sideslip for high dynamic head. The moments due to a combination of stall and
sideslip did not exceed 5325 mkp either. The structural dimensions of the horizontal tail
were sufficient to absorb this moment.

During stall the wing wake passes below the horizontal tail up to an angle of attack,
where flow separations occur at the wing. This was confirmed by W/T-measurements of pres-
sure losses underneath the horizontal tail. The display on Fig. 16 is taken from stall
tests: For decreasing flight speed and increasing incidence a g-break occurs at about
a= 150, which has been marked by the pilot at the vertical dotted line. This g-break is
tle consequence of a noticeable flow separation at the inboard wing, causing simultaneously
large accelerations and buffeting at the wing as well as larger instationary asymmetrical
horizontal tail moments. The sudden appearance of disturbances at the horizontal -1i, ,znd
their order of magnitude indicate that the large difference moments at the tail are caused
by the wing wake, and not by vibration excitation at the wing. Fig. 17 shows the insta-
tionary asymmetric horizontal tail moments expanded further in time. They show that the
disturbance at the horizontal tail occur stochastically having a frequency of about 6 Hz.
This frequency corresponds to the lowest antisymmetric horizontal tail bending mode.

lot-
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FIG 16 STALL CHARACTERISTIC. FIG T7 HORIZONTAL TAIL M0O4ENTS
DURING A STALL

3.2 Change of Buffet Boundary by Modification of the Wing Leading Edge

During flight testing a change of the wing nose had become necessary to improve stall
characteristics. The wing lay-out had to take account of the engine location, but the
actual response Qf the engines to the separated wing flow was unknown until well into the
flight trials [4y . Because of these uncertainties the wing flow was imputed to start
separating between fuselage and engine, and outboard of the engine during the stall, as
shown in Fig. 18. This lay-out was not successful. During stall trials the outboard flow
separation spread rapidly giving rise to pitch-up and large unacceptable rolling moments
for certification, especially at large aircraft incidences. The engine was completely
insensitive to separated wing flow even for extreme flight conditions, during this trial
phase. Advantage was taken of this result to improve stall characteristics by modifying
the wing leading edge [5] . A low cost nose modification for the outboard wing was done
by increasing the nose radius and camber.
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Fig. 19 shows the progression of flow breakdown after the modification taken from
tuft studies during the stall tests. Flow separation is conventional resulting in favor-
able stall characteristics. Care had to be taken, however, by the leading edge modifi-
cation that the buffet boundaries were not lowered too much by shock separation on the
wing pressure side. Fig. 20 shows the geometry before and after the change at an outerwing section with the pressure distributions corresponding to a flight Mach number M = 0,71,
and level flight at an altitude of H = 20 000 ft. Pressure distribution-calculated by
means of a subsonic panel method - is completely changed at the forward wing part resulting
in decreased aircraft buffet boundary. Fig. 21 shows the onset of buffet at the wing as a
function of Mach number before and after the leading edge modification. It may be seen
that the boundary for buffet onset - here defined by z-accelerations at the outboard wing
nz-+_ I g, which agreed with pilot judgement - has shifted by about M = 0,015 toward

smaller Mach numbers. This shift did not signify a limitation of the specified flight
regime [6]
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3.3 Heavy Buffet Produ-ed by Small Cut-Outs at the Flap Leading Edge

The design of the trailing-edge flap tracks of the VFW 614 required small cut-outs
of about 15 cm width in the flap nose. A design with a movable mechanism to cover up thethree holes at each wing was too elaborate and subject to malfunction so 'hat flight

testing was commenced at first with the open cut-outs, as sketched in Fig. 22. During the
first-time extension of the flaps into landing position of if = 400, severe buffeting
occurred that the pilot had to retract the flaps immediately. In order to reduce the buf-
feting without having to install any complicated covering mechanism, the cut-outs were



reduced in size, as shown in the lower part of Fig. 22, by a cover plate in the upper flap
iicse contour. With fully extended flaps the plate leading edge was now situated below the
wing trailing edge, forming a well-defined slot, as illustrated in Fig. 22. The cut-outs
in the flap nose were only partly covered by a thin plate with a sharp, Z ý*odynamically
poor leading edge, resulting in a completely buffet-frep wing flap. This concluding case
demonstrated how small sources of disturbances can have large effects on the aircraft
characteristics.

WING T E WING TE COVERING PLATE

FLAP CUT OUT

COVERING PLATE AT
FLAP CUT OUT

FIG 22 FLOW IMPROVEMENT AT THE FLAP LEADING EDGE

4.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Experience with the VFW 614 has shown, that conventional measurement methods, such
as pitot static systems are insufficient to detect the boundary region of the flow field
of jets and wakes. The intermittent region of the flow field extends considerably beyond
the classical boundaries of jets and wakes. This intermittent flow field can cause heavier
buffeting and higher dynamic loads on substructures immersed in this flow field than the
high-frequency turbulent flow field itself, because the intermittency frequencies lie in
the same range as the frequencies of the structural modes of these parts. For future
transport aircraft especially the interference of the engine jet with the empennage be-
cause of increasing thrust and by pass ratio will become larger. Similar problems exist
for the wakes of spoilers, dumps and airbrakes which can influence the empennage. Here
new methods have to be found to describe the combined airframe propulsion system. It is
also important to get a better insight into the physics of the intermittent flow field
with the aim to control the extent and the statistical properties of this flow pattern.
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TAIL RESPONSE TO PROPELlER FLOW ON A TRANSPORT AIRPLANE
by

L. CHESTA
AERITALIA S.p.A.

Corso Marche, 41 - TORINO

INTRODUCTION

Propeller powered Airplanes are, more than jet Airplanes, subject to very strong vibrations.
The reason is that in addition to the usual vibrations induced by buffet or separated flows another vibra-
tion source, the propeller (and its gearboxes and accessories) with the associated flow field distortions
induced by the rotating blades is acting on the Airplane.
But unlike the buffet that has broadly a random character the excitation forces associated to the propel-
ler are of deterministic type and practically all the power involved is concentrated at certain frequen-
cies, those related to the propeller and gearbox unbalance and those due to the blades number of passes
over the airframe, with their harmonics.
Since vibration modes of the Aircraft (mainly the higher wing modes and fuselage and tail modes) are u-
sually in the same range, a dynamic amplification of these forced vibrations may therefore occur.
The problem is well known but still present in modern turboprop Airplanes and Helicopters where, if not
completely solved, can yeld to limitations of the A/C performance or fatigue life problems.
In the present paper the main results of a flight investigation on tail vibrations carried on at AERI TA-
LIA - TURIN on a medium transport aircraft and the most important measures taken to overcome the pro
blems arisen are described.
The Airplane (see fig. 1) is powered by two turboprop engines each driving a three blades propeller.
The engines are mounted on underwing nacelles and the tailplane lies on a plane slightly above the wing
plane.
The elevator is connected to the main surface through four hinges and has two tabs (balance and trim) at
the inboard side.
The power plant has a two stage turbine configuration: the first stage drives the compressor and the se-
cond stage drives the propeller through a gear box.

VIBRATIONS MEASURED IN FLIGHT

During the initial flights on the Airplanes very large accelerations were monitored on the tailplane that
could lead to fatigue problems for the su'faces.
This required an investigation in three directions-,
1) Identification of the source of vibrations

2) Identification of the flight conditions in which they occur
3) Identification of the time spent by the airplane in these conditions, during normal operational flights.
The purpose of the first investigation was to identify the possibilities, if any, to cure the vibrations ac-
ting on the source.
The second investigation had the purpose to evaluate how necessary are the flight conditions of occurren
cc of vibrations in the normal A/C mission profiles.
The third investigation is needed in order to know the actual impact of the vibration level on the A/C fa-
tigue life.
The data needed were provided recording during the whale normally scheduled test flights some signifi-
cant vibration and flight parameters, (fig. 3)
a) Force at the balance tab control rod
b) bending moment on the trim tab between the two hinges
c) accelerations at the tailplane and f, •ps (TE and LE)
d) speed, altitude, flap setting, propeller R PM (Np), high pressure turbine shaft R PM (Ng).
The time histories of the recorded vibration signials showed always a very clean oscillation at a frequen
cy equal to three times the propeller speed (3 Np), exactly the number of passes of the blades wake over
the tatiplane structure.
C-ni fig. 3 a plot of the amplitudes of the vibrations monitored by each pick-up on a single flight vercus
the propeller speed is shown.
Each diagram clearly shows three peaks Lit about 75, 87, lItfo of the max Np with different relatit'e am-
plitudes.
The trim tab, balance tab and f-.n show a peculiar sensitivity to one of the three frequencies ranges iden
tified (respectively lt•cf, 87', and 74., Np).
The tailplane shows about the same sensitivity to the three ranges. This is in good agreement with the
Ground Resonance Fest reults which showed three tailplane modes in die same ranges.
The conclusion is that the three blades propellers and the associated ,irscrew,,S are the excitation sour-
ce of the vibrations monitored on the tail.
In the following analysis the balance tab has been taken as a reference being the most critical item for
latigue life.
Fig. 4 shows in more details the forces measured during man\, flights on the balance tab control rod at
a speed of II- 130 Kts and flap angle of 30'versus the propeller freqluenlcv. The envelope of the me a qu-
red points shows two relevant peaks at ;7T and 1Ft' N1p arising from negligible amplitude level but it 1"

possible to note in'side the peaks a considerable scatter of the forces measured. Fhli leads to the ,conclu
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sion that at least another parameter should affect the problem.
This is shown by fig. 5 in which the points of the peak at 87%-90(; Np are plotted versus the high
pressure turbine speed (Ng) which is related to the power. The envelope of the points shows a conti-
nuous increase of the vibration level with power.
For different speeds (e.g. 100 Kts) the envelope line shows a maximum (see fig, 6).
Therefore the effect of speed was examined in more details for the case of the clean wing (zero flap set
ting) since a larger scatter of speeds was available for that configuration.
The results appear on fig. 7 which shows that:,
1) the vibration level for each speed increases rapidly with Ng up to a maximum and than there is a slow

decrease.
2) the absolute maximum has been found at a speed between 150 and 170 Kts.

3) increasing the speed the maxima of the curve shift towards higher Ng.
The explanation of this behaviour may be found correlating the A/C attitude with the flow downwash at
the tail for different A/C speeds and flap settings.
Fig. 8 shows this correlation as found during WT tests for different thrust coefficients (CT).
The crossing of the two curves, occurring at different speeds according to flap setting, means that the
flow around the tail is parallel to the tail itself. In these conditions, due to the peculiar geometry of the
A/C, the propeller slipstream, being not uniform, but of annular form, gives the maximum interference

with the horizontal tail.
Therefore the percentage of the energy generated by the propeller which is transmitted to the tail is max
imum whilst the total amount of energy transmitted is affected also by the A/C speed directly correlated
with the total generated energy.
Figs. 9 and 10 show these two effects.
On fig. 10 the maximum of the balance tab response found at a certain speed occurs at the flap setting
corresponding to an effective incidence 0l1T of the tail nearly zero which, as previously discussed, in

this A/C is the incidence putting the tail in the most effective area of the propeller airscrew annular re-
gion.
The fig. 9 shows the same behaviour for the case in which the flap setting is fixed and the speed variable.
The figures 1I and 12 summarize the test results for the balance tab response at 87% of Np correlating
respectively the power (Ng) with flap positions and with speed.
The crosses and the unshaded points represent low vibration levels, the shaded points are correspond-
ing to high vibration levels but still acceptable. The x crossed points represent unacceptable vibration
levels unless for short periods and the diamonds are the worst conditions, absolutely unacceptable.
As it possible to see the high vibration level points are spread out over a very large area particularly

for the intermediate flap condition.
In order to ascertain the possibility of the A/C to withstand this environment during its life it is necessa
ry to analyze in details how connected are the operating conditions of the A/C with these critical areas.
The shaded areas and the climb and take off points represent the combinations of propeller torque and
rotational speed used normally on the A/C for each specific flight condition (fig. 13).

On the same figure it is possible to see that the lines representing the Np corresponding to the tail plane
frequencies are very close to the flight conditions where the full power is required.
The two mode.s at 84 and 89% Np are very close to the climb and high speed cruise conditions, the mode
at I00% Np is just on the high speed climb and at the border of the air dropping and approach conditions
with intermediate and max flaps.
As the propeller rotational speed cannot be changed easily this leads to the following considerations:
1) the close proximity of the propeller frequencies and modes causes oscillations dynamically amplified

'2) the amplitude of the vibration is necessarily very strong due to the high power involved in the pr opel-

ler excitation
3) the flight conditions involved last long time in normal operation.

The need of an accurate fatigue life analysis for the tailplane and the associated movable surfaces there
fore arises. Starting from the shapes of the vibration modes measured during the Ground Resonance
Tests and from the mass distribution of the structure a theoretical evaluation of the fatigue life of each
single part of the structure was performed.

PROTOTYPE VIBRATION MODES

The vibration modes of tho tail for the prototype A/C are shown on fig. 14.
The mode at 67.2% Np is the torsion mode of the tail involving a large motion of the fin. This mode is not
critical since this propeller Np is used only with the gas generator in idle.
The mode at 99. 6 Np is a bending of the trim tab and the two modes at 85% and 89% are respectively a
bending of the elevator with torsion and the torsion of the elevator with some bending and rotation of the
balance tab.
Froni the theoretical fatigue predictions the most critical items appear to be the two tabs, respect ively
the trim tab for the mode at 99% Np and the balance tab for the mode at 89% Np.
A fatigue test was therefore set up using a balance tab mounted on a rigid rig and excited through the
control rod by an electromagnetic shaker at 5 0 11z with a force on the rod nearly corresponding to the
maximum found in flight.
After a few hours the first crack appeared on the skin of the tab leading edge.

One of the two hinges was also found cracked at an inspection with nondisruptive controls.
Meanwhile an analysis of the time spent by the tab at each vibration level during the whole flight testing
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was carried out, noticing that the test flight profiles were statistically equivalent or even slightly more

stressing than the operative flight.
The comparison between these analysis and the fatigue test results showed that the balance tab could not
withstand these environmental conditions for the expected A/C life.

A similar situation has been found for the trim tab.

CHANGES ON THE PRODUCTION AIRPLANES

The investigation performed evidenced the following points

1) the source of vibration has been identified as due to power plant configuration which cannot be chan-

ged unless after a major redesiging work
2) the flight conditions in which vibrations occur are the most common in the operative flight and there-

fore cannot be crossed out

3) the unavoidable stresses are on the other hapd unacceptable for fatigue life

The only practicable way to solve the problem is to change frequencies or shapes )f the tail modes of vi-

bration and all the following efforts were devoted to found a solution without involv;ng major design

changes or significant weight and cost penalties. These requirements lead to reject solutions like::

elevator fractioning or stiffening, shifting spanwise of the balance tab control rod 3osition, tab s tiffe-

ning with consequent rebalancing of the elevator, surface redesign with advanced composite materials.
On tie contrary the following measures were easy to take-,
1) addition of a third hinge on the tabs
2) reinforcement of the tabs leading edge skin
The first solution was sufficient to solve the problem for the trim tab.

For the balance tab both measures were taken leading to acceptable stresses on the tab itself but, due

to the peculiar mode shape, the control rod became the critical item.
This could be explained because the mode shape of the tab turned to an essentialy rotational mode and a
large tab inertia was involved. On the other hand the frequency was always the same because the actual
mode is the elevator torsion and the motion of the tab is just a consequence of the gear type connection.

This leads straight to understand the proper cure of the problem. to increase the frequency of the eleva

tor torsional mode. This could be accomplished in a very simple and easy way just with a change of the

elevator mass balance distribution.

PRODUCTION A/C VIBRATION MODIES

The GRT performed on the first series airplane, embodying the above mentioned c. ages, confirmed
what expected.
Fig. 17 shows the new mode shapes. The frequency of the mode at 89°% shifted to 9J.5% Np the one at 85%
to 104% and the frequency at 99. 6% was shifted out of the range of excitation.

On fig. 16 the new modal situation is compared with the propeller excitation range as previously done on
fig. 13.
The frequencies now lie between the main operating aircraft conditions and therefore the effect of the dy
namic amplification of the vibrations should be minimized.
Figs. 18 and 19 (to be compared with figs. 11 and 12) show that the vibration level has been considera-

bly reduced as expected to values fully acceptable for confort and fatigue life of the whole tail.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The analysis performed and the solutions adopted show that an accurate evaluation of the flight tests data
and a proper use of the informations available from Ground Resonance and Fatigue Tests may reduce the

redesign work during the serialisation of the A/C pointing out very simple and unexpensive solutions.
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Balance tab response vs. Ng and Flap
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FLUTTER CALCULATION FOR THE VIGGEN AIRCRAFT WITH ALLOWANCE

FOR LEADING EDGE VORTEX EFFECT

by

Valter J. E. Stark

Research Scientist
Saab-Scania AB, Aerospace Division

Linkoping
Sweden

SUMMARY

An application in a flutter calculation for the Viggen aircraft of a new program system for aero-

elastic calculations is briefly described. The result which is checked against an independent
calculation shows that a large flutter margin exists. For increasing angle of incidence, however,
the margin may decrease due to the effect of the leading edge vortices. An estimate of the decrease
was obtained by applying a correction factor based on measured pressure distributions for steady
flow to the calculated lift distribution. This estimate may be only slightly erroneous, for it

appears that the flutter speed is essentially determined by the stiffness terms of the equations of
motion in this case.

SYMBOLS

a Aerocynamic matrix; a = A(p) = [ail
a Dimensionless aerodynamic coefficient; integral of H ApC over the lifting surfaces
i,0 divided by the reference area S PO

AC Dimensionless pressure jump; ACC corresponds to an oscillation with the amplitude LH
•Cpj and is referred to the free-streRA dynamic pressure _pU

2
/2. j

H Dimensionless shape function representing the deflection in the normal direction of the
surface in the jtn deflection mode

L Reference length to be specified in the particular application

M Free-stream Mach number

m Mass ratio; m =pSL/M1 1

M Normalized mass matrix; m = mi, 3 ] mi,j , Mi /M 1 1 ' Mu = true generalized mass.,

p Dimensionless complex frequency; p = ,LL+ iW and is referred to U/L.

S Reference area to be specified in the particular application

a Normalized stiffness matrix; s = [ij, ai9j = SiJ/SII' S 19 = true stiffness matrix
element.

U Flight speed

v Velocity ratio; v = U/(W'L)

vf Flutter critical value of v or dimensionless flutter speed

x',y',z' Rectangular coordinates with the x'-axis in the free-stream direction

IA Dimensionless damping coefficient; the logarithmic decrement A = 2r/4/W.

J Free-stream densit3

(A) Circular frequency; a) =CiYL/U

W;)• Natural circular frequency for the ith mode

1. INTRODUCTION

The powerful computers now available permit efficient aeroelastic calculations, but efficient

computer programs are also needed. A new program system written in Fortran and running on the
CDC 6600 and the UNIVAC 1106 computers has therefore been developed. Some of the numerical methods
which are used in this system and an application of the system in a flutter calculation for the

Viggen aircraft are simultaneously reviewed in this paper.

It is important to check the system carefully. We therefore show results of the application
together with corresponding results of another independent calculation. This was conducted by D.
Cooley of the USAF Flight Dynamics Laboratory by courtesy of the U. S. Air Force. He employed the

same basic data as we did, but his calculation was made by means of computer programs available to
the Flight Dynamics Laboratory.

It is well-known that the lift distribution on a wing with highly swept leading edge exhibits
a change when the angle of incidence increases. This change is due to the appearing leading edge
vortices. Due to this, the local lift curve slope increases which is particularly pronounced on
the outboard part of the wing. Consequently, there is reason to suspect that the unsteady local
aerodynamic derivatives likewise increase, and that the flutter speed therefore decreases.

Such a decrease actually exists, for it has been observed in an experimental investigation by

D. A. Brown (1963). This investigation, in which a rigid spring-suspended semispan model was used,
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has been reviewed by Cooley and Cook (1964).

The leading edge vortex effect could be investigated by measuring unsteady pressure distribu-
tions on an oscillating model, but this is expensive. As a substitute, we have therefore utilized
steady pressure distributions measured on a rigid model, By means of these data and local lift
curve slopes evaluated on the basis of them for some angles of incidence, a correction factor
varying along the span was formed and applied to the calculated lift distribution before evaluating
the generalized aerodynamic force integrals.

The resulting reduction of the flutter speed represents eventually rather accurately the effect
of the leading edge vortices, for it has been found, although only for zero angle of incidence,
that it is the stiffness terms which are the important terms in the equations of motion. The
damping terms can be deleted, namely, without affecting the flutter speed appreciably in the Viggen
case. This simplification was proposed by Pines (1958) and Pines and Newman (1973), and Ferman (1967)
found in many examples for primary surfaces that it yielded a quite accurate approximation to the
flutter speed. It is therefore possible that the reduction obtained is significant.

2. THE MAIN PROGRAM

The program system consists of a number of subroutines which are grouped in so called subprograms.

These are called from a simple main program which essentially consists of tne subprogram calls. The
subprograms can be executed independently of each other ard each of them can read input data from
a file generated by another subprogram. The subprograms used in the application are called EIGMOD,
HCOEFF, PCP, and STAB. EIGMOD is a simple program %nich is mainly used for reading ground vibration
test data. The basic input data in the Viggen application consist of data of this kind.

3. PROGRAM FOR ANALYTIC DEFLECTION FUNCTION CALCULATION

It is assumed that the aircraft can be modeled as a configuration of thin trapezoidal panels.
The model employed in the Viggen application is shown in Fig. 1 and consists of four pairs of panels.

! ,

1 S2,,S3 ,S 4  0,0675L

Fig. 1 Idealized Viggen model

HCOEFF defines analytic deflection functions. These are obtained by determining coefficients in
linear combinations of given functions by the method of least squares. The given functions are
functions of two variables and consist mainly of products of chordwise and spanwise factors as
defined by Stark (1973). The factors are orthogonal polynomials which are such that the 2nd and 3 rd

- DEFLECTION FUNCTION

o MEASURED VALUE

0

o/

Ap NODE

Fig. 2 Analytic representation of the body bending mode
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order derivatives at free panel edges can be made to vanish. This yields a favourable behaviour.

Control-surface deflections can be treated by including special conti'ol-surface deflection
functions in the combination and eventually by dividing the control-surface into parts. Such a
division is shown in Fig. 1. The special deflection function for a control-surface part is zero
outside the part and a 1st order polynomial inside the part. A typical example was shown by Stark
(1973, p. 32).

One of the deflection functions determined in the Viggen case is shown in Fig. 2. Since only
low-order modes are considered, control-surface deflections are not significant in this application.

By dividing the panels into small trapezoidal elements and by assigning appropriate elementary
masses to the elements, the subprogram HCOEFP can also generate generalized mass matrices. In the
Viggen application, however, the generalized masses were obtained from data measured in the ground
vibration test. The stiffness matrix elements were obtained by multiplying the generalized masses
by the squares of the measured natural freouencies.

4. PROGRAM FOR AERODYNAMIC MATRIX CALCULATION

PCP is a program for calculation of the aerodynamic matrix. It is based on the Polar Coordinate
Method described by Stark (1970,1972,1973,1974) and is applicable for subsonic Mach numbers. In the
Polar Coordinate Method, the jump in the advanced velocity potential (which was defined by Stark
(1968)) is approximated by a linear combination of given potential jumps. Like the functions employed
in the combination for the deflection, these jumps are partly products of simple chordwise ana

spanwise factors (integrals of Birnbaum-Glauert functions) and partly special jumps. The latter
correspond to the special control-surface deflection functions and were defined by Stark(1972). The
coefficients of the special jumps are known and equal to those of the special control-surface
deflection functions, while the coefficients of the simple potential jumps are to be solved from a
set of linear equations. The matrix of this set is obtained by considering the velocity field that
corresponds to each given potential jump and by calculating the normal component of this field at
appropriate control points. This calculation is performed by subtracting the kernel function
singularity in a suitable way and by employing polar integration variables for evaluating the
resulting double integrals. This formulation implies that the normal velocity component does not
ordinarily appear as a d.fference between large numbers and that those integrals, which must be
evaluated numerically, receive well-behaved integrands.

The function that is used for subtraction of the kernel function singularity is a first order
polynomial in the two surface variables and can at least in the steady case be said to be a tangent
plane (See Stark (1970)) to the potential jump at the control point. The procedure can be employed
when the singularity is confined to a single point. It is therefore applicable to the relation between
the normal velocity and the potential jump, but not to the more often employed relation between the
normal velocity and the pressure jump. It is believed that the tangent plane and polar coordinate
formulation permits accurate calculation of the normal velocity component.

The velocity field, that corresponds to a given potential jump, is independent of the deflection
modes. The matrix of the linear equations can therefore be stored on a file for later use in combina-
tion with arbitrary modes.

The pressure jump can easily be calculated when the advanced velocity potential jump has been

determined. Fig. 3 shows a dimensionless pressure jump that corresponds to outboard control-surface
oscillation with unit angular amplitude.

5

'a CPM =0.7

W'L/U= W :I

REAL PART 0

IMAGINARY PART ,

Fig. 3 Loading due to outboard control-surface rotation

5. PROGRAM FOR FLUTTER CALCULATION

STAB is a program for determination of the flutter speed and the divergence speed and may be used
for calculation of frequency and damping of aeroelastic natural modes as functions of the flight

L.
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speed. It can operate in accordance with the p method, the p-k method (See Hassig (1971)), the V-g
method, or the simplified method of Pines (1958). In case of the p method or the p-k method, the
eigenvalue problem is solved by iteration. In each iteration step, an approximate aerodynamic
matrix is first calculated by using the eigenvalue obtained in the preceding step. The resulting
linear eigenvalue problem is then solved by application of a progra for solution of eigenvalues
of a general complex matrix. The program developed by Fair (1971) is used for this purpose. Only
a few iteration steps (3 or 4) are required which depends on the use of suitable initial values.
The eigenvalues are calculated as functions of the flight speed and those determined for one speed
are used as initial values for the next speed.

A simple approximate formula
r s

(r) r-1(p)= p p ln(p) (1)

r=1
is used for the dimensionless aerodynamic matrix a(p). The quantities a and r are real matr)ee
and p is the generalized complex reduced frequency, p = Y. + iWS. This is referred to U/L where U
is the free-stream velocity and L a reference length (See fig. i). The logarithmic term seems to be
important only if strip theory is used or if the aspect ratio is large. In the present application,
t]\)matrix a(p) was calculated for a few imaginary values of p (by the PCP program) and the matrices
ar were then determined by the method of least squares. The result obtained for the aerodynamic
matrix element a2 2 (p), which corresponds to the mode illustrated in Fig. 2, is shown in Fig. 4.
The corresponding reference area S = 0.84 L 2 .

2

Ca2 2
IMAGINARY PART +

+++

o PRESENT

+ DCOOLEY

12 3 W 4
+

REAL PART +

Fig. 4 Dimensionless virtual work in body bending due to body bending

6. COMPARATIVE CALCULATION

As mentioned in the introduction, the Viggen example has also been treated oy D. Cooley of the
USAF Flight Dynamics Laborator,- (FDL). In his treatment, the aerodynamic matrix was calculated by
the refined Doublet Lattice algorithm of Giesing, Kalman, and Rodden (1972) which is based on the
Lifting Line Element Lpproach that was independently proposed for the unsteady case by Stark (See
Landahl and Stark (1968)) and Albano and Rodden (1969) at the AIAA 6 th Aerospace Sciences Meeting
in 1968. This approach also forms the basis of computer programs early employed in flutter calcula-
tions for the Viggen aircraft as mentioned by Stark and Landahl (1968) and Wittmeyer (1968).

S. . . . .. C

Fig. 5 Lattice employed by 0. Cooley
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The lifting line elements employed in the Doublet Lattice algorithm are defined by dividing the
wing panels into relatively small boxes; each box carries a lifting line and a control point. The
boxes employed by D. Cooley are shown in Fig. 5 and amount in number to 158 on one half of the
configuration. If control-surface deflections had been significant in the application, a refined
lattice would have been required.

Results from Cooley's calculation are included in Fig. 4 and are seen to be in close agreement
with those obtained by the PCP program.

7. RESULTS PROM THE FLUTTER CALCULATION

The matrices m and s in the characteristic equation

R(vP)2 + 8 + 1 mv2a(p) = 0 (2)

represent normalized mass and stiffness matrices. These are defined such that the elements E, 1
and sl, are equal to unity. The parameter m is a dimensionless mass ratio whiLh is defined bt

m =PSL/M1, 1  (3)

and v a dimensionless velocity ratio defined by

V= U/(W;L) (4)

M 1 and W' are the true generalized mass and the natural frequency (in vacuum) that correspond1ans . The matrix a(p) is the dimensionless aerodynamic matrix (See SYMBOLS).to' ml 1 1

The rigid translation and pitch modes plus five natural modes from the vibration test were
included in the linear combination for the deflection in the Viggen case. The modes are symmetric
and the elastic modes are characterized as follows:

1 Wing bending with frequency al' = 8.63 Hz

2 Body bending " 1.40(Al

3 Engine mode o 1.86 J)ý
4 Wing torsion " 2.48 W;

5 Motion in the wing plane " 2.59Wa)-

The roots of the characteristic equation (2) were solved by the p method. When v increases from
zero, the roots move from starting points on the imaginary axis and form loci in the complex vp-
plane. The reason for considering vp instead of p is that vp for m = 0 is equal to the ratios between
the natural frequencies and the first r.atural frequency; vp = (U/Wj)(p'L/U) = p'/W f. If m is small,
the starting points are approximately given by these ratios. The loci obtained are shown in the left
hand part of Fig. 6 for M = 0.7 and standard day sea-level density. For increasing v, the roots
first move into the stable left hand half of the vp-plane, but for a sufficiently large value of v
one of them turns back and crosses the imaginary axis. The axis is reached for v = vf which is the
flutter critical value of the velocity ratio.

The dimensionless flutter speed vf has been determined for various Mach numbe s and standard-day
sea level density. It has been plotted in Fig. 7 where it is represented by the upper solid curve.

Im{(VP} Im {i'p}

~~-V VI
0,7 06

167.
4-

V

THE p-METHOD PINES' METHOD

e5-0

-!0 RejVP} -03 0 Re fv-pI

Fig. 6 Root locus plot for M = 0.7 and sea level density



POSSIBLE REDUCTION DUE TO LEADING
EDGE VORTEX EFFECT

- FLIGHT SPEED

V, FLUTTER MARGIN

0O5 -- - PR S N

0 1 M

Fig. 7 Flutter margin for the Viggen aircraft

The comparative calculation of D. Cooley included of course solution of the eigenvalue problem.
He employed the p-k method for this purpose. It is seen from Fig. 7 where nis results are plotted
that the flutter speeds obtained in the two calculations are in good agreement.

8. TEST OF PINES' APPROXIMATE METHOD

Pines (1958) and Landahl (1964) emphasized long ago that flutter is often associated with a
loss of resultant stiffness and that an approximate flutter speed can therefore be calculated by
neglecting aerodynamic damping terms. This simplification which Pines and Newman (1973) consider
useful for primary surfaces is interesting in the Viggen case for a particular reason.

The simplification has been tested by repeating the flutter calculation and thereby using a
modified aeroeynamic matrix. The modified matrix consisted of the zero order matrix a(O) - a(i)
instead of the varying matrix a(p). The result is shown in the right hand part of Fig. 6.

For small values of v, all the roots obtained by the aprcoximate method lie on the imaginary
axis, and three of them are seen to move when v increases. The roots for the wing bending mode and
the body bending mode which essentially form the aeroelastic mode that goes unstable move in
directions toward each other until they meet. This occurs at a speed which, according to Pines,
may be considered an approximation to the flutter speed. For still higher speeds, the two roots
leave the imaginary axis in opposite directions and one root thus goes unstable.

From the left hand part and the right hand part of the figure we may read the values 1.20 and
1.15 respectively for the flutter speed. As the latter is only 4 % lower than the former, we
conclude that Pines' simplification is useful also in the Viggen case.

9. LEADING EDGE VORTEX EFFECT ON THE FLUTTER SPEED

The aerodynamic matrices employed in the calculations described above apply only to zero angle
of incidence. For increasing angle of incidence, leading edge vortices appear and the lift distribu-
tion will therefore change. The local lift curve slope will also change and this inalcates trat
the unsteady local aerodynamic coefficients will change. Their magnituoe may increase in particular
on the outboard part of the wing which implies that the flutter speed is likely to decrease when
the angle of incidence increases. That such a decrease in the flutter speed for wings with a highly
swept leading edge actually exists has been shown by Brown (1963).

We have tried to estimate the possible flutter speed reduction due to the vortices by using
measured steady pressure distributions for determining a correction factor and by applying this to
the calculated lift distribution. This seems to be a rather satisfactory procedure, for the outcome
of the above-mentioned test of Pines' approximate method indicates that it is the stiffness terms
which are the important terms in the equations of motion.

The correction factor is defined as the ratio between the local lift curve slope at the angle of
incidence considered and the slope at zero angle of incidence. It is thus a function of the span-
wise coordinate. For an angle of incidence of about 3 degrees, it has been found to increase from
a value close to unity on the inboard half of the wing toward a value slightly greater than 2 at
the wing tip. It was applied to the calculated unsteady lift distribution through modification of
a subroutine in the PCP program.

The result of applying the correction factor appears from Fig. 7. The dashed curve represents
the flutter speed that was obtained when using the factor described above. This corresponds roughly
to the angle of incidence required for a 4 g pull out at M = 0.8 and sea level ano seems to yield
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a decrease in the flutter speed of about 17 per cent.

It should be mentioied that this factor is very approximate since the data available were not
sufficient for an accurate determination. But it is not unreal. It probably has a different shape
for a higher angle of incidence. A complex factor with unit modulus for simulating phase shifts
was also applied and varied, but the effect of this was very small.

The straight line in Fig. 7 represents the flight speed for standard-day sea level temperature.
By comparing the dashed curve to this, we see that a large flutter margin remains in spite of the
reduction that may appear due to the leading edge vortex effect. The minimum value of the margin
predicted for 3 degrees angle of incidence is about 50 per cent of the flight speed.

10. CONCLUSIONS

Results for aerodynamic coefficients and flutter speeds from two independent calculations for
the ViCJn aircraft for zero angle of incidence have been compared and found to be in close agree-
ment. Due to the leading _dge vortices which appenr for increasing angle of incidence the flutter
speed may decrease, however. This decrease has been estimated in a crude way. For an angle of
incidence of about 3 degrees, which corresponds to a 4 g pull out at M = 0.8 and sea level, the
estimated reduction amounts to 17 per cent. In spite of this, a satisfactory flutter margin seems
to remain. It is emphasized that the estimated reduction is approximate and that more detailed
investigations are desirable.
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A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF TRANSONIC FLUTTER PROBLEMS

This introduction to the Specialists' Meeting on Unsteady Aerodynamics in Transonic
Flow will provide a fr-mework of industrial flutter problems with particular emphasis
on the impact for this .)eed region.

I will touch briefll on history and present many flutter stability boundaries,
re-emphasizing that the transonic flight region presents criticzl design conditions.
This re-emphasis will be accomplished using results from research flutter model tests,
aircraft design and development model -eýqt, and aicaft flight dampinq measurements.

Table One (Ref. 1) shows that, previous to 1952, tab and control surface flutter
prevention dominated. These problems were quickly cured by mass balance or small local
stiffness changes. One case of autopilot flutter is, perhaps, an early indication
of the increased attention that would be later given to aeroservoelastic problems of
high-gain feedback systems. Control surface and tab problems were later decreased
by use of powered controls. In the 1952-1956 period, high subsonic and transonic
speeds and more efficient and flexible aircraft caused wing-store, transonic buzz,
T-Tail, all movable surface, and fixed lifting surface flutter. These problems still
exist today.

Methods to predict transonic oscillatory loads did not exist, so flutter models
wert_ extensively used to provide information. These next data (Refs. 2, 3, 4) were
obtained by Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory in 1956-1958 for the U. S. Air Force.
The flutter models were relatively large and well defined mechanically. Wall effects
and tunnel Reynolds number effects versus conditions in flight are open for discussions,
but these models could be used to evaluate analysis methods, --d vice versa. The
models used different levels of mess and stiffness distributions to obtain flutter at
similar wing-air mass ratios. Figure One (Ref. 2) shows that the critical free stream
Mach number, defined by a constant-altitude tangency (diagonal) line, is near Mach 1.2
for the low aspect ratio straight wing. The higher aspect ratio wings also approach
critical Mach numbers near 0.95. The effect of wing-air mass ratio was not very
pronounced.

Figure Two (Ref. 3) shows results for the swept wings. There is a pronounced
detrimental effect of mass ratio. The critical Mach number is near 1.05. Other and
more recent model tests show a significant increase in flutter dynamic pressure as
mass ratio is further decreased from low values. This makes flutter model testing
difficult.

Farmer and Hanson (Ref. 5 (Fiqure Three]) have shown the significant decrease
in model flutter speed of a swept wing having a supercritical airfoil compared to
conventional airfoil. The drop is about equal to the safety margin required. Overall
lift curve slope and center oZ pressure differences are suspected. Reasons for these
differences have not been substantiated since additional rtudies have not yet been
completed.

While we dre ciscussing swept wings, we might mention that Ruhlin and Greoory of
NASA and Destuynder of ONERA have investiqated tunnel wall effects (Ref. 6) on
transonic model tests of an American version of the SST. They show (Figure Four) that
inadequate porosity leads to lower flutter speeds. They also discuss tunnel resonance
effects at M = 0.75 and wall reflected shock waves near m = 0.9 on a simplified model.

Returning to the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory tests, Figure Five presents data
for a delta wing flutter model (Ref. 4). The free stream Mach region near 1.0 is
critical.

Trends with Mach number, as discussed above, are confiquration sensitive and
depend on modes, frequencies and separations, and mechanical and aerodynamic couplings.

Flutter models are costly, ranging in price from $5000-$7500 (U.S.) for a small
component model, to $200,000 and above for large transonic models. S--e dyn3mic
characteristics cannot be completely simulated, so pre- and post-test analyses are
essential for both model and aircraft to identify important parameters and their
effects. tcJ.=ls are not readily suited for design trade-off studies involving
confiyuration changes and in preliminary design,

In Europe, excellent and wise use of unsteady aerodynamic pressure measurements
is made for both research and aircraft development. Perhaps the U. S. state of the art
will soon catch up. But this approach, while excellent, also suffers from cc~t,
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Accurate prediction methods would reduce these flutter and pressure model costs,
as well as flight flutter test costs.

One exasperating situation the flutter engineer faces is prediction and prevention
of external store flutter. He analyzes thousands of w~ng-store combinations. In
many cases, flutter speed restrictions near M = 0.8 or iower are required. These limit
mission performance. On large aircraft, engine-nacelle locations are influenced by
flutter prevention. Also, sometimes fuel usage sequences must be employed to avoid
flutter. Flutter suppression using active controls is being vigorously pursued now
in Europe and the U. S., particularly for the wing-store flutter problem.

ONERA is conducting flutter suppression studies on a wing equipped with a large
tank. Figure Six shows results obtained by Destuynder (Ref. 7) which indicate the
higher velocity local flow induced by the tank on the lower wing surface at M = 0.8.
A large portion (1/2) of the lower wing surface is enveloped in Mach 0.9 to 1.05
local flow. ONERA is also making significant progress in development of pure torque
miniature actuators for flutter model suppression studies.

Space Shuttle studies investigated interference effects (Ref. 8) on flutter.
They were found to be slightly beneficial. Wade (Ref. 9), at a recent AIAA meeting,
gave an excellent resume of the impact of structural dynamics on Space Shuttle design.
Other authors discussed the impact on various types of aircraft and turbomachinery.

NASA's Langley Research Center Transonic Dynamics Wind Tunnel has been used
extensively for many aircraft flutter safety evaluations, including T-Tail tests
reported by Ruhlin and Sandford (Ref. 10). Figure Seven shows a sudden drop of 35%
in flutter velocity ratio just below Mach 1. A bulbous intersection fairing reduced
thi drop by about 50%, supposedly by adjusting area distribution. Another T-Tail
model shows a 22% drop in flutter velocity ratio at a lower Mach number of 0.7.

The following figures show use of the flutter model (and flutter analyses) for
other industrial applicationb. Perisho and Zimmerman (Ref. 11) - see also Shelton
and Tucker (Ref. 12) and Katz-Foppe-Grossman (Ref. 13) - present data for several
critical modes of a fighter. About six modes (Ref. 13) were adjusted by mass balance
or configuration changes to eliminate possible difficulties and to meet the required
15% velocity margin. The high reliance on model tests is very noticeable. Figure Eight
shows that the margin for fin bending-fuselage lateral bending flutter is lot quite
adequate. Fin tip balance weights were added. Figure Nine shows the frequent all
movable surface flutter problem. In this case, the inboard leading edge was removed
to provide a snag to save weight, and to help prevent flutter in another mode.
Figure Ten demonstrates the wing-external store problem. (The agreements of the
g = 0.02 analyses - from strip, doublet and Mach box methods - with experiments are
probably fortuitous. Transonic analytical results are faired to follow model trends.)

Mr. C. Lodge (Ref. 14) and the British Aircraft Corporation have kindly offered
flight test data showing transonic effects on modal damping levels. The benefits
of modifications and the critical effects of transonic flows are clearly evident.
Figure Eleven shows the transonic loss in damping of a trailing edge control, and also
the possible all movable control flutter problem. Figure Twelve shows the drop in
wing-store damping at M = 0.92 and also the need to hold all movable surface rotational
backlash to very low values to avoid oscillations at M = 0.q9.

In Summary:

" The transonic flutter problem has existed for 20 years.

"* Lacking metLods to predict transonic loadings, we cannot optimize the
structural design early.

"* Methods are needed for a wide range of configurations and initial
conditions, a quite difficult and lengthy task. These configurations
include:

"* Control surfaces for:

"* Servoaeroelasticitv
"* Flutter suppression
"* Actuator power requirements

"* Interfering and interacting surfaceL and bodi-s:

"• Wings with stores
"* Wing-horizontal tails
"* T-Tails
"* All movable surfaces-fuselages
"* Fins - fuselages

"* The critical rarje externds from M = 0.8 to 1.2 or higher.
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"r Standard configurations are needed to evaluate methods.

"0 Selected flutter model tests and limited unsteady pressure measurements
in flight should be included in the evaluation process as roon as
appropriate since the engineer has urgent application needs.
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TABLE I

Some Past Flutter Incidents

1947 - 1951 1952- 1956

TABS; CONTROL SURFACES 11 8

WING WITH EXTERNAL STORES 6

AUTOPILOT COUPLING 1

TRANSONIC BUZZ RELATED 21

T-TAIL I

ALL MOVABLE SURFACE 4

FIXED SURFACE- BENDING-TORSION I

*BALANCED AND UNBALANCED SURFACES

REF, NACA RM 56 1 12

1.00

ASPECT RATIO
S= 30 TO 39 4.95

V 0 . 7 5 _/ .5

b w.

""CONSTANT ALTITUDE

0.50
INCREASING ALTITUDE

0.80 0.90 1.00 1.10 1.20
MACH NUMBER

REF., WADC TR 56-21411

Fig I Straight cantilevered wings trinsonicf flutter model testý
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REF: WADC TR 56-214 1

Fig. 2- Swept cantilevered wing transomc' flutter model tests
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Fig. 3. Supercritical flutter model tests
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Fig. 4 Flutter dynamic pressure vs porosity
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Fig. 5 Delta cantilevered wing transonic flutter model tests
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RATIO
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Fig. 8: Model flutter speed fin bending - fuselage lateral bending no fin tip balance weight
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SNAG LEADING EDGE
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RATIO NOMINAL WITHOUT

BALANCE 'VEIGHT
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REF:, PERI SHO-ZIMMERMAN
LTR 12-16-76

Fig. 9. Model flutter speed-stabilator
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MIODEL RESULTS- . -
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Fig. 10: Flutter speed - wing with external tank model tests and analyses
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Fig. 12 Flight data
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UNSTEADY AIRLOADS ON AN OSCILLATING SUPERCRITICAL AIRFOIL
by

H. Tijdeman, P. Schippers and A.J, Persoor
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Anthony Fokkerweg 2, Amsterdam,

The Netherlands

SUM4ARY

Results are presented of unsteady pressure measurements on a two-dimensional model of the super-
critical NLR 7301 airfoil performing pitching oscillations about an axis at 40 per cent of the chord.
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a velocity of sound
c chord
C lift coefficient
C steady pressure coefficient

p

6C = -~ unsteady pressure coefficientp q.Aa

f frequency of oscillation (Hz)
I component of unsteady pressure in quadrature with the airfoil motion

k= reduced frequency
2c

ka unsteady normal force derivative
m a unsteady moment derivative about the 1/4-chord point

M Mach number

p pressure
Ap variation in pressure due to variation in incidence
q dynamic pressure
R Reynolds number based on the chorde
R component of unsteady pressure in phase with the airfoil motion

e

t, time
t thickness of airfoil
U flow velocity

a geometric incidence0

a effective incidence (includin6 tunnel wall correction)

Aa amplitude of the airfoil motion or change in incidence (quasi-steady conditional
phase angle
f'reouenov of oscillatimh
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays there is a considerably interest in methods to predict the unsteady airloads on air-
foils and wings oscillating in trsnsonic flow, especially in connection with the current interest in
the so-callcd supercritical wing concept, However, in contrast with th' steady flow case, ex. rimental
data, that are sufficiently detailed to verify fundamental theoretical assumpG.:..: or to confirm thc
validity of calculated results aze very scarce and thus a definite need exists.

For this reason recently at NLR an exploratory wind tunnel investigation has been performed on
a-model of an oscillating supercritical airfoil, of which the geometry has been generated with the
hodograph method of Boerstoel (defs. 1, 2). While the airfoil was oscillating in pitch about an axis
at 40 per cent of the chord detailed pressure distributions were determined, In addition time his-
tories of shock wave motions were recorded.

The aim of the present paper is to illustrate some typical high subsonic and transonic effects as
observed in the experiments. After a brief description of the test set up, an analysis is given of the
pressure distributions and the resulting unsteady airloads as measured 'or some characteristic flow
conditions. Further attention is paid to the periodical motions of the shock wave and finally it is
tried to assess what can be expected from the new generation of calculation methods for unsteady
transonic flow (For details about the various theoretical methods reference is made to the other
papers presented during this meeting),

2. MODEL AND TFI. 3ET UP

2.1 Model and excitation system

The airfoil under consideration, the NLR 7301, was designed for "shock-free" flow under pres-
cribed conditions (Fig. 1) and was tested extensively in steady flow by Rohne and Zwaaneveld (Refs, 3,
4), For the purpose of the present unsteady experiments a new model has been built, which could per-
form pitching oscillations about an axis at 40 per cent of the chord. This model, made of Dural, has
a chord length of 18 cm and spans horizontally the test section of the NLR Pilot tunnel. The pitching
motion isgeneratýJ by means of a hydraulic actuator (For a detailed description of the hydraulic
system and the model suspension reference is made to Poestkoke (Ref. 5)), To keep the suspension as
simple as possible the model is excited at one side, while the opoosite side is supported by a bearing
just outside the tunnel wall (Fig. 2). To avoid acon -- catea sealing between model and window, the
window closest to the actuator is attached to the model and follows its motion. In addition it results
in a clear view on the model surface for the optical flow studies.

Both the upper and lower surface of the model are provided with 20 pressure orifices (Fig. 3),
connected with two scanning valves outside the wind tunnel via pressure tubes, In addition 13 msnia-
ture Kulite transducers are ouilt in. This number, which is larger than necessary for the dynamic
calibration of the pressure tubes, was chosen to create the possibility to arrest the actual ti•-
histories (including the higher harmoni-s) of the chordwisa pressure distribution along the upper
surface.

To determine the motion of the model use is made of 6 accelerometers, located in three spanwise
sections, The mean incidence is controlled by the hydraulic system.

2.2 Optical flow studies
The periodical shock wave motions on the oscillating model were determined from a series of sub-

sequent shadowgraph pictures, These pictures were taken using a stroboscopic light source, triggered
by an electrical signal from a displacement pick up. By means of an adjustable phase shift in the
electric circuit between the accelerometer and the light source the oscillating model with its
instantaneous shock pattern could be photographed in every position desired.

2.3 Wind tunnel
The experiments were performed in the Pilot tunnel of NLR, which •s an atmospheric closed circuit

tunnel for Mach numbers up to 1, Upper and lower surface of the test section (height: 55 cm; width:
42 cm) are fitted with longitudinal slotted walls, The open area ratio of the walls is 0.1 and the
plenum chambers of floor and bottom are not connected, Further details of thf Pilot tunnel can be
found in reference 6,

3. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
3.1 Introductory remarks

The main unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of the NLR 7301 airfoil will be discussed using
experimental data for three different flow conditions, which can be characterized as follows (see
figure 4):

Az fully subsonic flow
B: transonic flow with a well developed shock wave
C* "shock-free" flow

To emphasize the importance of the dynamic effects on the unsteady airloads, fo- each case the corres-
ponding quasi-steady airloads will be considered first. These quasi-steady airlosds can be interpreted
as the airloads when the oscillations, were taking place Lnfinitly slow. For reference purposes the
experimental results w1il be compared also with results of the thin airfoil theory.

The unsteady pressures are given in terms of the dimensionless coefficietF 3C p, defined as
AC = 3_

p I.Aa

where Aa is the amplitude of tre pitching oscillation in radian:, p the pressure variation and I the
dylnamic pressure. The corresponding quasi steady coefficient can he derived from steady tests at two
different incidence as follows.,

IC (- Cc+lAe- C (a°-/au

AC = 0 1) 0-
p 2.aE

where C = denotes the steady pressure coefficient.
p q
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3.2 Unsteady pressure distributions
3.2.1 Full2 subsonic flow (condition A)

The steady pressure distributions measured in subsonic flow (condition A) for two values of the
angle of attack and the quasi-steady results derived from that are shown in figure 5.: In order to
facilitate the comparison between upper and lower surface the quasi-steady pressures at the upper
surface are plotted with a reversed sign (Fig. 5.11). The agreement between the measured quasi-steany
pressures and the prediction of thin airfoil theory is reasonable. The largest deviations show up
over the rear part of the airfoil, where the measured data are below the calculated curve.
Near the leading edge the measured pressures on the upper surface are larger than predicted by the
theory and also larger than the values measured on the lower surface. As will be discussed later
(chapter 4) the differences observed have to be attributed to the combined effect of airfoil thickness
(plus incidence) and the boundary layer. The first effect dominates on the front part of the airfoil,
while the boundary layer effect is more pronounced on the rear part.

A comparison between the unsteady pressures measured on the upper surface of the oscillating
airfoil and the corresponding results of thin airfoil theory (Fig. 6) 3hows similar differences as
observed in quasi-steady flow. In general the agreement between theory and experiment is reasonable.:
Fu ther it can be noted that there is a very satisfactory agreement between the unsteady pressures
measured directly with the in situ transducers and the pressures obtained via the pressure tubes.

3.2.2 Transonic flow with shock (condition B)
The next example concerns oscillations of the airfoil about the off-design condition B (Fig. 4),

In this condition, being typical for "classical" transonic flow, the upper surface carries a super-
sonic region extending to about 50 per cent of the chord, which is terminated by a relatively strong
shock wave. As shown in figure 7.1 a change in incidence of 1 degree results in a shift of the steady
shock position of about 10 per cent of the chord. The flow along the lower surface remains subcri-
tical.
From the corresponding quasi-steady pressure distributions (Fig. 7.11) it can be deduced that along
the upper surface the pressure is dominated by the effect of the shock displacement, generating a
high pressure peak, which of course cannot be predicted by thin airfoil theory. The quasi-steady
pressure distribution on the subsonic '.ower surface is predicted reasonably well,

Unsteady pressure distributions on the upper surface are presented in figure 8 for three different
frequencies, These results also show the dominant effect of the pressure peak due to the moving shock
wave. It is noted that this pressure peak shifts from the real part of the pressure distribution to
the imaginary part with increasing frequency, This is the result of the increased phase lag of the
periodical shock motion relative to the motion of the airfoil, a phenomenon to be discussed in more
detail in chapter 3.4.1.

By representing the unsteady pressure distributions in terms of magnitude and phase angle
(Fig. 9) it further can be shown that the width and the height of the pressure peak associated with
the periodical motion of the shock wave decreases as the frequency is increased. This is caused by
the decrease of the amplitude of the shock motion with increasing frequency (see also chapter 3.4.1).
Concerning the phase curves in figure 9 it should be noted that the measurements show a jump of about
180 degrees just downstream of the mean position of the shock wave. This jump is present already in
quasi-steady flow and thus is not a dynamic effect.

From the comparison of the measured pressure distributions with the distributions calculated with
thin airfoil theory (Figs. 8 and 9) it is evident that, as far as the upper surface is concerned, this
theory is not applicable.

3.2.3 The "shock-free" design condition (condition C)
Of special interest is the unsteady behaviour of the airfoil near its "shock-free" design con-

dition (condition C in figure 4). As shown in figure 10.1 a variation in incidence of 0.5 degree
about the design point leads to a considerable change of the steady pressure distribution along the
upper surface. In particular in the supersonic region, ranging from about 3 per cent to about 65
per cent of the chord the shape of the pressure distribution changes considerably. Further away from
the design condition a (weak) shock wave shows up. At the lower surface the steady pressure distri-
bution changes less drastically. Noteworthy is that along the lower surface the velocity becomes
slightly supercritical, but still without shock formation.

The changes in steady distribution result in a quasi-steady distribution as given in figure 10.11,
On the upper surface a wide bulgeoocurs, which is caused by the drastic change of the pressure dis-
tribution in the supersonic region. Most probably this wide bulge is a ft:atur., tylpoul of th.: typ,r of
"shock-free" airfoil, characterized by a relative blunt nose and an extensive region of supersonic
flow, A comparison between the measured quesi-steady distribution and the curve determined with thin
airfoil theory shows that the prediction for the upper surface is quite useless. For the lower side,
where tae flow remains almost subcritical, the differences between theory and experiment is consider-
ably smaller.

A series of fully unsteady pressure distributions along the upper surface in terms of magnitude
and phase angle is given in figure 11. One easily recognizes in the magnitude curves the large con-
tributions associated with the changes in the shape of the pressure distribution in the supersonic
region on the front part of the airfoil, In addition a small peak occurs at atout 65 per cent of the
chord, caused by the periodical formation of a weak shock in this region (see figure 12). This peak
grows larger with increasing frequency as a result of the increased strength of the shock wave. At
the samo time the bulge on the front part decreases with frequency and the unsteady pressure distri-
lution shows a tendency to change in a direction towards the pressure distributions found for flow
condition B.
The phase curves shown in figure 11 behave very regular up to about 60 per cent of the chord,: Then a
jump in phase angle of about 180 degrees occurs, which can be attributed to the presence of the shock
wave
Finally a comparison of the measured unsteady pressure distributions with thin airfoil theory confirms
what could be concluded already on the basis of the quasi-steady data:: for these types of mixed flow
one has to rely on other prediction methods.
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3.3 Unsteady aerodynamic derivatives
Of prime concern to the aeroelastician of course are the overall unsteady aerodynamic airloads,

For this reason the unsteady aerodynamic coefficients, obtained by chordwise integration of theILeasured unsteady pressure distributions, have been collected in figures 13-15, for the characteris-
tic flow conditions A, B and C, respectively.ý For reference purposes the results according to thin
airfoil theory are given as well,

The agreement between the theoretical and experimental pressure distributions for the subsonic
flow condition A (see chapter 3.2.1) is reflected also in the curves of figure 13, representing the
unsteady aerodynamic derivatives as a function of reduced frequency. The largest deviations, occuring
in the real part of both the normal force and the moment derivative, can be attributed to the differ-
ences in the pressure distributions, which do exist already in quasi-steady flow (Fig. 5).

For the transonic flow condition B (see figure 14) the differences between theory and experiment
are considerably larger than in the preceding fully subsonic example. This is true also for the un-steady derivatives in the "shock-free" design condition C (Fig. 15), A comparison between figures

14 and 15 learns that for the design condition the deviations from thin airfoil theory are of the
same order of magnitude as for the "classical" transonic flow condition B.

The behaviour of the aerodynamic coefficients in a transonic flow with shock wave can be corre-
lated qualitatively with the presence of the dominant pressure peak generated by the oscillation of
the shock. As indicated schematically in figure 16 (representing for instance the results of flow
condition B), the pressure peak associated with the shock wave is responsible for a shift in unsteady
lift and moment indicated by a 1. At small reduced frequencies the real part of the normal force
derivative, ka, is larger than predicted by theory. As the frequency increases, the real part de-
creases faster than the curve for thin airfoil theory, while the imaginary part becomes much more
negative than predicted., This behaviour is correlated with the shift of the pressure peak due to the
shock from the real part t6 the imaginary part of the unsteady pressure distribution, as has been
shown in figure 8 (see also section 3.2.2).
The same phenomenon is responsible for the change indicated by 1, in the moment derivativema. The
remaining part of the deviation in the moment derivative is caused by the circunstance that tne
rentioned pressure peak is located downstream of the quarter chord point, thus giving rise to a rear-
ward shift of the aerodynamic centre. For the present example this shift, expressed as

Am
Ax 1 1 a
c 2k

can be estimated roughly at 5 per cent of the chord.

In the figures 13-15 results are given for the airfoil with and without transition strip. For
flow conditions A and B no significant difference is observed. However, in the delicate "shrck-free"
design condition C the flow is more susceptible to disturbances over the front part of the airfoil
and thus more sensitive to the presence of the strip. For a more detailed account on this sensivity
reference is made to reference 7.,

Further it should be remarked here that the measured data are given without tunnel wall correct-
ion, since reliable methods to determine this effect in unsteady wind tunnel tests are not yet
available. An estimate of the amount of wall interference involved in the present tests will )e given
in chapter 4 on the basis of some quasi-steady flow calculations.

3.4 Remarks on the unsteady shock wave motion
3.4.1 Effect of frequency

With the help of optical flow studies additional information is obtained about the periodical
motion of the shock waves in flow condition B. From figure 17, giving the time histories of the shock
displacement for different frequencies, it follows that the shock wave performs nearly si..usoidal
motions (similar to the type A motion described in reference 8), Further the phase lag of the shock
motion relative to the airfoil motion increases with frequercy, while the amplitude of the shock
motion decreases. The latter corresponds very well with the observations mentioned earlier concerning
the contribution of the moving shock wave to the unsteady pressure distributions (see Figs. 8 6nd 9).

A closer examination of the phase lag of the shock motion with respect to the airfoil motion
(Fig. 18) learns that an almost linear relationship exists betweer frequency and phase lag. This im-
plies that there is a constant time lag between the motion of the airfoil and the shock wave motion.
In relation to this it is of interest to recall the investigation of Erickson and Stephenson (Ref. 9)
who have found that a fixed relation seems to exist between the phase lag of Lhe shock motion and the
time required for a pressure impulse to travel from the trailing edge to .he shock wave, Indeed this
travelling time seems to be a logical parameter for an airfoil with a large supersonic region ter-
minated by a shock wave, because this is the time period after which major changes in flow condition,
namely changes in flow direction at the trailing edge (Kutta condition) can be felt by the shock wave
(Fig. 19).

The time required to forward information from the trailing edge t> the shock wave amounts

x
s dx

at. f (l-M )a
xWc c loc

with Mloc being the local Mach number and aloe the local velocity of sound. Due to the gradient in
Mach number normal to the airfoil surface the acoustic waves propagate along paths away from the
airfoil. Therefore the propagation speed in upstream direction will be some average between the value
of (-Mloc) aloc near the airfoil surface and the free stream value. To account for this effect the
following value of the local Mach number has been introduced:

Mlos JM loc(at the surface)- M4+ M
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with R being a relaxation factor, which has a value between 0 and 1.0,
For Rz 0.7 an excellent agreement is obtained between the travel time of the "Kutta waves" and the
corresponding phase lag of the shock motion, as is demonstrated in figure 18. This value of R agrees
very well with the relaxation factor applied in the modified Doublet lattice method of NLR (see
Roos, Ref. 10), in which in a semi-empirical way a local Mach number correction is introduced. In
this method also the factor R is used to account for the gradients in Mach number normal to the air-
foil surface.

3.4.2 Linearity of the unsteady loads
The local pressures in points of the airfoil located within the trajectory of the oscillating

shock wave show a strong nonlinear behaviour, caused by the periodical passage of the shock and
the accompanying pressure jump., From the time registrations of the unsteady pressures and the re-
sulting overall loads (see example of figure 20) it can be noted, however, that in spite of these
local non linearities the resulting unsteady lift varies almost sinusoidal. The overall moment shows
irregularities, but its amplitude is very small and strongly amplified. These findings correlate
very well with the experiences of Magnus and Yoshihara (Ref., 11), Laval (Ref., 12) and Krupp and
Murman (Ref. 13), who in their calculated examples also observed an almost linear behaviour of the
overall aerodynamic derivatives, inspite of the presence of an osciilating shock wave.

This phenomenon can be made plausible as follows, Ir flow patterns with a well developed shock
wave it has been observed that the shock motion takes place almost sinusoidal and that the amplitude
of the shock motion is almost proportional to the amplitude of the sinusoidal motion of the airfoil
(see for instance figure 21). This makes it possible to introduce the schematized model of figure 22,
in which the change in pressure in a fixed point A is considered, while the shock wave performs a
sinusoidal motion of amplitude xo.

As derived in reference 8 the local shock strength in point A, located within the shock trajectory,
can be written asf

iwI'M, x eiwt,Ip- ll (p2-Pllx . U(Xa-Xoei ) + 3p (o),MI Z,- ),

a s

Here u(xa-xoeiwt3 denotes the unit step function and Ap the variation in shock strenght during the
shock wave motion. For strong shock waves and small amplitude motions the last, term in the above

expression can be discarded relative to (P2-Pl)xs• When (P2-Pl)xs is described as a function of time

a block type signal occurs (see figure 22), of which the Fourier decomposition yields:

1 I xpsi~axo 3=j sAlA1 0 cos t +l in(2 arcos cos 2cvt+p a) i p(x,) - 'P2-Pl~x -1 arcos xfI-' P2_lýx j x 9s 0 0 0

0

The corresponding distribution of the first four Fourier components along the trajectory of the shock
motion are shown in figure 23. From the distribution of the mean steady value it follows that, due to
the oscillatory motion of the shock wave, the jump in the steady pressure distribution is spread out
over the shock trajectory. The distribution of the component with the same frequetio as the airfoil
motion shows a maximum of 2/1 times the steady pressure jump (P2-Pl)x.l

Integration of the various components over the shock trajectory to obtain the concribution to the
overall unsteady lift and moment learns that the lift contains only a contribution of the fundamental
frequency. The resulting unsteady moment also contains a term (P 2 -Pl)xs.x 2 

. cos 2wt, So it can be
o

expected that the second harmonic shows up first in the unsteady moment.
From the considerations given above it follows also that measuring the first Fourier component

of the pressure signals, as is done in the present tests via the tubing syster', gives by chordwise
integration a correct value of the unsteady lift. As far as the moment is concerned the second har-
monic of order x2 can not be distinguished.

4 EXPECTED CAPABILITY OF THE NEW CALCULATION METHODS
In the preceding analysis of the experimental data the results of thin airfoil theory have been

added as a reference for uwu ccn-onn. Firstly these results serve as a simple basis for the distinction
of the typical transonic' phenomena and secondly, linear lifting surface theory is widely used in aero-
elastic applications. As long as the flow is moderately subsonic thin airfoil theory has proven to
be a rather adequate tool indeed. However, from the preceding discussions it is apparent, that cal-
culation methods for transonic flow should include the effect of airfoil thickness, incidence and -
if .Aock waves are present - also the effects of the perioOical shock wave motion.

In recent years considerable progress has been achieved in solving the non linear equations for
unsteady transonic flow (rcviews on the current ,tatus are g ten in references 14-20).
With one exception (Ref. 21) all new calculation methods are dealing with inviscid flow, In order to
get an impression about the improvements one might expect from these methods some comparisons will be
presented between theory and experimert for the NLR 7301 airfoil, At this moment the comparison is
limited to quasi-steady flow, but in the near future comparative studies will be performed also for
fully unsteady flow.

Considering first the quasi-steady case has the advantage that a reasonable estimate can be
given of the effect of the boundary layer, by using an existing method for steady transonic flow,
which includes the displacement effect of the boundary layer (Bauer, Korn, Garabedian and Jameson
(Ref. 22)). Further for quasi-steady flow a rather accurate estimate can be given of tne severity
of interference from the slotted tunnel walls, a situation which is not yet reached for unsteady
measurements.

The calculations for the 16.5 per cent thick NLR 7301 airfoil have been performed at the same
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Mach number as in the experiments, but for an incidence ac, which includes the correction for wall
interference. For the NLR Pilot tunnel this correction has beer established to be (Ref. 23),

Aa= C. C

where C_ is steady lift coefficient and C a coefficient, depending on the free stream Mach number(Fig. 24ý

4.1 Fully subsonic flow (condition Al
Calculated and measured results for the airfoil in the subsonic flow condition A are shown in

figure 25. Figure 25.1 reveals a significant effect of the boundary layer in the steady mean posi-
tion of the airfoil. The corresponding quasi-steady results (Fig., 25.11) demonstrate that the devia-
tions of the test results from thin airfoil theory, as discussed in chapter 3.2.1, are due to the
combined effects of thickness, incidence and viscosity, The effect of thickness and incidence
dominates on the front part of the airfoil and the effect of viscosity towards the rear.

For the quasi-steady results the wall correction has been applied on the measured data, since
this effert can be translated simply in an additional change of effective incidence due to the
change in lift., This additional change has to be substracted from the geometrical change in incidence.,
From the results in figure 25.11 it car be noted that the tunnel walls have a considerable effect.,

4.2 Transonic flow with shock wave (condition B)
The second example deals with the transonic flow condition B (Fig, 4), In steady flow (Fig. 26.J)

viscosity again has a large effect, in particular on the location of the shock wave, The importance
of inserting boundary layer effects is reflected also in the quasi-steady results Pig. 26.11). On
the upper surface a considerably improved prediction is obtained, when thickness •nd boundary layer
effects are considered simultaneously. Especially the location of the high pressure peak resulting
from the shift in shock position is predicted much better.

The improvements achieved can be observed also in the quasi-steady aerodynamic coefficients,
collected in table 1. For instance taese data show that a Mo= 0.7 thickness and incidence are res-
ponsible for an increase of the thin airfoil value of the normal force coefficient, ka, of more than
50 per cent. The inclusion of the boundary-layer leads to a decrease of the order of 35 per cent,
as can be observed by comparing the results with and without boundary layer, both obtained with the
non-conservative calculation scheme (the conservative scheme, which gicrantees the best numerical
solution uf the transonic flow equations did not converge for inviscid flow so this value could not
be added). From the last two co.umns it follows that the tunnel wall effect in the present tests is
considerable and accounts to about 25 per cent, At Mo= 0.5 the effects mentioned are less than at
transonic speed, but still significant.

TABLE 1

Quasi-steady aerodynamic derivatives (NLR 7301 airfoil)

Thin Inviscid theory Inviscid theory Inviscid theory
airfoil + thickness + thickness + thickness Experiment
theory + boundary layer + boundary layer

+ wall interference
Non- Non- Conservative Conservative
conservative conservative F-D scheme F-D scheme

k IF-D scheme F-D scheme k m
M o ka 0k a I m a ka

0.5 0.850 2.31 0 2.73 0.0o43 2.53 -0.036 2.53 -0.036j2.22 -0.032 2.18 -0.090

0.7 3.000 2.80 0 4.24 0.11 3.21 0.00 3.92 -0.22 3.23 -0.18 3.20 -0.34

F-Da Finite difference

From the examples discussed so far a good impression is obtained about the improvements which
can be expected at most from the inclusion of thickness and incidence theories. Clearly the inclu-
sion of these effects is an important step forward, which on itself, however, does not lead to im-
proved predictions. A genuine improvement in this respect can be achieved only if the second step is
made also, i.e. the inclusion of boundary layer effects.

A weak point in the consideragions given above is seemingly that the examples deal with a rela-
tively low Reynolds number ( - 2.10 ). However, similar calculations for higher values of this param-
eter (up to 30.106, with fixed transition point) do not exhibit a significant sensivity to Reynolds
number changes. This seems to indicate that under full scale conditions the effect of viscosity re-
mains of the same order of magnitude as shown here.

4.3 The "shock-free" design condition (condition C)
To conclude the evaluation of the capability of advanced theories on the basis of quasi-steady

flow the "shock-free flow condition C will be considered. For this purpose a comparison is made be-
tween results calculated for the theoretical "shock-free" design condition and results measured for
condition at which "shock-free" flow is obtained in the wind tunnel.
In this way the circumstance that the experimental design condition (i.e. Mach number and incidencel
differs from the inviscid theoretical design condition can be discarded, assuring that both theory
and experiment deal with the carefully balanced condition of "hock-free" flow.

The steady pressure distributions computed for incidences at and around the design condition
(Fig. 27.1) exhibit in the supersonic region at the upper surface the same wsi'ked changes in the

shape of the pressure distribution as observed in the measurements (Ftgh mi), The lower si-fate be-

haves very regularly. From a comparizon between the corresponding quasi-steady pressure dittributions,
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thin airfoil theory. The typical bulgy character of the distribution on the upper surface is pre-
dicted reasonably well and also the prediction for the lower surface is improved. This justifies the
expectation that methods based on inviscid theory are able to predict at least qualitatively the mai'
characteristics of the unsteady flow for oscillations around the "shock-free" design condition.

5, CONCLUDING REMARKS
From the preceding evaluation it is apparent that the inclusion of airfoil thickness, incidence

and transonic shock motions in inviscid flow calculations leads to an improvement of the theoretical
predictions in an at least qualitative sense. In quantitative sense a large discrepancy with the real
flow will remain as a result of the boundary layer, which to a large extent determines the final lo-
cation of the shock and by that the overall unsteady airloads, However, as the modelling of unsteady
boundary layers is only in its first phase (for a review of the present status reference is made to
Ref. 20) it is unlikely that in the near future sophisticated calculation methods will become
available for this purpose. Therefore in the coming period an engineering type of approach has to be
followed. In this respect the ideas developed by Magnus and Yoshihara (Ref, 21) deserve attention,
since their relatively simple "viscous ramp" model lends itself for easy impleirentation in invisc±d
calculation methods,

From a computational point of view small perturbation methods are very attractive. It should
be investigated, therefore, what the limits of such methods are, in particular when applied to thick
supercritical airfoils of the type as the one considered in this paper,, In this respect it should be
noted that the impressions given in the preceding chapter about the impi rvements attainable with the
new calculation methods are based on solutions of the full potential equation, without assuming small
perturbations,

Further from the considerations of the quasi-steady results of the NLR 7301 airfoil it has be-
come clear that in order to improve the reliability of comparisons between theory and wind tuniel
data there is an urgent need for methods to assess the amount of wall interference in unsteady ex-
periments in transonic test sections with slotted or poreus walls. Finally the insight with respect
to the effect of Reynolds number, being already a crucial parameter in steady transonic flow, should
be increased by performing tests in a high Reynolds number test facility.
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THE TRANSONIC OSCILLATING FLAP
A Comparison of Calculations With Experiments*

R. Magnus and H. Yoshihara **

General Dynamics Convair Division
P. 0. Box 80847

San Diego, California 92138 USA

SUMMARY

Finite difference calculations based on the exact inviscid equations for an oscillating flap on the NACA 64A-006
airfoil at M = 0. 875 are compared to the Tijdeman-Schippers experimental results. Viscous effects were incorporated
in a phenomenological manner using viscous displacement ramps. Reasonably good agreement was obtained, but with
a significant discrepancy in the shock motions attributable to a mismatch in the surface pressures upstream of the
shock. Recalculation at M = 0. 854 yielded results in good overall agreement with the experiments at M = 0. 875 for
both the steady and the unsteady cases. Tentative conjectures as to the cause of the above discrepancy then conclude
the paper.

1. INTRODUCTION

In Reference 1 an unsteady finite difference procedure based on the exact inviscid flow equations was used to
calculate the flow over the NACA 64A-006 airfoil at M = 0.875 and a = 00 where a quarter-chord flap oscillated
sinusoidally. The oscillation amplitude was 10 about 8 = 0°, and the frequency was 120 hertz corresponding to a
reduced frequency based on the airfoil chord of 0.468.

In the above calculations the important viscous effects were incorporated using a phenomenological procedure.
Here airfoil shape modifications, simulating the viscous displacement, were first determined in a steady inviscid
calculation in which the measured pressures were prescribed as boundary conditions in lieu of the surface slopes
where the viscous displacement effects were significant. The resulting viscous ramps suitably modeled N- .re then
inserted into the unsteady problem tying the ramps at the shocks in a quasi-steady fashion to the instantaneous shock
strengths, and those on the flap to the instantaneous flap angle.

Thus, in this manner the unstvady viscous effects, modeled from the more readily available steady experi-
rlental data, were incorporated as time-varying changes to the airfoil shape which could then be treated by the exist-
Ing inviscid finite difference procedure.

The above example was ehosen because of the existence of the experimental results of Tijdeman and
Schippers (Reference 2), which not only furnished the steady pressure distributions to model the viscous ramps, but
the unsteady results to assess the final calculations.

A comparison of the calculated and measured unsteady results in Reierence I showed a reasonably good
overall agreement, but there was a significant difference in the behavior of the shocks as seen In Figure 1. Here

. . .,,* n m

/ ." ,ALCMA" -

/ 1EPIhD4AL

• ~ ~ ~ pý-6 .0. so ,v s 0 ,61•• . '-. • ..

" ! " I !

ee. .,. "I. 30

Figure 1. Comparison of the Calculatue awd Measured Shock Position at M = 0. 876

*Sponsored by the Air Force Dynamics Laboratory of the Wright Aeronautical Laboratories.
"Presently, Engineering Manager. Boeing Company IBMAD), Seattle Washington
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thE mean positioning of the shock in the experiments was not only significantly further upstream of the calculated

value, but the shock excursion was considerably larger. Moreover In the experiments in contrast to the calculations

the shock disappeared during a brief interval in its retreating phase as the shock velocity became sufficient to render

the flow upstream of the shock subcritical.

The cause of the above discrepancy in the shock histor"'es can be traced to a mismatch of the pressures

upstream of the shock. The lower Mach numbers prevailing here in the experiments led to a weaker shock at a

further upstream positioning which then resulted in a more pronounced role of the shock velocity in determining the
shock strength. This chain of effects then caused the observed difference in the shock behavior.

Both the calculated and experimental unsteady pressures upstream of the shock and hence their difference

remained essentially Invariant during the oscillation of the flap at the respective steady values for the mean flap angle

of 0*. We can accordingly turn to this steady case to study the cause of the discrepancy in the pressures upstream of

the shock.

In Figure 2 we show the steady inviscid pressure distribution at M = 0. 875 and 6 = 0* compared to the

measured distribution. Also shown here is the pressure distribution calculated with the measured pressures pre-

scribed aft of the shocks. In the latter result, assuming the viscous displacements to be properly Inputed, the

pressures over the entire airfoil should then agree with the experiments. We see In Figure 2 that this Is not the

case. A mismatch of the calculated and measured pressures upstream of the shock still persists, the addition of

the viscous ramps having no effect on the calculated pressures upstream of the shock. We can thus conclude that

the modeling of the viscous ramps cannot be blamed for the above pre-shock mismatch.

-. 4

*"Mik•e. 
00:4.e- MI

CI* IIS

T * W"111 Figure 2. Comparison of the Steady Pressure7• , Fltý Distributions for Zero FlapS-C; mm Deflection at M• 0. 875

$ - ,- • -, . -.

-. 4I

In the above calculations we have ignored the viscous displacement occurring upstream of the shock because

of the significant prevailing favorable pressure gradients. This omission cannot be the cause of the mismatch since
these displacement effects even when included result In a thickening of the airfoil, leading to a lessening rather than a
needed enhancement of the pressures upstream of the shock to match the experiments.

The mismatch of the pre-shock pressures must therefore be due either to the inaccuracy of the mnviscid

calculational procedure itself or to an inadeqliate flow simulation in the wind tunnel. Past extensive and successful

use of the inviscid procedure wor'd suggest tentatively the cause to be the latter, possibly due to an inadequate test

section length or to wall interference.

Tht latter possibility is reinforced by the excellent agreement for 6 0* between the stead\ calculations at
M - 0.854 and the experimental results at M ý 0.875 shown in Figure 3 with and without the \iscous ramps. Here

again prescribing the aft measured pressures or equivalenth' adding the viscous ramps has not changed the pressures

upstream of the shock.

Further evidence of the above correspondence is given in Figure I where a comparably good agreement is

shown for 6 = V'. Finally in Figure 5 we show the excellent match of the pressures upstream ol the shock bet%%cen
the mnviscid case for M 0.90 and the measurements from Ref. 2 at NM - 0. 87.,.
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at M = 0. 875 - Zero Flap at M = 0. 875 - 1 Flap Deflection
Deflection

Figure 6 shows a comparison of the pressure distributions for 65 1* between the inviscid case at M = 0. 254
and the calculations at the same Mach number with the M = 0. 875 aft pressures prescribed. In contrast to the upper
surface here and to the 6 = 00 case of Figure 2, the addition .~the viscous ramp on the lower surface has a signif i-

cant effect on the pressures upstream of the shock.
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Figure 5. Comparison of the Calculations at Figure fi. Comparison of the Calculated
M 0. 875 and ti.e Measurements Pressure Distribultions at
at M =0.900 - 'h ro Flap Al 0. 854 and I* Flap Deflection
Deflection With and Without the Viscous Ramps

To explain this difference ot the upstream influence, we must recall that perturbations originating downstream
ol the terminiating shocks must detour over the intervening embedded supersonic region to arrive at the airfoil surface
upstream of the shocks. During this tra~ei the perturbation wave fronts spread geometrically with the bulk of the
perturbation energy being swept downstream with the ambient flo%%. Thus for a giv'en perturbation, its subsequent
geometric attenuation and hence its upstream influence arri% ing at the airfoil surface upstream of the shock %% ill
depend on the height of the supersonic barricade. in the case of Figure 2 for 6 - 0-, the supersonic barricade is
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sufficiently high to block essentially the perturbations due to the viscous ramps, whereas in the case of the lower
surface of Figure 6 for 6 = 10 , the stronger upstream influence results from the lowering of the barricade.

In the case of the oscillating flap it was found earlier that there was no effect of the moving flap on the
pressures upstream of the shock, these pressures assuming the steady pressures corresponding closely to the mean
deflection of the flap. On the other hand a sustained flap deflection will clearly change the surface pressures forward
of the shock on both the upper and lower surfaces. The difference of the upstream influences here must be clearly
due to the temporal difference of the perturbations originating at the flap, as well as on the subsequent phase lags
between the "cause and effect" due to the propagation time of the signals between the flap and points on the airfoil

surface upstream of the shock.

In summary, the above comparisons In the steady case showed that the calculated cases at M = 0.854
correspond closeP, with the measurements at M = 0. 875. It would therefore be of interest to calculate the unsteady
case at M = 0.854, modeling the viscous ramps using the measured steady pressures at M = 0. 875 to see whether
the measured shock history can be reproduced by such a calculation. An affirmative check here, though not
necessarily increasing the creditability of the present phenomenological approach to the viscous interactions, would
reinforce the necessity to reexamine the viability of the experiments.

2. OSCILLATING FLAP RESULTS

We shall omit details of the numerical procedure which are covered for example In Reference 1.

The example which we consider here is the Inviscld case at M = 0. 854 with pitching frequency of 90 hertz.
Though this case Is not specifically of primary relevance, It nevertheless exhibits features of the Fhock behavior
observed by Tijdeman at M = 0.875.

In Figure 7 we show the resulting pressure distributions at various phases of the oscillation cycle. We see
that the shock has degenerated into a weak isentropic compression wave during a portion of the cycle (starting at
kt - 300) as in the experiments. We see further that the cause is due to the decrease of the Mach number upstream
of the shock by the upstream displacement of the shock followed by the elimination of the remaining flow super-
criticality by the downstream motion of the shock. The resulting shock history is next shown in Figure 8, and it is
seen that a significant improvement in the match with experiments has been achieved relative to the earlier cases at
M = 0. 875. The precise point at which a shock ceases to be a shock is blurred by the relative enhancement of the
shock profiling by the numerical diffusion as the shock strength weakens, but such blurring is strictly of academic
consequence since the pressure distributions are insignificantly affected for such weak shocks.

MVW5ADT PNESSURE DIM¶RT.PrXOS - zVVISCID FLOW

UW SUJPAM DI•B M05•S ONLY (1ooer surface 180e out of phase)
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Figure 7. Pressure DistribUtLons for 90 Hertz
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Calculations at 120 hertz with the viscous ramps is in process, and the results will be reported at a later
time.

0.7

(x/c)shock ........
.. nviscid CALCULATIONS

- 'c•*"-• (4 - 0.875; f . 120 hertz)

*x N-- / ", ,,

.o"" / / _,.,,CALCULATION '-..
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0.5 Experiments. 0.50 sx/cl 0.61 ",V,
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Figure 8. Shock Positioning as a Function of Time

3. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The results of the present calculations showed that the discrepancies found in Reference I between the calcu-

lated and measured results for the oscillating flap could be eliminated by simply reidentifying the measured results at
M = 0. 875 as those for M = 0.854. The cause of the discrepancies can be traced directly to the mismatch of the
pressures upstream of the shock in the steady case at zero flap deflection between the calculated invincid case and the
measurements. The reliability of the inviscid calculations then suggest the cause of the mismatch to reside in the
experiments. The evidence still is circumstantial, and the final resolution must await further test results from a

larger wind tunnel than the NLR pilot tunnel using dynamic transducers directly embedded in the airfoil ourface.

Finally, one must place in proper perspective the above discrepancy between the measured and calculated

unsteady pressure distributions. Though the mismatch of the pre-shock pressures impacted seriously on the shock
history, its effect was far less serious so far as the unsteady lift and moments were concerned. The NLR experi-
merts yield results more than adequate for flutter applications.
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SUMMARY

An implicit finite-difference procedure has been developed for the efficient solution of unsteady
transonic flow fields. Sample computations illustrate applications of this procedure to aerodynamic prob-
lems, First, solutions are presented that illustrate three types of shock-wave motion that can result
from airfoil control surface oscillations. The significant effect of wind-tunnel wall conditions on these
snock-wave motions is demonstrated. Second, solutions are presented for a simple aeroelastic problem in
which the flow-field equations and the structural motion equations are integrated simultaneously in time,
Both stable and unstable aeroelastic interactions are considered. Finally, the procedure is adapted to
compute unsteady aerodynamic force coefficients by the indicial method.

INTRODUCTION

Considerable attention has been directed recently toward the development of numerical methods and
codes for the analysis of transonic flow fields resulting from unsteady airfoil motions. Motions of
interest can be self-induced, as in the case of aeroelastic instabilities, They can also be externally-
driven motions used for propulsion or to generate lift, as in the case of helicopter rotors. In the
transonic Mach number range, even simple motions can produce complicated unsteady flow fields, These com-
plications, often associated with the presence of shock waves in the flow, can impose severe limitations
on aerodynamic performance, Presently, computational prediction methods are being developed that can
provide an understanding of some of the physical phenomena associated with these complicated flows at a
cost substantially less than would be required by experimental investigations, Hopefully, methods will
eventually be developed that can provide accurate estimations of the aerodynamic loads for a specified
design configuration so that performance limitations can be predicted and extended.

Considerations in the development of computational prediction methods for unateady transonic flows
are. (1) flexibility - simple user input for the treatment of arbitrary airfoils and airfoil motions;
(2) nonlinearity - including the treatment of moving shock waves; (3) efficiency; and (4) three-dimensional
and viscous effects. Let us discuss each one of these considerations keeping in mind the near-term objec-
tive, to provide a means for developing an understanding of the physics of unsteady transonic flows, and
the long-term objective, to provide precise predictions of aerodynamic loads.

Flexibility

Simple user input for the treatment of arbitrary airfoils and airfoil motions is the principal advan-
tage of a transonic small-disturbance formulation. The boundary condition representing the airfoil and
its motion is applied on a flat, mean-surface approximation to the airfoil. An "exact" treatment would
require application of the boundary condition on the airfoil surface at its instantaneous location, This
is a complicated procedure that could, for example, require coordinate mappings that vary with time. Such
complication is unwarranted for our near-term objective, except perhaps for very thick airfoils or air-
foils at high angles of attack. In such cases viscous effects would also be important, and a simple
treatment of the flow field would be impossible. For the accurate prediction of loads, our long-term
objective, detailed treatment of the airfoil surface bouidary condition will be required.

Nonlineariqj

The Eulerian gasdynamic equations, which govern unsteady transonic flows, are nonlinear and must be
integrated in time numerically. Several finite-difference procedures for solving these equations, or
approximations to these equations, have been reported (for a review, see Ref, 1). Because these methods
all rely on "capturing" techniques to resolve shock waves, the governing equations must be solved in con-
servation form, which is not always convenient. Failure to maintain p.oper conservation form can result
in shock motions that depend on nonphysical considerations such as mesh spacing, For aerodynamic motions
in which shock waves remain essentially fixed, an approximation can be made in which unsteady effectý are
treated as linear perturbations about some steady-state condition. Such a procedure can be very useful
in aeroelastic calculations, for which only infinitesimal amplitude motions need be considered. Two
linear perturbation methods have been applied to transonic flows: the harmonic approach and the indicial
approach. They will be discussed in greater detail in a subsequent section of this report,

Efficiency

For a time-integration method to be computationally efficient, integration time steps should be
chosen on the basis of dccuracy. For low-frequency motions, relatively large time steps can be used and
adequate flow-field resolution obtained; for high-frequency motions, smaller time steps are required.
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Explicit finite-difference schemes (Refs, 2 and 3) are inefficiently applied to low-frequency flows
because they have time step restrictions for stability that are substantially more severe than those
required for accuracy. This difficulty was partially overcome by the use of semiimplicit schemes (Refs.
4-6), which have less severe time step restrictions. More recently, fully implicit schemes (Refs, 7 and
8) have been developed that permit time-step selection based on accuracy rather than stability consider-
ations. We have chosen to emphasize the treatment of low-frequency flows because shock excursion ampli-
tudes (and hence unsteady aerodynamic force amplitudes) usually increase with decreasing frequency for a
fixed airfoil oscillatory motion amplitude. For moderate- to high-frequency motions, shock displacement
amplitudes are usually sufficiently small that the fluctuations in the flow field can be treated by a
linear unsteady perturbation procedure.

Three-Dimensional and Viscous Effects

Both of these effects are usually important in transonic flow applications. However, their treatment
is beyond the scope of the present effort, which is intended to provide a means for studying (inviscid,
two-dimensional) nonlinear unsteady influences, The next step would be to develop a small-disturbance
procedure for studying three-dimensional unsteady transonic flows. The complete treatment of viscous
effects, which is essential for accurately predicting unsteady aerodynamic loads, is a fundamentally more
difficult problem.

Reference 9 describes a conservative, implicit finite-difference algorithm to time-accurately inte-
grate the nonlinear, low-frequency, transonic, small-disturbance equation. This procedure is the basis
of a computer code, LTRAN2, designed to treat arbitrary combinations of airfoil pitch, plunge, and flap
deflections. Unsteady solutions can be computed in about 1 min of CDC 7600 computer time. LTRAN2 can
be used to provide solutions by either the time-integation method or the indicial method. The LTRAN2
solution procedure is briefly reviewed here. Computed solutions are then presented that illustrate some
of the ways a code like LTRAN2 can be used to treat unsteady aerodynamic problems.

To begin with, solutions for three different free-stream Mach numbers are presented for the flow
field about an NACA 64A006 airfoil with a harmonically oscillating trailing-edge control surface, These
solutions illustrate the three types of shock-wave motions that have been observed experimentally (Ref. 10)
for the same airfoil motion. However, the free-stream Mach numbers at which these different shock motions
occurred were all higher in the experiment than in the computations. Additional computations are pre-
sented that include wind-tunnel wall simulations. The results indicate that wind-tunnel wall interference
could account, at least in part, for this discrepancy in Mach number.

Next, LTRAN2 is used to obtain solutions for a simple aeroelastic problem in which the structural
motion equations and flow-field equations are integrated simultaneously; that is, the airfoil motion and
the aerodynamic and structural responses to the motion are all free to drive each other, Solutions are
presented that illustrate both stable and unstable aeroelastic interactions. Finally, the use of LTRAN2
to obtain solutions by the indicial method is described; lift and moment coefficients computed by the
indicial method and by the time-integration approach are compared for the oscillating control surface
cases mentioned previously.

GOVERNING EQUATION AND SOLUTION ALGORITHM

A low-frequency, transonic, small-disturbance approximation to the Eulerian gasdynamic equations is
the equation

28 xt = Coxx + 0yy (1)

where

B = kM 2/62/3

C = (I - M=2)/62/3 - +)M.mo

and where 0 is the disturbance velocity potential, M is the free-stream Mach numter, and 6 is the
airfoil thickness-to-chord ratio. The choice of the e'ponent m is somewhat arbitrary, Here m is a
function of M chosen to adjust the critical pressure coefficient, Cp*, for Eq, (1) to match the exact
isentropic C;* (Ref, 1). The parameter k is the reduced frequency. For an airfoil of chord length
c, traveling with speed U., and executing some unsteady oscillatory motion of frequency w, k - wc/U.,
The reduced frequency is given in units of radians of oscillatory motion per chord length of airfoil
travel. The quantities x, y, t, and ý in Eq. (1) have been scaled by c, c/6 1/1 ,- , and c32/3U.,
respectively, The low-frequency, transonic, small-disturbance equation is a valid approximation to the
Euler equations for

k - 1 - M 2  
2/ 1 (2)

The boundary conditions are enforced in the usual small-disturbance fashion.

The finite difference algorithm used to solve Eq. (1) is an alternating-direction implicit (ADI)
scneme first reported in Ref, 7, It was sub:equent'y Adpted to lifting cases and used to compute solu-
tions for severdl types of unsteady airfoil motions in Ref. 9. Since the scheme is implicit, numerical
integration time steps are chosen on the basis of accuracy rather than stability "or low-frequency cases,
these time steps are many times greater than would be permitted by the stability restrictions associated
with explicit schemes, The difference equation is solved in conservation form for the proper treatment of
shock waves.
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The ADI procedure advances the solution from one time step to the next in two sweeps through the grid,
In the first sweep, tridiagonal matrix equations are solved directly treating grid points on y=constant
lines implicitly. On the second sweep, tridiagonal matrix equations are solved directly treating grid
points on x=constant lines implicitly, Note that no iteration is required to obtain the solution at thenew time level,

AIRFOIL WITH OSCILLATING CONTROL SURFACE

Free-Air Computations

Researchers at the National Aerospace Laboratory (The Netherlands) have experimentally observed and
classified three types of shock-wave motion produced by an airfoil with a harmonically oscillating
trailing-edge control surface (Ref. 10)

1, Type A, sinusoidal shock wave motion. The shock moves nearly sinusoidally but with a phase shift
relative to the flap motion, There also exists a phase shift between the shock motion and its strength;
that is, the maximum shock strength is not encountered when the shock reaches its maximjm downstream loca-
tion, as in the steady case, but at a later time during its upstream motion,

2, Type B, interrupted shock wave motion: The shock moves as in type A, but now the oscillatory
shock strength is of the same magnitude as the mean steady shock strength. Hence, the shock weakens in
such a way that it disappears during the downstream-moving portion of its cycle,

3. Type C, upstream-propagating shock waves. A slightly supercritical conditions, shock waves are
formed that do not oscillate in displacement but continue to propagate upstream as the embedded supersonic
region vanishes during the flap motion cycle.

Computations illustrating these three types of shock-wave motion were reported in Ref. 9 and are also
shown here. Results for motion types A and B have also been obtained by Magnus and Yoshihara (Ref. 3)
and made available to us for comparison. These computations are solutions to the Eulerian gas dynamic
equations, and the airfoil and flap motion boundary conditions are enforced on the airfoil surface at
its mean location, The Magnus-Yoshihara procedure therefore provides a more accurate treatment of the
problem than the present method.

The computed results for type A motion, at a free-stream Mach number (M_) of 0.875, are compared in
Fig, 1. They are qualitatively similar to the experimental NLR results for M. = 0.90. Note the phase
shift between the computed shock wave location and the flap motion. The maximum downstream shock excur-
sion does not occur when the flap reaches its maximum downward deflection, as in the steady case., Note
also that the shock strength is not in phase with the shock displacement, The maximum shock strength
corresponds to a time between E and F, while the maximum downstream displacement corresponds to a time
near D, The maximum downward flap deflection corresponds to a time between B and C,

The computed results for type B motion, at M. = 0.854, are compared in Fig. 2, These results are
qualitatively similar to the experimental NLR results for M. = 0.875. In this case the shock reaches
its maximum downstream displacement at time D, increases in strength at time E, and then weakens at
times F and A such that it totally disappears at time B. The shuck reappears at time C and strength-
ens as it moves again downstream to its location at time D., LTRAN2 and Magnus-Yoshihara results agree
reasonably well throughout the cycle. Detailed comparisons at the points where the shock is strongest
(wt = 230') and weakest (wt = 50') are shown in Fig, 3,

Type C motion computed using LTRAN2 for M. = 0.822 is illustrated in Fig. 4. (Magnus-Yoshihara
solutions have not been computed for this case.) The shock motion is qualitatively similar to that of
the NLR experimental results at M. = 0.85. A shock wave forms at some time between C and D, then
strengthens and propagates upstream., The forward motion of the shock wave completely eliminates the
embedded supersonic region at some time between E and F, The upper surface flow is entirely subsonic
from this time until some time just before C, The shock wave continues to propagate upstream as shown
at times G, H, and I At time J, it has disappeared, probably dissipated by numerical viscosity,

The comparisons in Figs, 1-3 of the LTRAN2 and Maqnus-Yoshihara results indicate unexpectedly good

agreement for the high reduced frequencies involved (k = !c = 0.468, 0.358), A possible explanation is

the followings there are two length scales in the oscillating control surface problem - the chord length,
c, and the control surface length, c/4, The question, then, is which length scale should be used in the
expression for reduced frequency, k. Fluctuations in the flow field occur primarily in the region between
the shock wave and the trailing edge, a distance that is more nearly equal to c/4 than to c, Including
c/4 as the proper length scale in the expression for reduced frequency gives k = wc/4U. = 0.117 and
0.0895 for the cases shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. Both of these values are well w'I'in the low
reduced frequency range,

LTRAN2, which uses an implicit algorithm to solve the low frequency transonic equation, Eq, (1),
required 8 sec of CDC 7600 computer time per oscillation cycle to generate tne type B motion solution
shown in Fiq., 2, The Magnus-Yoshihara Procedure, an explicit algorithm applied to the Eulerian equations,
required 1500 sec per cycle on the same machine. (A larger number of grid points were used in the LTRAN2
computations (7900) than in the Magnus-Yoshihara computations (5484). However, Magnus and Yoshihara dis-
tributed a larger percentage of points on the airfoil surface, especially near the shock, as shown in
Fig. 3). Some of this difference is attributable to the difference in the governing equations - the
Magnus-Yoshihara procedure solves a system of four first-order partial differential equations (PDE's) as
opposed to one second-order PDE for the LTRAN2 procedure, However, the most significant contribution to
the substantial difference in run time is the difference in computational efficiency between an implicit
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and explicit method, Furthermore, halving the reduced frequency would double the computer time required
per cycle for the explicit scheme, since the time-step restriction would remain essentially the same but
the cycle would be twice as long. On the other hand, the time step could probably be increased with the
implicit scheme because the unsteady gradients would be smaller and the time step is based on accuracy
rather than stability, So the implicit approach would become relatively more efficient with decreasing
frequency,

Wind-Tunnel Wall Simulations

Discrepancies in comparisons of experimental and computational data for transonic flows are most
frequently attributed to viscous and wind-tunnel-wall-interference effects. Recall that in both the
Magnus-Yoshihara and the LTRAN2 computations, shock-wave motions were obtained that qualitatively agreed
with those observed experimentally at NLR; but the corresponding values of M., in the computations were
all lower than the experimental cnes. In an attempt to account for the disagreement and thereby reproduce
the experimental results computationally, Magnus and Yoshihara (Ref. 3) repeated their computations with
a viscosity model included. This failed to produce the desired result, which led them to conclude that
the disagreement between the computational and experimental results was probably a wind-tunnel-wall-
interference effect, In what follows, evidence is presented that indicates that this is a plausible
explanation.

The object here is to demonstrate that wind-tunnel walls can significantly affect airfoil surface
pressures, and hence shock-wave motions, for Mach numbers, reduced frequencies, control-surface motions,
and tunnel half-height-to-chord ratios equivalent to those in the NLR experiments. (We make no attempt
to precisely model the experimental conditions, For such a computation detailed information about the
test section geometry and unsteady tunnel wall pressures would be required.) In the computed simulations,
the test section was assumed to be infinitely long, and the walls were located a distance of 1.528 chord
lengths from the airfoil mean surface, as in the NLR experiment. A 99-point smoothly-stretched grid was
used in the free-stream direction. The upstream and downstream boundary conditions were ý = 0 ?equiva-
lent to 4y = O, i.e., parallel flow) and *x = 0 (free-stream pressure), respectively, Because we have
no way of accurately simulating the experimental wall conditions, we consider the two extreme cases:, the
solid wall case, for which 0 = 0 at the wall, and the free-jet case, for which 0 = 0 at the wall,
For both of these cases a uniform grid of 67 points was used in the y (stream-normal) direction.. Free-
air computations were also computed for comparison, and for this case the same y grid was used except
that 32 smoothly varying grid points were added beyond jyl > 1.528 to remove the vertical boundaries to
a distance of 271 chord lengths from the airfoil mean surface location.

Computed steady surface pressures for M. = 0.845 and zero control-surface deflection are shown in
Fig, 5, Pressures at the location of the tunnel walls are also shown, Note that the solid-wall shK:k
wave is stronger than the free-air shock wave, and the free-jet shock wave is weaker., Since the NLR
experimental shock motions were observed for higher Mach numbers than in the computations, the wind-tunnel-
wall influence must be one that weakens shock waves. From the comparison shown in Fig, 5, it is clear
that the free-jet wall simulation produces such an effect.

Computed free-air and free-jet unsteady surface pressures are compared in Fig. 6 for Mc = 0.865,
k = 0.468, and a flap deflection amplitude of l (the solid wall flow field for this case was choked),
Note that the free-air shock motion is type A, end the free-jet shock motion is type_ B. The shock-
weakening effeEtf th"-e tun--nel walls is such thdt a type B motionT Fsbserved for a value of M_ at which
a type A motion would occur if the walls were not present.

EXAMPLE OF A SIMPLE AEROELASTIC PROBLEM

In transonic flight, small-amplitude oscillations of a body can prcduce large variations in the aero-
dynamic forces and moments acting on that body. Furthermore, phase differences between the motion and the
resulting forces and moments can be large, These characteristics tend to increase the probability of
"encountering aeroelastic instabilities, making tne transonic regime a sensitive one for aircraft flutter•

Flutter boundaries are usually calculated using the following system of equations:

[M]h + [C]Q + [K]q = F(t) (3)

where M, C, and K are mass, damping, and stiffness matrices, respectively; q is a vector that is a
measure of the structural responseý and F(t) is a vector of applied forces. The aerodynamic response to
the motion, F(t), can be computed in several different ways. For example, Eq. (3) could be integrated in
time simultaneously with the governing equations for transonic flow. The airFoil motion and aerodynamic
forces would then be free to drive each other, Such an approach is investigated in this section for a
one-dimensional aeroelastic problem. An alternative approach, valid for small amplitude oscillations, is
described in the next section.

Consider an NACA 64A006 airfoil with moment of inertia I free to pitch about midchord. The pitch-
ing motion is resisted by a torsion spring of stiffness K and structural damping g. The governing
equation is

+ ga + "c M(t) (4)

0:hcre M(t) is the aerodynamic moment I, g, and K are all positive constants.

A neutrally stable system (one that will flutter) can be constructed by choosing the structural con-
stants to balance the effect ot the aerodynamic moment. For example, for small-amplitude pitching
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oscillations about midchord of an NACA 64A006 airfoil at M. = 0.88 and k = 0.1, LTRAN2 gives
jCm I = 0.8617 and o = - 68.870, where ICma I is the pitching moment amplitude, normalized by the
oscillation amplitude in radians, and 0 is the pitching moment phase relative to the motion (i.e.,

Cm = aolCma Isin( t-ý)). Assuming the airfoil pitching motion is harmonic, = ot, and substi-

tuting into Eq. (4) results in two expressions (the real and imaginary parts of Eq. (4)) relating the
aerodynamic and structural constants:, A, = A3ICm sin 0

A2 = 1 + A31Cm.icos 0 (5)

where

A, = g/Iw = 1.072

A2 = K/Iw' = 1.414

A3 = Qc2 /lW2 = 1.333

Q = dynamic pressure

The equations are satisfied for the values shown,

Having constructed an aeroelastic system that will flutter, let us now consider a series of computa-
tations for this system in which the structural damping is varied parametrically. The computed results
are shown in Fig, 7; they were obtained using LTRAN2 coupled with a simple ordinary differential equation
integration procedure for Eq, (4). The aerodynamic and airfoil motion equations were integrated simulta-
neously. The motion was forced for the first few cycles until the pitching moment became periodic, after
which the airfoil motion and aerodynamic response were left free to drive each other., The first cycle
shown in Fig. 7 is forced for all cases., The initial motion amplitude is a0 = 0.50. For A, = 1.072,
that is, the neutral stability point obtained using 1Cm.I = 0.8617 and € =-68.87' in Eq. (4), the
motion is very nearly sinusoidal. The small deviations from sinusoidal behavior can be attributed pri-
marily to nonlinear effects and truncation errors in the numerical integration schemes. For other
choices of Al, the motion is either damped or unstable for values greater or less than the value corre-
sponding to the neutral stability (flutter) point, For this system to flutter, it is necessary that the
moment variation lead the motion, which it does in the nonlinear case for M. > 0.88.. Linear (flat-plate)
theory does not predict a phase lead and thus could not be used in this case to predict the flutter point.

A similar calculation is shown in Fig. 8. The initial amplitude in this case is considerably larger,
,t = l-1/20, and the Mach number is smaller, M. = 0.87; the structural constants differ from those in the
previous case, This example is an extreme case that illustrates the nonsinusoidal pitching-moment behav-
ior that can result from the large shock-wave excursions encountered at relatively large airfoil motion
amplitudes.,

AN EFFICIENT LINEAR UNSTEADY PERTURBATION APPROACH: THE INDICIAL METHOD

In the introduction it was stated that for aerodynamic motions in which shock waves remain essen-
t,ally fixed, an approximation can be made in which unsteady effects are treated as linear perturbations
about some steady-state condition. Since in many aeroelastic calculations one need only consider infini-
tesimal amplitude motions, time-linearized methods can be very useful, To begin with, assume that the
motion and force response of some simple aeroelastic system are simple harmonic. Substituting the expres-
sions q(t) = qe iwt and F(t) = [A]q into Eq. (3) leaves

[K + iWc - w2M]ý = [A]q (6)

The matrix [A] represents the dependence of the aerodynamic forces on the motion of the body. In what
follows, two linear perturbation methods, for determining this dependence, the harmonic method and the
indicial method, are described.,

The harmonic method assumes that the flow field for some harmonic aerodynamic motion of frequency
can be expressed in the form

ý(x,y,t) = o0(x,y) + coi(x,y)eiWt (7)

where ý is the disturbance velocity potential and c is related to the amplitude of the motion, For
transonic flows, the unsteady solution, ý1, depends on the mean steady-state solution, ýo, and on the
motion frequency, . The mean steady-state solution, 0, is the solution to a nonlinear equation,
whereas ¢ is the solution to a linear equation obtained by substituting Eq, (7) into Eq. (1) and
neglecting terms in c? Since the unsteady perturbation is linear, multiple degree-of-freedom aeroelastic
systems can be treated by considering each degree of freedom independently and superposing solutions,

The harmonic approach (Refs. 11-14) has the advantage that the unsteady solution, "1, can be obtained
using the same transonic relaxation procedure used to compute the steady-state solution, It hds the disad-
vantage that a complete finite-difference flow-field computation must be performed for each motion fre-
quency of interest.
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The indicial method (Refs. 15 and 16) has the advantage that from a single flow-field computation,
the indicial response, solutions can be obtained for all frequencies with the aid of Duhamel's integral,
For example, consider some arbitrary variation of angle-of-attack a as a function of time and suppose
that the indicial lift coefficient response to a unit change in C, C( (t), is known, Then the lift
coefficient response to the arbitrary variation of a is

t
CY(t) = Cj a(O) + Cr (T) 1- at- T) dT (8)

That is, once the indicial response to a given motion mode is known, then the lift coefficient response to
an arbitrary variation of that type of motion is given by Eq. (8). Multiple-motion mode problems can be
treated by considering each mode separately and then superposing solutions, as for the harmonic approach,
For a given mode, the integral in Eq. (8) must be evaluated for each motion frequency of interest. The
cost is negligible compared with the cost of the complete finite-difference flow-field computation
required by the harmonic method,

Indicial responses were computed using LTRAN2 for the control-surface deflection problem that produced
the three types of-shock wave motion discussed previously, Lift and moment coefficients were then computed
using Duhamel's principle and the recults compared with results obtained by the LTRAN2 time-integration
procedure that produced the surface pressures shown in Figs. 1-4, This comparison, shown in Fig. 9, indi-
cat=z chat the linear perturbation assumption is valid in the cases with weak shock waves, corresponding
here to shock motion types B and C, even though the shock-wave motions are irregular. However, the
assumption breaks down in the type A case, because of the presence of a relatively strong moving shock
wave

CONCLUDING REMARKS

An alternating-direction implicit algorithm for solving the low-frequency transonic equation forms
the basis of a computer code, LTRAN2, which is a computational tool designed to assist aerodynamicists in
developing an understanding of unsteady transonic flow phenomena, LTRAN2 is efficient, flexible, and
capable of correctly simulating inviscid, nonlinear unsteady effects, including shock-wave motions. Com-
puter run times for typical cases are usually less than 1 min on a CDC 7600 computer. The code can be
easily applied to a wide class of airfoils and airfoil motions because of the simplified treatment of
boundary conditions offered by small-disturbance theory. However, LTRAN2 cannot be used to provide pre-
cise predictions of aerodynamic loads, Such a capability is beyond the present state of the art and will
remain so until methods are developed for the proper treatment of viscous effects.

Sample computations have been presented here for three sample problems to illustrate some of the ways
a code like LTRAN2 can be used to solve unsteady transonic flow problems, The first problem is the compu-
tation of the unsteady transonic flow field produced by an airfoil with an oscillating control surface,
Solutions have been obtained that illustrate the three types of shock-wave motion that have been observed
experimentally for this airfoil motion, However, the free-stream Mach numbers at which these three motions
occurred were all lower than in the experiment. Additional computations that include wind-tunnel-wall
simulations were also obtained; they indicate that wind-tunnel-wall interference could have produced this
discrepancy,

The second problem is a simple aeroelastic one in which the structural motion equations and flow-
field equations were integrated simultaneously in LTRAN2; that is, the airfoil motion and the aerodynamic
and structural responses to the motion were all free to drive each other,. Solutions presented illustrate
both stable and unstable aeroelastic interactions.

Finally, the use of LTRAN2 to obtain solutions by the indicial method has been described. This
approach can be efficiently applied to aeroelastic computations because solutions for many reduced fre-
quencies can be obtained from a single finite-difference flow-field computation,
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CALCUL NUMERIQUE D'eCOULEMENTS TRANSSONIQUES INSTATIONNAI RES
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Rdsumif

On pr~sente une m~thode aux differences finies pour calculer des 6coulements transsoniques
d'un fluide parfait autour d'un profil anim6 d'un mouvement quelconque de carps solidle. Les
iequations bidlimensionnelles instationnaires d'Euler sont r~solues sous forme conservative, clans un
plan transform6 d~fini par un changement dle coordonn~es d~pendant du temps. Le sch~ma num6-
rique utilise, dans le domaine d'espace, plusieurs variantes du sch~ma dle MacCormack convena-
blement raccord~es. Le maillage est raffin6 au vois~nage des ondles dle choc. La condition de glis-
sement est satisfaite sur la surface exacte du prof ii et la condition b I'infini-aval prend en compte
le fait que l'dcoulement nWest pas homentropique. La m6thode est appliqu~e au calcul de 1'6cou-
lement instationnaire autour du profil NACA 0012 en oscillation d'incidence A Mach 0,8.

NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF UNSTEADY TRANSONIC FLOWS

Abstract

A finite difference method is presented for the calculation of inviscid transonic flows over
an airfoil in arbitrary rigid body motion. The two-dimensional unsteady Euler equations in

conservation-law form are solved in a transformed plane defined through a time-dependent mapping
The numerical scheme makes use of several variants of MacCormack scheme in the space domain
with suitable matchings. A mesh refinement is used in the vicinity of shock waves. The slip
condition is satisfied on the exact airfoil surface and the boundary condition at downstream
infinity takes into account the non-homentropy of the flow. Calculations are made of the unsteady
flow over the NACA 0012 airfoil oscillating in pitch at Mach 0.8.

An English translation of this paper is available as TP ONERA no 1977-1?9E.

1-INTROMUTION -des diffirences finies dan [1'] 0 2] jet celle
des 4l6ments finis dans [.3] et [4J . Beam et

Il eat bien connu que lea dcoulementa Warming [5] ant une approche quelque peu dif-
tranasoniques instationnaires ne peuvent en fdrente, car ils rdsolv, lea dquations d'Euler
gndnral Ztre calculda avec une pr~cision auf- compl~tea pour un chang ýnt brusque d'incidence
fimante b. partir de la thdorie lin~aire, dana et en ddduisent la. "r~ponae" de l'4coulement i
laquelle ils mont consid4rda comme une petite des oscillationa harmoniquea du profil h l'aide
perturbation d'un dcoulement stationnaire de la m~thode indicielle, ce qui n'eat valable
uni'orme. La thdorie lin~aira peut 6tre amdliorde que pour dea amplitudes faibles. D'autre part,
par une lin~arisation des dquationa instation- l'dquation non lin4aire instationnaire du poten-
naires autour d'un 6tat stationnaire non uniforme. tiel de petites perturbations a 6td r~aolue
Cette approche a 6t utilisde de diffdrentes grAce h des extensions de la. m~thode de Murman
manibres par Ehliers 1l I Traci, Albano et FhrrL2], et Cole par Balihaus et Lomax [6 j et 6galement
Chan ot Brashears L. 3 et Kimble [I 4] pour calculer par Cartedonna et Isom [7] . Lea premiers ont
l'6coulement tranasonique autour d'un profil en calculd 1'6coulement autour d'un profil mis
oscillation harmonique de faible amplitude. Dans instantangment en translation et aussi autour
ces travawc, on d~teryine d'abord une solution d'un profil d'dpaissieur croissante. -es seconds
atationnaire dc l'6quation du potentiel de ont d~termin6 et r~solu une 6quation approchie
petites perturbations, puis on r~sout la farmea r~gissant 1'dcoulement tridimensionnel s'6tablis-
Instationnaire lin~ariade de cette dquation, sant au voisinage de l'extr6mitd d'une pale de
dont lea coefficients d~pendent de la solution ,'otor d'hdlicopt~re en vol d'avancement.
stationnaire *. La m~thode numdrique eat celle Ladutosiaainar~d~e n

6tii rdsolues par Lava £ý8] , Beam at Warming L'91'
tinemdthda sinbiblea 4t ddvloppe Magnus at Yoshihara Ll ýlj[1] . Dans le travail
Une ~thde emblblea d6 ddelop~eL8], 1'&coulement autour d'un profil syin~trique

1'C*ERA par Fenain at Oiraud-Valide pour lea en oscillation dana une tuy~re eat obtenu &
dcoulements aubsoniques instationnaires, maim l'aide d'un sch~nsa aux diff-rvinces h pas fi-ac--
en lin4arisant,autour d'une solution station- tionnaires ; cor'taines propri~t~s approch~es de

Ecole Nationale Supdrieure d'Arts et duptetiers 560Pai C~dex 13 et Laboratoire de M~canique Th~orique. Universit6 Paris VI Collaborateur ext6
rieur de I'ONERA



Sd4signant la masse volumique, p la pression
symetrie et d'antisym~trie de l'dooulement sont u& et v lea composantes de la vitesse absolue,
utilis~es de fagon h ne calculer la solution que et E.=C tL ±(-. 0) l'dnergie totale spdci-

dansunemoit6 d domined'esace I~n 1:fique. L'dnergie intern: spdcifique e- est
travail [9 1 '4ooulement autour d'un profil relide k ret h . par l'dquation d'4tat
osoillant eat calcul6 en tant qu'exemple d'ap-
plication d'un nouveau sohdma implicite imagin4 e~ e (
par lea auteurs et la condition limite stir le
profil eat impos~e sur la ligue moyenne, I e qui,suppose que le profil est mince. Le travail j1lO Dns lea dquations pr~oddentes, Ak et v- sont
fournat de nombrewc. rdsultats num~riques relatifs normalis~s par la vitesse V8, du courant non
h l'6ooulement instationnaire,autour d tin profil, perturbd6, par la masse volumique e, du
dO h tin char.gement brusque de l'angle d'inc'.ienoe cot-rant non perturb4, ý' par e 2 , 'E" par Vt
ou de sa vitesse de variation,ou encore dO & tine ~.et I par la oorde c du profil oet le temps 0
6volution sinusoldal: de l'angle d'inoidence. pa c./ 0
Dans ce travail comae dans (],la condition
limit: est satisfaite sur un contour fixe ayant -CHANGSKENT DE COOHIONNEES DEFENDANT D)U TEMPS-
la form- du profil. Le travail [11] est tine
extension de [10] tenant compte d'effets de d~pla- On cherohe une solution faible du syatbme
cement visqueux pour le probl~me de l'dcoulement byperbolique (1) associd &L des conditions
autour d'un profil muni d'un:6 gouverne osoillante. initiales et des conditions aux limites. Le do-
On pourra trouver une discussion des diverses main: d':spac: eat la partie non born~e, extd-

m~tods dnslardfdrenoe [12J rieure au profil ; ce domaine dvolue dana le

Eans le prdaent article, nous ddcrivons une condition limit: sur le profil, on transforme le
mdthode de caloul d'6coulements tranasoniques domain: d&espaoe en un domaine fixe et simple au
instationnaires autour d'un profil anim4 d'un moyen d'un changement de coordonndea T (0 d~pen-
mouvement quelconque d corps solide. Les dant du tempa, coujpos6 des deux: applications
4quations d'Bzler bidimensionnelle- sent rdsolues
sous forme conservative h laid: d'une m~thode
aux diff~rences finies, dana tin plan transfom [X Tdt w, ~ t IT ) X

d~~fini par, un c~hanent de coordonnees dpendant LqiL 'iY Y0
du temps. Le sch~ma num~riqu: utilise, dans le
domain: d'eapace, plusietirs variantes du soh~maTV
de MacCormack convenablement raccord~es. Le
maillage est raffind au voisinage des ondes de
choc. La condition de gli::ement est satisfaite rerei aur ilc nid tvel epr

su asurface exact: du profil. Au bord de fuite, L'application Tit) d~pendant du temps, as-
oimoeseulement la continuitd de la preasion. socie au~x coordonn~es absolues x, y d'un point

Lacondition h l'infini-aval prend en compte le M, ses ooordonndes cartdsiennes t IQj dans un

aval des chocr. La mdthode est appliqu~e ici au absolu au temps initial t = 0 . Par oona~quent,
calcul de l'dooulement autour du profil NACA0012 T4 M~ est tine fonotion donn6: d~crivant le
en oscillation d'indicence, mouvement de solide du profil et :11: est tell:

2 - EQUATIONS REGISSANT L'ECOULEMaqT - transforme l'extdrieur du profil (fix: dans le
repbre relatif) en tin rectangle, comme l'Indiqale

On conaid~re tin 4coulement transsonique plan la figure 1. Par suite, T1 est tine transforma-
autour d'tin profil anim4 d'tin mouvement quel- tion gdomdtrique du type de celles titilisdea dans
conque de corps solid: par rapport au courant lea calculs d'dcotilements autour d'tin profil
non perturbd. On admet que le fluid: eat parfait fix:.
mais, dana le but de calouler prdciadment lea
ondes de ohoc, on ne suppose pas que l'dcoule-
ment eat isentropique . L'dooulement eat doncX
r~gi par lea dquations d'Euler complbtea. ID.ns
tin ayst~m: de coordonndea oart6siennea absolues
x, y , ati repos par rapport au courant non
perturbdD ces dqtiationa peuvent a'dorir: sous
form: conservative

Ur ýf(w)+ 19(w) 0ProWt
ýt +7777

oti t eat le tempa et w) ,NsL s(' a a lea I
veotetira

f(w)= L ~,,~ ~'2

(ztE9)) 01 L4C
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IAvec les nouvelles co~rdonn~es, le systbme (1) (.) ww ~ F

(I (9a A

r a 9b w + 
_ý 1w +I Y 

-6 
!A-((F 

-Y 
W

(5)~~ ~~~ + FW) S(W)+ 0Y Les) inie0u~iuss d~etatz
i et V½ 5y o9. 4tetl a

Vivae temp] aqu peutr dqpndr de) peu )s Le idie
avecpie infriur lon rfoatme awcn diointsce d'une m-aillage

dans~sata retlglar X.. clssqu d'u chnemn dey cor -a

n() valeursan 0u outeUevrinemupsacors

(5) 1- +( ~ et(W I(~ son
if i- rcaLceAs indidces u ormeules s 6e o r(8)en dan~ms

dequelles lq est ddrivds de ne ). Lson pisdies
ave 2~~x~ s eJcbe el upintdier sn relti au pointstant maiLlae

spatalcJ derectnulare F 6x , Y4 6Y, et
trnfrainw r W+ xf Zt x ZWG. GX et Ay~' an des pas d'espae eonstreants
OnWeu airele rearue suvate le t Ey riv es pi tYau mtreps peat lea

a) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ aer 0ie que lea dqain 5 in oie Lsdrve e X arrappote du t,~m cret y
inconue de +as (cmos e de ~W). restent peuvent coex rier cen fncmtion .des div~esdeus

I ex.rimseh & laide des composants cat6ie)e trnfomtin Z8)~ et

leqele le deive da vies absolue.pise

b)LeJcoie eat ildendacint du eps la aupit -'i a isat t.L

effet,27' c'efectt de produi du jacbie 2 d

n oin et de bas cobie sn tes de W) ret n ornfo mti n (T0 M et5 Texpimest tojor Vai al de 1, car il correspondn
Un mouemt la soides aslet an .en a

c) Le a expreainaO (6) peuvendat de timpliie [hIT TS4] ,7
deff d 'egr le roden uit du acotbiren 2.i dtoe e eatosaaousporledrv

Tj(7 ) et du ja b pour tout acalaior (10) de Y. Le+~i~sd t" a apr
Z,~~ ta ,ojr xa et 1, sont cacuab corpastordde

4una ccveen ca e son ie at la don duen pavsn u rfl eedrve

c)~d Lea transformatio (6) peuvnt secrr enpife 4
g(Aw Vduto donctio des durvde dcto is tansormtio

e(ý,ý),~invrs portutSaa eA

Par~~ ~ etmpe ,e fomue (8) y'pliun sont calu( ae h p rd
dana le cas, o'n gaz parai don& cduer movept uprci-Ls di

1-~de On petransormatinr a pproc er es d rires denr
F(Aw a f~w , AW) WW)fopar o des 4dif rences de latr~e ansfor mationa

rignversdea ponsTj notin a
4 Ed HD IXDPEo4E ¶IIS- xml

On~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~L rd=tl ytm 5 nuiiat ael
plan 1Y W, paiur dea ) qUat vaiate u 12

sch8) det~~rak[5 e aIT ne evn ~x

,(1) 6crire)26ý

I() -yW !yFW y6w
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Comae la transformation T1 ne ddpend pas du oti A% et IVA (roapectivenient Ayettemnps, le calcul ddcrit par lea formules (11) et sont lea opdrateurs aux diffdrences ddcentri
I(12) pout n'flare effectud qu'une seule fois. 11 avaned et retardd dana la direction X(reap.Y),

eat intdresaant de remarquer qu'il n'eat pas WO eat une composante du vecteur
ndceasaire d'utilisor une expression analytique w' -2ý1 W. ýXe y otdscefcet
de la transformation gdomdtrique T21 . Ii faut pos tiAs pouvant ddpendre de t et . Par
simplement se donner lea points. oxemple : W(L)r)(

/ .4,~ 4L'6quation dquivaiente (au 36me ordre prbs) au
~ 1~;) T (X;,,Y1) avcsZ) O chdma (9) avec la. viacositd artificielie (13)

I pout s'dcrire

La mdthodo aux diffdrences (9) associde&
(6), (10), (11), (12) eat prdcise ati second(L (L
ordro dana le plan de calcul, X, Y. Dans lo plan F (W) ~ (ýW EI Mt
physique x, y, la prdcision dUpend de la rdgula- it 1ý )
ritd de Ia transformation T1 . Le pas de tempas l' + -
eat limitd par une condition de atabilitd du I
type Courant- lt riedrichS.Lewy, cosine pour tout
sch~ma explicite. + A4Y $8

On sait que lea propridtda dissipatives du
sch~ma do MacCormack d~pendent du choix do la
variante. Ceci a pu %tre expliqud dana C161 pour oti k = 1, 2, 3,14 ot E(k) eat la sonne de tous
le ayat~mo unidimensionnel de la dynamique des lea temmos du accond-crdre venant du schdma sans
gas. Pour he syst~mo (5) & deux dimensions viacositd artificiolle. Lo sch~ma avec viscoaitd
d'espace, nous avona constatd dana he cas artificiello resto donc prdcis au second ordro.
stationnairo quo les raciliours rdsultAta numE- Le tense non, lindaire(13) eat particulibrement
riquos sont obtenus loraque lea diff~rences efficace dana lea zones de choc, o6 lea gradients
Tinies intervenant dana le correctour (9.b) sont des quantitds phyaiques wqdk) sent grands.I ~ddccntrdea vera i'amont. Pour satisfaire ati
mieux cette condition, on partage le dornaino On anidliore aussi la repr~sentation numdrique des
d'ospace en plusiours r~gions Stp. et dana cho~s en raffinant l~e maihiage dana lea zones do
chacune d'elles, on utilise tine varianto V1. du cho2. Ceci eat r~alisE en modifiant la. tranafor-
sch~ma (9). On pout rdaliaer facihernent le mation TL de sorte quo le maillage reste uni-
maccord entre deux variantes V1. ot Výas- forme dana he plan do cthlcul X,y . Cette modi-
socides h des rdgionc voisines &Rý et % I, fication no roquiert que queiques interpolations
sans abaisser i'ordro de pr~cision. A_ suffit et quelquea calculs do cortainos ddrivdes de la
pour cola do bien oxprimer lea prddicteurs transformation ddfinies ati ý 4. Si le choc se

qW t intervenant dana le calcul d'un point ddphace peti par rapport ati profil, on peuti
Mý': XA,4) voisin de la frontibre r' n'effectuer qu'uno souhe fois le raffinoment du

ontre to t 3&, .Par exomphe, si le calcul maillage autour do la position moyenno du choc,
do w'.0 ati point M4  voisin de 7' sinon il faut l'effoctuor do temps en temps pour
et aitud'Aans U fait into~rVenir tin prddicteur Quo ha ;'Eglon do mailiago fin suive l'ondo do

1147-. en tin point M4 +4,, aitud dans choc.
j% R , cc prddicseur doit ktre Evidonnont

ddterminE h l'aido do N1. et non do Vpj.,
6 - CCNJDITIONS INITIALES ET AUX LIMfTES -

5 - CALCUL DESR CHOCS -a) Au tampa t = 0, on so donno comae deoulement
initial, l'Ecouiernent stationnalre autour du

Puisquc nous avona choisi la Torme censor- profil ati reops dans sa position do d~part
vative comrecte des Equation- d'&±iler, he schdma ( 5 t .2--- Loraqt'on a'intdresse & tin
aux diffdrences finios approcho les solutions motivomont pdriedique du profil, on cholalt
faibles des Equations aux ddrivdes partiolles ot lEcotiloment initial corrospondant & i'incldonce
permet do calculor des choca satiafaisant les moyonne du profil. Dons tous lea cas, l'Ecotilc-
bonnos relations do saut. Il oat toutefois ndces- mont stationnaire initial pout Ztre calculi par
samre d'a.Jcutor tin tonme dissipatif ati sch~ma la prdacnte mdthode, en l'utI liaant comme tine
do MacCormack (9) pour amortir lea oscillations mdthode instationnairo permottant d'attoindre
parasites apparaissant dana le profil numdnique in4t~aiestarbitraires.pri d one
des choca. On petit Etendro l'utilisstlon du Iiilsabtars
torso do viacoaitd artificiello do Lax-Wendroff
ati cas du sch~ma do :'AcCormack comae dana [1414 b) Stir le profiE, la condition do glIssement
Mals,ce type de viscoaitd artificiolle Oct tria impose quo ha vitease abaclue du thuide et cello
couteux en temsp do calcul. Nous utiliasons ici du profil aiont les s~sea compesantes nonrnaloa,

tine viscositd artificielie plus simple qui c'eat-k-dire
roviont h remplacer dana i'Equation (9.b), lea (15)6
comsposantes w(k)du vecteur \g%'t paroi 

"

W~) % (ACW(LIAANY a(t)17 4W~k)) taY fl

* ýA h(I6YO' l IV'Wi Ay~V, )vywt1k) puisque i'Equation du profil est Y ~',y ; 0l= 0.
Ay ~L'aigorittne do caicul, pour ,in point da

maillage slto4 stir it- profi., oat alors le
suiAvant
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On calculedaor e u ompsne provisoires Dasle caclde 'ouentsainir
A4 et 7 de la vitesse absolue du fluide, initial, on impose les conditions de l'dcoulement

l'aide d'un schdma n'utilisant que des dif- non perturb6 cur la frontibre lointaine ( P )
fdrences d4centrdes dans la direction Y. On sauf cur sa partie aval ( )-voir figure 35
d~termine ensuite la, vitesse tangentielle absolue Plus pr~cis6ment, les conditions limites sur(p

sent les suivaxites

1- Ix. (19), 1 v7 I vZ V C0  wS.U r

et on remplace la vitesse normale absolue V.. par oii1 eat la direction de l'6coulement non
A de sorte que les valeurs finales des compo- prube

santes de la viteese absolue s'6crivent

(20) 0 0 2~ u
(17

Dons ces formules, les d~rivdes 'Y/b1, ~Yaet
)Y/b* doivent 9tre exprim~es en fonction des Vs.

ddrivdes does transformations T, (ý) et TZ comme -

au ý4.

On remarquera que ce proo~dd de calcul ne
fait pas intervenir lee courbee. X ( S~ , ) te;
en particulier, i1 ne n~cessite pas 1'utilisation -

d'un maillage curviligne orthogonal dans le plan

I. c) Au bord de fuite, on eatisfait la condition
de Kutta-Joukowalci en impossat 1c. continuit6 de Fig. 3 - Aspet de l'~oulement initial stationnaire 4 l'aval
la :)ression. Pour cela, on choisit ai, voisinage
du bord de fuite, lee points du maillage la7-RSTASNMIQS-

figure 2. On note A,, et h-. lee points du mail-
lage lee plus pr~s du bord do fuite. On calcule La m~thode a dt6 appliqude au calcul de
d'abord des vecteurs provisoires W1. en A+. l'dcoulement autour du profil NACA 0012 en
et 1w .. en A. - &laide du schima (9). On oecillation d'incidence autour d'un xe situ4
ditermine eneuite la mayenne des pressions ~. au quart de la corde, h partir- du bord d'attaque.
et ý. ddduites do W+~ et ,gL On construit Le fluide eet euppoed 6tre un gaz parfait 4
alors des vecteurs ddfinitifs Wj. et W- h chaleurs sp~cifiquee conetantes de rapport ý =1,4I.
partir de la preesion inoyenne ý' et aussi des Le nomnbre de Mach de l'dcoulement non perturb,6
masse volumique et quantitda de mouvement volu- eat 0,8 et l'angle d'incidence vanie colon la 1o1:
mique donndes par lea vecteurs provisoires roe-
pectifs. Lea vocteurs W-t no diff~rent done des
vocteurs W, quo par leun quatri~ine composanto (21) N't~ t( a,
dana laquelle l'dnergie interne a 6t6 recalculde
avoc la pression moyenno ise=l2,~ < tl usto

rdduite ±,' wc41 ,y= 10 ( est le tempe rdduit),.

A+La transformation T.1(O est done d~finie par:

Z ~(22,

avec 50. 1/4.

Fig. 2 -Allure du maillage au voisinage du bord dip un La transformation T~ est diduite de la trans-
ans I#p~int,r i'.rmation conforme de 1'extdrieir du profil en

l'int~ri ur dun cencle (17] -. Le maillage obtenu
dane le plan physique est montrg partiellement cur

d) A l'infini. l'6coulemont initial n'est pas la figure 4. IA fronti~re ext~rieurp ( P ), non
petr6car lee perturbations so propegent & v.-Ul- cu et - approxirna-

vitesse finie ot la solution nuadrique ne pout tivement & urne u-.alnzc ~.' £ c:zrdzicz c. prfl L.-
6tre calcul~o que pendait un intervalle do temps maillage eat raffin6 autour des positions moyennes
fini. Pratiquement, on introduit une fronti~re des deux ondes de choc appanaissant dane 1t4coule-
lointaine ( P ) sui- laquelle on maintient l'6cou- mont. Les deux zones de maillage fin pitivent ktre
inaillage h mesure quo V'on s'6carte du profil, on cement des ondes de choc est faible, en raison de
place la fronti~re ( r' ) suffisamnent loin pour la fr~quence 6lev~e des oscillations du profil.
quo lee perturbations ne l'atteigneait pas durant Lo maillage coinporte un nombro total de 144 x 20
lintervalle do temps consid~nd.

Le programmne que nouc avons utilis6 a et6 misL ~au point & 1'ONERA par D.Giraud-Vall~e.
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poinits,~ Le -schema aux. diftferences (9) a 4t4 uti- L' 6tat stationnaire initial a et4 determine
1is6 avec 1y et F:X 6al h 0 du c~t6 extra- par la pr~sente m~thode pour l'angle dt incidence
dos et h du c t6 intrados. moyen c(0  1025 et un nombre de M~ach h ltinfini

amont. de 0,8. La distribution-statio'inaire de
pression sur le profil eat montr~e sur l~a figire

/ 5 coraparativerrent h celle fournie par la m4thode
de Garabed~ian et. Korn [1, ,on voit que le choc
calcul6 par la pr~sente m~tnode satisfait aux.
relations de Rankine-liugoniot avec une bonine
pr~cision. Les lignes isobares et iso-Mach sta-
tionnaires sont visualis~es sur lea figures 6 et
7.La ligie de glissement existant, dans la solu-
tion th4orique exacte, en aval du boret de fulte
est mise en 4vidence par la m~thode nun~rique
elle apparalt coarse une rap~de variation du rnombre
de Mach 4 traverz les deux ].i~res X =cte issues

__ des deux. points du maillage sur le profil les plus
proches du Lord de fuite, On peut d~duire d- cal-
cul num~rique des chocs, la perte de pression
g~n~ratrice b. travers lea chocs h l'extradoz et
hL l'intrados du profil et par suite, les valeurs
t~h~oriques du norabre de Mach h l'infini-aval le
chaque c~td d-- la ligne de glissement ;on trouve
pour ces valeurs 0,777 au-dessus de la ligue et

0, (98 au-dessous. Le comportement des ligues
~iso-Mach qui s'61oignent Vera l'aval sur ia. figure

7eat en assez bon accord avt.,c oes valeurs et
avec i'existence d'un sillage entropique.

Fig. 4 - Vue partielle du mairllage

Fig. 5 - Distribution stationnaire de pression -

Z=~ RELATIONS DE RANKIiNE- MUGONIOT

90 9,

-I - Fig 6 - Lignes isobares stationnaires

-1 o0 I99
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Consid~rots mainteriant 1'6volution iristation-
naire. Les r~sultats de calcul au voisinage du Fig 7 -Lignes iso-Mach stationnairesý
prof il sont pratiquement p~riodiques apr~s deux
p~riodes de la loi oscillatolre (21). La figure 8
montre la distribution instationnaire de pression
sur le proi'il awc temps tj = 2,25 T,
t2  2,50 T, t_3= 2, 5 T

et t4=3T, ou T . Tr/

-kt/2 r=2Z25,e0 (t) =2.50

kt/2 n = 2,50, a&q) 1,25

Fig. 8 - Distribution instationnaire de

pression sor le pro fil.

- kt12 i2,75, a
0 (t) 0

kt,12 7r 3, al(t) = 1,25

0 05 VC



Les lignes isobares instationnaires sont visua- L~a friquence dlev~e de:; oscillations du profil

lis~es sur la figuire 9aux temps t t , t et t 4 a pour cons~quence un d~phasage important entre

La variation dans le temps du coed~iciint -3d la portance et l'incidence ainsi qu'un d~plAcement

portance Csý est montr~e sur la figure 10 pour les pratiquement nul des ondes de choc, bien que lesJ
trois premiires p~riodes de la, loi oscillatoire 6tats de part et d'autre des chocs varient de

(21). On a vdrifi6 num~riquement que lcs pertur- fagecn appr~ciable au cours du mouvement.
bations produites par l-e mouvernent du profil Pr~cisons enfin que le temps de calcul est inf6-

n'at-.ei~nent pas la frontibre ext~rieure du rieur h une derni-heure par p~riode sur un

domaine d'espace au cours de ces trois p~riodes. ordinateur UNIVAC 1110.

1 @3 7

It

Wt2 i=2,25, e (t) 2,50

Ti/cc 23

0t,95 1,0.o()12 5

-1j 0,0 102
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0,9,4
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00,6

0,5,9-

0 . 0 1tIl 4/ 2

I kt/2n 6 ~2
0,2- 2 k t/27t 3

Fig. 10 - Variation dans le temps dui coefficient de portance CZ
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quelconque du profil, ele peut Ztre utilis4e pur
8 - CONCLUSION 6tudier des ph6nomines complexes tels que le flot-

tement d'an profil, V'oscillation d'une gouvernc
Dans cet article, nous avons pr4sent4 une m4thode ou encore la rotaton d'une scctlýn de pale o'.4-
de calcul d'6coulements transsoniques instation- licopt;.re. Toutefuis, la pr4aer.te methode est plus
naires d'un fluide parfait autour d'an profil coateuse en temp:, e calcul que les -:,thodt.z m.ins
rigide en mouvement. Grace a l'utilisation de !a prdcises bas4es sur l'6quation instationnaire d;
forme conservative des 6quat-ons d' Euler compl~tes potentiel de petites perturbations. Elle est
et 'A l'application de la condition de glissement cependant utile pour d~terminer des solutions de
sur la surface exacte du profil, la m~thode rdf4rence ha des probl~mes stationnaireou Insta-
permet d'obtenir des r~sultats pr4cis y compris tionnaires. Elle peut aussi Etre indispensable
au voisinage des ondes de choc et des lignes de pour calculer certains 6coulements autour de
glissement. Etant valable pour un mouvement profils animis de mouvements de grande amplitude.
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A PRACTICAL FRAMEWORK iOR THE EVALUATION OF OSCILLATORY AERODYNA4IC LOADING
ON WINGS IN SUPERCRITICAL FLOW

by
H. C. Garner

Royal Aircraft Establishment, Structures Department
Farnborougf, Hampshire, GUl4 6TD, England

SUMMARY

Lurrent appzoaches to the prediction of unsteady wing loading in mixed subsonic and supersonic flow
show a wiae variety of method and a clear need for economy in transonic aerodynamic calculations for
flutter clearance in subsonic flight. An approximate theoretical treatment is devised in terms of non-
linear steady surface pressures and linear oscillatory loading. The steady data are taken either from
transop.c small-perturbation theory or from stati.. measurements of surfac2 pressure. The resulting theo-
retical or semi-empirical method can take account of stream Mach number, mean incidence, mode of oscilla-
tion, frequency and amplitude. The calculations are organized into a computer program, the scope and
broad details of which are outlined.

Its first application is in support of a wind-tunnel study of a rigid half-wing with freedom to
rotate about a swept axis. The experiment provides measurements of steady and oscillatory pressure distri-
butions over the range of Mach number from 0.60 to 0.86. The oscillatory results are compared with calcu-

lations from linearized theory and from the present method in its theoretical and semi-empirical forms.
Like the dynamic experiments, the calculations show large differences between oscillatory chordwise load
distributions under subcritical and supercritical cond;tions. In particular, the region surrounding a

shockwave cxhibits lazge and rapid changes in both amplitude and phase of the measured loading, which are
reproduced qualitatively in the calculations. The resulting generalized aerodynamic forces are found to
depend significantly on the development of supercritical !low. The method should provide an economical
indication of the influence of mean flow on the flutter aerodynamics in the lower transonic regime.

Finally there is a forward-looking appraisal of the method, which pinpoints the evidence of a parti-
cular need for improvement. The effects of boundary layers are considered to be important in future work

: on flutter aerodynamics. There should be a concerted plan to compare results from unsteady three-
dimensional transonic theories as they are developed.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

a integer explained below Eq.(9) y spanwise distance from centre line
c(n) local chord of wing z upward vertical displacement
Sgeometric mean chord; reference length in a incidence of wing at crank station 9 = 0.319

Fig.] aO mean value of a (degrees or radi3ns)
C1 ,C2  output control parameters in Fig.8 al amplitude of oscillation in Eq.(22) (radians)
CLL CLLO + fl1(CLL + iC¢L)eiwtl ; local lift y ratio of specific heats of air (= 1.4)

coefficient . q(n) steady loading function in Eq.(18)
C (a) (p - p )/(Ip U2) ; steady pressure
p coefficient q (r ) complex loading function in Eq.(8)

C; + iC" ; oscillatory pressure coefficient AC C - C ; steady local loading coefficientpp p pt oPu
nEqs.A2) and (19) C AC' + iAC" ; oscillatory local loading

C po C p (a0 ) ; mean pressure coefficient p p
c' (aCp/3a)C,=0p coefficient
pC 0 JA amplitude of AC in Eq.(24)

C'1  equivalent of C at amplitude a = E phase lead of AC in Eq.(25)
in Eq.(29) pA

F ratio in Eq.(17) T1 y/s ; non-dimensional spanwise distance
G local mean flow parameter in Eq.(

4
) w Z/u ; frequency parameter

K complex function in Eq.(20) non-dimensional chordwise distance in Eq.(9)
2 steady non-dimensional loading ACp from C centre of pressure of chordwise loading ACpO

linearized theory-orPO
complex loading coefficient from linearized CP centre of pressure of chordwise loading AC
theory in Eq.(8) P air density

m number of terms in linearized sparwise angular chordwise parameter in Eq.(9)
loading complex oscillatory velocity potential on

M Mach number upper or lower surface
N number of terms in linearized chordwise wt ; periodic variable

loading W circular frequency of oscillation
p air pressure
q integer denoting term in chordwise loading
Qij Q'j + iQ'j ; generalized force coefficient

in Eq.(30)
61 real part of
s semi-span of wing 0 subscript denoting mean steady flow at a = a0
S area of wing planform subscript denoting undisturbed stream
t time i subscript denoting force mode
U air speed j subscript denoting mode of oscillation
x ordinate in streamwise direction 9 subscript denoting lower surface
xo location of pitching axis u subscript denoting upper surface
xa local ordinate of swept axis in Fig.1 lin subscript denoting linearized theory
x, (n) local ordinate of leading edge =O subscript denoting steady flow
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I INTRODUCTION

On both theoretical and experimental grounds the achievement of satisfactory flutter characteristics
for transonic aircraft is a subject of current concern. The theoretician is mindful that design against
flutter relies as much upon aeroelastic calculation as upon experimental validation, lie realises that it
is inexpedient to estimate transonic flutter conditions from faired curves between reliable predictions
based on linearized subsonic and supersonic aerodynamics.. The experimentalist is aware of the high cost
in time and money of flutter model manufacture arei rrar.sonic wind-tunnel testing; moreover, he recognizes
the uncertainties of tunnel-wall interference and the fact that measurements at zero mean lift may be in-
conclusive., The essential dependence of the unsteady flow field of a given configuration upon the mean
flow around it, as well as upon the frequency and mode of oscillation and the Mach number, raises severe
problems in both disciplines.

The increasing scale of current effort being devoted to the problem of unsteady supercritical flow
is evidence, not only of concern among flutter specialists, but of confidence in the progress of this
research.: Indeed, great strides are being made in the theoretical treatment of two-dimensional unstead)
transonic flow. Nevertheless, it will be some while before definitive solutions of the three-dimensional
problem become available, and longer still before there is an economical routine of guaranteed accuracy
for general use. In the meantime the quest for semi-empirical or other approximate methods of aerodynamic
calculation may shed light on what is needed.

The aim of the present paper is to describe the results of a combined theoretical and experimental
study of oscillatory pressure distributions on a typical civil-aircraft wing (Fig.l) over the range of
Mach number from 0.60 to 0.86, which covers the development of supercritical flow. Ref.1 provides an
approximate theoretical treatment of the oscillating wing, while in Ref.2 Lambourne and Welsh report on
the experiments and the inherent physical processes. There follows a digest of Ref.1 with an account of
some subsequent calculations; finally, after an appra sal of the work to date, some proposals are made for
future consideration.

2 THEORETICAL BACKGROJND

Under conditions of subcritical flow there are satisfactory methods of representing the unsteady
aerodynamics in aeroelastic calculations, which neglect the wing thickness and the squares of wing dis-
placement from a streamwise plane. Such linearized theories are too numerous to mention, but it is import-
ant to distinguish betwe.n the kernel-functions methods such as Ref.3 and the doublet-lattice methods such
as Ref.4. Whereas in calculations of steady pressure distributions for the purpose of wing design it is
imperarive to incorporate the influence of aerofoil thickness and to make allowance for the boundary layer

and wake, in most flutter calculations these complications are either ignored or treated by empirical
modifications to linearized theory., For example, the corrective matrix method of Ref.5 is sometimes used
in accord with oscillatory experimental data for one single mode to adjust the results of linearized
theory for the required modes of a flutter analysis. While this technique has succeeded in subcritical
flow, its applicability under supercritical conditions is unassured.

Many attacks on the problem ,f transonic unsteady aerodynamics are reported in the recent literature,
which includes a wide variety of methods. Tijdeman and Zwaan 6 discuss the requirements of such methods in
some detail, and in a later review Tijdeman 7 considers different categories cf solution. He concludes that,
vital as it is, the effect of wing thickness in inviscid flow does not give the required improvement in the
prediction of wing loading; since the effects of wing thickness and the boundary layer are of the same
order of magnitude, real improvements necessitate the inclusion of bott'. The other crucial consideration
is that not only the mean location •f the shockwaves but their time-dependent behaviour should be adequately
represented. Much of the published work is restricted either to two-dim.Jnsional flow or to near-sonic' flow
everywhere. We shall focus on three-dimensional theories suitable for a typical supercritical flow when
the stream Mach number is below 0.9 and the local Mach number may range from 0.7 to 1.3.

At the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Albone i2.8 have developed a finite-difference method for
two-dimensional steady flow, which has recently been extended to 4ings of arbitrary planform9 ; results
from this latter method are used in some of the present calculations. In the USA, considerable progress
has been achieved in the development of minite-difference meýthods for three-dimensional unsteady flow.
fht analysis of EldersI 0 has been incorporated by Weatherill z': . into a pilot program, which has been
run for a rectangular wing in pitching oscillation. From the comparisons between the two- and three-
dimensional solutions in Fig.21a of Ret.1I, it would appear that the difterence equations have been
linearized so as to suppress the influence of shockwave motion. However, in their method for helicopter
rotor blades lsom1 2 and Caradonna1 3 use the non-linear transonic small-perturbation equations with complete
time dependence. They calculate the appearance and disappearance of shockwaves during the cycle of a non-
liftithg advancing rotor. The -nethod is most promising, and its application to a lifting wing would seem
to be a distinct possibility. Nevertheless, it must be anticipated that a general finite-difference method
for unsteady flow would be very expensive in routine use.

The lifting-surface element methods provide solutions at lower cost. The general approach is to
modify linearized theory by subdivision of the wing surface into regions associated with different stream
Math numbers derived from the mean flow. In one such method under development Cunningham1 4 obtains a
qu. ;jtative improvement in the solution with a linearized kernel-function method and a constant supersonfc
stream Aach number ahead of the shockwave and a Lonstant subsonie one behind it. Tijdeman and Zwaan 6 have
sucessfully adapted a doublet-lattice method for use under subcritical conditions; the downwash field of
each lattict panel corresponds to its own prescribed stream Mach number equal to the average of the local
Mach number and the true strtam Mach number. Some other techniques for improving linearized lifting-

surtace element solutions have been tried by Giesing - ', l.1 All these approaches require the same
order ot computational eiiort as the linearized theoretical methods, and they deserve further development
for rixed subsonic and sLpersonie flow.
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3 PRACTICAL APPROACH

The immediate theoretical requirement is for an approximate method that can be applied with economy
and generality to the aerodynamics of oscillating wings when the mean flow may be supercritical. Like the
lifting-surface-element methods just described, the method of Ref.) has been developed in the knowledge
that its limitations will eventually be exposed by more elaborate theories, but that its validation as anapproximate method could be established by experimental means. The method rests on three basic assumptions,

which provide the simplification necessary to give economical calculation and general applicability to a
wing-flutter problem.

The first of these assumptions lies in the use of a one-dimensional form of Bernoulli's equation.
For a given frequency of oscillation w , the velocity is written as

U(x,t) - Uo0(X) + x-P I (x), iwt] , ()

where the subscript 0 denotes a value for the mean flow, 6? denotes the real part, and • denotes a
complex velocity potential. The pressure coefficient is similarly expressed as

p (p - P.)/(P U) = Cpo + Ce , (2)

where p,, p, and U are the pressure, density and velocity of the undisturbed stream. Then to ficst
order in the time-dependent quantities it is shown in Section 3.1 of Ref.l that under isentropic conditions
Bernoulli's equation takes the form

C(x) = 2(Ud•- (3)

where G = I + YM 2 Cpo/ , (4)

• Y-

U =. U. 2 + -yM2 pO (5)

M is the Mach number of the undisturbed stream and y(- 1.4) is the ratio of the specific heats of air.
The first basic assumption is that Eq.(3) holds in three-dimensional flow, when the total derivative is
replaced by the partial derivative. Thus the oscillatory component of surface pressure is given by

p(x,y) G -a* iws) , (6)

where U0  and i are regarded as surface distributions. This approximation ignoras any influence of the
lateral component of U0 . Eq.(6) would have greater precision if the differentiation were carried out in
the local flow direction. The expediency of integrating chordwi%e to obtain i is thought to have led to
a violation of the condition of zero loading at the trailing edge, but this is regarded as a local defect
that can be compensated by fairing the amplitude of the calculated oscillatory loading smoothly to zero
aft of 80 per cent chord [see Eq. 26)].

The second basic assumption is more sweeping and, perhaps, more successful than it deserves to be.
It states that the ratio of the local oscillatory chordwise component of velocity to its value in the
quasi-steady case of zero frequency is the same as the corresponding ratio accnrding to linearized theory.
This leads to generality in frequency parameter ý and implies that the ratio of the real and imaginary
parts of the chordwise component of velocity may be taken from linearized theory. We write

a;/Ix . 1/(7)
v.0 L =10! lin , 

(7)

and an appraisal of this approximation will be made in Sections 6.2 and 6.3.

Any linearized lifting-surface method may bc used to implement Eq.(7), but Ref.3 is especially
convenient for the purpose because aT/1x is obtainable in analytical form. Ref.3 yields the oscillatory
wing loading

N

(C - C 8s e-i' l e(n) c I) * cos(
p- pu lin e q' 'sin 'Z (8

q-1

where s denotes the wing semi-span, n = y/s, c(n) denotes the local wing chord, the frequency para-
meter 7 - wZ/U. where Z is the geometric mean chord, and € is the angular chordwise parameter such
that with a leading edge XL(n)

x - XL)
C(n) - ( -Cos s) (9)
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Ref.3 is a coll cation method in which there are N chordwise terms, m spanwise terms and a(m + I) - I
spanwise integro..on stations between the wing tips; in the present applications (N,m,a) = (4,23,4) ,
The solutions are obtained as values of the complex functions rq(n)(q = I to N) at spanwise positions
n = - cos [r7T/(m + I)] (r = 1 to m) , from which I'q(n) is expressible as the double Fourier series in
Eq.(Il) of Ref.3. The linearized form of Eq.(6) is

~lin +iw (0ax U+ iD = + LUZ(x,n) (lO)

where the symbol ± denotes positive for the upper surface and negative for the lower surface. This
linear differential equation is readily solved to give

SUs eix/l + sin N 1)0 sin
Dlin e± 6 {I(n)(0 + sin () T + . (11)

q=2

The constituents of Eq.(7) are

ailin/ Ix = ± lU (12)

where K is deduced from Eqs.(8), (10) and (11),

(asx)-0 - - TGu- (Cp)ý=O (13)

and

( as Iax" = kU i)-(14)
lin/x;. v=0

from Eqs.(6) and (10) respectively. Hence

ax 2GU0 ( =0

Eqs.(6) and (15) combine to determine Cp for any section y = ns , and the oscillatory chordwise
pressure distribution on the upper or lower surface is given by

IC• -K• + i~cGQt....(_)U C(-'

(E)() /L 0 + G(-')UO(') \M(ý /-0 dt' (16)

72e -0 c0 \(' v.0

where G(O) and U0( ) are defined in Eqs.(4), (5) and (9) in terms of the mean local pressure coefficient

The third basic assumption is that the ratio of the quasi-steady rate of change of surface pressure
to its linearized theoretical rate of change is the sanre for all modes of deformation or displacement. By
considering the ratio for an infinitesimal change of incidence we write

S" or ,(I)

where a - a0  denotes the mean flow condition and Wa/a is obtained from the linearized steady-state
solution for a change of incidence; Eq.(8) reduces to

N
at 8s r (n) cos (q - 1)ý * cos gO
To =I'cnZ q sinO()S~q-1

where rq(n) is a real function defined like "q(n) as a double Fourier series. The selection of a as
the independent variable of differentiation in Eq.(17) is influenced by the considerations that the steady
pressure distributions Cp(x,y,n) will often be available and that the theoretical quantity )/2)a is
unlikely to vanish locally. The approximation in Eq.(17) is akin to the corrective matrix method of Ref.5,
which is admittedly untried for supercritical flow.

By Eqs.(16) and (17) the final expression for the oscillatory part of the pressure coefficient is

CF(OKQ) ;cC(E) F(,')Uo(,')V dv' , (19)
p 1 0 5
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where in accord with Eqs.(8), (10), (11) and (12)

(C) = _8s e-iix/Z F cos (q - I)4 + cos qg

Tr q~n sin$0177 q=1I

i + sin (q - 1)0 + sin q0 (20)2 Z- Iqn (( (+si )+-q q
q= 2

where x and 0 are related to E in Eq.(9). Besides the quantities 3t/3a and K from linearized
theory, the chordwise distributions of C and CO are required to obtain G(E), UO(C) and F(C)
before Eq.(19) can be evaluated. While the role of- CpO is to modify through Eqs.(4) and (5) the values
G = 1 and U0 = U. implicit in linearized theory, the quantity C'0 is of paramount importance,
especially in the first term of Eq.(19); the procurement of its suriace distribution is discussed in
Section 4.

4 ALTERNATIVE METHODS

Just as any oscillatory lifting-surface method can in principle provide values of K , so can any
steady-state technique provide the pressure distributions Cp(x,y,m) . These will be required at suffici-
ent values of a to define CpO and Cko over the desired range of mean incidence aO . In the present
investigation the alternative sources of 'static data' are the theoretical transonic small-perturbation
(TSP) method of Albone et al.8,9 and the wind-tunnel measurements of steady pressure reported by Lambourne
and Welsh 2 .

There are conflicting arguments for preferring the use of either TSP or expe:inental static data.
The first concerns the number of data points (x,y), which may be limited in pressure plotting tests to the
extent that the chordwise behaviour of the integrand in Eq.(19) is ill-defined and there is insufficient
spanwise coverage in the integral for the generalized forces; in the present applications an average of
ten experimental data points at each of five sections contrasts with 35 TSP data points available at each
of 18 sections. Another consideration is the problem of differentiating Cp to obtain C0O ; again the
theoretical approach is preferable, because the differentiation of experimental values of C. with respect
to a may be blurred by scatter. The most important argument concerns Reynolds number or boundary layers,
and this is two-edged. Since the validation of the present practical approach is through comparison with
experiment, the omission of boundary-layer effects in TSP data defeats this objective, especially as
experimental evidence points to the increasing importance of viscosity under supercritical conditions. At
the same time the experimental wind-tunnel data are for much too low a Reynolds number to be representative
of full scale, in which respect the alternative methods can be regarded as two extremes.,

The present calculations are fur a wing of current design with the planform defined in Fig.l. The
measurements of steady end oscillatory pressures at the five sections (I to V) are described in Ref.2.
The half-model has camber and twist and a streamwise thickness-to-chord ratio of approximately 0. 10. The
incidence a is defined as that of the crank section y - 0.319s , relative to which the root and tip
incidences are +3.930 and -0.570 respectively. In the dynamic experiments of Ref.2 the wing has fairly
high stiffness, so that in the present calculations it may be assumed to oscillate rigidly about the axis

x - x - 0.709Z + slnI tan 250 (21)a

The motion is expressed in terms of the instantaneous incidence

S- a0 + Ul0a1elitI (22)

where the frequency is 120Hz, so that at model scale E - 139.5mm the frequency parameter v ranges from
0.534 at M. - 0.60 to 0.385 at M.0 - 0.86.

The approximate theoretical calculations with TSP static data cover the ranges of incidence
-1.93o0 a < 2.070 and -1.130 <• o < 1.270 with '6 - 0.84 , and the results in Section 4.1 provide a good
qualitative indication of the performance of Fi.(u). rhe present calculations by the semi-empirical
version of the method are for restricted inc:dences 1.570 a i 2.570 and 1.90 0 ao 2.240 but cover the
whole experimental range of M ; these results in Section 4.2 are appraised quantitatively against the
measured oscillatory pressures.

4.1 Approximate theoretical method

Che three-dimensional TSP mcthod of Albone c 2!., which is featured in a survey by Lock 9 , has under-
gone some refinement since its application to the present problem, but not so as to affect the qualitative
story of the calculations. The computer pr-gram foi the relaxation solution of the finite-difference
equations over a 60 x 24 x 40 grid is expensive to run but, once a solution at one incidence for the given
%. - 0.84 is obtained, it is relatively quick to get further solutions as a is increased in small steps
of 0.40 from -1.93 to 2.07 degrees.

The approximate theoretical calculations of Ref.I are restricted to - 0.750 , a grid line close
to station IV of Fig.I. Given the values of the upper and lower surface pressure toefficients Cpu(t) and
Cpj(a) , their gradients C'uO and C'io have been calculated at t0 = -1.13, -0.33, 0.47 and 1.27 degreeb
from quartic polynomial fits to the data points at a = aO, o0 ý 0.4 and a 0.8 degrees. A., indicated
after Eq.(9), thelifting-surface method of Ref.3 is applied to the wing motion defined in Fqs.(21) and
(2:) to provide rq/ctI from which to evaluate K/s, in Eq.(20), and to the steady change of incidence to
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provide Fq from which to evaluate 3i/Da in Eq.(18). The ratio F is calculated from Eq.(17) for both
upper and lower surfaces at the 35 grid points on the chord at n = 0.750 , whereupon Eq.(19) can be
evaluated. this process is greatly facilitated in that, after spanwise interpolation in rq , Eq.(2()
yields K(C)/al at any required set of positions E ' Civen Cpu/al and CpZ/aj , the oscillatory
chordwise loading is split into its real and imaginary parts so that

C (C) C u(0 = AC (0 AC' (AC"\
p , u = . = _. + iV i , (23)

a a a1

or in terms cf its amplitude and phase

a1 + f l 23 (24)

and
-l

E = tan (AC"/tC') * (25)
A pp

The results from Ref.l are illustrated in Figs.2 and 3.,

The chordwise distributions of the calculated amplitude and phase for the four values of o0 (deg)
are shown in Fig.2 where IACpl/al(rad-l) is seen to be markedly different from the linearized theoretical
curve in the range 0.05 < & < 0.50 . As would be expected from the first term of Eq.(19), the broad
pattern of behaviour is consistent with that of the quasi-steady gradient (C0 - The high peak
near the leading edge at 0O - -1.130 is associated with supercritical effects on the lower surface. The
next mean incidence a 0 = -0.330 has relatively mild supercritical flow on both surfaces, but there is a
significant influence of aerofoil thickness. At the higher incidences there are two marked peaks in each
distribution; while the leading-edge peak still dominates at a0 = 0.470 , the peak at mid-chord is the
salient feature at a0 - 1.270 . According to linearized theory cA is almost linear in E , and relative
to the wing motion it shows a phase lag for E < 0.4 and a phase lead for & > 0.4 ý The calculated
influence of transonic flow is to delay the change-over from phase lag to phase lead and to increase the
phase lead downstream of about mid-chord. The curve for a0 - -0.330 is omitted from Fig.2 as it is
practically indistinguishable from that for a 0 - -l.130 ,* At 00 - 0.470 and 1.270 the region of great-
est interest is close to the downstream end of the embedded supersonic flow where, as IACpl/al falls
from its peak and the real part AC;/aI becomes negative, CA increases rapidly to give a phase lead in
excess of a quarter cycle.

The real and imaginary parts of the individual surface pressures Cpu and C £ are plotted against

Cin Fig.3 for 00 - 0.470 and 1.270., The interesting effects of supercritical fow are confined to the
upper surface. At a0 = 0.470 there is a forward peak in local mean Mach number Muo = 1.32 at C = 0.04
which is associated with local peaks in -C'u/a, and Ciu/aI of about 1.8 times the local value from
linearized theory, while the recompression from " 4O - 1.20 to 1.05 near C - 0.4 causes local chordwise
jumps of 21 and 17 in -C'U/ail and -Cu/al0 I spectively. These dominant effects are intensified at
ao - 1.270 , when the pea~s at C - 0.0- reach Muo - 1.50 and Cpu/al of about 2.5 times the local
value from linearized theory, while recompression from Muo - 1.32 to 1.00 near ý - 0.5 causes chord-
wise jumps as high as 38 and 25 in -Cj'u/ai and -C" /aLV respectively. It 'ould be surprising if
effects of this order of magnitude were not vital in regard to the generalized aerodynamic forces.

It is seen in Fig.2 that the oscillatory loading from the approximate theoretical method fails to
reach zero at the trailing edge. As discussed after Eq.(6), a possible contributory fact is that this
derivation from Bernoulli's equation does not represent the influence of cross flow which must grow as the
trailing edge is approached. Accordingly the behaviour of the loading ACp will be modified by forcing
it smoothly to zero with the factor

I - 25(E - 0.8)2 when C > 0.8 (26)

The effect of this will be to bring the amplitude IACýp/aj much closer to the linearized theoretical
curve in this region.

These calculations with TSP static data have enough points to avoid ambiguity in drawing the chord.-
wise distributions. Clearly the method is not restricted to supercritical flow, but its most important
application is where 11 is below 0.9, say, and the mean flow contains a substantial supersonic region.
The results are qualitative in the two senses, that no realistic comparisons with experiment can be
expected from considerations of inviscid transonic flow, and that there are no reliable solutions of the
full oscillatory three-dimensional equations of motion from which to evaluate the approximations of
Eqs.(6), (7) and (17), and in particular to verify the use of Eq.(7) up to flutter frequencies. Whatever
shortcomings the present calculations may have, the inadequacy of linearized theory in thiq flow regime is
not in doubt.

4.2 Semi-empirical method

With experiment instead of TSP theory as the source Mf stati. data the methoc becomes semi-empirical.
the outline of the computational procedure in Section 4.1 may still suffice, but there are two new facets
on the determination of the pressure gradient C;O with respect to in.idence. One possibility, not used
in the present investigation, is to obtain t•O directly from the experiments as the amplitude of the
oscillatory pressure when the simple harmonic notion of the model is reduced in frequency to 1Hz, say,
However, we consider a quasi-rteady analysis of the measured pressure through the finite cycle of incidence
in Fq.(22) and evaluate its tundamental term as destribed in Section 5.1 of Ret.l, Thus %o is replaced
by
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2Tr

C I C (a) cos o do (27)

0

where a = a 0 + t Icos , (28)

An alternative expression for Eq.(27) is

C' = . / sind2 d (29)

0

which is suitable for computation whether the amplitude of oscillation a is finite or infinitesimal.

Most of the present calculations are based on a = 1.74, 1.90, 2.07, 2.24 and 2.40 degrees with
a 0 = 2.07 degrees and a, = 0.33deg = O.0058rad as in the dynamic experiments, but the influence of small
variations in a0  and a, has been examined. Selected results from Ref.l to illustrate the effects of
separate wing surfaces, stream Mach number, mean incidence and spanwise location are given in Figs.4 to 7
respectively, which include comparisons with the chordwise distributions of measured oscillatory pressure
at a frequency of 120Hz.

The main consideration in Fig.4 for M. - 0.82 and n = 0.766 is that, while both real and imagin-
ary parts of CpX for the lower surface from semi-empirical calculation and experiment lie fairly close
to their linearized theoretical curves, the departures from these same curves for the oscillatory pressure
-Cpu on the upper surface are large and encouragingly consistent. The purpose of Fig.5 for n = 0.535 is
twofold, to contrast the results for subcritical and supercritical flow and to illustrate the effect of
frequency. Whereas at M. = 0.60 both the real and imaginary parts of the loading ACp from semi-
empirical calculation and experiment are acceptably close to the results of linearized theory, large
effects of supercritical flow are calculated and measured at K = 0.82 , The comparisons of the real
part AC'/a 1  show the same order of discrepancy between semi-empirical calculation and measurement as at
M. = 0.60 ; the quasi-steady and semi-empirical curves for M. - 0.82 for which _ - 0.402 offer a convinc-
ing demonstration that the effect of frequency is adequately represented in the calculations. On the other
hand, the imaginary part plotted as AC"/a 1 U shows the correct trends at M. = 0.82, but the magnitude of
the supercritical-flow effects is underestimated. In Fig.6 the semi-empirical effect of mean incidence is
shown by plotting the loading amplitude and phase for M_ = 0.84 and n - 0.766 whey a0  is 0.170 above
and below that of the experiments. The main differences are associated with the rearward movement of the
recompression region as incidence increases. In Fig.7 it is perhaps surprising that at M. = 0.86 the
peaks and troughs in the measured chordwise distributions of oscillatory loading have weakened by compari-
son with the results at M.o - 0.82 and 0.84. Nevertheless at both n = 0.535 and 0.882 the semi-empirical
calculations, unlike linearized theory, give a fair representation of the quantities LCp/a! and AC'Valý
from experiment.

A more detailed account of these comparisons is found in Ref.l. The main deficiency of the present
method is its failure to reproduce the increases in phase lag over the forward part and the phase lead
over the rear part of the chord in sufficient measure to bridge the differences between linearized theory
and experiment. The increased phase lead is associated with small measured values of AC'/a of change-
able sign, but the increased phase lag is of much greater importance as it occurs wht.e KC')/a1 is rela-
tively large and reasonably well predicted. We shall consider this matter further in Section 6.2, observ-
ing here that the semi-empirical method offers great improvement on the linearized theoretical method.

5 COMPUTER PROGRAMS

So far the numerical material has been drawn from desk calculations, The alternative methods are
seen to have equal generality. Planform and Mach number are basic to most aspects of the calculations.
Frequency and mode of oscillation enter through the linearized theoretical data, while aerofoil section,
camber and twist, mean incidence and oscillatory amplitude all feature in the equations relating to the
non-linear static data from whichever source. With application to flutter as the prime objective, the
approximate aerodynamic equations have now been programned in FORTRAN language by Computer Analysts &
Programmers Ltd. There are three sets of input data for the program:

•a) CARDDATA, a file prepared by hand to define the planform geometry, the points where the static data
(WINGDATA) are to be given avd ACp is to be evaluated, the values of x and i0 , the required
force modes, the number of frequency parameters and oscillation modes, the value of M_ and sor,e
output control data;

kb) PLATEDATA, a file containing the results of previous calculations for the thin-plate wing from
linearized theory at uniform incidence (1q) and in oscillation (Tq) for the appropriate frequencies,
modes and Mach number;

Ic) WINGVATA, a file containing the steady-state data, either -heoretical or experimental, for the wing
with thicknesb, camber and tvist at the appro!ri ate iutidences nid '1a.h inumber,

1he running time is a trivial proportion of that required to produce the PL?.TEDATA bv means of Ref.. or

the WINGDAIA by means of Albone's finite-difference ISP method.

lhe protedure from input to output is summarized in Fig.8. Ihere is some intentional duplication of

the initial data so as to cross-check the validity of the CARDDATA file; for example, the 'input parameters'
N and m must correspond to the numbers of values of q and n tor which :q and *q are specified in

the PLAfEDAIA file, and similarly the number of 'data points' (C,nj at each section must be consistent with

the contents of the WINGDATA file. The standard output of results includes planform data, force mode data,
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individual surface pressures Cp(E,n) , the corresponding loading ACp(C,n) with its amplitude and phase,
the integrated generalized forces

Qij =Q! + iQ'j = S zi(ACp)jdS (30)

where zi is the displacement in the ith force mode and (ACp)j is the loading in the jth oscillation mode,
and finally k(ý,n) and the corresponding generalized forces as computed from the PLATEDATA. This amount
of printout is obtained when the control parameters (CI,C 2 ) are set to (0,0). Many other printing options
are indicated in Fig.8. But (3,0) gives the minimum printing of just the first row of output quantities,
while (C1,C2 ) = (0,3) produces maximum printing including values of CpO, C•0 , spanwise interpolations of
rq and i/, at/9a , the chordwise integrals from Eq.(30) prior to spanwise integration, and the corres-
ponding mean forces when ACp 0  replaces (ACp)j in Eq.(30),

The numerical procedures only depart from those of Ref.l in matters of detail. In the first place
the modifying factor of Eq.(26) is applied to ACp . Secondly, an identifier CODEA is used to define how
the program accepts the steady-state WINGDATA:

CODEA - I denotes theoretical data fitted exactly by a cubic spline;
CODEA - 2 denotes measured data fitted by a least-squares cubic spline;
CODEA = 3 denotes computed data already interpolated at a = aO 0

The option CODEA - 3 is used in connection with amplitude effect as expressed in Eq.(29); a subsidiary
program has been written to convert a WINGDATA file from its standard format with values of Cpu and Cp1 ,
as required when CODEA = I or 2 to one with the quantities CpO and Cpl ready for use with CODEA - 3.
Thirdly, cubic splines are fitted between the first and last data points in the chordwise and spanwise
directions in the evaluation of Eq.(30); between these points and the perimeter of the planform the
required edge conditions are applied with continuity in the integrands and their first derivatives at the
extreme data points.

The main program has been applied satisfactorily in support of an experimental flutter investigation,
but the results are not yeL available. However, the calculations of Ref.1 have been extended by means of
this program, and the new results in Figs.9 to 14 will now be discussed.

6 DISCUSSION AND APPRAISAL

The additional calculations for the wing of Fig.I at M. = 0.84 are intended to fill two gaps in
the content of Ref.l. While Figs.2 and 3 have shown large local effects of supercritical mean flow at
n = 0.750 , the global consequencos to the integrated forces can now be evaluated and are discussed in
Section 6.1. Moreover, there are results from the alternative versions of the present approach to provide
more extensive comparisons in Section 6.2, and to emphasise the important influence of viscosity. Finally
Section 6.3 gives a forward-looking appraisal of this research.

6.1 Generalized forces

To -imulate the application of the method to flutter aerodynamics, the wing of Fig.l is considered
in heaving and pitching motion at 1-.. - 0.84 and ý - 0.393 . The pitching axis is taken at the aero-
dynamic centre xo - 1.234E as calculated by the linearized theory of Ref.3 in steady flow. The non-
dimensional lift and pitching moment corresponding to force modes

S(31)

2 Xo -x

are calculated in accord with Eq.(30). The three force matrices

(Q (Q!.) + i(Q'.' (32)

in Fig.9 are derived respectively from the linearized theory, the approximate theoretical method of
Section 4.1 with a 0 - 1.270 , and the semi-empirical method of Section 4.1 with ao - 2.070 . As for a
flutter calculation, the limiting case of small amplitude al - 0 has been taken throughout.

The evaluation of generalized forces from linearized theory within the program of Ref.3 is carried
out by Gaussian integration, but the procedure just outlined near the end of Section 5 loses accuracy
when the static data points become sparse. This inaccuracy in integration is aggravated if, as may happen
with the semi-empirical method, the chordwise distributions of AC are irregular and poorly defined bv
the cubic spline fit. Thus the elements of the third matrix equation in Fig.9 are unreliable in the
second significant figure. Nevertheless, the results in Fig.9 demonstrate how sensitive the total lift
and pitching moment can be to the method of valculalion when the influence of supercritical flow is at its
peak.

The matrix elements fall into two broad categories, larger ones whose behaviour follows a (lear
pattern and salaler ones whose order of magnitude is uncertain. 1hus the five elements Q1I, Q12, Q'71,
Q'',, Q', , as talculated by the approximate theoretical and semi-empirical methods, lie on opposite sides
of their linearized theoretical values, ihat the same %tatement is true of Q , Q' and is
probably fortuitous. Perhaps the large Lhanges from matrix to matrix give an exaggerated idea of the
likely effect of the boundary layers, because the tests are at the low Reynolds number of about 106 based
on c at M, = 0.84 whereas the TSP data neglect the residual viscous effects at full-scale Reynolds
number. On the hypotheses that at full-scale the steady-state results would lie between the predictions
of the linearized and TSP theories and that tht semi-empirical method is representative of the wind tunnel,
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it could be deduced that experimentally determined oscillatory aerodynamic forces would differ from their
full-scale values by as much as 50 per cent.

6.2 Theoretical and semi-empirical predictions

In a quest for further clarification of the predicted oscillatory aerodynamics at M. = 0.84 with
and without viscous effects in the static data, we consider the results from linearized theory, from both
versions of the present method and from experiment at all five pressure stations (Fig.1). The results
with inviscid static data from TSP theory have been interpolated in n . For the oscillations about the
axis x = x? with • = 0.393 the chordwise distributions of the amplitude JApI/a, in Fig. 10 show how
the supercritical flow effects weaken inboard of n = 0.535 , Experiment and semi-empirical calculation
give a progressive forward movement of the peak amplitude as n decreases; but at all sections the
inviscid transonic approximation leads to twin peaks, the second of which moves gently aft as n decreases.
With the choice of mean incidence ao = 0.870 the experimental conditions are matched by the calculations

over the outer part of the span, but further inboard the results with TSP data retain the features
associated with a shockwave near mid-chord.

The corresponding plots of phase angle in Fig. 11 show that ooth versions of the present method
usually depart from the linearized thecretical curves towards the experimental data. But at all five
sections there is the persistent failure to reproduce the increased phase lag that is measured in the
region E < 0.4 . A physical explanation is that the large area of surface flow with local Mach number
M > M. impedes the upstream propagation of disturbances from the main periodic-lift-producing region just
ahead of the recompression or shockwave. Of the three basic assumptions in Eqs.(6), (7) and (17), it is

that of Eq.(7) whose inadequacy must be questioned; near the leading edge where ý is small, Eqs.(6) and
(7) force cA towards its linearized theoretical curve. If Eq.(7) is to be re-modelled to meet this
criticism, a secondary consideration is that the same area of flow with M > M. must assist the down-
stream propagation of disturbances with a tendency to increase the phase lead further aft. There is
experimental evidence in Fig.11 from the outer part of the span to bear out this argument,

Fig. 12 gives the spanwise distributions of oscillatory lift and the mean-flow coefficient CLLO
whose semi-empirical and experimental values are identical. The integrations to obtain the experimental
values of cCLL/Za and cCiL/aE are very approximate, and failure of the pressure transducer at • = 0.3
has made the values at n - 0.309 too unreliable to be worth plotting. The higher lift curve slope from
TSP theory accounts for the higher mean lift coefficients and in-phase spanwise loading. The imaginary or
in-quadrature part of the spanwise loading includes the opposing effects of forward phase lag and rearward
phase lead, and the consistently more negative experimental values of CCELl'ZaI• retlects the larger
phase lags in Fig.t1. The chordwise centres of pressure of both the mean loading and the amplitude of the
oscillatory loading are plotted similarly in Fig.13, which features in both cases the aft displacement
from the experimental or semi-empirical positions to those obtained with TSP data, Such a shift in the
aerodynamic centre is considered to have a favourable influence on the critical flutter speed, and there
is perhaps a danger that the predictions based on inviscid supercritical flow may be over-optimistic; how-
ever, by the same token those based on tests at low Reynolds number may be too conservative.

The two final illustrations give the same experimental data at n - 0.766 and highlight some further
aspects of the calculations. Fig.14 first compares the steady pressure distributions from TSP theory at
a = 0.870 and 1.070 with that measured at a - 2.070. The two theoretical distributions match the
measured lower-surface pressures and the strength, if not quite the position, of the upper-surface recom-
pression. it is worth observing that the small difference between these two theoretical loadings has a
primary influence on the calculated distributions of loading amplitude plotted below them. Curves of both
'Epl/al and cA are drawn for aO = 0.870 and 1.070 in the limit as al tends to zero. In this narrow

range of u0 the neglected viscous effects and the other various approximations are judged from the com-
parisons to be more significant than the effects of a0 . Fig.15 shows the semi-empirical curves of load-
ing amplitude and phase for aO = 2.070 when, with the aid of Eq.(29), the calculations are made for

,i = 0.003 and 0.009 instead of the experimental value of 0.006 radians. While it is encouraging that the
differences in JACE I/a between calculation and eyperiment are only of the same order as the effects of

al , its trivial influence on c. does not obscure the tendency to underestimate the magnitude of the
phase angle.

6.3 Future framework

From the outset of the work in Ref.l the philosophy has been to keep the basic approximations simple
with a view to the re-modelling of the equations in the light of experience. The primary need for a fuller
appreciation of the physics of unsteady viscous transonic flow remains. But one characteristi, of the

invisLid aerodynamics, namely the influence of the mean flow on the rate of propagation of time-dependent
disturbances, has been identified as the basis of a new building block. It is necessary to distinguish
between the attenuation of upstream influence as a steady phonomenor and the time delay in upstream
influence as an unsteady phenomenon. Both of these principles are implicit in linearized theory to a
limited degree, and the need to intensify the process is expressed in many promising non-linear studies as
an efiective increase in stream Mach number related to local flow corditions. In the present approazh
Eq.(7) has taken account of the attenuation within the mean flow, but its apparent failing is to ignore
the consequences of the increased time delay due to supercritical flow.

It is desirable to extend the present theoretical treatment to oscillating control surfaces, and

this has been attempted for a plain trailing-edge flap with little success in the leading-edge region,
Again, the basic assumption of Eq.(7) has proved inadequate; in the case of the oscillating flap, moreover,
there is evidence to suggest that the semi-empirical method underestimates both amplitude and phase lag
near the leading edge. Since the mechanism of upstream propagation under supercritical conditions should
be much clearer when the foruard part of the wing is stationary, any te-modelling of Eq.(7) should tak2

the steady and oscillatory evidence for control surfaces into account.

Another road to progress that can be foreseen is the possibility to include Reynolds number as a
parameter in the approximate theoretical method. At the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Mr. M.C.P. Firmin
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is in the process of incorporating the three-dimensional boundary-layer growth into Albone's finite-
difference technique for solving the transonic small-perturbation equations in steady flow. This new
source of static data should eventually remove the problems raised in the second paragraph of Section 4.

The difficulties of chordwise integration and differentiation with sparse and scattered experimental data
would no longer arise. Moreover, the restriction to wind-tunnel Reynolds numbers on the one hand or to

infinite Reynolds number on the other would be lifted, so that the calculated flutter aerodynamics would
become representative of the full-scale aircraft.

Beyond this foreseeable stage of development there remains the task of assessing the inherent

approximations. One should look to more rigorous theoretical attacks on the problem of inviscid unsteady
three-dimensional transonic flow, to basic research on unsteady boundary-layer and shockwave interaction,
and to detailed wind-tunnel investigations of oscillatory surface pressures on rigid and flexible models.

Essential new fpatures of flutter aerodynamics are likely to be revealed in each case. The best that can

be hoped from attempts to short-cut the process, such as the present method and Refs.6, 14 and 15, is that
they will be pursued with realism and economy.

7 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The present method has achieved a measure of success, which is ample to justify an attempt to

incorporate the delay in upstream propagation through a supercritical mean flow as a new building block.

Such a refinement must be representative of experience with both oscillating wings and oscillating control
surfaces.

There is danger in adopting a complacent attitude to flutter because the onset of inviscid super-

critical flow can bring a theoretical increase in critical flutter speed. This trend is probably associa-

ted with a rearward shift of the aerodynamic centre, which would, however, be reduced by viscous effects.

It is important that the influence of Reynolds number should be incorporated into the present method

as soon as possible by means of the input from steady-state data. The semi-empirical calculations have

suffered through an insufficiency of pressure data points, and there is some prospect of replacing such

experimental data by more closely-spaced values from finite-difference solutions with the boundary layer

included.

The growing current effort and interest in unsteady three-dimensional transonic flow is creating a
demand for a concerted plan to bring about direct comparisons between the results of the various theories

that are in the course of development. The introduction of some standard examples is recommended as a

first step.
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SUMMARY

A finite difference method for solving the unsteady nohw about harmonically uoscillating wings is investigated The
procedure is based oin separating the velocity potential into steady and unsteady parts and linearizing the resulting
unsteady differential equation for small disturbances Solutions are obtained using relaxation procedures

The means for improving the solution stability characteristics of the relaxation process are explored A direct
procedure is formulated whiech permits obtaining solutions lior combinations oif Mach number and reduced frequency for
which the relaxation process has proved unstable' Trhe' pressure distribution for an aspect ratuio 5 rectangular wing
oscillating it. pitch is presented

I. IN'TRODUCTION

'rhe purpose of the work presented in this paper tis tot develop a means for calculating air forces for use in flutter
anal'ees of three-dimeniesonal lifting surface's in the, transonic flight re'gime Not onlv is flutter a significant problem at
transonic Oispee'ds, but it has Ailso prove~d difficult to predict analytically Trhe'se difficulties result not onl' from ihe
mathematical complexities oif the equations but sle.o from computer resources required b'. the repetitive nature of flutter
analvwx' performed during vehicle design

A vareet'. cf methodis are currentl'. under stud'. for predicting unstead'. trans'nii air fortes, ranging from the
relatively expensive finite' difference models including time integrations ito econoiiecal appreexematt procedures based on
lineaor theecrv The procedure of this paper tis intende'd it. be' Intermediate in terms of coimputer machine resiource' usage
and is basted on A finite' differe'nce' nethed developed by E~hle'rs in reference' I The assumption if small perturbalcions from

aunifoirm stream near the' spe'ed of sciucd retains the' ne'ee'ssr' ciemplexeity for describing Mittas %ith loecal supe'rseenit
re'gionsi The' appliesteen eel the' perturbatioen %elecitv poeetntial re'strects the soiluteion tie Avak shocks, a hech for thin a ings

eel' re'ssenabl'. gooed design, tis not tee limiting an assumpteion When the' leev tis stead'. the' resulting ceqnleneasr differential
eqeuatieon reduce's toe the wi'll'kneean transeenee' small perturbatioen equatteen studied b%. Murnian. teele' and Krupp erel's 2.

3, soed 4, Tlhe' ui'.ste'ad' diff're'nteal equation is simeplified biý eeensde'ring the' nla asi ceensisting of the' sueie of tao steparate'
potentials repre'se'nting the' ehtead'. and unstead'.1 effects Tlhe' assumeptieon 0-1 small amplitude's eel harcioenie lessillateion leads

re'sulting ser foertes are' thus. eupe'rpeeeable' aid ices' be' dirt-, th' used in tneneiectiocii4 'tte'r anal's.ce tformoulationts

'The' eflett cf thu kie'e.e is en. luded en the' stead'. flea anal'.sis 'The' unsie'ad'. aial'.siee is carried iout tier a aiking iltI

'.aciiehiceg thee kie'se but subme'rge'd if) a %'.e'ee It iit'.ptential distrebutionc revsulting friint the' ste-ad'. anal'.e'i Aee feermulated

the' eh.Kck i'c fixed hi' the' 'etead'. fliew acid it d-es notinoi ceie''aeth the' aieng cleotiec It is cicitd thai sheeck moection et' uld he'

ine Ile'eld tite a licnear fashieon

ie'ne'rall'. the' results. eel shpll'.ecg thees prese-dure 4A4 re peerted cit rite. "e ihreeugh -i ha'.e beittici enturaging 1'ereet

errelati eee f eef inite' ditle reice' sol
1

ut ion.e leer tlist plate' onfil'gurntwn j.A it h c iere'eseeiode g re-sults froecm lineear the'er' has

be''en geeeie tier l.t h lace' acid t hrn'iee'dimenseional c eecfeguratiin Fi. oer flee sed fleew vahere' the' %oelut iieie tier at N At A to4AI1to

aerhoel a-. re eeiepareel a eth e'ape'rieee'ital cata treecc 'liede cees aced Sehippe-re relt IeIe the' patiterc eel the' pre seure'

de.t rebut a' ii e ~ Ieel ..I lle. Asthai eebse~r'. e p'eei'ea ' hwe' the tanal.tee a[ pre'.eure' le' Vl.ae're' ge' ciral I' higher

c hanethe no-easeure'eIle '. es Ihei re's-celler the'deec repaicn.b,% acc th'e' steele'xp.ke'rnIi'cit t aklet cceea n but ci.'.be'due'tic

tejuciels . lacer eer se'parationic e't''ct eer Neth eer tw urekeeeain preeblemsee 'es'.eee eted 'a eh the' Ihe'er'. eer -aith the' pre'ec'une

cee'a~er. eiicjeI'hu see eef this time' the' cerre'ateeec st ude'tiesfr the' tw eiti enseie'.eiiel t~e ee ha'.eu beec itn ine lust%' t' be't msute

eel the i, ie -Iee kiw% ledge' ee '. iee .euse e tt'e, ti aced tier dee, three, dineet-eieieioal co bwa.c su..' ee I total tacit 4. e itile'nicnie'tal

presc'uri data

Asigcetieeitiateau-. tier eeeeerce tii the pra~eeieal iepplomwneee .el thi's preieeure hasl, n bee e eiateit' priele nee with e~

re'laxatioec pnoeecune'. use e tee -Ktl' the' eeise i.1 finite' ditle're'icc -'eualwteii, lb.s '..tatel.i'. prechleot c hii' beh ar, a tuce citimi

eel re-duced tr.'etue'en, '.~ f nIe eeucieter andetib, ihee b.. t'r iniei &It e re Itee r-geece s, % re I'. lercet iie u'e it thi'. ecetheild to

thea n'rgiciie.e%'t cicet Interiest liluiot ci'taebtlit'. thus ie a eciceler t-i;Oie 4e tise' pap. r

'hee r.'e'are h -ass supp-erteel bts NASA Langle'e. Me-sarc h ( t nte.r cenirac I ASi1 142041 and b%. the' &weing ( 'emneencoil Airplaine'
Comcpany at re'search pre gram
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A second section is devoted to a discussion of the accuracy of solutions from the finite difference model in comparison
with subsonic solutions for the flat plate This appears to be important because of the wave phenomenon resulting from

the time dependence.

In addition, results are presented for a moderate aspect ratio rectangular wing oscillating in pitch

A parallel study using finite difference methods on the unsteady transonic flow problem has been conducted by Traci,
Albano, and Farr (refs 7,, 8, and 9) The resulting procedure concentrates in a consistent manner on the low-frequency

regime. Their derived equations do not include the cross product term consisting of the derivative of the unsteady velocity
potential db with respect to time and of the second derivative of the steady velocity potential 0o with respect to the
flow-wise coordinate In most of their applications, the second derivative with respect to time is left out However, the
formulation of the finite difference equations, the handling of the boundary conditions, and the use of a column line
relaxation solution procedure appear very similar to the procedure used here

2. FORMULATION AND SOLUTION

A detailed mathematical derivation of the method used in this paper for the solution of the unsteady velocity potential
for the flow about a harmonically oscillating wing is presented in reference I The discussion here will be limited to a
brief outline of the procedure for the two-dimensional situation

The complete nonlinear differential equation was simplified by assuming the flow to be a small perturbation from a
uniform stream near the speed of sound The resulting equation for unsteady flow is

[K. - y- 1) 6t - (y + 1) obx] 6xx + 6yy - '(26x, + 6t)/ = 0 )

where K = (I . M
2

)/M
2

*, M is the freestream Mach number of velocity U0 in the x-direction, x andy are made
dimensionless to the semichord b of the airfoil, and the time t to the ratio b/Uo With the airfoil shape as a function of
time defined by the relation,

Yo = gfix't)

the linearized boundary condition becomes

6, = fx~x,t) + f1(xt) (21

The quantity & is associated with properties of the airfoil, such as maximum thickness ratio, camber, or maximum
angle of attack. and is assumed small The coordinate y is scaled to the dimensionless physical coordinate yo according to

y a[u 
3 M mg yn

and, is given in terms of A by

- (A M)113

The pressure coefficient is found from the relation

(p "-2t(6% + 6,)

The preceding differential equation is simplified by assuming harmonic motion and by assuming the velocity potential
to be separable into a steady-state potential and a potential representing the unsteady effects We write for a
perturbation velocity potential

6 - 6.j1.y) *- o(ity)eIti 131

and for the body shape

YO A hf( zx t i z il esiaX I f,(Xie le i ]

Since the sti-adv-state terms must satisfy the boundary conditions and the differential equation in the absence of
oscillations. we obtain

1K- " li'4% .* i4i

with

.*,, fo, 4st, ( -l a I u,5•

(On the assuniption that the oscilatins are small and products if th, mas be- nhegletted Fq4 ,11 and12j wuth the aid of
'qas i:l, and 4' it-ld

!IK " - 61• l , " -'1, 2i.t' ' - qi , t- 46,

a her-
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subject to the wing boundary conditions

6 1, = f1x(x) + lwfl(x), y = 0, -1 x ý I

A computer program for solving the steady-state transonic flow about lifting airfoils based on Eqs (4) and (5 was

developed by Krupp a-,d Murman (refs 3 and 4) The output of this program or a similar program can be used in

computing the coefficients for the differential equation of the unsteady potential The similarity of the unsteady
differential equation to the steady-state equation suggests that tI,e method of column relaxation used by Krupp for the
nonlinear steady-state problem should be an effective way to solve Eq (6) for the unsteady potential 61 Note that Eq (6)
is of mixed type. being elliptic or hyperbolic whenever Eq (4) is elliptic or hyperbolic Centeal differencing was used at all
points for the y derivative and at all subsonic or elliptic points for the x derivatives Backward lor upstream) differences

were used for the x derivatives at all hyperbolic points

The boundary condition that the pressure be continuous across the wake from the trailing edge was found in terms of

the jump on potential 161 to be

where 161 is the jump in the potential at x a xt just downstream of the trailing edge and is determined to satisfy the
Kutta condition that the jump in pressure vanish at the trailing edge The quantity .,16 is also used in the difference
formulation for the derivative d61, to satisfy continuity of normal flow across the trailing-edge wake

For the set of difference equations to be determinate, the value of h, or its derivative must be prescribed on the mesh
boundary Following Klunker iref 11, we found an asymptotic integral representation for the far-field 61 potential and
for the related pressure potential 61,, + iwel Because of the difficulty with convergence of the integral over the wake for
the integral equation (.f the velocity potential, upstream and downstream boundary conditions for the mesh were given in
terms of the pressure potential blc f icel for which the wake integral can be integrated in closed form The value of 6t
was computed at one point on the upper boundarv and one point on the lower boundary-points that were convenientlv
chosen to facilitate rapid convergence of the wake integral The values of 61 at other points on the upper and lower
boundaries were found by numerically integrating the quantity 61ix , imebe •ith respect to x

The numerical solution to the' resulting large order set of differe-nce equations may be obtained using a relaxation
procedure The initial solutions were obtained using a linte relaxation procedure Convergence is determined by
monitoring ERROR, the maximum change in the velocity potential between iteration steps ERROR is defined as the
maximum value over all i and I (if

to i" 6 1 t :no .

r

where hti'7' is the uLn- ready velhecit) potential feer the nh iteratiin, et111 e is the corresponding potential tir the.
preceding iteration, and - is the relaxation factir The solution Aas considered converged bhen ERROR ý II In some
cases. particularly for finer meshes and for the pitch moede' cne.ergenme was considered complete' Ahen ERROR 11) 4

3. RELAXATION SOLUTION STABILITY

As has been discisse-ed in a preceding NASA report bs the authors iref 51. significant stabilitv problems e 'ore
encountered Aith the relaxati•en procedures used to oelve .hv' finite differe-nte equations Generally, these procedures

paralleled those succe-?ssfullv used fer the' steady-state problem In esasence this meant sae'e'ing through the. mesh with a
line relaxation precedure When the line (if polintai wes parallel te the frete stre-am, it was called row relaxation, when the
line' was pe'rpe'ndicui.er o the fleot it was called tolumn relaxutien

The characteristics (if the- soelution inmtabilitv are as fellows

I It eccurs when the fleow i purely subsonic' as well as mixed with heallv supe-rsonic regions Thus the' instabilitt, ie
not invelved wi th the pres.nm'e' er abstenc' of transonen shbc k fleA

It appears te be a functicen oef A, iM e I-M-', and the' size of the' finite differente area foor the twee dimensieeal
preblenm er volume for the three-dimenseonal problem An analysis ef the flat plate with a uniferm nnesh eields
fier the' ritical value ef Ai the value- f A, above'vwhith the relaxaton seelution is unstable'

where a is the stre'anew i'e' dimnenseon of the' mesh reglion b ise I'-. height and K is the' transonic parameetr

3 Fer a given ceendeten isas, a fixed Mach numbe'r and finite' diffr're'ntee peint setup, as A, vwds inereamed the' rate' f

eenvtergtntte detre'ase'd until the solution started te die ergt' l'hue. tht, attual ialue ef A, fer a hieh the ',elutloie

first diverges is ill-de-fined although it is generalli in the' n ighboerhetid of the' %alu*' ge•e'n b% the' preteding
formula
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Some insight into the causes of the instability may be obtained by considering the Ielhnholtz eountion 'ito which the
difference equation for the oscillating flow over a flat plate may be transformed, namely,

Xx+ X, + A'.X ) 0Clit

It is well known that solutions to the Helmholtz equation may not be unique for given types of boundary conditions on
a closed region since eigenfunctions corresponding to real eigenvalues can occur, 1 e, functions representing standing
waves for which homogeneous boundary conditions occur on the boundary For the rectangular mesh area of width b and
length a, the first eigenvalue associated with solutions of the Helmholtz equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions is
the critical value of Xn just presented In terms of the relaxation procedure, it was shown in reference 5 that solutions of a
relaxation problem of the form

IA] } {6 R

converge only when IA] is positive definite and this holds for the unsteady problem when A1 Is less than A1 RiTt( Al.

Integral equation solutions currently in use for the linearized subsonic unsteady soluti is emnploy only the outgoing
wave solution for the kernel function Similarly the outgoing wave solution is used to define Klunker-tvpe (ref Il)
boundary conditions on the outer boundary of the mesh region Since the boundary conditions are essentially
Dirichlet-type, apparently the incoming wave solution is picked up during the numerical solution

In this section, we will discuss the effect of applying outgoing wave boundary conditions directly on the outer
boundaries, the effect of using a coordinate transformation to move boundaries of the finite difference region to infinity.
and the results of using an explicit solution rather than a sequential line relaxation solution

3 1 Variations in Outer Boundary Conditions

The Klunker-type boundary conditions define 61 on the upper and lower boundaries and set 61tx - iam on the
upstream and downstream boundaries of the finite difference region Since these boundary conditions apparently did not
effectively sort iiut the incoming waves from the outgoing waves, alternative conditions were explored These included
using an outgoing (radiation.type) condition on all four boundaries and also a porous wall boundary condition on the
upper and lower boundaries The mathematical forms for these boundary condt'ions are summarized in table I The
porous wall conditions ciiuld be varied to form either a "free jet" by making the parameter R othe porositt parameter)

very large, or a "solid wall" condition by making the parameter R small In practice, the parameter is usually fixed by
some empirical method for specific wind tunnel conditions, but for the current work the interest is on how the stability of
the relaxation solution may be dependent on its %alue,

Table 1 -Equations for Boundary Conditions

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS BOUNDARY EQUATION

UPSTREAM x iho -I 0

1. OUTGOING WAVE DOWNSTREAM 401l. + 0 = 0

UPPER #IV + 1- #I .;W it'1 r 0

LOWER 6y 1 -0

IV I , -0

UPPER 41 X °0l R y
R9 ly2. POROUS WALL LOWER #'u'vib 1 x *jly

Tho pilot programn was mriodified oo that all six combinations of outer houndarv conditions shuowti in table 2 uiuld be
run. that is, either if the iwo tonditions on the upstream and downstream boundaries could be -un with an% one of the.
three boundary conditions spetnified for the upper and lower boundaries The "free-iet' and 'solid wall' boundar.

Table 2 -Types of Boundary Conditions

UPSTREAM AND
DOWNSTREAM UPPER AND LOWER

BOUNDARIES BOUNDARIES

I., KLUNKER 1., KLUNKER

2. OUTGOING WAVE 2. POROUS WALL
FREE JET (LARGE R)
INTERMEDIATE
SOLID WALL (SMALL R)

3. OUTGOING WAVE
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conditions also were programmed explicitly and thus could be applied without the need for fixing a value for R The test
example consisted of a two-dimensional airfoil of vanishing thickness oscillating in harmonic pitch at a Mach number
of 0 9 For this case, and for the mesh dimensions that are used, the reduced frequency above which relaxation solutions
are expected to be unstable according to Eq (10) is about 0 1 The examples were run for a very coarse mesh (17 x 10),
and the overrelaxation factor (ORF) was varied to make sure the solution instabilities were not due to too large an ORF

The results of the calculations may be summarized as showing that the alternate boundary conditions used did not
significantly improve the convergence of the solution In some cases, a slight increase in the value of reduced frequenc)

was observed for which convergent solutions could be obtained No combination of boundary conditions would provide
solution convergence above a reduced frequency of 0 18 Since the exact values of w at which a relaxation solution stops
converging and starts diverging cannot be exactly determined anyway, the results of this investigation were not
considered promising

3 2 Coordinate Transformation

A second concept explored in hopes of removing the relaxation solution stability problem was a coordinate
transformation that permits the boundary conditions at infinity to be used on the boundaries of the finite dif'erence
region, that is, the physical region to infinity is mapped into the limited area of the finite difference mesh in the
calculation plane The particular form of transformation that %as used is that suggested by Carlson )ref 12) which. as he
points out. allows for a physically realistic behavior of the solution at infinity The phvsical plane is divided into three
regions by perpendicular lines through the leading and trailing edges of the airfoil (See fig I ) The physical plane
coordinates (x~y) are related to the calculation plane coordinates (ý.v)) by the following relations

in region I where E -I

i -. + tan [hr 2)(4 4 1)] + tan [(i2)( ]

in region 11, where .1 < 4 -z I

x 1 1(6- r)41 I[(r-2)4] 1
t

and in region 111, where I

x- I tan [(I, 214 - 1 +... tan IOr 21 ,(• l"l

and

y ý tan 17r 2i

- .... . ._.. .- XII,

X=- x= +1

Figure 1. -Subdwis'on of Flow Field for Coordonate Transformation

Two different boundary conditions were used The first ionsisted simply of
making -,, - 0i on all four boundaries, the second of using the outgoing %%ae conditions discussed in the preceding secthnin
Here, the outgoing wave condition was applied at the midpoint between the boundarv and the point adjacent to theI boundary

These changes d'd not solve the relrtation solution stability problem For a gisen Mach number for exampl..

relatively little itf anyt change was noted in values (of reduced frequency at which the solution became unstable

It is of interest to note that the combination of the coeordinate transformation and the outgoing %ave boundar,
condition provided results for the flat plate which verv closelv matched corresponding data from the NASA subsonic air
force program irefs 13 and 141, A comparison of results trom Klunker-tvpe boundarv conditions %ith results from
outgoing wave conditions together with the cosordinate transformation is shown in figure 2 It should be noted that the
former results are for a 42 x 30 mesh while the latter results are for a significantly coarser 28 x 20 mesh

3 3 Complete lirect Stlution

A 'semidirect" solution procedure was examined b) the authors in referencea Th' form if the equation s•kled at that
time was

jAk^i ,J ]{•nI = 1Rt,1"ii 121
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17-6 where ~i~ ~contained an element for each interior mesh point In other words there was still an iteration required to

update the vector IR~d.ci 5 ']) on the right-hand side Although very efficient for the small meshes for which it was used
(i e ,permitted by the in-core solution capability), it was subject to the same type of solution instability as the relaxation
solutions However, it is possible to rewrite the equation so that all unknowns arc on the left hand side and the solution
may be calculated without iteration This complete or full direct procedure should provide answers over the full range of
valuies except for the spcifcit values of A, for vhich the matrix IAlA 1] is singular

This piocedure was first tested with a one-dimensional problem There was no problem in obtaining solutions near the

singular points However, accuracy. as measured against the analytic answers, did present difficulties, which are

25 - LINEAR THEORY

MACH NUMBER 0 9 o OUTGOING WAVE BOUNDARY

DIFFERENCE TRANSFORMATION, 26 X 20 MESHREDUCED REQUENC 006 20FIENIT E , COITIOSWT CODNTPITCH ABOUT LEADING EDGE THEORY aKIUNKER TYPE BOUNDARY

15CONDITIONS, 42 X 30 MESH

10
otS

IN-PHASE
AcP 5

0

-1.0 -0.5 0.5 1.0

Figure 2 -Jump in Pressure Coefficient Across a Flat Plate Oscillating in Pitch

The full direct solution was alsoi investigated for use with two-dimensional problems O~ne formulation that was used
included the *oordinate transformation and the ciutgocing wave boundary conditions discussed above Use oif thi latter
significantly reduced the bandwidth iof the IjA) matrix over what it would have hb-in had Klunker-tvpc- outer boundar)
conditions been used, thus increasing the number if mesh points that could he handled by the in-core solution routines

The resulting program was used oin the sample problim of thi- airfoil iof vanishing thickness oscillating in pitch As
,Aith the one--dimensioinal program, not trouble wast encounti-red in obtaining solutions at frequencies well abovi- values
that had provid critical for the relaxation solution Howi-vir. onci- the neirghboirhoocd of the critical valur- had hb-in
reached ior excei-ded. very poor correlation with cc)rreapcinding aiolutions froim the- NASA subsonic unsteady flat% prograni
w~as obtained, that is, as thi- valui- Ai was incre-ase-d froni subcritical vailues to supercritical valuis. corrc-latiiin with the
NASA prougram went friini vi-ry goodl tii vi-rv pioor The characteristics if this lack io7 correlaticon ari- disc-ussrd in detail in
section 4

Trhi- original dir-ct soclutiion packagi- did nit ucintain a pivoting capahilitts Sinci- concern woas r-xpre-sse-d about
nume-rical accuracy of thi- siclutioin in thi- ni-ighborhiood of thie matrix singularitii-s a solution riutini- including partial
pivoting with eqiuilibratioin waus inse-rte-d in the program Although it icculd hi- de-termiined that pivoting wtas used during
the- solution. thi ri-sults re-iainied i-aactlv thei- aine tic thi- numbe-r of'significant digits rý tamed

In summary thi- full dir-ct solution proices adscl utions at valuis of itc above- thi- icritiual valuie Trhi- soclut ions di, nit
icirri-lati- wi-Il with ciirri-spoindirig solution, froim the NASA suhuccnic unst-ads flo%% program and ari- thus, not cuinsidi-rid
ri-liabli- Si ncei thi-si- solutions has i- hi-i-n obtauine-d usinrg riiutmines that ini-lude- partial Pivoting, t hi- [ac k of iorreai-tcn does
not appi-ar toi- decue- tii ourniirical probhlem. invirting thi- niatrici-s Thi- prioblemi niact hi- dui- tii the rvi-ctructuon to a

ni-lativr-lv small numbe-r iof mi-sb points hi-causi- cut a limitatiicn uuf thi- in-con- solution routine- and air dui- tic the is pe (if

aniror nlssu -s ooti hsi icusdi iti i i inundarv condliimn.iis This si-ma tii hi- borne out bv thi- ri-sults from the -ctudv uuf the- ucic-dimi-n~m-ial problem for wohich

4. NUMERICAL ACCURAC'Y FOR LARGER VALUES OF A I

Thi- acc uraic of thi- finiti- diffe-ri-nci- proc idur ri-tc this re-port nmat, be discusse-d in se-t iral difleri-nt tocnti-ats Irris moo.,
re-port% cbs' thi author, in rc-f I It, arid ti and Tram-u it al in ri-Is 7 8t, arid 4s base iiicludied nuiiiirical examople-- thi-
ri-sult-% if w hic-h ar- ccunpari-d eithi-r woith thi- e-xpe'rime-ntal data tIt Imidi-nari and Sti hppers ri-f hoi or wooith othir
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4 1 The One-Dimensional Problem

In order to gain insight into the unsteady transonic problem as formulated in this paper, a one-dimensional version of
the flat plate problem was investigated The one-dimensional analog of the two-dimensional equation. Eq (6), for a flat
plate may be obtained by dropping the 00 terms and the 1 ty term Dividing the resulting equation by K. we have

Oixx" 2iAiMibj a + A
2  

- 2)l 0 (13)

WM

I - M
2

The exact general solution to Eq (13) is

d•1(g =Cie]Xii+M)2 + C2e-IAi(1 M" (14)

where C, and C2 may be determined once the boundary conditions (end conditions) are specified An approximate
solution over an interval [a,b] may also be found by transforming Eq (13) to a finite difference equation with the
solution being obtained by either a full direct solution (similar to that discussed in sec 3 3) or by a point relaxation
procedure

The interest here is in comparing answers obtained from the finite difference solution with corresponding answers
from the exact solution For this, the maximum error quantity E for a given reduced frequency wh is defined as

max 
(15Sl-l, IMAX I-.XAl T - 'b NITt I)IFTiRNI I"

The investigation is aimed at determining the effect of the kind of boundary conditions used on Etoii) First, it is clear
from the exatt solution that the solution for a given reduced frequency, w,or A, is made up of components with two

substantially different wavelengths For a given finite difference mesh (a given number of mesh points and specified mesh
spacing), it would be expected that the short wavelength component woulu be less accurately represented than the long
wavelength component, that is, a solution that is made up predominantly of the short wavelength component would be
less accurately determined using a finite difference calculation than a solution made up predominantly of the long
wavelength comp.mnent This has indeed proved to be the case, as shown by examples presented in figure 3 Here two
combinations of Dirichlet and Cauchy boundary conditions were used to obtain solutions, the first was set up so that the
solution would consist solely of the short wavelength component and is denoted by the A.symbols in figure 3, and the
second, so that the soluti,-n would consist solely of the long wavelength component and is denoted by the 0-symbols The
error level for the long wavelength component is significantly lower than that for the short wavelength component

1.0 1 1 "
AtAAA/

1OE-1 
tiAA

&AAA'

A
1.OE-2 A SHORT WAVE LENGTH COMPONENT

MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE a I

MODULUS ERROR 0 LONG WAVE LENGTH COMIPONENT
1.0E-3

& 
r•00 000 0

1.0E- 5or

1,GE-I 0

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

REDUCED FREQUENCY

Figure 3 -Comparison of Error Curve for Long and Short Wavelength Solutions

Second. it is of interest to know how the error varies with frequency An analysis of a similar equation %as made by
Fisther and Usmani in reference 16 Thi- equation studied was of the form

Ox. f, A 1"1.1,- 0 16

and is simpl' related to our one-dimensional 61 equation by the transformation

4't eth I Moo•17

'Ai th the anal'.sis bam-d on .quall% spaced mesh points Application of their analysis to the 1b equation, Eq 16. shows that
fo~r small •alues of hA1. when- h ii. the- distante between adjaicnt mesh points, and I)iruhlet end conditions

iwi E, Eh-Al" 18,FsmInAi b - al]
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for some constant E which is independent of the reduced frequency an I mesh spacing In view of the close relation

between the 01c and tb equations, we would expect the error behavior in the finite difference solution to be similar in both

cases Eq. (18) displays several interesting characteristics For example, the predicted error is directly proportional to the

square of the mesh point spacing h and the third power of A, or, for fixed Mach number, the third power of the reduced
frequency is Also, the presence of the sin [AI~b-a1] in the denominator of the equation introduces singularities in the

error curve at values of ws (or A,) for which Ai(b -a) = nir These values of Xi correspond to eigenvalues of the analytical

solution (Eq. 14) , Ie , they are values of Ai for which there is no unique analytical solution In view of the close relation

between 41 and cf equations, it is expected that the error behavior would also be the same for 61~

The presence of the singularities in the curve of maximum absolute modulus error versus reduced frequency is shown

in figure 4 by the cs-symbolls It would appear that the eigen-alues for the analytic system do not coincide exactly with the

eigenvalues for the finite difference system as noted by the distortions in the curves with which the points have been

connected. The calculation was set up so that E(wk) would be evaluated at rive points between each analytic eigenvalue

The singular behavior is the result of the evaluation cif the C, and C2 from a set of simultaneous equations that are a

function of the applied boundary conditions This set of equations may be written in the form

[-(A,)] 1C1 I {Y1

1.OE-2

1.OE-3

1 . 0E- 0 0 00 0

1.OE-6 005 a BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE 0YIELDING REAL EIGENVALUES

MODLU EROR 1.0E-7 o BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

1 .0E-8 -0 EIGENVALUES

1,OE-9

SOLUTION CONSISTS SOLELY OF
1.OE-1O0 LONG WAVE LENGTH COMPONENT

I.CE-11Il
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

REDUCED FREQUENCY

Figure 4.-Comparison of Error Curves for Boundary Conditions Yielding All-Real and Complex Elgen values

when-re s 2x '2 matrix which is a function ocf Aq iir wcc, (' is the two-elc'ment column matrix made up oif t'l and C., The

forms of cc a~nd y are a function of the nature it boundary iendi conditions, i e , whether they are Dirichlet. Neumann. or
Cauchy Moreover, for certain values of XI. the de~terminant of a will be equal toc zero These certain values are-

eigenvalues For values (if X, that correspond to eigenvalues. the solution for C, and (', is not unique, that is. for A, ecqual

to eigenvalues, there is noi exact solution to Eq (13)

It is Interesting to note that the values of Ai,, which are eigenivalues of cc. may he either all-real or complex depending

oin the nature iol the boundary conditions It is readily shown that Dirichlet conditions (in both ends iir Neumann

cocnditions sin boith ends le-ad to all-real eigeivalues However, for certain combinations, such as mixed conditioins
i Ilrichlet oin one( end and C'auchy on the citheri. the eigenvalues may hi' made comiplex Under these circumstances, we

woiuld not expect the violent peak and valles behavior of the erriir plots that result from the all-real eigenvalues This is

indeed cocnfirmeid with the' results shown in figure 4 when the hiiundlary conditions are such at, to yield complex
eigenvalues

'lhis problem was originallIs studied toi see if it would shed light in the relaxation soluotioin intabi its' problem In

pariicular it was of interest tic see if relaxatioin solutions could be obtained for boundary leodi conditions for which the

eigenvalues are complex liowever, tests with a relaxation solution of the- one-dimensional systenm have not converged and
thus ha% Ing coniplex i'igenvalues does not seen, I-, materially affect the conv'rgc'nct

In addi~tion, it was note-d that Eq 1 181 Iinplie'd that the error was; proportional toi X, i or cod An cixampli'(of this is
shown Iin figur' 5i where an error tursii for an example in whichh thie singularity behavior has been suppressed is compared

w ith a curve proportional to. (.' The coirrelat ion hit wecen thie two is viry good Alo incclcuded is a curve. whitch is
proportional to .4 as is pried icted bi a (onvintional tru ncatiocn analyssis of thi' Finite difference e'qua~tion

In so niniars aksosI is anti -xpeinientn of thie ini--di ninsional e'(uatiuon shocss that ithi- error frlom thi' fin ite cifi t'ter'n
"solution is propocrtional tio h-, A. soil thiti the' numiber of pocints has in be expanded icr mccrc' spit ifvcallii the' mesh spic~ing

re-ducedc, Ili propolrtioin ito the, 3 2 polwer of the fre'iuc'ncs ill ocrde'r to retain actturic 'l'h'Ii's i-I If the- error is dc'ierm~ine'c
hi the houndars dlnclitionii which in turn clc-ri-niine the' rilai~ts clnirihuittins tcc the' '.lution hi ihe' long aiid 4h~irt

isasc'Ic'ngth cclnpoinens 'The' ri-Istivi-kla crger pact ihe long wasc-lc-ngth tomilpotilvnt plas ihe i' all'r Ill, lIst'
1 

(If 'rro
Superimpopsed'il ot his. g.'ocral erirr~ curic' can hi a svir, ofs~ pc'aks aiid ilcs-with tihc peaks c ciccre-i acrlound ihv ' s abc
If At dIir Io, that c ilrri'-cponid ito ihc ri-al 'igens aloes or' thi' Nsvi Mio finite difc'rvi'nc 'qua im'. cold ari di'pc'rdi'it In the'

hllundar% w Iidiit (ions If ihi cigi-nialoes arc' i Ilnpli'S the' pceak andt %clli's hi'hai dor of ihi' eirrl cur'v c' sippri'stu'c

Di'.'r,'ulis wolulci inllcate, ihai for cetin tiiichoi~c's ofi hcunclari oiccdiltlics aril uftficwtl ic-is 111 nils'h ýpatinj

adeq'Iuatu'l aic crati' res'ults ma nii .hl-aciinw'd inl thie twlcdinoific'imiai~l Ias diusing a full tidin-ct .iilutjili nicihitd
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Figure 5 -Variation of Error Curve With Reduced Frequency

4 2 Two-Dimensional Examples

As noted in sectioi 3, a complete direct solution using outgoing wave boundaiy conditions permits the obtaining of
solutions at large values of reduced frequency, and solution stability no longer is a problem However. for the mesh sizes
used, the correlation between the finite difference solutions and linear theory becomes very poor Results are presented
here for a two-dimensional airfoil of vanishing thickness oscillating in pitch in a free stream of M = 0 9 Under these
conditions, relaxation solutions would be expected to be unstable at reduced frequencies (based on the semichord) above
0 1 according to Eq (1W0 Results were obtained using both the li,,ear theory program and the finite difference program
Very good correlation between the two theories was obtained at ( - 0 06 (see fig 2) and very poor correlation at . - 0 3
as shown in figure 6 The correlation is significantly degraded even at . - 0 09 as shown in figure 7 To test whether this
phenomenon was a function of X, rather than w. the same problem was rerun at a Mach number of 0 4 with reduced
frequencies so that the values of X1 were the same ('orrelation between results from linear and finite difference
calculations, as shown in figures 8 and 9, was good at (a -- 0 6 (corresponding to co = 0 06 at M = 0 9( and poor at . = 0 9
icorresponding to w = 0 09 The results at w - 3, which are not shown, were very poor Thus, the results from the full
two-dimensional transonic eroblem (although with nonmixed floA) appear to follow the same pattern as the results from
the very simplified one-dimensional example Indeed, the poor results of M 0 9. (a 0 09 and at M - 0 4 co - 0 9 appear
to be due tt, the same cause as the peaks in the error curve shown in figure 4

These results were checked using a direct solution routine incorporating partial pivoting with equilibration The

results were not changed although it was possible to tell that the pivoting ,ortion of the routine had been used Thus the
errors encountered with the two-dimensional calculations do not seem to be due to numerical problems resulting from
Ill-conditioned matrices Increasing the number of mesh points in order to improve correlation was not fieasible wlth

available computer resourtes
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5. RESULTS FOR A RECTANGULAR WING

In a preceding report by the authors (ref 5), a pilot program for three-dimensional flow aas described This program
was used to calculate the pressure distributions over an aspect ratio 5 rectangular wing oscillating in harmonic pitch The
calculations were performed for both a flat plate and a NACA 64A006 profile configuration. in a flow with a free-stream
Mach number of 0 875 and with a reduced frequency based on the root semichord of 0 06 A mesh of 44 points in the flow
direction, 32 points in the spanwise direction for the full span, and 26 points in the vertical direction was used The finite
difference region extended about one chord length in front of the leading edge and behind the trailing edge, about seven
chord lengths above and below the wing surface, and slightly more than a semispan beyond the wingtip

The computation time for the finite difference calculations was on the order of 7 t) 8 CPU seconds for each iteration
and 8 to 9 seconds for each far-field update This was for a (D(' 6600 computer using the Kronos 2 1 operating system A
significant saving over these costs could be achieved for symmetrical wings with a mean angle of attack of 00 by taking
advantage of the symmetry properties of the flow Under these limitations, the steady velocity potential is symmetric, the
unsteady potential is antisymmetric with respect to the vertical coordinate, and the calculations need be carried out only
over one-fourth of the total finite difference region

The analyses were made using column relaxation It %as noted in reference 5 that, for the two-dimensional problem.
re'.. relaxation was much more efficient than column relaxation in terms of reaching a specified degree of convergence in
a minimum number of iterations It was determined that in using row relaxation for mixed flow, additional terms must be
included in the finite difference equat:on for hyperbolic points to avoid solution instabilities These additional terms have
not proved enough to avoid instabilities in the three-dimensiinal row relaxation solution, and it is assumed that the two-

dimensional analysis of reference 5 should be extended to the three-dimensional equations For the case to be shown, the
converged solution (in this case the ERROR of Eq (91 was to be less than 1O'41 , %as of the order of 180 iterations % ith the
initial unsteady velocity potential distribution set to zeros

The steady-state pressure distribution for a NA('A 64A006 profile is shown in figure It It %as obtained using a
program developed by Ballhaus and Bailey (ref 171 The jump in pressure coefficient due to harmonic pitch about the

-0.4

NACA 64A006 AIRFOIL SECTIONMACH NUMBER - 0 875
-0.3 ZERO ANGLE OF ATTACK
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-0 .5 0.0 0.S 'N.0

X
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Figure 10 -Steady-State Pressure Coefficient Distributions for an Aspect Ratio 5 Rectangular Wing
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planform leading edge is shown in figures II and 12 Three different results are presented The first results are from the

NASA subsonic unsteady three-dimensional airloads program using linear theory Irefs 13 and 141 These should compare
directly with the second set of results calculated using the finite difference program and a flat plate airfoil section The

third data set is from using the finite difference program with the steady velocity potential distribution from the
nonlinear steady-state solution for the wing with a NACA 64A006 profile In addition a two-dimensional result from

finite difference theorN for the same airfoil section is shown in the planform root plane

Generally, the linear results correlate very well with the corresponding finite difference results for a flat plate The
results including thickness display the pressure rise in the neighborhood of the shock that has been characterstic of
corresponding experimental measurements (see for example ref 10W The three-dimensional results show a significant

softening of the pressure rise in comparison with the two-dimensional results These results d'ffer from those presented in
refs 5 and 6 because of a corrected scale factor on the steady-state velocity potential Of concern is the apparent
intensifying of the shock effect at the midpoint of the semispan of the wing The reason for this result, which is not

expected physically. is currently attributed to the way the finite difference operators are handled The program is written
to use central differencing for subsonic points ias determined from steady flow) and backward differencing for supersonic
points An abrupt change in the pattern of subsonic and supersonic points occurs on the chord adjacent to the one with the
sharpest shock effects It may be that use of the shock point operator Aould result in a more physically acceptable
pressure distribution There are no experimental data available at this time for comparison purposes
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5x 00
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Figure 11 -Pressure Coefficient Distribution for an Aspect Ratio 5 Rectangular Wing
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6. SUPERSONIC FREE STREAM

Of significant interest is the inclusion of transonic flow effects in the calculation of oscillating air forces where the

free-stream flow is slightly supersonic Of particular interest to the current work is whether or not the relaxation

solutions become unstable in the same fashion v. hen the free stream is supi rsonic is when it is subsonic

The differential and finite difference equations art, the same for both the subsonic and supersonic free-stream cases

The flow characteristics are sketched in figure 13. which shows the boundary conditions th-t were used in a pilot
two-dimensional program The unsteady velocity potential at the upstream boundary is set to ero Since the flow is
supersonic at the downstream boundary and backward differencing is used in the supersonic regions, boundary conditions
need not be specified at the downstream boundar) Porous wall boundary conditions were convenient to use on the upper

and lower boundaries However. in practice, these boundaries should be set far enough out so that they do not affect the
floN over the wing and thus the pressure is independent of the porosity factor

+1 4X + iK) 1 4 tfily

S, /\ M - 1.00

+,

+ + M 1. O
+ 4
+ + +.+++ .,, + + + + + "• + ++ + 4. +

÷+

14
I + FORWARD FACING MACH CONE

4- FROM TRAILING EDGE

* hj -4 ____________________'b1 = 0 Rl cb•)1- •1y = 0

Figure 13 -Boundry Conditions for Problem With Superson,c Free Stream

As discussed by Traci et al (ref 9), the flat plate problem in which the steady-state velocity potential is constant may
be solved by a sing;e downstream pass with the relaxation procedure since nowhere in the flow is any point affected bl
points in the downstream columns The problem of mixed flow with the pocket of subsonic flow buried within the
supersonic flow is quite a different matter Traci etal noted relaxation solution instabilities in the neighborhood of

M = 1 0 and, for the supersonic case, obtained two-dimensional solutions at M ý 1 10 but not at M - 1 05 A priori, one
may suspect that the presence of the subsonic region will provide characteristics similar to those found for the subsonic

free-stream case,, which resulted in instabilit es in the relaxation solutions for values of reduced frequency and Mach

number, which makes A, greater than that corresponding to the system eigenvalues

In practice, numerical examples do not appear to admit such a simple explanation A circular-arc airfoil was analyzed
at two Mach numbers. M - 1 05 and 1 15 A simple pitching oscillation %as studied Our results have the characteristics
of converging for a number of iterations and then diverging Here the maximum difference between &I for successive

iterations was used as a measure of convergence If the convergence criterion was met before the divergence started one
would assume that one had obtained a valid solution Under these circumstances, the use of overrelaxation and

underrelaxation factor iURF) increased the tendency for divergence Hence, the calculations were run with ORF z
URF - 1 0 The net result was that at M - 1 15, with a relatively small subsonic region, the convergence characteristics
were improved by raising the reduced frequency At A I (15 with the attendant large subsonic region about the airfiil

leading edge, convergence improved by decreasing the reduced frequency lhbi latter behavior is what would be expected
from experience with the subsonic free-stream problem

There does appear to be stabilitv problems with the relaxation process in the supersonic free-stream problem as well
as with the subsonic problem We suspect both have the sami' origins, that is, the elgen characteristics of the problem
llHwever, numerical examples with the supersonic frie-stream problem do not give cinsistent convergence divergente
behaviir at M 1 05 and M 1 15 It is assumed that a full direct solution as described above wotuld provide solutions,
but this has not been tried

7. CONCLUSIONS

'Ihis paper has further explored a partilular finite difference firmulatiin fur analizing unsteady transi.ii flos over
harmiiniall, ouiitllating liftiig surfacels The ris ults arti not con lusi se with respect to the eventual usefulness iif the
proiedure in pratical situations A mean, fir avoiiing instabilities with relaxatiin procedures was not fiiund Hoiwver.
it is shriiwn that a idirict siilutiiir prisiduri' mas hi' used iii ibtain results at values iif Mach number. re'ducid frequiniv

and ,izt' if silution region above those ,ritical for relaxation solutions It is surmised that the direct solution could be
u'-d to ,ole cionvergence problems in the supersomii regime as well as in the subsonic regime This procedure must be

in vestigated iith respet t to large sets of finite diffeience points as a iell as alternate boundary (ondiiions, to prove its

practicalitv
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On the basis of a •ne-dimenaional anilysis. it was found that the accuracy of the finite difference procedure was

proportional to h:a1
3. so that the finite difference spacing must be varied inversely to the 3 2 power of frequency if

accuracy is to be retained For the larger values of reduced frequency at values of Mach number cloe to one. this %ill
mean working with very large sets of finite difference points How the use of nonuniform mesh pJint spacing would affect
this conclusion has not been examined In addition to the general error level, there are large positive excursions in error
caused by the presence of real eigenvalues These excursions can be suppressed by proper selection of boundary conditionsS~that result in the replacement of the real eigenvalues by complex eigenvalues

Finally, three-dimensional results hove been presented for a moderate aspect ratio rectangular wing with a NACA
64A006 airfoil section
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Numerical Solution of the Unsteady
Transonic Small-Disturbance Equations*

M. N. Hafez, M, H. Rizk, and E, H., urman
Flow Research Company, P., O Box 5040, Kent, Washington 98031

This paper examines two problems that occur in the small unsteady harmonic perturbation
approach (Weatherill, et al. 1 and Traci, et al. 2 ) of calculating transonic flutter pro-
blems. The first problem involves a numerical instability that occurs in the relaxation
procedure for solving the reduced potential equation. This instability results in a
critical reduced frequency (for a given Mach number) beyond which relaxation solutions
are divergent. A numerical treatment of Helmholtz's equation by iterative techniques is
examined, and a one-dimensional model is computed to demonstrate a suggested solution,
The second problem is to properly treat the movement of a shock wave caused by the har-
monic perturbation of the body. This shock movement is described by a special equation,
which is derived from a consistent perturbation expansion for the nonlinear differential
equation and from shock-jump relations.

INTRODUCTION

For transonic aeroelastic and flutter calculations, Weatherill, et al.- and Traci,.
et al. 2 have reported a numerical method for computing small transonic unsteady harmonic
perturbations to a steady flow. They express the potential function as a series of in-
creasing powers of a small parameter, which measures the amplitude of an unsteady distur-
bance to the boundary (for example, a thin airfoil undergoing harmonic oscillation), This
expression results in a sequence of boundary value problems for the perturbation poten-
tials. The zeroth order is just the steady problem and is solved by a type-dependent
finite-difference scheme with a line relaxation procedure. The first-order problem results
in a linear equation of mixed type for the perturbation potential and is solved by the
same procedure. This method, however, is successful only for small, reduced frequencies.
Beyond a critical frequency (for a given Mach number), the relaxation solutions diverge.

Weatherill, et al. 1 analyzed the convergence of the relaxation procedure frr the
perturbation potential. The finite-difference approximation results in a matrix that is
not always positive definite (depending on the reduced frequency). In this paper we sug-
gest a remedy to this problem and compute a simple illustrative examplJ. The main idea is
to multiply the system of algebraic equations by the conjugate transpose of the system
matrix. Hence,: relaxation procedures are guaranteed to converge, This method is described
in the first part of the paper,

In the second part, we investigate the problem of the shock movement caused by un-
steady perturbations. In Weatherill's 1 and Traci's 2 work, the shock is not perturbed
from the position calculated from the steady solution. For some problems, however, the
shock motion is important and affects the whole flow field. To account for these effects;
we derive, from a perturbation expansion for the shock-jump conditions, an equation re-

presenting the shock movement. The appropriate jumps at the unperturbed (steady) shock
position are obtained by an analytical continuation of upstream and downstream conditions.
To account 'or the shock movement, we impose the appropriate jumps on the perturbation
potential with a shock-fitting procedure.

For steady perturbations calculated by an integral equation method, Nixon 3 has re-
ported an alternative approach using the method of strained coordinates. In this paper
we adopt the same approach for small harmonic perturbations computed by finite-difference
methods. In this approach,: the coordinates are strained in such a way that the shock is
always fixed at its steady-state position, The perturbation of the jump conditions (in
the strained coordinates) yields the same equatioins as the weak solution of the (linear)
perturbed equation; hence, no shock fitting is necessary, The perturbed equationý, however,
is more complicated because it has nonhomogeneous terms accounting for the shock movement.,
Also, the boundary condition for the perturbed potential is altered (the airfoil is dis-
torted so that the shock location is unchanged by the perturbation),

Finally, we show that the strained-coordinate method is eql, ivalent to the di-'.t
method of transferring the jump conditions to the steady-state shock location, A numeri-
cal example for a one-dimensional model flow is discussed,

BASIC GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The unsteady transonic small-disturbance equation can be written in the form

+ cx t = - 1 2) + (0 ,) (1)(6t x 2 ~x x y y

This work is supported by the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory under Contract No.
F33615-76-C-3067.



where the aott term is neglected for low frequencies., The jump conditions, admitted by
the weak solution of Eq., (1), are

8(-=-2 - at/ = <k - ox> + y/ax (2a)

[ll = , (2b)
Dwhere <0> and goo denote the average and tne jump of 0 across the shock X = xD(y;t).,

To complete the formulation of the problem, we must include the tangency boundary condi-
tion, a far-field behavior, and a Kutta condition for lifting airfoils.

For small harmonic perturbations, we let

0 = o°(x,y) + eRe [it 1(xy)]+ +.. (3)

where the oscillating airfoil has the following boundary condition:,

Sy(X,O) fo(X) + cRe e fl(x) (4)

The zeroth-order problem is given by

(K - x),O + 0 0yy (Sa)xxx yy

*0 (x,0) = f'(x) , (Sb)
yo

and the first-order problem (where the ý term is neglected) is given by

-0 )01 + 0 o 1 . aiwo1
x xx yy - xxx (6a)

*l(x,0) a f(x) . (6b)

The boundary conditions (5b) and (6b) are applied in the airfoil mean surface, Note that
Eq.ý (6.1) is linear with discontinuous coefficients, Its solution admits jumps only at
that place where the steady shocks occur. We discuss this problem in part II.

In part I we discuss the convergence of the line-relaxation procedure applied to the
algebraic system of equations that result from the finite-difference approximation of
Eq. (6).

Part If CONVERGENCE OF RLLAXATION PROCEDURES USED FOR THE

TRANSONIC SMALL HARMONIC PERTURBATION EQUAIION

Convergence Analysis

Equation (6) gives the perturbation potential. Using type-dependent finite-difference
schemes to solve Eq. (6). we obtain a systewr of algebraic equations in the following form:

A# - f , (7)

where A is the system matrix, # is a vector for the unknowns at the grid points, and
f is a vector for the nonhomogeneous terms and the boundary conditions.

Equation (7) is solved by a line-relaxation procedure. Wcktherill, et al. 1 observed
the frequency-dependent limitati(,n on the convergence of the relaxation method. In princi-
ple, relaxavion procedures cuk.verge if and only if A is positive definite.* Since the
eigenvalies of A are functions of w . we must find a critical frequency, namely, the
value of w for which the smallest eigenvalue becomes zero. Above this value, relaxationprocedures diverge. To solve Eq. (7) by a relaxation procedure that converges regardless

of the value of w , wn r.ust modify Eq. (7) so that the new system matrix is positive defi-nite.: Thus, we modify both sides of Eq. (7) by A* , the conjugate transpose of A , to
give

For the case of interest here, A must have positive diagonal elements (submatrices).
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A*Aý = A*f

or Ale = fl '. (8)

where A = A*A

f = A*f

A, is positive definite except when w is the natural frequency, in which case A is
singular. If A is not singular,. Eqs, (7) and (8) are equivalent and have the same solu-
tion. Relaxation procedures will always converge for the new qvstem, Eq, (8) (as long as
the relaxation factor is positive and less than 2), The disadvantage of this remedy is
that the bandwidth of A*A is almost twice that of A j so the rate of convergence may
be slow. In particular, if A is ill-conditioned, A*A will be even more so. For high
frequencies the grid size must be quite small, hence the number of equations is large,,
and the eigenvalues are close to each other. The smallest eigenvalue of A*A will be
very close to zero.. In this case, shifting the eigenvalues from zero is useful. In the
following, we compute a one-dimensional model of Eq., (6) by a relaxation procedure,, as
well as by direct inversion, for different values of w

Computational Example

The Helmholtz equation was suggested by Weatherill, et al,1 for studying the divergence
of relaxation solutions that he and his colieagues encountered when solving the unsteady
transonic flow equation, The Helmholtz equation

ýxx + 0yy + W2 s = 0, 0 < x < L

0 < y <L2

with 0 given on the boundaries, is simplex than the original equation, but produces
similar behavior when we attempt to solve it by relaxation. That is, for values of W
greater than a specific value wcr , line relaxation diverges. The one-dimensional analog
to the Helmholtz equation produces the same behavior, yet it is easier to handle. We
therefore consider the boundary value problem

xx + W2 = 0, 0 < x <1 (9a)

0(0) = , (9b)

*(1) = .R "(9c)

To solve the above problem numerically, we choose a set of J discrete points xt
with uniform spacing Ax in the interval of interest (0 < x < 1). We write the finite-
difference approximation to equation (9a) at each of the points. Central-difference
formul,* are used to approximate the *xx term., and this approximation leads to the
follo ,ng system of algebraic equations, %hose solutions approximate the solution of pro-
blem 91 at the set of discrete points xj

A¢ f (10)

Here, A is a tridiagonal matrix of order J

A I1 -s 1J

2 2
S = A - x ,,

TT

f 0 0 ... 0

where fT deihotes the transpose of f and whtre I is the vector whose jth element
approximates the solution of problem (9) at the point

xj = j~x ,

The system of equations that result from multiplying Eq, (10) by A* is

Aý a A2 = Af I., (11)
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When applying the Gauss-Seidel iterative method (point relaxation) to Eq., (11), we cal-
culate the n+lst iteration with the relation

0n+l , + ,n , = 1, 2 ,. J

where
,nC nn+ln lC n n

(C- -%p 2 SCj _~nl aj3

i€ aj j-2 J-2 j-1~- + ji

- 2SCJ+ 1 €•+ 1 + Cj--20J+2 - )

j 1, 2, " "J.

Here, X is the relaxation factor,

a S2 + 2 , 2 < j < J-1
aj = 2 l j =1 , J

Cj j 1 1 , j > J

f L -L 0 0 ... 0 -OR SOR]

By numerical examples we demonstrated that relaxation, when applied to Eq. (11),
converges for those values of w that cause it to fail when applied to Eq. (10), In
each case we calculated the direct solution of Eqs. (10) and (11). As expected,, they
were identical. We also obtained the exact solution of Eqs.ý (9), and, by comparing it
to the solution of Eqs. (10) or (11), we were able to determine the truncation error
effect. We applied point relaxation with fL = i R = 1 , and J = 9 to both systems
(10) and (11), For a value of w below r (w a r/2) we found that both cases con-
verge. For a value of w greater than r (w = 3r/2) , we found that the iterative met.hod
converges when applied to system (11), but diverges when applied to system (10). Table I
shows the results obtained for this case (w = 37,12) , The first column of the table
gives the value of x at which the solution is found, The second column shows the point
relaxation (Gauss-Sei el) solution of Eq. (11) after a hundred iterations. The relaxation
factor X is equal to 1.65. The third column of table I gives the solution of both
systems (10) and (11) obtained by Gauss elimination, and the last column gives the exact
solution of the boundary-value problem (9), The difference between the values of the
last two columns is attributable to the truncation error; i.e., it is attributable to
approximating the differential equation by a set oi algebraic equations. As the value of
W decreases, the truncation error decreases, and the rate of convergence increases. For
w - /2 and J = 5 , the difference between the exact solution and the solution of the
approximating matrix equation is less than 0.5%., Moreover, after 100 iterations, the
error AOQ was 10-7 when equation (10) was solved by relaxation methods and was .0-15
when equasion (10) was solved by relaxation methods.

Table I

xj Relayation Direct Inversion Exact

0.0 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000
0.1 -0.0025 -0.0036 -0.0084
0.2 -0.5195 -0.5065 -0.5151
0.3 -0.9428 --G.8969 -0.9094
0.4 -1.1776 -1.0881 -1.1055
0.5 -1.1667 -1.0377 -1.0606
0.6 -0.9067 -0.7568 -0.7845
0.7 -0.4518 -0.3078 -0.3374
0.8 0.0980 0.2094 0.1832
0.9 0.6204 0.6802 0.6640
1.0 1.0000 1.0000 1.O000

Part 11: SHOCK MOVEMENT CAUSED BY UNSTEADY PERTURBATION

Equation For Shock Movement

The problem can be examined in two different ways. First, we perturb the shock and
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transfer the perturbed jump conditions to the old position (the steady state), These
transferred conditions are imposed on the perturbation potential.

In the second approach, following Nixon, 3 the method of strained coordinates is used.

The coordinates are strained so that the shock is always fixed at its steady-state loca-
tion (in the strained coordinates). The differential equation governing the perturbation
potential, in the strained coordinates, contains nonhomogeneous terms that account for
the shock movement. Also, the boundary condition is distorted.

Following Cheng and Hafez*,4 the shock is perturbed in the same way the flow field is
perturbed; mamely, let

xD(y;t) = X°(y) + cRe eiwtxl(y)] + . (12)

The jump conditions (eqs. 2a and 2b) are given in terms of the averages and the jumps
across the unknown perturbed shock XD(y;t) , The appropriate jumps at the unperturbed
shock XO(y) may be obtained by analytical continuation of upstream and downstream con-
ditions., For example, consider the jump in a quantity u at XD , namely 0u]JD Up
to first order, this jump can be expressed in terms of Eulxo , [ux]xo andX' , as
shown in figure 1,

Uu, (U
u xu

Uu + EXl(U) +...

u. x

S+ CX1 (u +o

Figure 1 Perturbation of a Discontinuous Function

We can write

uXD = U, + cX1 (U)1 + U + • Xlu (Ux)+ +..

+ (U xl(Ux) + EXIU) -( (UX)u• +

= U xO + ex1 OUX x0 +

similarly <U>xD ' <U>xo + X <Ux> X+

Now, consider condition (2a) expanded in terms of c

D0o + C€1 + ... 3xD = + *1 + .. .3x

+ Exl' x + + "''IIo + . . 0 , (13)

The zeroth and first-order relations are given by,

for o 0 ¢O1x 0 , (14)

for c1, [.'1xo = -xlt;03 (15)
X ~x

M., 11afez would like to thank Professor H, K. Cheng of U.S.C. for an interesting discussion,
A similar approach is studied in reference 3 and is applied to a lift perturbation problem,
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Similarly, condition (2a) gives,

for e K -0 >-= ,i (16)
X 3~Y )/

for /1 o1 0 x° Xl
,o c iwaX = + X 2 y . (17)

Equation (17) is an ordinary differential equation in X Together with Eq. (15), it
imposes the proper jump conditions on ol . A shock-fitting procedure is necessary since
the weak solution of the (linear) perturbed system (6) admits discontinuities other than
the conditions that result from perturbing the jumps admitted by the tully nonlinear
system (1).

Simplification For Normal Shock
dX° dX1

For a locally normal shock, the term dy dy in Eq. (17) is neglected; hence,

1

iW aXX I ýO' + X 1 ýxx X ° ( 8

Eliminating X between (15) and (18), we have

EX0xol + io- 0 0l (19), Xo)X Xo

Equation (19) is the jump condition to be imposed on 01., After 01 is calculated,, we
can evaluate Xl from Eq. (18) or (15).

A Shock-Fitting Procedure For the 01 Problem

First, we solve the steady problem o , using for example, Murman's 0 fully conserva-
tive sch 8 mes• From the €O solution,, we let = a and <i - owhere X 0is considered part of the 00 solution. •he first point downstream, of theshock X is identified by S.P., as shown in figure 2.,

S SP.

i-2 i-i 1 i+1

Figure 2 Shock Points and Shock Location

At this point,, we replace the finite-difference (quation for i by the following rela-
tion:

a (i+l - +i i-l - i-2 + b(o 01.0(0b(/¢+ - _I) = 0 .. (20)

Eq. (20) is a first-order approximation of Eq.. (19).

The shock is treated as an internal boundary with a boundary condition in the form of

aI o + b1€x = c1

where a , bI , and c are constants, (+) denotes the conditions just downstream of the
shock, aAd cl containi the conditions on the upstream side of the shock.

Computational Example

Considering the one-dimensional form of Eq. (1),, neglecting the 6ý tt term,, and
setting • = 2 , we obtain the equation

2 :xt = (K - rx)Oxx I XL < x < XR . (21a)
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We are interested in solving the problem with the following boundary conditions:

¢(XLt) = 0 , ¢x(XL,t) = 3 (
O(XRt) = C cos Wt

We let

€ = €° + ý= 0° + cRe Iei~t~l1 +

where Re denotes the real part of e 0¢1 The governing equation, boundary conditions,
ind shock-jump condition for 00 are respectively given by

(K - ¢x)o 0 0 XL < x < XR (22a)
XxxLR

0¢(XL) -o o( o 3
)= ¢L = 0 ,¢x(XL) L

(22b)

00

¢o(X R) -OR=

0- O

¢0 + ¢x = 2K, (22c)

where (-) and (+) denote conditions just upstream and downstream of the shock, respectively,

For the purpose of our example, we choose

K= 1

1
XL 3 XR =1

Then, the solution for problem (22) is

3(x + < - x<O0
3o 3

1The equation, boundary conditions, and shock-jump conditions governing € are given
respectively by (noting that %xX = 0 for the present problem)

(K - 0x)0x - 2iws€ = 0 , (23a)

1 1€ 0 1 (X 0

(0 , (23b)
1 1R(x) R =1

1+ + 1- 1
Ox - IWOl = -x -iWOI (23c)

Eq. (23c) is the application of Eq. (18) to the present example,

We are interested in solving problem (23) numerically, in particular, by point rela-
xation, The shock whose steady-state position Xo has been determined from the solution
of system (22) to be XO = 0 divides our region of interest (-1/3,1) into two intervals,
To approximate problem (23) by a set of algebraic equations, we choose a set of J' discrete
points with a uniform spacing Ax', in the interval -1/3 < x < 0 and a similar set of
J points with uniform spacing Ax in the interval 0 < x < 1 such that, in the first
interval,

1x 3 + jAx' , j = 1,2,...J'
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and, in the second interval,

xj ( - l)Lx j =

We write, for each point xj in the supersonic region, the finite-difference approximation
of Eq. (23a), In this case the derivatives are approximated by backward difference formu-
las so that

1 1
€ += Ax p

0 -1 (-p 1 + 2)

1 1 . , 11. . ,
= r-*(-P'€j- 2 + 20jI) ' = 3,4j,; ,

1

where ¢. is the solution approximating the value of o(x

p, l+ i ,Ax'
K -x

and p'* is the complex conjugate of p' Since we are using backward difference for-
mulas in the supersonic region, we obtain the solution by marching toward the right in one
sweep, with no iteration required. After finding the solution in the supersonic region,
which is zero in our particular example, we can consider the following boundary-value
problem in the subsonic region:

S- 2 2iwo = 0 , 0 <x< 1 , (24a)
(K -€)¢ixx

1(0) - iw 1 (o) = y

,; (24b)
Iel(1) = ¢½

where the value of y may be obtained from the solution of the supersonic region
1J - 1 - i€~

Y = x 5X'i

Now, using central difference formulas at each of the points x, in the subsonic region
approximating the differential equation (24a), we obtain the fo lowing set of algebraic
equations:

BO g ,.(25)

where B is a tridiagonal matrix of order J,

B=IP ~i

p= 1+i wAX

K - x

-28 -2(0 ipw~x) j = 1

1 -2 , j ~l

g = 2pyAx 0 0... 0 -p I]

0 is the vector whose jth element ¢j approximates the solution of problem (24) at the
point xj = (j-l)Ax , The system of equations that result from multiplying Eq. (25) by
B* is

€ = B4Bý = B*g _g g (26)
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When applying the Gauss-Seidel iterative method (point relaxation) to Eq., (26), we
calculate the n+lst iteration with the relation

n+l n, 2, J

where

[2d n+l + b n+l 3n
jp -2 + bj-l + aj.

c n *2d+ +2 -gj j 1, 2,.. J
+ jlcj1  l + p* 2 dj+2 ¢j+2  j ,2. .

and where

aj= 8 + pp* , j = 2

aj = ~ P~ =2(2 + pp*) 3 < j < J-1

4+pp*, j=J

S 0 ,j :-1

bj = -2(26+p) , j 1 i
k -4p J> 2

= 2(20* + p*) , j = 2

c=I -4p* 3 < J < J

0 , j = J+l

d= i < j < J
S0 Y,: j < 1 ,j > J

T [-40*pyAx, 4pyAx, 0 0 ' 0 ,-p OR 2p R

We tested the iterative solutions of Eqs. (25) and (26). For w = n/2 and J = 4
point relaxation converged when applied to either of the equations. The difference between
the exact solution and the solution of the approximating matrix equation was less than 10%.
After 100 iterations, the error A01 was l0- 4 when we used Eq. (25), and it was 10-6
when we used Ea. (26). For W = 3,,)2 and 5'/2 , and J = 10 , we found that the itera-
tive process converges when applied to (26), but it diverges when applied to (25). Tables
II ard III respectively show the results obtained for w = 3v/2 and w = 5v/2 . The
first column in these tables is the value of x4 at which a solution is obtained, The
second column includes the iterative solution o• the real part of € to Eq. (26) after
700 iterations, with a relaxation factor of 1.85 for table II and 1.8 for table III, The
third column is the real part of the solution to equations (25) and (26), which is obtained
by Gauss elimination,, The fourth column is the real part of the exact solution to problem
(24). The last three columns are the imaginary part of the iterative, direct, and exact
solutions, respectively.

Using Eq. (15), we obtain the following expression for the shock displacement:

Xl L ¢

D I -for w = 3w/2 X = -4 sin wt

for w = 5w/2 , XD = 1 sin wt
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Table II

Re( O) IM(O)

x Iterative Direct Exact Iterative Direct Exact
Solution Solution Solution Solution Solution Solution

0.0 0.0392 -0.1282 0.0000 1.0703 0.9331 1.0000

0.1 -0.4684 -0.5537 -0.4539 0.9704 0.7691 0.8910

0.2 -0.8717 -0.8612 -0.8090 0.6568 0.4323 0.5877

0.3 -1.0855 -0.9860 -0.9876 0.1998 -0.0062 0.1564

0.4 -1.0661 -0.9019 -0.9510 -0.2992 -0.4544 -0.3090

0.5 -0.8203 -0.6265 -0.7071 -0.7300 -0.8179 -0.7071

0.6 -0.4045 -0.2178 -0.3090 -0.9979 -1.0202 -0.9510

0.7 0.0881 0.2381 0.1564 -1.0442 -1.0188 -0.9876

0.8 0.5487 0.6455 0.5877 -0.8592 -0.8139 -0.8070

0.9 0.8762 0.9186 0.8910 -0.4839 -0.4487 -0.4539

1.0 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Table III

Re(O) Im(O)
x. Iterative Direct Exact Iterative Direct Exact

Solution Solution Solution Solution Solution Solution

0.0 0.2525 0.2144 0.0000 -0.9485 -0.8768 -1.0000

0.1 0.9191 0.8369 0.7071 -0.4568 -0.4379 -0.7071

0.2 1.0723 0.9945 1.0000 0.3593 0.3072 0.0000

0.3 0.6293 0.6028 0.7071 1.0640 0.9605 0,7071

0.4 -0.1741 -0.1286 0.0000 1.2828 1.1727 1.0000

0.5 -0.9118 -0.8091 -0.7071 0.9021 0.8304 0.7071

0.6 -1.1956 -1.0747 -1.0000 0.1278 0.1166 0.0000

0.7 -0.8815 -0,7837 -0.7071 -0.6267 -0.5872 -0.7071

0.8 -0.1442 -0.0915 0.0000 -0.9623 -0.9050 -1.0000

0.9 0.6182 0.6319 0.7071 -0.7059 -0.6668 -0.7071

1.0 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

An Alternative Approach Using the Method of Strained Coordinates

Instead of Eq.• (3), we use an exapansion of 0 in strained coordinates (s,T) as
follows:

Let O(x,y;T) = o0 (s,y) + ERe I eiWT l(s,y)1 + ... , (27)

x s + cRe I e iUTXl(S) + "' " (28)

t =T (29)

In particular, the shock location in the physical plane XD is related to the shock loca-
tion in the strained coordinates by the following relation,.

xD= S D + cRe e iX (SD) + ... .+ (30)

That is, X1 (S D) is the shock movement.

The transformation derivatives are given by

= (1 - + "'" )- + (31)



S-(eiae X + as* (32)

Using (27) and (28) in Eq, (1) (with K = 1, a = 2 and neglecting the • term) yields

(1 - os)•os + ¢oy = 0, 3)
Os 00 (33)

and Olss + =lyy (Oos is)s + 2iw(o1 - Xl~os)s

+X0 02 + X(2 -j2)s(4ls(os - osy s is os - oss(

while using (27) and (28) in Eqs, (2a) and (2b) yields

<:os> = 1 , R 3:DI 0 , (35)

and s> (S D¢I +=2iwX,1 D 0 (36)

Note that Eqs,, (35) and (36) are the jump conditions admitted by the weak solutions of
Eqs. (33) and (34), respectively. The boundary conditions in the physical plane are trans-
formed to

00y(S1O) = W0 (s) on the airfoil, and (37)

Oly(slo) = Wl(s) + Xl(s)Wos(s) on the airfoil (38)

Equations (33), (35), and (37) determine the steady state, while Eqs. (34), (36), and (38)
determine the perturbation potential in the strained coordinates.

Conservative Difference Equations For an Alternative Approach

For the steady-state problem, centered differences are used in the subsonic region,
backward differences in the supersonic region, a parabolic-point operator at the sonic
line (to exclude expansion shock), and a shock-point operator at the shock point to impose
the right jump condition (conservation of mass)ý

For the perturbation potential, a parabolic-point operator and a shock-point operator
are needed. Also, X (S ) is unknown.

We first consider the parabolic-point operator, In (x,y,t) coordinates, 0 1 at
the sonic line. To guarantee finite acceleration *xx at the sonic line, Eq. (f) reduces
to

y = 2o xt (39)

Parabolic-point operators in (s,y,r) coordinates are given by

o = 0 ,, (40)

¢lyy = 2iw(o1 s - Xls5 os) " (41)

In Eqs., (40) and (41) centered differences are used everywhere.,

Equation (34) at (0 = 1) reads

(1- 0os)Oss = Ooss I ls- (Xls - 2iwXl)J . (42)

To keep Olss finite at the (0os = 1), we must satisfy the following condition:

Ols = Is + 2iwXl , at =os = 1 (43)
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Equation (43) is used to determine the shock movement A (assuming, for example,

X (s) = AS(1 - S)/SD(I - SD)

as in Nixon's 3 work)., Note that Eq., (43) is consistent with Eq, (36) when the shock
strength vanishes,

We next con~ider the shock-point operator. Equation (34) is written in a conserva-
tive form. A fully conservative scheme that admits the anpropriate jumps (Eq., 36) is
written as follows'

(Shock-Point Operation)i = (Elliptic Operator)i + (Hyperbolic Operator)i (44)

The y terms are central differenced,

After algebraic manipulation, Eq. (44) reduces to (neglecting y terms for a locally
normal shock)

U2 + - Xls(SD) + 2iwXl(SD) ' (45)

where U+ 1,i+l - 1,i

AX

U 1 - 01,i-2
AX

Equation (45) is a first-order approximation of jump condition (36).

EQUIVALENCE OF THE TWO METHODS

Finally, we want to show that these results are consistent with the previous approach
and that the two approaches are equivalent. We substitute Eq., (28) into Eq., (3), together
with a Taylor series expansion for *O around the point x,y , and collect terms of equal
orders. The result is

ý(x,y,t) = 0°(s,y) + cReeiwt 1(sy) + X(S)(s,y)o 0 ... + (46)

Comparing Eqs. (46) and (27), we find

00(s,y) = o0 (s,y)

Ol(s,y) + Xl(s)0 5 (sy) = ý 1(s,y) (47)

The equation for €l(s,y) reads

1 + =(,o= ol) (48)
oss yy s s s

with the boundary condition

(s,O) = Wl(s) (49)

on the airfoil and the shock-jump conditions

-x1(S) I 0 , (50)

+ X'(SD) ( 2iwXl(SD)(1)

Equations (48), (49), (50), and (51) were used before with a shock-fitting procedure to
determine 01 . Hence, the two systems are equivalent.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have considered two problems that are important in the calculation of unsteady
transonic flow for flutter prediction, For the first problem, we have proposed an itera-
tive method for solving the unsteady perturbation potential equation; this method converges
for frequencies beyond a previously encountered critical frequency. We have tested this
method on a one-dimensional problem and found that it worked. The rate of convergence,
however, is quite slow,

For the second problem, we have derived an expression for the perturbed shock posi-
tion for unsteady transonic calculations like those of Weatherill, et al:,1 and Traci,et al. 2. This result provides us with a consistent method for predicting the shock motion

of small unsteady harmonic purturbations, A simple one-dimensional example has been cal-
culated,
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